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 FIRST SECTION – AT 11:00 AM, APRIL 24, 2024  

 

 Lot  Cat. #. Description Start $ 

   WORLDWIDE AIR POST STAMPS AND POSTAL 
HISTORY 

 

   United States  

1 ** C2-3 1918, Curtiss Jenny, 16c green and 24c carmine rose and blue, 

nicely centered, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $250  

75 

2 ** C86c 1973, Progress in Electronics, 11c multicolored, a single with olive 
color omitted and only traces of vermilion frame are presented, full 

OG, NH, VF, C.v. $800  

200 

3 ** C92a,   

C98 var 

1978-80, Wright Brothers 31c, three vertical se-tenant pairs with 
strongly shifted or practically missing colors, in addition Philip  

Mazzei 40c with red color shifted to the top, full OG, NH, VF, a 

common stamps are included  

100 

4 ** C115a 1985, Trans-Pacific Air Mail, 44c multicolored, horizontal imperforate 

pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $550  
150 

5 ** C125b 1989, 20th UPU Congress, Futuristic Mail Delivery, 45c multicolored, 
top right corner sheet margin se-tenant block of four with ZIP 

imprint, light blue (engraved) color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $475  

150 

6 ** C128a 1991, Harriet Quimby, 50c multicolored, left sheet margin block of 
four, imperforate horizontally, perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF and 

scarce, C.v. $1,600 as two pairs  

400 

7 P 3261-62 

Pa, Pb 

1998, Space Shuttles, imperforate proofs of $3.20 in magenta and 
$11.75 in cyan, two sets of two values in left sheet margin vertical 

pairs, printed on coated and uncoated paper, no gum as issued, NH, 
VF and scarce, C.v. $900 for stamps on uncoated paper, pairs on 

coated paper are priced with ''-'', Est. $1,000-$1,500 

500 

8   1924 (March 17), First Aerial Circumnavigation (First Leg) Flight from 
Clover Field in Santa Monica, CA to Saint Point in Seattle, WA, 

stationery postcard 3c red, two confirmation markings on front and 

Seattle ''MAR.20.1924'' arrival ds on reverse, VF, Est. $300-$400 

150 

9   1924 (September 5-28), First Aerial Circumnavigation (Coast to Coast 
Leg. Atlantic to Pacific) Flight from Boston, MA to Seattle, WA, 
stationery postcard 1c green, uprated by Franklin 1c green, ''Boston 

First Landing in US of World Fliers'' machine cancel, all appropriate 

markings and Seattle ''SEP.28.1924'' arrival ds, VF, Est. $200-$250 

100 

10   1924 (March 24), Alaska Pioneer Flight (4th Trip) stationery postcard 
from Fairbanks to McGrath, ''Aero Mail'' with Wings in red 
confirmation, pilot Carl B. Eielson signature, the same day McGrath 

arrival ds, mostly VF  

75 

11   1931 (January 7-8), First Commercial Trans-Atlantic Flight by Mrs. 
B. Hart and Lt. W. McLaren with itinerary New York - Bermuda - 
Azores - Paris, stationery postcard 1c green on leg from NYC to 
Bermuda, uprated by Bermuda ½c green, appropriate arrival 

markings and pilot 's sign on reverse, VF, Est. $200-$250 

100 

12  C17 1933 (June 10-July 7), First Non-Stop Round Flight to Haiti by 
''Columbia'', mixed franking cover, franked by Winged Globe 8c olive 
bister, specially issued surcharged stamp of 60c/20c blue applied for 
return flight (Haiti #C4A), tied by Port-au-Prince ''6.JUL.33'', six-line 
cachet with flight itinerary and crew members, NYC ''JUL.7.1933'' 

arrival ds, VF, Est. $300-$400 

150 

13  CE1 1935 (May 20-24), U.S.S. Beaver (AS-5) at Midway Island Navy Mass 
Flight to Honolulu and Los Angeles, pre-printed cover franked by 
Special Delivery 16c dark blue, Pearl Harbor ''MAY.24.1935'' transit 
and Los Angeles ''MAY.30.1935'' arrival ds, signed by pilot, mostly VF, 

Est. $500-$600 

250 
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14   1935 (August 20-23), PAA Wake Island - Honolulu Pacific Survey 
Flight legal size cover, franked by Washington 3c violet, tied upon 
arrival with Honolulu machine ''AUG.23.1935'' ds, black Wake Island 
cachet, autographed by PAA official C. Schildhauer on reverse, VF 

and scarce, Est. $400-$500 

200 

15   1938 (May 24), Richard Archbold Trans-Pacific Flight cover carried in 
the PBY Catalina Flying Boat NC777 ''Guba II'', four-country franking 
with US, Dutch Indies, Australia and Seychelles, ''Hollandia'' 
cancellation ''10.5.38'' with month error, signed by Richard Archbold 

on boxed flight itinerary, backstamped with C.& W. Ltd. ''12.JUN.39'' 

Cocos, VF, AAMC #867, C.v.$1500 

300 

16  C19, C23 1938 (July 10-14), Howard Hughes Record Around the World Flight, 
specially prepared legal size cover, bearing US, French and Soviet 
Union air post adhesives, confirmation markings and NYC arrival ds, 

VF. Howard Hughes' Flight by Lockheed 14 took 91 hours, with stops 
in Paris, Moscow, Omsk, Yakutsk, Fairbanks, Minneapolis and New 

York, AAMC #TO1307, Est. $800- $1,000 

400 

17  UC16b 1951, DC-4 Skymaster, stationery envelope 10c chocolate on pale 
blue paper, error of color, 4-line text on reverse, VF and scarce, a 

common envelope No. UC16 is enclosed, C.v. $450  

100 

18  UC19a 1951, DC-4 Skymaster, inverted ''REVALUED 6c P.O. DEPT.'' on 
stationery envelope 5c red, very fresh, unused and VF. This error is 

listed but priced with ''-'' in the Cat., Est. $800-$1,000  

400 

19   Selection of Pioneer Flights 1927-82, 12 items, including 
''Lindbergh Celebration'' St. Louis-Chicago, cover delivered by S.S. 
Aquitania for Flight London-Munich- Berlin-Vienna of 1928, cover 

from Boston with portion delivery from Galway to London of 1929  

and etc., mainly flawless, F/VF and conservative retail is $250 

100 

20   Balance of Air Postal History Collection 1924-51, six Pioneer Flight 
covers, arranged on album pages, including Around the World Flight 
of 1924 (1st landing in Boston), US Catapult 1924-51, six Pioneer 

Flight covers, arranged on album pages, including Around the World 
Flight of 1924 (1st landing in Boston), US Catapult Flight to Bremen  
of 1931, Hungarian FFC from Szeged to Budapest of 1932, New York - 
Rome Flight of 1935 with Notary Public Seal, unused envelope for 

Amelia Earhart 2nd Take Off Around the World Flight of 1937, air mail 
cover from Midway Island, HI to Berkley CA of 1941, in addition two 
stationery postcards with FD cancel, including color error #UXC1a 
(C.v. $250), occasional conveyance flaws, F/VF, Est. $500-$600 

250 

   Zeppelin Flights  

21  554 1925 (July 4), Airship (Z.R.1) Shenandoah, Governors' Conference 
Flight, cover sent from USS Patoka to Lakehurst, franked by 
Washington 2c carmine, circular ''via Air Mail Service USS 

Shenandoah'' in violet and two-line ''by U.S. Navy Dirigible 
''Shenandoah'' in black, next day Lakehurst arrival on reverse, 
Michel #2, €750, Frost #ZR1-Bb, C.v. $1,000 

250 

22  620 1925 (July 4), Airship (Z.R.1) Shenandoah, Governors' Conference 
Flight, cover sent from Bay Harbor to Lakehurst, franked by Norse-
American 2c carmine and black, tied by machine postmark with 
inverted ''4'', USS Patoka ds, circular ''via Air Mail Service USS 

Shenandoah'' and two-line ''Via Air Mail by Navy Dirigible'' 
confirmation markings, Lakehurst ''JUL.5.1925'' arrival on reverse, 
Michel #2, €750, Frost #ZR1-Bb, C.v. $1,000 

250 

23   1925, Airship (Z.R.3) Los Angeles Direct and Return Flights to Puerto 
Rico, five covers, one for direct and four different for return flight, 
cancelled at San Juan or Mayaguez, bearing different types of 

confirmation markings, in addition two covers delivered by Graf 
Zeppelin on different legs of Around the World Flight of 1929, 
arranged on pages from a Collection, mostly VF, Sieger #20U, T, V, W, 
28-29, C.v. €1,100 

250 
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24  620 1925 (June 6), Airship (Z.R.3) Los Angeles Flight Lakehurst to 
Minneapolis, cover franked by Norse- American 2c red and black, tied 
by appropriate Lakehurst machine marking, ''U.S.S. Los Angeles'' 
confirmation in black, five-lines arrival ''JUN 12. 8.10PM.1925'' date 

stamp, VF and rare, US Navy Airships did not deliver mail with just a 

few exceptions, Sieger #20X, C.v. €650 

200 

25 P  Aden 1954, Aerogramme 50c gray blue, printer's plate proof in 
unsevered horizontal pair with 134mm gutter between and 130mm 
selvage at left on bluish paper, three-line instead of two-line 

inscription at the bottom(one reverse), and indicia is in 4mm from  
the border (common - about in 10mm), insignificant folds, still VF  

and rare item 

100 

   Albania  

26 ** C15-21 1928, First Flight Across the Adriatic, violet black 4-line overprint on 
5q-3fr, complete set of seven, full OG, NH, VF, each one with Elliott 

guarantee hs, Mi #162-68, C.v. €450  

75 

27 ** 606 fn,   

var 

1962, Yuri Gagarin's Space Flight, maroon overprint ''Posta Ajore''  
(Air Post) on 50q-11L, complete set of three and the high value with 
double overprint, full OG, NH, VF, only a handful exist with double 

overprint, expert's sign, Est. $300-$400  

150 

28  66 Algeria - Zeppelin Flight 1933 (June 3-6), 2nd SAF registered 
postcard to Brazil, franked by eight adhesives, including 10fr brown 

and rose, tied by Alger date stamp, Friedrichshafen ''3.6.33'' 
connection, green confirmation marking, Pernambuco receiver on the 

back, VF and scarce, M. Fehr certificate, Sieger #214 

300 

   Argentina  

29   1900(c), ''Feliz Ano Nuevo'', view of the Canal de Beagle (3c) and view 
of Bahia Lapataia (5/15c), two stationery envelopes with illustrations 
inside promoting pigeon mail, both are unused, the last one with 

minor flap thin, still VF and scarce, Est. $200-$250 

100 

30 P CB1-5, 

B12 

1950, Air Post Semi-Postal stamps, International Philatelic 
Exhibition, 10+10c - 5+5p, complete set of six imperforate trial color 
proofs in blocks of four, printed on thick wove paper, no gum as 

issued, NH, VF, Est. $300-$400  

150 

   Austria  

31 ** C32-46 1935, Airplanes over Landscapes, 5g-10s, complete set of 15, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $150, ANK #598- 612, €240  
50 

32   Mainly Balloon Post 1949-52, eight items, including three different 
illustrated envelopes of Bregenz Flight of 1949, two different of 
Austrian Kinderdorf on Postflug Balloon Helvetia Dornbirn, both from 
1950, printed to order stationery cover to Pestalozzi Foundation of 
1952 and mixed franking (Germany) IFRABA Philatelic Exhibition 

Flight cover, all are fresh and mostly VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

33  C30, C36, 

C39, C42 

Zeppelin Flight 1936 (May 6-9), Hindenburg (L.Z.129) 1st NAF 
Special Delivery cover to NYC, franked by four air post values, tied by 
Vienna ''5.V.36'' ds, Frankfurt (d) connection, NYC ''5.9.1936'' arrival 

postmark on reverse, F/VF, Sieger #406, Mi #12 

75 

   Belgium  

34  C4 1930 (December 5), two Pioneer Flight covers to Belgian Congo, 
originated from Brussels or Antwerp, franked by three or four stamps, 

including Airplane over Ostend 5fr brown lake, appropriate arrival 

makings, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

35   1935 (February 9-23), Inauguration Sabena Round Flight to 
Leopoldville, postcard with mixed franking of 2 Belgian and 3 Belgian 
Congo air post values, appropriate confirmation and arrival markings, 

VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 
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36  C3, C7 1937 (August 23 - September 1), Air Mail registered cover from 
Brussels to US Air Mail Service New York - Cheyenne, WY via Huron, 
Pierre, Hot Springs (all SD) and Scottsbluff, NE, confirmation  
marking in lilac, arrived to NYC on August 30 and first time to Pierre 

on September 1, after trip completion postmarked in Pierre on April 
17, 1938 (6 months later) and uprated by Washington 2c carmine, VF 

and very unusual mailing, Est. $150-$200 

100 

37  C4 Zeppelin Flight 1936 (May 6-9), Airship ''Hindenburg'' 1st NAF cover, 
franked by three values, including a pair of Airplane 5fr red brown, 

tied by Brussels ''5.5.36'' ds, letter ''c'' (Frankfurt) red confirmation 

cachet, backstamped NYC on May 9, VF, Sieger #406C 

75 

38  86 Bermuda - Zeppelin Flight 1925 (April 24-25), Airship (Z.R.3) Los 
Angeles Flight two covers from Hamilton to Lakehurst, each one 
franked by Caravel 2½p apple green, machine ''16.APR.25'' cancel or 

''17.APR.25'' ds, 2- or 3-line Bermuda confirmation markings, 

postmarked on arrival, mostly VF, Sieger #20O, P, C.v. €180 

75 

   Bulgaria  

39  C12-14 1932 (May 14), Strasbourg Exhibition Flight cover from Sofia, 
addressed to Paris, franked by Rila Monastery complete set of three, 
tied by red special Sofia date stamps, part of postal receipts seal and 

Paris ''23.V.32'' arrival marking, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150 

100 

40  202 Zeppelin Flight 1929 (October 16), Balkan and Silesia Flight cover 
from Sofia to Pforzheim, franked by 6L dark blue and pale lemon, tied 
by Sofia date stamp, the same day Zeppelin onboard marking, four-

line cachet on reverse, mostly VF, Sieger #42-43 var, Est. $400-$500 

200 

   Canada  

41 ** CL40a 1927, Western Canada Airways, (10c) black and pale rose, complete 
pane of 50, insignificant separation at bottom margin, one stamp has 

paper adhesion, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $350, Unitrade C.v. CAD$450  

100 

42 ** CL41 1927, Western Canada Airways, Jubilee issue, (10c) black and 
orange, complete pane of 50, minor perf separation at bottom, still 
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $600, Unitrade C.v. CAD$800  

150 

43 P CL42 1927, Yukon Airways and Exploration Co. Ltd, reversed image die 
proof of 25c in black, printed on thick card, size 98x75mm, perfect 

condition, no gum as produced, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$450  

100 

44  203, 217 Catapult Flight 1935 (July 31 - August 2), S.S. Europa Flight 
registered cover from Sydney-Halifax to NYC, franked by seven 
stamps, ''Europa'' Southampton in blue and Canada Air Mail. 

Experimental Service. Sydney to Halifax'' in brown confirmation 
markings, all appropriate cancellations on front and reverse, VF  

300 

45 ** C51 var China 1946, C.N.C. double black surcharge $100 on Hong Kong 
printing of $2 light brown, left sheet margin single on paper without 

watermark, unused, no gum, VF, Chan #A51a, SG #823a, C.v. £600  

250 

46 **S C121-23, 
C145-47 
var 

Costa Rica 1946-47, Soccer Championships, text ''Febrero 1946'' 
25c, 30c and 55c, complete set of three with red ''MUESTRA'' 
overprint; in addition inverted black surcharge ''Habilitado para...'' 

15c/25c, 15c/30c and 15c/55c, complete set of three, all with full 
OG, NH, VF, only 150 sets were issued, Est. $300-$400 

150 

   Cyrenaica - Zeppelin Flight  

47  C4, C7, 

C10-11 

1933 (May 6-9), 1st SAF registered postcard to Brazil, franked by six 
air post stamps, tied with Benghazi ''30.4.33'' ds, Friedrichshafen 
''6.5.33'' connection, blue confirmation cachet, Pernambuco ''9.V.33'' 

receiver on the back, VF and rare card, Sieger #202 

300 

48  C15 1933 (May 30-June 9), Italy Flight registered cover, franked by 
Cyrenaica Zeppelin stamp of 12L blue together with three values of 

Italian Colonies, tied by Tripoli ''29.5.33'' ds in violet, blue flight 
cachet and Rome machine marking of May 30, forwarded to Zeppelin 
2nd SAF to Brazil and bearing Pernambuco ''9.VI.33'' receiver, VF and 
very rare two-Flight cover, Sieger #212L/214, C.v. €800++ 

400 
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   Czechoslovakia  

49 P C1-2 1929, two trial Airplane surcharges 14k (brown) and 24k (blue) on 

imperforate Hradcany 1000h violet, large part of OG, VF and scarce  

100 

50 P C3 1920, seven trial Airplane surcharges 28k on imperforate Hradcany 
stamps of 20h greenish blue (black), 20h carmine (black), 25h (black), 
two of 200h (black and brown), two of 500h (blue and greenish black), 

large part of OG, VF and scarce group, each one properly expertized 

250 

51 * C7a, C8a 1922, inverted black Airplane surcharges 50h on 100h and 100h on 

200h, large part of OG, VF, both are properly expertized, C.v. $300  

150 

52  C7-9 1927 (April 19-20), Pioneer Flight Prague - Braunschweig registered 
cover, franked by four stamps, including complete set of air post 

surcharges, all appropriate markings and arrival ds, mostly VF  

75 

53  C10, 

C14-15 

Prepared for Zeppelin Flight 1936 (May20-24), Air France cover 
prepared for 2nd SAF, addressed to Buenos Aires, franked by five air 

post stamps, tied by Smržovka ''19.V.36'' ds with Prague transit, red 
German confirmation marking letter ''e'', apparently delivered by 
German Luftpost with Buenos Aires ''24.5.936'' machine arrival on 

reverse, mostly VF 

100 

54  C29 Danzig - Zeppelin Flights 1931 (June 28), Schwaben Flight 
postcard, franked by two stamps, tied by oval date stamp, 

Friedrichshafen ''28.6.31'' connection and Böblingen the same day 

arrival marking, violet confirmation cachet, VF, Sieger #112  

75 

   Denmark - Zeppelin Flights  

55  C9-10 1936 (May 6-9), Airship ''Hindenburg'' 1st NAF cover, franked by three 
values, including two air post stamps, tied by Copenhagen ''4.5.36'' 
ds, Frankfurt connection and letter ''d'' red confirmation cachet, 

arrived to NYC on May 9, VF, Sieger #406C, Mi #12, €250 

100 

56  C7-8, C10 1936 (May 25-28), Airship ''Hindenburg'' 2nd SAF (5th SAF of Zeppelin 
and Hindenburg in 1936) registered postcard to Chile, franked by 
four stamps, including three air post values, tied by Copenhagen 
''23.5.36'' ds, red letter ''e'' confirmation cachet, arrival marking on 

picture side, VF, Sieger #412, Mi #16, €450 

150 

57  122-27 Eritrea - Zeppelin Flight 1932 (October 24-27), 9th SAF registered 
postcard, franked by 6 values of the African Types and Scenes 15c-
5L, tied by Asmara ''27.9.32'' ds, Friedrichshafen ''24.10.32'' 
connection, red confirmation cachet and Pernambuco ''27.X.32'' 

receiver, VF and rare, Sieger #195, C.v. €700, Scott C.v. $1,125  

500 

58 **/* C7-8,    

152 imp 

Estonia 1923-40, black surcharge 10m and red surcharge 20m on 
5m+5m yellow, black and light greenish blue, set of two perforated 
(11¼, Teetsov's private perf) values, in addition Carrier Pigeon 15s 
brownish red, two horizontal imperforate pairs on chalk-surfaced 
paper, all with full OG, LH or NH (imperf pairs), perf stamps 

expertized by Dr. Jemtschoujin, Est. $300-$400 

150 

59  179 Finland - Zeppelin Flight 1932 (October 24-27), 9th SAF registered 
cover to Brazil, franked by Woodchopper 25m brown black, tied with 
Helsinki ''20.X.32'' date stamp, Stockholm (21.10) and TPO Berlin-
Sassnitz (22.10) transits, Berlin-Friedrichshafen connection and 

confirmation markings, backstamped in Pernambuco on October 27, 

mostly VF, Sieger #195B, Mi #286b, €380 

150 

   France  

60 U C14, C15 1936, Plane over Paris, 50fr emerald and 50fr Burelage, both are 

postally used, nicely centered, fresh and VF, C.v. $635  

100 

   Pioneer Flight covers  

61  251A,    

254 

1932 (June 8), Air Orient Flight cover to Saigon, franked by three 
stamps, including Port du Gard 20fr bright red brown, perforation 11 
(rare stamp), postmarked on arrival (June 16), vertical fold did not 

affect the stamps, F/VF, ex-''Hermione'' Collection, C.v. $750++, Est. 

$400-$500 

200 
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62  253 1932 (August 3), Air Orient Flight cover from Paris to Hanoi, franked 
by 9 stamps, including Port du Gard 20fr red brown (type I) in block 
of four and 3 singles, postmarked on arrival on August 14, mostly VF, 

ex-''Hermione'' Collection, Est. $300-$400 

150 

   French Colonies  

63 P C20/43 French Equatorial Africa - Epreuves de Luxe Selection 1941-57, 
13 items, representing 6 Ministerial and 7 Artists' die proofs, 

including three high values of the Trimotor Airplane, three different 
Pierre de Brazza artist's proofs and more, mainly nice and fresh unit, 

mostly VF, suggested retail $400 

150 

64 ** C53 var French Guinea 1963, First Flight from Conakry to New York, two 
complete sheets of 20, representing inverted or doubled black 
overprint on 200f emerald, brown and lilac, full OG, NH, VF, Est. 

$200-$250  

100 

65  C1 Reunion 1937-47, four Pioneer Flight covers, including ''Roland 
Garros'' stamp on FFC from St. Dennis to Paris, three stamps 
franking on cover from St. Pierre to Paris (1937), cover from St. 
Dennis to Madagascar (1938) and cover from Pointe Des Galets to 

France, occasional conveyance flaws, still F/VF, Est. $200-$300 

100 

66  126, 128 Gambia - Zeppelin Flight 1935 (November 16-18), 1st Shuttle Return 
Flight cover from Bathurst to Recife, franked by three King George V 
Silver Jubilee stamps, tied by Bathurst ''16.NO.35'' date stamp,  

Recife arrival ''18.XI.35'' on reverse, VF and rare, Est. $500-$600 

300 

   Germany - Zeppelin Flights  

67   1929 (April 19), South West Germany Flight two postcards and one 
cover, franked by 3pf (cards) or 8pf (cover), cancelled by Baden-

Baden, Mannheim and Stuttgart, each one with red confirmation 
''19.APR.1929'' marking, housed on pages from a Collection, 

Sieger #023.Ic, d, e, C.v. €830 

250 

68  C37 1929 (April 23-25), Mediterranean Sea two Flight covers, both 
addressed to Chicago, franked by Zeppelin stamp of 2m ultra, tied by 

board cancel, red confirmation cachet, drop markings of Seville 
(machine ''24.ABR.29'') or S. Remo (''25.4.29''), mostly VF, 

Sieger #24d, var, C.v. €450 

100 

69   1929 (September 17), Germany Flight one cover and four postcards, 
properly franked and tied by the ''17.9.29'' cancellations of Brand, 

Eschweiler, Aachen, Osnabruek and Oldenburg, each one with red 
on-board the same day markings, mounted on 5 pages from a 
Collection, VF and rare assemblage, Sieger #34d, f, g, h and k, C.v. 

€2,100 

400 

70  379, C28 1929 (October 17), Silesia Flight postcard (Graf Zeppelin), franked by 
two stamps tied on-board ''17.10.1929'' cancellation, the same day 
Beuthen drop (63 cards flown), in addition card from the same flight 
but with on-board ''7.10.1929'' ds and Breslau drop, Sieger #43c, 

43AI, C.v. €390 

100 

71  C32 1930 (June 22-25), Germany Flight two postcards, franked by 
German Eagle 1m black and salmon, first one cancelled on-board 

''22.6.1930'' and has Copenhagen and Berlin ''22.6.30'' markings, the 
other one tied by Berlin-Staaken ''24.6.30'' ds and with 
Friedrichshafen arrival of June 25, both are on Collection pages, VF, 

Sieger #68Bd and Fa, C.v. €340 

100 

72  C35 1931 (June 14-15), Hanover Direct and Return Flight postcards, each 
franked by Zeppelin stamp of 1m carmine, tied by on-board 
''14.6.1931'' or the same day Hanover ds, all appropriate markings, 
arranged on two pages from a Collection, VF, Sieger #111Ab, Ba, C.v. 

€190 plus €200 as premium for franking 

100 
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73  C35 1931 (July 5-6), Upper Silesia Direct and Return Flight postcards, 
each franked by Zeppelin stamp of 1m carmine, tied by on-board or 
Glewitz ''5.7.1931'' date stamps, violet confirmation and arrivals of 
Glewitz (5.7) and Friedrichshafen (6.7),arranged on two pages from a 

Collection, VF, Sieger #115Ab, Ba, C.v. €170 and €200 as premium 

for franking 

100 

74  C41 1931 (July 24-25), North Pole Flight cover to Leningrad, franked by 
''Polar-Fahrt 1931'' overprint on 2m ultra, tied by Friedrichshafen 
''24.7.31'' ds, red confirmation marking and Leningrad special arrival 

marking, VF, H.-D. Schlegel certificate, Sieger #119E, C.v. €375 

100 

75 U C42 1931, brown Polar-Fahrt 1931 overprint on 4m black brown, 
cancelled on a part of Zeppelin envelope with Friedrichshafen 

''24.7.31'' ds, VF, C.v. $675, Mi #458, €900  

100 

76  C35 1933 (June 20), Two Short Flights to Switzerland, cover franked by 
two stamps, including Zeppelin 1m carmine, tied with on-board 
''20.6.33'' cancel, ''Mit Luftschiff ''Graf Zeppelin'' line confirmation 

marking, VF and scarce, Sieger #0216 I, C.v. €250 plus €100 as a 

premium for franking 

100 

77  B82-89 1936 (August 1, 5-8), two covers from Airship ''Hindenburg'' Olympic 
Flight and 6th NAF, both franked by Olympic stamps, first one by 
complete set of 8, the other one by 8 stamps (2 se-tenant blocks) from 

Olympic souvenir sheets, confirmation markings and appropriate 

arrival ds, VF, Sieger #427Bb, 428D, C.v. €525 

150 

78  C57-58 1937 (May 6), after crash of Airship ''Hindenburg'' illustrated cover 
intended for Return Flight from Lakehurst to Frankfurt, bearing two 
Zeppelin stamps, red lilac four- line cachet ''Intended for first 

eastbound trip of Airship ''Hindenburg'' in 1937...'', fresh and VF, 

Sieger #454Ea, C.v. €350 

150 

79  84, 97 Gibraltar - Zeppelin Flight 1933 (October 14-17), Chicago (Century 
of Progress) Flight registered cover to Brazil, delivered on leg 
Friedrichshafen - Recife, franked by two King George V adhesives, 

triangle confirmation marking on front and Berlin-Friedrichshafen 
connection on reverse, both in red, arrival ds, VF, Sieger #238A, C.v. 

€850 

250 

   Great Britain  

80  200 Zeppelin Flight 1933 (May 6-10), 1st SAF cover from London to 
Uruguay, franked by four King George V 1s bister, tied by London ''5 
MY 33'' ds, red Berlin - Friedrichshafen connection, blue confirmation 

cachet and Montevideo ''MAY.11.33''arrival marking, slight foxing, 

mostly VF, Sieger #202 

100 

81  213, 225 Offices in Morocco - Zeppelin Flight 1933 (August 5-9), 5th SAF 
registered postcard to Brazil, franked by two stamps in British 
Currency, Friedrichshafen ''5.8.33'' connection, red confirmation 

cachet, Pernambuco ''9.VIII.33'' arrival, VF and scarce, Sieger #223 

200 

   Hungary  

82  C27-28 1933 (August 15), First Flight Godolla - Budapest, 4th Boy Scout 
Jamboree color PPC, franked by two air post values together with 
definitive stamp, brown confirmation and all appropriate markings, 

mostly VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

83 ** C66 1949, Chain Bridge in Budapest, souvenir sheet of 50ft carmine lake, 

size 137x99mm, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $350  
75 

   Italy  

84 ** C27 1930, Trans-Atlantic Squadron, 7.70L deep blue and gray, four 
corner sheet margin blocks of four from each corner of a complete 
sheet of 50, absolutely gorgeous unit, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
specially for a serious air post collector, each stamp with Bolaffi 
guarantee hs and signed in pencil, C.v. $14,400 as singles, 

Sassone #A25, C.v. €22,000 without a premium for centering 

3,000 
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85 ** C27, a 1930, Trans-Atlantic Squadron, 7.70L deep blue and gray, left sheet 
margin block of nine, stamp with ''7 Stars'' variety in the middle, 
folded once along horizontal perforation between 2nd and 3rd rows, 

perfect quality otherwise, full OG, NH, VF, rare and desirable 
positional piece, each stamp signed by A. Bolaffi with his certificate, 

C.v. $11,200 as singles, Sassone #A25, a, €18,000 

2,500 

86 * CO1 1933, General Balbo Flight, black overprint ''Servizio Di Stato'' on 
triptych 5,25L + 44.75L, fresh condition, large part of OG, previously 

hinged, VF, C.v. $3,300, Sassone #1, C.v. .€4,200  

750 

87  C17-18 Zeppelin Flights 1933 (October 14-17), Chicago Flight postcard to 
Brazil, franked by 3 stamps, including 2 air post values, tied with 
Milan ds, Friedrichshafen ''14.10.33'' connection, red confirmation 
cachet, Pernambuco ''17.X.33'' arrival marking, VF, Sieger #238Aa, 

€750 

250 

   Aegean Islands (Rhodes) - Zeppelin Flights  

88  C15-17 1932 (September 26-30), 7th SAF registered cover to Brazil, franked by 
nine stamps with Aegean and five of Rhodes overprints on Italian 
Garibaldi stamps (very high C.v. for stamps off cover), tied by Rodi 
(Egeo) ''15.9.32'' ds, Friedrichshafen ''26.9.32'' connection, brown 
confirmation cachet, Pernambuco ''30.IX.32'' arrival marking, F/VF 

and very rare cover, Sieger #183 

500 

89  58, 61 1933 (July 1-4), 3rd SAF registered mixed franking postcard to Brazil, 
franked by three Rhodes values and uprated by three Italian air post 
stamps, tied by Rodi (Egeo) ''28.6.33'' ds, Friedrichshafen ''1.7.33'' 
connection, blue confirmation cachet, Pernambuco ''5.VII.33'' 

receiver, VF and rare, Sieger #219 

400 

90 ** C27 var Italian Colonies - General Issues 1934, 10th Anniversary of the 
March on Rome, 50L blue, bottom sheet margin single imperforated 
at bottom, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Sassone #A29b, C.v. €3,800 as 

hinged  

600 

91  97, 101, 

104 

Jamaica - Zeppelin Flight 1936 (May 11-14), Airship ''Hindenburg'' 
Return 1st NAF cover to England, franked by three values, tied by 
Kingston ''MY.5.36'', violet American confirmation cachet, machine 
Frankfurt ''14.5.36'' arrival ds, F/VF and rare, Sieger #409S, C.v. 

€1,500 

400 

92 P C4/13 Liberia 1938, Airplanes and Birds, imperforate plate proofs of 1c-$1, 
set of ten in pairs, each stamp with ''Proof'' overprint in black, less 

20c (not issued as such), but including two of 4c in orange (issued 
color) and yellow, perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Est. 

$400-$500 

200 

93  40-41 Libya - Zeppelin Flight 1932 (August 29-September 1), 5th SAF 
registered postcard to Brazil, franked by two Sibyl stamps of 40c and 

60c plus seven stamps of Italian Colonies Dante Society and one 
Tripolitania stamp, all tied by Tripoli ''24.8.32'' date stamp, Rome 
''24.8.32'' and Friedrichshafen ''29.8.32'' connections, violet 
confirmation cachet, Pernambuco ''1.IX.32'' receiver, VF and rare 

card, Sieger #171 

400 

   Liechtenstein  

94 ** C1-6 1930, Airplane over Mountains and Vaduz Castle, 15rp-1fr, complete 
set of six, nicely centered unfolded blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $2,072++, SBK #F1-6, C.v. CHF3,000 as singles  

400 

95 ** C7-8, 

C15-16 

1931, Zeppelin and Airship Hindenburg, 1fr and 2fr, two complete 
sets of two, nice centering and fresh colors, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $725, SBK #F7-8, F14-15, C.v. CHF1,100  

150 

96 ** C17-23 1939, Birds, 10rp-2fr, complete set of seven in sheets of 50 (5x10), 
full OG with just a few occasional yellowish spots (2-3 stamps 
affected in 4 of 7 sheets), NH, VF, C.v. $2,000 as singles, SBK #F17-

23, C.v. CHF3,500++  

300 
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   Zeppelin Flights  

97  C1-5 1930 (November 11), Netherlands Flight postcard, franked by 5 air 
post stamps of the first issue (C.v. $273 for stamps on cover), tied by 
Schaan ds, Friedrichshafen ''10.11.30'' connection, blue and violet 

confirmation markings, mostly VF, Sieger #98 

100 

98  C15-16 1936 (May 6-14), Airship ''Hindenburg'' 1st NA Direct and Return 
Flights cover franked by Zeppelin stamps of 1fr and 2r, upon arrival 

to NYC uprated by 50c lilac, German and American confirmation 
markings and all appropriate transit and arrival date stamps on 

reverse, mostly VF and scarce mixed franked cover, Sieger #408c var 

200 

   Luxembourg - Zeppelin Flights  

99  C5 1931 (October 11), Meiningen Flight mixed franking cover, bearing 
Airplane stamp of 1¾fr blue, upon arrival to Friedrichshafen uprated 

by Eagle 2m black and blue, oval confirmation marking and 

Meiningen ''11.10.31'' arrival ds on reverse, VF, Sieger #132 

100 

100  C3-4 1932 (October 9-13), 8th SAF registered mixed franking cover to 
Brazil, bearing three Luxembourg air post stamps, cancelled with 
October 6 date stamp, upon arrival to Stuttgart uprated by three 

German adhesives, connection marking and confirmation cachet in 
red, Pernambuco ''13.X.32'' receiver, mostly VF and scarce, 

Sieger #189 var, Michel #282c, €650 

200 

101 ** C74 Mexico 1935, Amelia Earhart Flight to Mexico, violet overprint on 
''Eagle Man'' 20c lake, right sheet margin plate No.67021 block of 

four, perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF and rare multiple, that is one of 
three known plate number blocks of four, only 300 stamps were 
overprinted, sufficient part of those were used on correspondences, 
one stamp with K. Lissiuk guarantee hs, MEPSI certificate, 

C.v. $24,000 as four single stamps 

8,000 

102 ** C409a Nicaragua 1958, International Expositions of the Year, 25c-10C, 
imperforate souvenir sheet of six, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, only a 

handful printed, Est. $200-$250  

100 

103  110 Norway 1925, Roald Amundsen's Attempted Flight to North Pole by 
flying boat ''Dornier Do J Wal'', double- sided small size postcard sent 

from USA to Norway on April 9, 1924 to be delivered to North Pole, 
upon arrival uprated by two Norwegian stamps, including Polar Bear 
25o red issued to help financing the Expedition, cancelled by Kings 
Bay (Svalbard) ''18.VI.25'' and Kristiania (Oslo), then returned to New 

Jersey, mostly VF 

100 

104  292-95, 

298 

Peru - Zeppelin Flight 1932 (October 1-4), 7th SA Return Flight 
postcard to Germany, mixed franking of five Peruvian and two 
Brazilian adhesives (one with Zeppelin surcharge), cancelled by Lima 
''7.SEP.32'' and Rio ''29.SET.32'' ds respectively, Brazilian violet 

confirmation marking and Friedrichshafen ''4.10.32'' machine 

receiver, mostly VF and rare card, Sieger #184A, C.v. €900 

250 

105 **/*
W 

 Poland 1921, Poznan Trade Fair, Aero-Targ Company Air Post 
stamps, 25m and 100m, seven complete sets of two, six unused and 
one used, four sets with ''T.A.B.R.O.M.I.K'' labels, full OG, NH (2) or 

LH/hinged, F/VF, Fischer #L1-2, C.v. PLN2,560  

150 

   Soviet Russia and Soviet Union  

106 ** C1, C2-5 1922-23, red Airplane overprint on 45r green and black, Fokker F.III, 
1r-10r, unissued complete set of four, all are in horizontal or vertical 

pairs, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $199++  

75 

107 ** C10-11, 

C12-13, a 

1927-30, Hague Air Post Conference, 10k and 15k, complete set of 
two, plus 15k with red color permeated on gum side and olive green 
in very pale shade (LH), Zeppelin issue, 40k and 80k, two complete 

sets, perforation 12½ and 10½, all with full OG, NH, mostly VF, 

C.v. $653++ 

200 
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108  C10-11 1927 (September 27), Pioneer Flight registered cover from Moscow to 
Riga, franked by 4 stamps of the Hague Air Post Conference, one 10k 
with broken undercarriage variety, backstamped Moscow-Exp. date 

stamp, minor reversal foxing, mostly VF  

75 

109 ** C12-13, 

C25, b 

1930-32, Zeppelin issue, 40k and 80k, perforation 12½, stamp of 80k 
with a spot over second ''C'' in ''CCCP''; and two stamps of Airship 
over the Dnieper Dam, 15k gray, engraved printing, perforation 12½ 

and 14, all with full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $347 

100 

110 ** C15-19 1931, Airships, 10k-1r, imperforate complete set of five, enlarged 

margins, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $390  
100 

111 ** C20-24,   

a, C25, b 

1931-32, Airships, 10k-1r, three complete sets of five, four and two, 
perforation L12¼ or comb 12½x12, 12x12½, 10½x12; in addition 

Airship over the Dnieper Dam 15k gray, engraved printing, two 
stamps with perforation 12½ or 14, all unit has full OG, NH, VF and 

scarce, C.v. $792 

250 

112 ** C23 var 1931, Airship over the Arctic Region, 50k dark brown, comb 
perforation 10½x12, right sheet margin single with double impression 
of the design, nice and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare, only a handful of this rarity exists, this stamp is definitely the 
best preserved example, Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. $4,000-

$5,000 

2,000 

113 (*) C23a 1931, Airship over the Arctic Region, 50k dark gray blue, color error, 
perforation 10½x12, unused, expertly regummed, fresh condition 

with no hidden defects, VF appearance  

100 

114 ** C25 1932, Airship over the Dnieper Dam, 15k gray black, engraved 
printing, perforation 12½, complete sheet of 40 (5x8), perfect 

condition, full OG. NH, VF, C.v. $480++  

200 

115  C25b 1932, Airship over the Dnieper Dam, 15k gray black, perforation 14, 
used on registered philatelic exchange cover from Moscow to Prague 
together with five other values in 1936, two tax stamps on reverse 
tied by 13- line cachet, address partly erased, otherwise VF and 

scarce franking 

100 

116 ** C26-29 1931, Ice-Breaker Malygin and Graf Zeppelin issue, 30k- 2r, 
imperforate complete set of four, nice margins all around, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $217  

75 

117 ** C34-35 1932, International Polar Year, 50k carmine, perf 12¼, and 1r green, 

perf 10½, complete set of two, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $225  
75 

118  C34-35 1932 (August 26-28), Franz Josef Land - Arkhangelsk Flight cover, 
franked by complete Polar Year set of two values, in addition postcard 

franked by 50k carmine from the same issue, both with triangle 
confirmation and all appropriate markings, cover with minor foxing, 

still F/VF, Est. $300-$400 

150 

119 **/* C37/75 1933-37, Balloons of 1933, Civil Aviation watermarked issue, the 
Stratosphere Disaster of 1934 and Aviation Exhibition of 1937, the 

total is 18 values, full/large part of OG, NH (Balloon 20k and 

Airplanes of 1937) or LH/hinged, mostly VF, C.v. $1,147 

300 

120 ** C40-44 1934, Civil Aviation, 5k-80k, complete set of five, printed on 

watermarked paper, perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $690  

300 

121 ** C45-49 1934, Civil Aviation, 5k-80k, complete set of five, most with sheet 

margins, post office fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $530  
250 

122 ** C53-57 1934, Airships, 5k-30k, complete set of five, nice set in every respect, 

full OG, NH, VF and scarce in premium quality, C.v. $1,020  
300 

123 ** C58-67 1935, Chelyuskin Rescue, 1k-50k, complete set of ten, nice and 

flawless unit, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $2,058  
750 

124 ** C68 1935, Moscow - San Francisco Flight, red surcharge 1r on S. 
Levanevsky 10k dark brown, surcharge position 1 of 25-stamp 
setting, full OG, NH, VF, Soviet Philatelic guarantee hs, Z. Mikulski 

certificate, C.v. $1,275  

400 
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125 ** C68 1935, Moscow - San Francisco Flight, red surcharge on S. Levanevsky 
10k dark brown, surcharge position 12 of 25- stamp setting (''в'' of 
''Сев.'' completely broken), full OG, NH, VF, Soviet Philatelic 

guarantee hs, C.v. $1,275  

400 

126 * C68 1935, Moscow - San Francisco Flight, red surcharge 1r on S. 
Levanevsky 10k dark brown, broken ''5'' of ''1935'', surcharge position 

15 of 25-stamp setting, full OG, previously hinged, VF, C.v. $500  

250 

127 ** C68 1935, Moscow - San Francisco Flight, red surcharge 1r on S. 
Levanevsky 10k dark brown, surcharge position 22 of 25-stamp 

setting, full OG, NH, VF, A. Rendon certificate, C.v. $1,275  

400 

128 ** C68b 1935, Moscow - San Francisco Flight, red surcharge 1r on S. 
Levanevsky 10k dark brown, small ''f'' variety, surcharge position 9 of 

25-stamp setting, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $2,250  

600 

129 ** 625/720 1938-39, North Pole Flight, 2nd Trans-Atlantic Flight, Papanin's 
Expedition and Flight to Far East, four complete issues, the total is 

14 stamps, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $295  

100 

130 ** 992-1001, 

C69-75 

1937-46, Soviet War and Civil Airplanes, three complete sets, the 

total is 25 stamps, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $249  
75 

131  C73-75, 

C75a 

1938, two air post covers to Germany and England, first one - 
stationery envelope 50k blue, uprated by seven stamps, including 

50k, 80k and 1r of Aviation set of 1937, the last one is philatelic 
exchange cover franked by two stamps, including imperforate single 
of 1r from imperforate souvenir sheet, appropriate markings, F/VF, 

Est. $300-$400 

150 

132  C76-76D 1939 (August 21), Day of Aviation, overprints in various colors on 
10k-1r, complete set of five, used on registered air mail cover from 
Moscow to Buenos Aires, met appropriate air post rate of 2.30rub, 

arrival ds on reverse, F/VF, Est. $200-$300  

100 

133 P C109-14 1977, History of Aviation, 4k-20k, complete set of six die proofs in 
gray black, artist E. Aniskin, engravers M. Silyanova and V. Smirnov, 
approximate size 120x100mm, each one with side printer's markings, 
produced on gummed paper with hinge traces, VF and extremely rare, 

especially in complete set, Est. $3,000-$4,000 

1,500 

134 P C122-26 1979, History of Aviation, (2k-32k), complete set of five sunken die 
proofs and extra proof of TU-154 with unfinished fuselage, artist E. 
Aniskin with group of engravers, approximate size120x100mm, five 
with printer's side markings, produced on stamp gummed paper, 
proof of IL-86 with tiny thin from hinge removal, others with traces of 

hinges, VF and extremely rare in complete set, Est. $2,500-$3,000 

1,200 

   Zeppelin Flights  

135  C26, C28 1931 (July 25-27), North Pole Flight registered postcard franked by 
Ice-Breaker ''Malygin'' imperforate stamps of 30k and 1r, tied by 
Leningrad (25.VII) and bearing Ice-Breaker (27.VII) special date 
stamps, red confirmation cachet and all appropriate markings, VF, 

Sieger #120Ba 

75 

136  C21-23 1932 (August 29 - September 1), 5th SAF postcard to Brazil, franked 
by three Airships adhesives, cancelled Moscow on August 22, Berlin 
transit and Friedrichshafen connection, violet confirmation cachet, 
Pernambuco ''1.IX.32'' arrival ds on reverse, VF, Sieger #171 

300 

137   Sweden - Zeppelin Flights 1936 (May 6-9), Airship ''Hindenburg'' 1st  
NAF cover, franked by three values, tied by Malmo ''4.5.36'' ds, letter 
''c'' (Frankfurt) red confirmation cachet, arrived to NYC on May 9, VF, 

Sieger #406C  

100 

138   Switzerland - Zeppelin Flights 1929 (November 2), Zurich-
Dübendorf Flight Swiss mixed franking stationery postcard 20c 
carmine, tied by Zurich Luftpost ''2.XI.29'' date stamp, uprated by 
pair of German Eagle 50pf orange with the same day on-board cancel, 
black on red Express label, VF, mixed franking item is not listed in 

Sieger or Michel 

75 
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   Syria  

139  C4-C6 Pioneer Flight 1921 (October 5), four surcharged values - 1p/20c in 
pair, 5p/1fr and 10p/2fr, used on flown cover from Aleppo to 

Alexandretta, postmarked on arrival, F/VF and rare, Est. $300-$400  

150 

140  C1-4 Alaouites 1924 (March 15), Pioneer Flight cover from Latakia to Deir 
El Zor, franked by first air mail surcharges, postmarked on arrival on 

March 20, slight fold away from the stamps, F/VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

141   Thailand - Pioneer Flights 1939-47, two covers, Nakhon Phanom - 
Bangkok and Bangkok - Manila by Pan Am First Clipper Flight, 

franked by five or four stamps, mostly F/VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

   Tunisia - Pioneer Flights  

142  C10-12 1931 (January 7), registered cover from Bizerta to Germany, franked 
by complete surcharged set of three, Marseille (8.1) and Geneva (9.1) 
transits, Berlin January 10, 1931 arrival ds, minor soiling, still F/VF, 

Est. $100-$150 

75 

143  C12 1932 (May 16), Tunis - Rome Flight special postcard commemorating 
1st Regional Philatelic Exposition, franked by two stamps and bearing 

Exhibition label in claret, mostly VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

144  C21 Tripolitania - Zeppelin Flight 1933 (May 29-30), Italy Direct and 
Return Flights mixed franking registered postcard from Tripoli to 
Germany, franked by Zeppelin stamp 3L brown and two Libyan 

Pittorica stamps, violet confirmation cachet, Friedrichshafen 
''30.5.33'' special drop marking and Lorch ''2.6.33'' arrival ds, minor 

soiling did not detract, F/VF and scarce franking, Sieger #213A var 

150 

145  641 Turkey - Zeppelin Flight 1933 (May 6-9), 1st SAF cover to Brazil, 
franked by three stamps, including Mustafa Kemal 50k carmine and 

black, tied by Istanbul ''30.4.33'' ds, blue confirmation cachet on 
front, Berlin ''3.5.33'' connection and Sao Paolo arrival on reverse, VF 

and scarce, Sieger #202 

250 

   Vatican City  

146  9 1931 (April 1-2), FFC Rome - Munich - Berlin, mixed franking cover 
bearing Vatican 1.25L blue and Italy Virgil 1L orange, appropriately 
cancelled, Munich and Berlin Luftpostamt markings in red, Berlin 

''2.4.31''arrival ds on reverse, mostly VF, only 48 items flown, Est. 

$200- $250 

100 

147  3 1931 (June 11), FFC Rome - La Valetta, three-country franking cover 
of Vatican 20c violet and Italy Virgil 1L orange, appropriately 
cancelled, marked ''T'' upon arrival to Malta and Postage Due stamp 

of ½p green was applied, mostly VF and rare, 56 items were carried 

and only a few uprated upon arrival, Est. $300-$350 

150 

148  68-71 1939 (July 12-19), Special Flight Brussels - Rome mixed franking 
cover, bearing two Belgian Basilica stamps, tied by Brussels 2nd 
International Salon de l'Aeronautique ''12.7.39'' special marking, 

uprated by Vatican Pope Pius XII, complete set of four, cancelled with 
''19.7.39'' ds, Rome the same day arriving handstamp, VF and rare, 

19 items carried, Est. $300-$400 

150 

   Venezuela  

149 **/* C181-88 
imp,   

C188 var 

1944, Red Cross issue, imperforate complete set of eight in horizontal 
(45c - vertical) pairs, plus  a single of the high value with double 

impression of dark blue color, full OG, NH or LH, VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

150  C228-30, 

imp 

Pioneer Flights 1947-48, three registered covers from Caracas 
delivered with different flights to NYC or Buenos Aires (2), franked by 
various air post stamps with errors, either imperforates or 
inverted/double surcharges, all appropriate markings and arrival ds, 

VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

151 P C10 Vietnam 1955, Phoenix, imperforate 5pi multicolored essay of not 
approved design and denomination (issued with 4 pi), printed on 

gummed paper, NH, VF and scarce, Est. $200-$250  

100 
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152 ** C55, C21 Yugoslavia 1953, Esperanto Congress, 300d, three stamps, two for 
Yugoslavia and one for Trieste Zone B, the last one has right margin 

and with red overprint ''STT. VUJNA'', full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $630  

150 

153 */U  Premium Retail Ready Stock of Air Post issues 1920's- 50's, well 
over hundred #102 cards filled with mainly mint complete sets and 

singles of countries from ''A'' to ''T'', including mint never hinged Fr. 
Andorra #C1, Cyrenaica#C6-11, C24-29, Trieste ''A'' #C2-6, C16, 
Montenegro #2NC18-23, Romania #C43-44, Spain #C144 and many 

more, full OG or used, F/VF, C.v. $3,750 

400 

   UNITED STATES   

154 **/* 290, 327, 

400 

1898-1913, Trans-Mississippi 10c gray violet (VLH), Louisiana 
Purchase 10c red brown (slight gum wrinkle, NH), Panama-Pacific 10c 
orange yellow (slightly uneven gum, NH), all with full OG, F/VF, 

C.v. $700  

100 

155 ** 373 1909, Hudson-Fulton Celebration, 2c carmine, left sheet margin 
imperforated plate No.5394 block of six (2x3), usual gum shortage on 

selvage, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $375  

75 

156 P 398-E1 1912, Panama-Pacific Exposition, Golden Gate, photo essay of 2c for 
the design of 5c, size 35x22mm, mounted on card 95x72mm with 
circular marking ''Stamp Division. Feb. 21.1912. P.O. Dept.'' on 
reverse, minor card facial scratch, proof is not affected, still fresh and 

VF, C.v. $2,500 

500 

157 ** 630 1926, Battle of White Plains, 2c carmine rose, Philatelic Exhibition 
souvenir sheet of 25, plate No.18773, full OG (partially missing on the 

left and bottom margins), NH, mostly VF, C.v. $500  

100 

158 * 658-68, 

669-79 

1929, ''Kans.'' and ''Nebr.'' black overprints on Presidential definitives 
of 1926, 1c-10c, two complete set of 11 arranged on page from a 

Collection, full/large part of OG, F/VF, C.v. $482  

100 

159 P  1920(c), Liberty, American Banknote Co. imperforate proofs of 2(c) in 
black, blue or green, four horizontal pairs on colored (3) or white 

paper, each one inscribed ''Experiment'' at top and ''Specimen'' at 
bottom, no gum as issued or full OG (green on white), NH, VF and 

very scarce group, Est. $500-$600 

250 

160 ** 689 1930, General von Steuben, 2c carmine rose, full OG, NH, PSE 

certificate, Superb 98, Spec. Grade C.v. $100  
50 

161 ** 707 1932, Washington Bicentennial, 2c carmine rose, full OG, NH, PSE 

certificate Superb 98, Spec. Grade C.v. $135  

60 

162 **W 730-31 1933, American Philatelic Society issue, Century of Progress, 1c deep 
yellow green and 3c purple, panes of 25, ten of each, no gum as 

produced, NH, VF, C.v. $400  

75 

163 ** 815 var 1938, John Tyler, 10c brown red, block of four printed on double 
paper, red splice line on front and scotch tape on top of gum side, full 

OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

164 ** 910a 1943, Flag of Czechoslovakia, 5c blue violet, blue, red and black, 

double impression of ''Czechoslovakia'', full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $600  

150 

   MODERN ERRORS  AND  VARIETIES   

165 ** 1183 imp 1962, Space Project Mercury, 4c dark blue and yellow, vertical 
imperforate pair, perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, 

Est. $500-$600  

250 

166 ** 1298a 1967, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 6c gray brown, vertical imperforate pair 

of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, C.v. $1,250  

300 

167 ** 1384c 1969, Christmas issue, 6c dark green and multicolored, light green 

color omitted, block of ten (5x2), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300 as singles  
75 

168 U 1384m 1969, Christmas issue, 6c green and multi, inverted and shifted to 
the bottom Baltimore, MD pre-cancel in green, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $225  

60 
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169 U 1384t 1969, Christmas issue, 6c dark green and multicolored, inverted 
black Atlanta, GA pre-cancel, top sheet margin plate No.31097 and 
31157 block of four, full OG, NH, VF and scarce multiple, a common 
pre-cancelled Atlanta, GA block is included, PSAG certificate for block 

of ten, the offered block was at left, C.v. $2,000 as singles 

500 

170 ** 1467a    

var 

1972, Wildlife Conservation, 8c multicolored, complete transition 
pane of eight se-tenant blocks of four, black engraved color (picture, 
description and denomination) strongly (3-10mm) shifted to the 
bottom left, resulting in stamps at top four horizontal rows have 

doubled or omitted ''United States'' variety, full OG, NH, VF, an 
attractive and rare item, especially in complete pane, Est. $1,000-

$1,200 

500 

171 ** 1528a 1974, Horses Rounding Turn, 10c yellow and multi, bottom right 
corner sheet margin plate No.35115-35114 block of four, blue ''Horse 

Racing'' omitted, red color (US Postage 10 cents) shifted to the top, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $2,000 as four singles 

500 

172 ** 1547b 1974, Energy Conservation, 10c multicolored, a single with green and 

red colors omitted, full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. $275  

75 

173 ** 1555a 1975, D.W. Griffith, 10c multicolored, brown (engraved) color omitted, 
right sheet margin block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,000 as four 

singles  

200 

174 ** 1716a 1977, Marquis de Lafayette, 13c blue black and red, top sheet margin 
block of four with ''Mail Early...'' message, upper stamps has missing 
red color due to strong shift of horizontal perforation, while bottom 
ones have red inscription at top instead of bottom, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $600 as two singles 

150 

175 ** 1763a var 1978, Wildlife Conservation, Owls, 15c x4 multi, top left corner 
margin se-tenant block of four, black and brown engraved colors are 

strongly shifted to the left, full OG, NH, VF and a spectacular item  

75 

176 ** 1769 1978, Christmas, Hobby Horse, 15c multicolored, block of four with 
horizontal gutter between stamps, full OG, NH, VF and scarce 

multiple, priced in Scott with ''-'' for vertical pair with gutter  

200 

177 **P 1789Ad, 

1789Pg 

1979, John Paul Jones, 15c multicolored, top sheet margin vertical 
pair imperforate horizontally and imperforate proof of complete design 

in vertical gutter pair, both with full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $715  

150 

178 ** 1800a, b 1979, Christmas, Gingerbread Santa Claus, 15c multicolored, two 
error stamps, one has green and yellow omitted, the other one is 
corner margin single with green, yellow and tan omitted, usual 

centering, full OG, NH, a common stamp is included, C.v. $800 

150 

179 ** 1804 var 1980, Benjamin Banneker, 15c multicolored, left sheet margin 
vertical imperforate pair with gutter in the middle, colors perfectly 

aligned, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Est. $300-$400  

150 

180 ** 1804 var 1980, Benjamin Banneker, 15k multicolored, imperforate pane of 50 
with control colors at bottom and plate No.A0016-A0011, some color 
misregistration, full OG, NH, VF and rare multiple, which is according 

to Scott came from a printer's waste, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

750 

181 ** 1841b 1980, Architecture, 15c black and red, top left corner sheet margin 
se-tenant block of four with red color missing on two top stamps due 

to strong perforation shift, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400  

150 

182 ** 1853 imp 1984, Richard Russell, 10c greenish blue, top right corner 
imperforate block of four, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, reportedly this 

imperfs are from a printer's waste, US Errors C.v. $300 as two pairs  

100 

183 ** 1863f 1985, John J. Audubon, 22c dark blue, horizontal strip of 6 and a 
half stamps, imperforated between 5th and 6th values, full OG, NH, VF 

and rare, US Errors Cat. reported 10 pairs only, C.v. $1,300  

400 

184 ** 1897b 1983, Omnibus, 1c violet, horizontal imperforate pair of coil stamps, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $325  

75 
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185 ** 1906b 1985, Electric Auto, 17c ultramarine, coil stamp in horizontal 
imperforate strip of three, plate No.1 under right stamp, full OG, NH, 

F/VF, Scott is not priced imperf plate strips, US Errors C.v. $950  

200 

186 ** 2037b 1983, Civilian Conservation Corps, 20c multicolored, vertical pair 
imperforate horizontally with faint traces of vertical perforation, full 

OG, NH, VF and very rare, two PF certificates of 1997 and 2006, 
priced with ''-'' in Scott, US Errors Catalog considered this pair as 

unique 

500 

187 ** 2058b 1983, American Inventors, (20c) x4 multicolored, top left corner se-
tenant block of four with black engraved color omitted, full OG, NH, 

VF, C.v. $275  

75 

188 ** 2096b,   

var 

1984, Smokey Bear, 20c multicolored, bottom left corner sheet 
margin ZIP block of six (2x3), imperforate between top and middle 
stamps and at the bottom, full OG, NH, VF and scarce positional 

piece, C.v. $300 for two pairs imperforate between stamps 

150 

189 ** 2103a 1984, Hispanic Americans, 20c multicolored, vertical pair imperforate 
horizontally, full OG with 3mm slight wrinkle at left of the top stamp, 

NH, VF and scarce, C.v. $1,250  

300 

190 ** 2135a 1986, Dog Sled, 17c blue, horizontal imperforate pair of coil stamps, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300  

75 

191 ** 2194d,   

var 

1989, John Hopkins, $1 dark blue, complete pane of 15 plus 5 top 
halves at foot due to considerable and unusual miscut, plate No.1 at 
left and right, top margin is approximately 35mm, full OG, NH, VF 

and very rare, Est. $1,000-$1,500  

500 

192 ** 2228b, 

2453a 

1986-91, Stagecoach 4c reddish brown and Canoe 5c brown and 
gray, two horizontal imperforate pairs of coil stamps, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $400  

100 

193 ** 2247a 1987, Pan American Games, (22c) multicolored, a single with silver 
color omitted, usual centering, full OG, NH, according to US Errors 

Cat. only 30 copies recorded, Scott C.v. $550  

150 

194 ** 2283d 1988, Pheasant, 25c multicolored, vertical pair of booklet stamps 

imperforate between, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $275  

60 

195 ** 2400 var 1988, Christmas, Sleigh Village Scene, 25c multicolored, top right 
corner sheet margin plate No.11111 block of 42 (7x6) with vertical 
gutter and parts of adjoining stamps at left and bottom, caused 
because the press sheet was turned sideways through the cutter, full 

OG, NH, VF and scarce, C.v. $1,350 as six gutter pairs 

400 

196 P 2401 1989, 100th Anniversary of the Montana Statehood, imperforate plate 
proof of 25c multicolored (complete design) in vertical pair, nice 
margins all around, no gum as produced, NH, VF and scarce, this 

item erroneously considered as printer's waste, Est. $400-$500 

200 

197 P 2401 1989, 100th Anniversary of the Montana Statehood, imperforate 5 
stage proofs of 25c in blocks of four, mounted on large USPS page 
with inscription of colors, fresh, VF and extremely rare, Est. $3,000-

$4,000 

1,500 

198 P 2418 1989, Ernest Hemingway, imperforate proof of 25c multicolored in 
block of four with horizontal gutter, very slight fold along the gutter, 

otherwise full OG, NH, VF and rare, C.v. $4,000 as two pairs  

800 

199 ** 2419b 1989, 20th Anniversary of the Moon Landing, $2.40 multicolored, 
right sheet margin plate No.11211 horizontal imperforate pair, full 

OG, NH, VF, C.v. $350  

100 

200 ** 2427b 1989, Christmas, Madonna and Child by Carracci, 25c multicolored, 

a single with red color omitted, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300  
75 

201 ** 2440a 1990, Love, 25c multicolored, top sheet margin vertical imperforate 

pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $550  
150 

202 ** 2492h 1995, Rose, 32c pink, green and black, vertical pair self- adhesive 
booklet stamps, imperforate at left and with die cutting omitted 

between stamps, backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $400  

100 
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203 ** 2529 imp 1991, Fishing Boat 19c multi, coil stamp of type I, imperforate block 

of four from a printer's waste, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$250  

100 

204 ** 2532 imp 1991, 700th Anniversary of Switzerland, 50c multicolored, vertical 
imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF and scarce item, considered to be 

from a printer's waste  

100 

205 P 2540 Pl 1991, White Headed Eagle, perforated proof of $2.90 multicolored in 
complete design, cross-gutter block of four, control No.5 on vertical 

gutter, full OG, NH, VF and very rare multiple, this item priced with ''-

'' in the Cat., Est.$1,200-$1,500  

600 

206 ** 2550a 1991, Cole Porter, Composer, 29c multicolored, top margin vertical 

pair imperforate horizontally, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $400  
100 

207 ** 2567b 1991, Jan E. Matzeliger, Inventor, 29c multicolored, top sheet margin 
vertical strip of three, imperforate horizontally, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $550 for vertical pair  

150 

208 ** 2579a 1991, Christmas, Santa Claus in Chimney, (29c) multicolored,  
bottom left corner sheet margin ZIP block of six (3x2), imperforate 

vertically, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $350 for two pairs imperf vertically  

100 

209 ** 2618a 1992, Love, 29c multicolored, top sheet margin block of four, 

imperforate vertically, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $600 as two pairs  
150 

210 P 2646a   

Pb-i 

1992, Hummingbirds 29c in se-tenant strip of five, 8 imperforate 
stage proof strips in yellow, magenta, blue, brown (birds), brown (USA 
and 29c), green and orange frames and complete design, some usual 

miscuts, still full OG, NH, VF and rare, C.v. $3,600 

1,000 

211 P 2718a Pd 1992, Christmas Toys, proof se-tenant booklet pane of four 29c 
stamps with wrong layout (stamps from the bottom placed at the top), 

imperforate horizontally between stamps, selvage at left with plate No. 

A11111, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,200  

250 

212 P 2754 Pa 1993, Centenary of the Cherokee Strip Land Run, perforated proof of 
29c multicolored in horizontal gutter pair, ZIP and USPS inscription 

on gutter, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $250++  

100 

213 P 2754 Pb 1993, Centenary of the Cherokee Strip Land Run, imperforate proof  
of (29c) multicolored, but with purple and black inscriptions omitted, 
horizontal pair with gutter between, fold along the gutter, full OG, 

NH, VF and rare, this pair priced with ''-'' in Scott, Est. $300-$400 

150 

214 P 2778a Pg 1993, American Music, 29c multicolored, vertical imperforate se-
tenant booklet proof pane of four, plate No.222222 at top margin, 

finished design, full OG, NH, VF and rare, C.v. $1,500  

400 

215 P 2788a P 1993, Classic Books, proof pane of 40 stamps of 29c multicolored, 
containing ten se-tenant blocks or strips of four, perforated 
horizontally at top and vertically between stamps of the upper row 
only, imperforate everywhere else, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $4,000 as ten 

blocks 

800 

216 ** 2835 var 1994, World Soccer Championships, 40c multicolored, two sheet 
margin horizontal imperforate pairs, one with omitted black color and 
another one has omitted all colors except black, both with full OG, 
NH, VF and considered to be from a printer's waste, a common pair 

included, Est. $400-$500 

200 

217 ** 2866b 1994, Wonders of the Sea, 29c x4 multicolored, right sheet margin 

imperforate se-tenant block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $350  

100 

218 ** 2872e 1994, Christmas, Stocking, 29c multi, block of four imperforate 

horizontally between stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $250  

75 

219 ** 2877b 1991, the ''G'' Rate make up stamp, (3c) with double impression of 
red color, bottom left corner sheet margin block of six, ZIP and USPS 

imprints at left selvage, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,050++  

250 

220 ** 2904c 1996, Mountain Nonprofit Org. (5c) multicolored, horizontal 
imperforate pair of coil stamps with control No.04020 on reverse, full 

OG, NH, VF, C.v. $250  

60 
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221 ** 2980a 1995, Woman Suffrage, (32c) multicolored, black engraved color 
omitted, bottom left corner sheet margin block of four, plate 
No.P1111, centering is much better then usual, full OG, NH, F/VF, 

C.v. $1,100 as singles  

250 

222 ** 3001 imp 1995, Naval Academy, 32c multicolored, right sheet margin  
horizontal imperforate pair with USPS imprint, full OG, NH, VF and 
very rare, according to Scott this item considered to be from a 

printer's waste, Est. $300-$400  

150 

223 ** 3060a 1996, Year of the Rat, 32c multicolored, bottom left corner sheet 
margin plate No.S1111 imperforate block of four, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $650 as two pairs  

150 

224 ** 3069a 1996, Georgia O'Keeffe, 32c multicolored, imperforate complete pane 

of 15, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $675  

200 

225 ** 3422a 2004, Wilma Rudolph, 23c red and black, self-adhesive stamp in 
bottom sheet margin vertical pair, ''Plate Position'' imprint on selvage, 

die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $600  

150 

226 ** 3523a 2001, Lucille Ball, 34c multicolored, horizontal pair of self-adhesive 

stamps with die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $700  
200 

227 ** 3557a 2002, Langston Hughes, 34c multicolored, self-adhesive stamp, left 
sheet margin horizontal pair with die cutting omitted, backing paper 

intact, VF, C.v. $725  

150 

228 ** 3756Ab 2008, Coffeepot, 5c multicolored, self-adhesive stamps in bottom left 
corner sheet margin block of four with die cutting omitted, dated 
2007 at lower left, plate No.S2222222, backing paper intact, VF, 

C.v. $800 as two pairs  

150 

229 ** 3895m 2005, Chinese New Years of 1992-2004, 37c multicolored, complete 
double-sided pane of 24 self-adhesive stamps, misregistered die 
cutting on reverse side causing imperforate top row of three stamps 
and bisected stamps on three other rows, NH, VF and scarce, PSAG 

certificate, C.v. $900 

200 

230 ** 4141a 2007, Florida Panther 26c multicolored, self-adhesive horizontal pair 
of coil stamps with die cutting omitted, printed on prephosphored 

coated paper, backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $350  

100 

231 ** 4407a 2009, Celebrate, 44c multicolored, self-adhesive stamp in top right 
corner sheet margin plate No.S1111 block of four with die cutting 

omitted, backing paper intact, VF and scarce, C.v. $350 as two pairs  

100 

232 **B 4428c (e) 2009, Christmas Symbols, intact $8.80 self-adhesive booklet, 
containing 20 stamps (12+8, 5 se-tenant blocks of four) of 44c 

stamps, die cutting omitted on 12-stamp side (8-stamp side is 

normal), VF, C.v. $1,125 as three imperf se-tenant blocks of four 

250 

233 **B 4481d 2010, Christmas issue, Coniferous, self-adhesive ''Forever'' (44c) in 
complete two-side booklet of 20 stamps, pane of 12 values has die 

cutting omitted, VF, C.v. $400  

100 

234 ** 5343a 2019, Flag, Forever (55c) multicolored, vertical strip of five self-
adhesive stamps, plate No. B1111, die cutting omitted, backing paper 

intact, VF and rare, imperf pair is priced with ''-'', Est. $500-$600  

250 

235 ** 5393a 2019, President George H. W. Bush, Forever (55c) multicolored, self-
adhesive stamp in left sheet margin horizontal pair with die cutting 

omitted, backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $500  

150 

236 ** 1908/ 

2453 var 

Misperf Errors Selection 1981-91, 50+ various perforation shifts, 
mainly on horizontal coil strips, pairs or singles, but including Desert 

Plants se-tenant block of four and a few other commemoratives, full 

OG, NH (two stamps are used), mostly VF, Est. $200-$300 

100 

   Postage Due stamps  

237 **/* J61 var 1917, Numerals, 1c carmine rose, bottom sheet margin plate No.8214 
block of 30 (10x3), imperforate at bottom and six pairs at right 
imperforate between stamps due to foldover, full OG, NH or hinged 

(less then a half of stamps), VF and very attractive, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 
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238 ** J80a var 1931, Numerals, 1c scarlet, wet printing, design size 19x22,5 mm, 
top margin block of six (2x3), upper block of four printed on double 

paper, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200- $250  

100 

239 ** J89a, b 1959, Numerals, 1c black and carmine rose, top and bottom margins 
transition block of 20 (2x10), block of ten at top is normal, while 

bottom one has upper stamps with ''1 cent'' partly printed, all other 
lower stamps have denomination omitted, full OG, NH, VF and rare 
multiple, C.v. $1,600 as two pairs with and without value, plus six 

stamps with no ''1cent'' 

500 

240 ** J88-104, 

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of Errors 1959-85, 67 single  stamps 
and 24 multiples, such as pairs (2), strip of three  and four (1 of 
each), blocks of four (16), block of six (1) and blocks of nine (3), 
including strip of 3c with top stamp without denomination (C.v. 
$550); altogether 54 stamps and 17 multiples are showing various 

color or perforation shifts, neatly arranged and inscribed on 20 pages, 
representing values with shiny and dull gum, perfect quality material, 
all with full OG, apparently all NH, except maybe a few common 

stamps, VF and rarely offered material, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

500 

241 * K1/18 Postal Agency in China 1919-22, black or red surcharges 
''Shanghai. China'' on definitive stamps, 2c/1c-$1/50c, set of 14 (less 

12c/6c and $2/$1); and local surcharges 2cts/1c and 4cts/2c, part 

of OG, fine or better centering, C.v. $1,540  

200 

242 ** WX2, a Christmas Seals 1907, Red Cross with the text ''Merry Christmas. 
Happy New Year'' in red, vertical strip of four, imperforate in the 

middle, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,030 as hinged pair and two singles  

200 

243   Wade Telegraph Co. 1852, envelope with Wade Telegraph Co. 
colorless embossing at left, sent stampless from Cincinnati to Mason 
Co. in KY with one stock certificate ($50) of the Cincinnati and St. 

Louis Telegraph Co. enclosed, certificate folds, otherwise VF and rare 

150 

244 */U RW1/27 Hunting Permit stamps 1934-60, nine stamps, including No. RW1 
(used), RW3 (hinged), RW4 (no gum), RW7 (hinged), RW23 and RW27 

- used, three others are hinged  (counted as no gum), F/VF centering, 

C.v. $510 

75 

245 * QE3 var Special Handling 1928, 20c yellow green, die cut error, white line 
above ''STATES'', ''N'' and ''T'' in ''CENTS'', in front of ''2'' and much 
more, full OG, previously hinged, VF and scarce, a common stamp is 

included for comparison, Est. $200-$250 

100 

246  213 Advertising Cover 1888 (September 4), Webster's Unabridged 
Dictionary, text in greenish black, red and light greenish blue 
background, bearing advertising messages on front and reverse, sent 
from the Publishing G. & C. Merriam & Co. from Springfield, MA to 
Lodi Center, NY, franked by 2c green, arrived on September 5, some 

reversal soiling, still fine and a scarce item 

75 

   COLLECTI ONS  AND LARGE  LOTS   

247 */U  Mint and Used Collection in Scott Album 1845-1937, a little over 
1000 stamps, representing postage, air post, postage due and other 
back of the book items, starting with early imperfs of 1851-55, 
including Washington 90c blue (No.101, C.v. $2,700), White Plains 

souvenir sheet (No.630, NH), some nice coils, early unused air post 
with Zeppelin set and much more, condition is a little mixed on 
earlies, badly faulted stamps are not counted, generally F/VF with 

C.v. is about $38,00 

1,500 

248 */U 295/770, 
C7-12, 

J3/78, 

O3/92 

Collection on Scott Pages 1901-35, over 400 stamps, about a half 
mint, starting with Pan-American Exposition (mint or used), 

definitives of 1902-03, some pair coils and imperforates, special 
delivery, dues and officials, condition is a little mixed, generally 
collectible quality material, full/part of OG or used, F/VF, C.v. is well 

over $3,000, Est. $400-$500 

200 
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249 **/*  Pre-World War II Selection 1909-39, about 1000 stamps in singles, 
blocks, plate blocks, center line blocks and other multiples, including 
plate blocks of #740-49, 859-63, some valuable singles and etc., very 
clean unit on stockpages, glassines and stockcards, full OG, no gum 

as issued, about 90% are NH, F/VF or better, C.v. $4,500 

350 

250 U  Valuable Perfins Accumulation 1913-80's, 4,200 stamps, loaded 
with early material, representing many different companies, such as 

food and drink, railroad, phone, lumber and more, including about 
600 of Pennsylvania, Canal Zone, some used on covers, numerous 

revenues, condition varies from minor faults to VF, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

251 */U  Collection of Revenue Stamps in Scott Album 1862-1958, about 
800 unused and used stamps, representing first issue imperforate, 

part and completely perforated up to $10, second and third issues up 
to $5 and $2 respectively, following by documentary, proprietary, 
future delivery, stock transfer, postal note and etc., powerful wine 
stamps and more, some mixed condition, badly faulted stamps are 

not counted, generally fine or better, C.v. is over $9,000 

500 

252   Valuable Collection of Postal Stationery Items 1860-1958, over 
100 unused entires and postal cards, including better covers such 
as #U19, U40, U218-19, U221, U466A, U471, U525a, UO70, 
postcards #UX3 (4), UX UX21, UX29, UY15 and many more, fresh 

and nice holding with C.v. $4,400 

500 

253 */U  Cut Square Collection in Scott Album 1852-1962, 283 unused or 
used cut squares and 2 entires, representing items for postage, air 
post and officials, starting with early 3c in red, valuable range of 
1863-65 issues, some better items from 1884, occasional flaws 

possible, generally F/VF, C.v. is over $5,000 

400 

254   Early Postal History Lot 1820-1920, more then 40 items, most 
important - stampless from New Haven to Hartford of 1820, Pony 
Express of 1837, Wells, Patriotic of Spanish-American War, Fargo 
Express, several covers with Christmas Red Cross labels of the 

beginning of the 20th Century, early stationery cover with blue 
octagon cancel of Bodie, gold-mining town of CA to Pittsburgh, PA of 
1894 and many more, price range to $150, a few faults, still F/VF 

unit, conservative retail is $1,600 

350 

255   Fancy Cancels Assemblage 1860-1900(c), over 100 items, including 
rare West Hampton, MA Union Star cancel (1868); Scranton, PA, 

Running Dog; Mohawk, NY, Indian Feathers, Silver Creek, NY, Cross 
on stationery card, US Express Mail cover #U10 from Boston to KY 
with embossed advertising, various Stars, Concentric Circles, Ovals 
and many other types of cancellations, some conveyance faults 

mentioned, F/VF overall, reasonable retail is $1,250 

300 

256   Military Postal History Unit 1864-1974, 115 items of mainly US 
with some Western European and Japanese material, including 
covers, propaganda, poster, advertising, real-photo postcards, several 
booklets, representing items from US Civil War, World War I and II, 

Korean and Vietnamese Wars, many censored, some attractive 

cachet, each one individually priced, mostly F/VF, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

257  733, 735, 

a, 768, a 

Admiral Richard E. Byrd Antarctic Expedition Cover Lot 1933-34, 
44 mostly First Day covers franked by single perforated or  
imperforate stamps (from souvenir sheets), perforated or imperforate 

blocks and complete souvenir sheets, nicely pre-printed envelopes 
with Antarctic and Stamp Exhibition thematic, range of various 

special cachet, really beautiful group with C.v. $750 

250 

258   Polar Ships Cover Group 1910's-60's, 34 items mainly US (one from 
Australia, one from Norway), including mixed franking card of the 

Wilkins-Ellsworth Trans-Arctic Expedition, cacheted covers from 
various Polar Expeditions and Ships, such as Operations High Jump 
or Deep Freeze, US.S. Manhattan, Lexington, Atka, Polaris and etc., 
various ship views on postcards, mostly VF, Est. $300-$500 

150 
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259 */U 1-2, 5, 

10-11 

Guam 1899, black overprint ''GUAM'' on regular stamps of 1897, 1c 
(unused, thin), 2c (used), 5c (mint, hinged), 15c (hinged, thin), 50c 
(mint, LH), faulted to F/VF, C.v. $417.50, defected stamps not 

counted  

75 

   Hawaii  

260  UX8 Ship Mail 1899 (April 12-May 1), stationery postcard 1c orange 
uprated by Coat of Arms 1c yellow, sent from Honolulu to Sydney, 

carried on the ship ''Warrimoo'', arrival marking on reverse, housed 
on Exhibition style page, description notes that this item was one of 

the last ones carried from Honolulu by this service, Est. $150-$200 

100 

261 B  Literature 2012, Hawaii Foreign Mail to 1870 by Fred F. Gregory, 
three-volume monograph in a box, containing 408, 380 and 448 
pages respectively by volume, hard covers and gold edges, published 

by the Philatelic Foundation in 2012, the best ever issued monograph 

of this field in excellent quality, Est. $300-$400 

150 

262 ** 241-50   

var 

Philippines - Official stamps 1906, red overprint ''O.B.'' on definitive 
stamps of 2c-30c, complete set of ten, three stamps with sheet 

margin, full OG, NH, fine and rare, Est. $400-$500  

200 

   GREAT BRITAIN   

263   1840, Mulready Letter Sheet and Envelope, 1p black, numbers A15 
and A182 respectively, the envelope has closed 5mm tear on top flap, 

both are fresh, unused and F/VF, SG #ME1-2, C.v. £700  

200 

264   1840, Mulready Letter Sheet and Envelope, 2p blue, numbers a97 
and a200 respectively, both with traces of previous mounts and  

minor reversal faults, unused and F/VF, SG #ME3-4, C.v. £875  

200 

265  1 1841 (January), Penny Black (plate 8), letters ''D K'', four full margins 
single tied by red Maltese Cross cancel to entire wrapper addressed to 

Barnard Castle, circular ''K. JA--7.1841'' date stamp and practically 
intact red wax seal, some paper foxing, stamp is not affected, F/VF, 

Est. $400-$500 

200 

266  1 1841 (January 22), Penny Black (plate 6), letter ''Q F'', close margins 
at right and bottom left, cancelled by black Maltese Cross on entire 

letter from Kirkmichael Sawmill to Irvine, two boxed markings, one is 
unreadable, the other one ''Maybole. JN 22. 1841'' is entering date 

stamp, usual folds and tear around wax seal, F/VF, Est. $200-$250 

100 

267  1 1841 (May 21), Penny Black (plate 4), letters ''D H'', four-margin 
example used on entire letter from Irvine to Glasgow (letter 

transcription is enclosed), black Maltese Cross cancel, boxed Glasgow 
''22.MY.1841.7 30AM'' arrival marking, flap tear and some wearing, 

fine, SG #2, £750 

150 

268 * 85 1881, Queen Victoria, 5p indigo, watermark Imperial Crown, strong 
color and nice centering, large part of OG, VF, C.v. $850, SG #169, 

£725  

200 

269 U 142 1902, King Edward VII, £1 dull blue green, watermark Three Crowns, 
two Kerwick ''DC 29 11'' date stamps, small wrinkle at left, nice 

centering, F/VF, SG #266, £825  

150 

270 U 142 1902, King Edward VII, £1 dull blue green, watermark Three Crowns, 

double ringed Grimsby cancellation, F/VF, SG #266, £825  
150 

271 */U 3f/161g Classic Valuable Unit 1841-24, 24 mostly mint (one - used stamp), 
including 1p red brown on blue paper in vertical side strip of three 

(unused, counted as pair), SG #72, 95 and 141 (all are unused), 
Specimen of 2s6p (SG #178s) with pulled perf tip at bottom, used 
King Edward VII £1 green, King George V booklet pane with inverted 
watermark and overprint ''Cancelled'', full/part of OG or unused (no 

gum or regummed), F/VF, SG #8a/420ew, C.v. £8,675 

750 

272 **/* 152 1911, King George V, 1p carmine red, Die A, watermark Imperial 
Crown, block of 18 (6x3), full OG, NH (14) or LH/hinged (4 corner 

stamps) mostly VF, C.v. $182++, SG #327, £158 as singles  

60 
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273 **/* 160, 162, 

187/98 

1924, King George V, 1p x3 and 2p with Royal Cypher watermark; 
and 1p-9p with Block Cypher watermark in 10 bottom sheet or corner 
sheet plate number horizontal pairs and 7 plate number blocks of 

four, all with full OG, NH or LH, F/VF, Est. $400-$500 

200 

274 **/* 189, var 1924, King George V, 1½p red brown, watermark Block Cypher, lot 
represents 5 bottom sheet margin plate No. blocks of four, 4 complete 
panes of four plus two labels, 19 stamps with labels at left (9 pairs 
and a single), several labels only, booklet multiples include 3 
complete panes and 3 pairs with inverted watermark, fresh quality 

overall, full OG, NH or LH/hinged, Est. $500-$600 

250 

275 **/* 205-08 1929, Imperial Exhibition issue, ½p-2½p, four plate Nos. sheet 
margin multiples and a part of booklet pane of 1½p, separation on 1p 

strip, all with full OG, NH or LH, F/VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

276 **/* 210-20, 

234, 237 

1934-37, King George V, ½p-1s, group of 20 multiples, most with 
plate Nos., in addition King George VI Coronation 1½p in six plate No. 
blocks of 6 or 4 and two plate blocks of 1½p definitive stamp, all with 

full OG, NH or LH/hinged, F/VF, Est.$400-$500 

200 

277 ** 412 var 1964, 20th Geographical Congress, 8p yellow brown, emerald, green 
and black, a single with inverted Multiple St. Edward's Crowns 
watermark, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, fine and rare stamp, 

SG #653Wi, C.v. £2,200  

600 

278 ** 666 var 1972, Polar Explorers, Henry Hudson, 7½p violet and multi, gold 
(Queen's Head) omitted, full OG, NH, VF a common stamp is 
included, SG #899a, C.v.£300  

100 

279 ** 2207a    

var 

2004, Ocean Liners, perforated souvenir sheet of six, stamp picturing 
SS ''City of New York'' with error of value 53p instead of 57p, full OG, 
NH, VF and a modern rarity, the error sheets were immediately 
withdrawn due to rate increase, only 10-15 pieces were realized by 

pre-order, SG #MS2454 fn, not priced in the Cat., Est. $5,000-$6,000 

2,500 

280  54 Ship Mail 1872 (October 8), entire letter from Manchester to 
Montevideo (Uruguay), franked by horizontal pair of 1s green (plate 6, 
letters ''F-P'', F-Q''), tied by barrel cancel, Manchester ''8 OC 72.37'' 
entering double ringed ''PAID'' ds, merchant oval marking at left, two 

boxed due markings ''30 cents'' and ''10 cents'' are alongside, carried 
with S.S. Douro via Southampton, usual folds did not affect the 
stamps, F/VF, Est. $300-$400 

150 

281 */U  Remainder of a Consignment 1841-97, 32 mainly used stamps (5 - 
mint), arranged by Stanley Gibbons Cat., started with 2p blue 
(SG #14), some nice cancellations, insignificant flaws mentioned, 

generally fresh condition, F/VF, SG #14/201, C.v. is over £3,700 

250 

282 C  Death of King Charles I 1649, Bronze Medal struck by Rottier, 
diameter 50mm, obverse shown draped and cuirassed bust right, 
signed ''R'' below bust; reverse - hand of God emerging from cloud 
and holding a Crown above a pastoral landscape, rim scratch on 12 

o'clock, sharp embossing with just a little traces of handling, MS 
condition, Est. $200-$250 

100 

   BRITISH COMMONWEALTH   

283 S  Aden Protectorate States 1946, Victory issue of Kathiri and Qu'aiti 
States, black or red overprints ''Victory issue. 8th June 1946'' on 1½a 
carmine and 2½a deep blue, two sets with perfin ''Specimen'', full OG, 
LH, VF, SG #12/13, 12/13, C.v. £300 

75 

284 * 12/19 Antigua - Classic Selection 1882-87, Queen Victoria, two ½p, two of 
2½p red brown and ultra, 4p blue plus engraved 1p carmine and 6p 
green, all with watermark Crown CA, full/part of OG, VLH or hinged, 

F/VF, C.v. $675, SG #21/23, 25, 27, 29, C.v. £550 

100 

   Ascension  

285 * 4 var 1922, King George V and Government House of St. Helena, black 
overprint ''Ascension'' on 2p black and gray, line through ''P'' of 
''Postage'' at right, original creamy gum, LH, VF, SG #4a, C.v. £500  

150 
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286 * 19 var 1924, King George V and Seal of the Colony, 2s blue and gray black 
on blue paper, Cleft Rock variety, nice and fresh, full OG, LH, VF, 

SG #19c, C.v. £700  

200 

287 ** 47 var 1944, King George VI and the Pier, 2s6p deep carmine and black, 
perforation 13, Davit Flaw variety (position R. 5/1), nicely centered 

and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, SG #45ca, C.v. £1,400  

400 

   AUSTRALIAN  STATES   

   New South Wales  

288 * 63c 1881-92, Queen Victoria, 3p yellow green, engraved printing, 
watermark Large Crown and NSW, a single imperforate vertically with 
horizontal perforation 10, a part of adjoining stamp at right, large 
part of OG, VF, SG #226da, C.v. £700 for horizontal pair imperf 

vertically 

100 

289 (*) 70, var 1886, Queen Victoria, 1p scarlet, bottom sheet margin imprint 
horizontal strip of three with misplaced comb perforation 11x12, 
watermark N S W is on two right stamps only, left one has no 
watermark variety, full OG on margins, stamps have just traces of 

gum, mostly VF and scarce, Est. $400-$500 

200 

290 * 96b var 1899, Queen Victoria, albino surcharge ''nine cents'' on 10p dull 
brown, perforation 12x11½, watermark Large Crown and NSW, large 

part of OG, hinged, F/VF, SG #309b, £275  

75 

291 * O13 var Official stamps 1882-85, black ''O S'' overprint on Queen Victoria 2p 
blue, perforation 11x12, watermark Large Crown and NSW, block of 
four with a gap of horizontal perforation, bottom right stamp with 
8.5mm instead of 7mm space between ''O'' and ''S'' (position R.4/4), 

large part of OG, previously hinged, VF and rare multiple, NPC 

certificate, SG #O21c, Est. $400-$500 

200 

292 U O14 var 1895, Special Printing of red ''O S'' overprint (type II, space 5.5mm) on 
3c green, perforation 10, inverted watermark Large Crown and NSW, 
neat three-oval cancel ''NSW'' at top right, F/VF and very rare, only 

1000 stamps were prepared, 900 cancelled with NSW, of which only 
158 stamps were sold and others destroyed, K. Ceremuga certificate, 

SG #O24 var, Est. $500-$600 

250 

   Queensland  

293 U 1 1860, Queen Victoria, 1p carmine rose, imperforate single with Large 
Star watermark, full four side margins, a part of large dotted 

cancellation, F/VF, C.v. $775, SG #1, £800  

150 

294 (*) 3 1860, Queen Victoria, 6p green, imperforate single with Large Star 
watermark, close at top with large margins at three other sides and a 
part of adjoining stamp at foot, shallow thin in the middle, unused, 
no gum, fine and extremely rare stamp, K. Ceremuga certificate, C.v. 

$10,750, SG #3, C.v. £11,000 

1,000 

295 **/* 31 1874, Queen Victoria, 1s violet, perforation 13, watermark Small 
Truncated Star, block of four, full OG, NH or VLH (top stamps), 
middle perforation shifted to the left, F/VF and rare multiple, NPC 

certificate, C.v. 1,800 as hinged singles, SG #73, C.v. £1,600++ 

750 

   South Australia  

296 * 47 1870, Queen Victoria, 6p Prussian blue, perforation 10x11½, 
horizontal pair, strong color and perfect centering, large part of OG, 
previously hinged, VF and scarce in pair, NPC certificate, 

C.v. $850++, SG #105, C.v. £650  

200 

297 P 57 1875, Queen Victoria, perforated De La Rue proof of 1p blue green, 
printed on paper without watermark, comb perforation 14, 
interpanneau block of 120 (6x10 + 6x10) with 20 winged stamps 

(wide margin at right or left), folded ones between 6th and 7th 
horizontal rows, insignificant marginal flaws, full OG, NH, VF and 

rare multiple, SG #154, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

500 
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298 ** 99, a 1893, Queen Victoria, brown surcharge ''2½d'' on 4p green, 
perforation 15, watermark Crown SA, bottom right corner margin 
block of 30 (6x5), left stamp of the second row with ''½'' nearer to''2'' 

(position 7/7 of a complete sheet), full OG, NH, VF and rare multiple, 
NPC certificate, C.v. $2,020 as hinged singles, SG #233, b, C.v. 

£1,870++ 

1,000 

   Victoria  

299 U 150a 1886, Queen Victoria, 4p lilac, error of color (printed in color of 2p), 
perforation 12½, V and Crown watermark, partial postal cancellation, 

some perf irregularities at top and bottom left corner crease, still fine 
and collectible quality of this very rare stamp, K. Ceremuga 

certificate, C.v. $1,750, SG #300b, £1,700 

250 

300 **B 219 var 1904-09, Queen Victoria, 1p rose red, perforation 12x12½, 
watermark Crown and Double Lined A, bottom right corner sheet 

margin booklet pane of 30 (6x5), JBC monogram at the bottom edge, 
full OG, NH, VF and rare, £1 booklet (C.v. £22,000) contains 240 

values of 1p in four panes of 30 and two panes of 60, Est. $600-$700 

300 

   AUSTRALIA   

301 ** 2i 1914, Kangaroo, 1p red, Die III (SG Die IIa), watermark Wide Crown 
and Wide A, three-side margin block of 12 (top part of a sheet), double 
horizontal perforation between margin and stamps of upper row, plus 

double vertical perforation between stamps of the top row, lower right 
stamp is damaged, slightly dryish full original gum, NH (LH on top 
margin), VF and very rare positional errors, SG #2e var, Est. $1,000-

$1,500 

500 

302 * 8 1913, Kangaroo, 6p ultramarine, Die II, perforation 12, watermark 
Wide Crown Wide A, full OG, LH, VF, NPC certificate, Brusden- 

White #Acsc17A, C.v. A$325, SG #9  

75 

303 * 21 var 1914, King George V, 1p carmine red, comb perforation 14¼x14, 
watermark Wide Crown Narrow A, bottom right corner sheet margin 
horizontal strip of six from pane 7, CA imprint at the bottom edge, 

right stamp (position 60) with joined letters ''RA'' in ''AUSTRALIA'', full 
OG with perf reinforcement, VF and rare multiple, the Sydney 
Philatelic certificate, SG #21c var, Brusden-White #72(4)z, C.v. 
A$1,750 for strip with CA monogram, single stamp with joined ''RA'' 

have #72j and C.v. A$100, Est. $600-$800 

300 

304 **/* 23 var 1924, King George V, 1p green, perforation 14¼x14, watermark Wide 
Crown Narrow A, Harrison two-line imprint (''N'' over ''M'') at bottom 
margin of gutter block of eight (4x2) from panes 7 and 8, lower right 
stamp with ''Kangaroo's tongue out'' variety (position 8/56), blue 
dater impression on margin, still full OG, NH or LH (top stamps), VF, 

the Sydney Philatelic certificate, SG #76, var, Brusden-White #77(4), 

var, C.v. A$440++ 

100 

305 * 98 var 1929, Kangaroo, 1s greenish blue, perforation 12, watermark Multiple 
Small Crown and A, horizontal bottom sheet margin gutter pair with 

John Ash imprint, full OG, LH, VF, NPC certificate, SG #109 var  

100 

306 * 127 1932, Kangaroo, 10s pink and gray, perforation 12, watermark 
Multiple Small Crown and C of A, full OG, VLH, fine, C.v. $400, 

SG #136, C.v. £450  

150 

307 ** 200 var 1946, Peace issue, 2½p scarlet, bottom sheet margin imprint block of 
four, printed on paper without watermark, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
reportedly only 4 imprint blocks exist, NPC certificate, SG #213 var, 

Brusden-White #236a, C.v. A$1,750 

400 

308 ** 507 var 1971, Aboriginal Arts, 35c multicolored, top and bottom margin 
vertical transition shift of five from almost normal to practically 
missing bottom inscription in black, full OG, NH, VF, NPC certificate, 

Est. $150-$200  

100 
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309 ** 1608 imp 1997, ''The Dreaming'' Animated Story of Kids, 45c multicolored, top 
right corner sheet margin vertical pair with adjoining stamps at left, 
full OG, NH, VF and rare, only one sheet has been recorded, NPC 

certificate, Brusden-White #2044b, C.v. A$1,350++ 

200 

310 **B 3778-83 
imp,  

3783a 

2012, Australian Zoos Mini sheet Collection, 60c multicolored, set of 
seven imperforate souvenir sheets of two (tiger) or four stamps and 
perforated souvenir sheet of seven in presentation limited edition 

(No.312/500) booklet, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$250 

100 

311 ** OB37 var Official stamps 1918-23, small perfin ''O S'' on King George V 1s4p 
turquoise blue, perforation 14, watermark Wide Crown Narrow A, 

misperforated block of four, bottom right stamp with wide ''1'' at right, 
full OG, NH, VF and rare multiple, J. Bozic certificate, SG #O75 var, 

Brusden-White #128A, ba, n, C.v. A$1,725 as singles 

400 

312 ** 7 var British New Guinea 1905, Lakatoi, 1s orange and black, comb 
perforation, bottom sheet margin single printed on thin paper with 
vertical Multiple Rosettes watermark, perfect quality stamp, full OG, 

NH, VF and rare, especially in sound condition, SG #15a, £950 as *  

400 

313 ** 51 New Guinea (New Britain) 1915, black surcharge 1(p) over black 
G.R.I. 2p on German Marshall-Inseln stamp of 10pf carmine, block of 
six (2x3), full OG, NH, VF and scarce multiple, BPA certificate, 

C.v. $1,650++, SG #63, C.v. £1,200 as hinged singles 

400 

314 ** 116, var Bahamas 1942, 450th Anniversary of the Landing of Columbus in 
America, black overprint on ½p bluish green, top right corner sheet 
margin plate No.0319 block of eight, third stamp at the top row with 
the accent flaw over first ''A'' in ''BAHAMAS'' (position R.1/5), perfect 

quality, full OG, NH, VF, SG #162, c, C.v. £550++ 

200 

   Barbados  

315 ** 193, var 1938, Seal of the Colony, Sea Horses, ½p green, perforation 13½x13, 
bottom sheet margin imprint block of 12 (3x4), right stamp in the 

second row with recut line variety (position R10/6), full OG, NH, VF, 

SG #248, a, C.v. £216 as singles 

75 

316 ** 194b 1939, Seal of the Colony, Sea Horses, 1p carmine, comb perforation 

13½x13, full OG, NH, fine centering, C.v. $300, SG #249, C.v. £275  
75 

317 **/* 11-108, 

J1-10 

Basutoland - Collection on Pages 1935-66, 120 mint stamps 
arranged on album pages, starting with Silver Jubilee issue, including 

long definitive sets of King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II with 
extra shades and surcharge types, all common design issues with 
Coronations, Victory, Silver Wedding, UPU and all others, as well as 
nice range of dues with varieties, full OG, VLH and some NH 

(margined stamps), mostly VF, SG C.v. £920 

150 

   Batum (British Occupation)  

318   1918, cover sent in Batum with provisional handstamp negative 
''Batumskaya Kontora No.1'' and boxed six-line cachet indicating 
payment is to be made in cash, pen endorsement ''15k'',VF and 
scarce usage during the time when stamps in Batum were not 

available, Est. $400-$500 

200 

319  1-2 1919 (August 23), stationery postcard with black surcharge 35k on 
3k red uprated by Tree 5k and 10k stamps (cancelled by ''26.8.19.'' 
ds), addressed Poste Restante in Batum Main Post Office, VF, Est. 
$200-$250  

100 

320   1919, postal stationery card with black surcharge ''BATUM. OB. 
KOP.35 KOP.'' on 4k red, minor soiling, otherwise unused, VF and 
very rare, according to Ashford only 46 such cards were produced 
(most Batum stationery cards were surcharged on Imperial cards of 

3k), Est. $400-$500 

200 

321 * 7-10 1919, black surcharge ''BATUM. OB. RUB.10.RUB.'' on imperforate 
1k and 3k, perforated 5k and 10k/7k, complete set of four, full OG, 
mainly LH, VF and scarce in complete set, each one with experts' sign 
and guaranteed genuine, C.v. $2,023, SG #7/10, C.v. £1,518 

500 
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322 */U 21-24,   

23a 

1919-20, black surcharge 10r on imperforate 3k red, and four black, 
red and violet surcharges 15r on imperforate 1k orange, including two 
stamps with inverted surcharge (not listed in SG), all with full OG, LH 
or cancelled on a piece (No.23), VF, various experts' signs and 

guaranteed genuine, C.v. approximately $1,500, SG #19/20, a,b, var 

400 

323 */U 51/56 1920, black or blue surcharges 25r and 50r on Aloe Tree issue, mint 
and properly used selection of 11 stamps, including blue surcharges 
25r/50k (one -used) and two 50r/50k (mint and used), full OG or 
cancelled, mostly VF, all are guaranteed genuine, C.v. $1,108, 

SG #42/44, a, b, £1,130 

250 

324 **/* 60-61, 
63-64,    

var 

1920, black overprint ''BRITISH OCCUPATION'' on 5r, 7r, 15r and 
25r, top sheet margin horizontal strips of three, central stamp of each 
strip has ''BPITISH'' overprint variety (position 19 of a complete 
sheet), full original uneven gum, NH or hinged mainly on margin, VF 

and scarce group, SG #48a/52a, C.v. £684 as hinged singles 

200 

   Bechuanaland Protectorate  

325 * 92-93 1914-15, black overprints on King George V and Sea Horses 2s6p 
dark brown and 5s rose carmine, basic stamps of the Waterlow 

printing, large part of OG, VF, C.v. $300, SG #83/84, C.v. £300  

75 

326 ** 105-16 1932, King George V, Baobab Tree and Cattle, ½p-10s, complete set 
of 12, four high values with left sheet margins, full OG, NH, mostly 

VF, C.v. $625++, SG #99/110, £500++  

300 

327 ** J7c-8c Postage Due stamps 1961, black surcharges 1c/1p carmine rose and 
2c/2p dull lilac, set of two values printed on ordinary paper, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $190, SG #D7b-9d, £203  

60 

328 **/* 96/213, 

J1-12 

Neat Collection on Pages 1925-66, 136 mint stamps representing 
practically complete collection for the period, including Kings George 
V and George VI, Queen Elizabeth II long definitive sets and common 
design issues starting with Silver Jubilee, representing some color 

and surcharge varieties, nice quality unit, full OG, mainly VLH with 

some NH, F/VF or better, SG #99/201, D1/12, C.v. £1,350 

300 

   Bermuda  

329 **/* 123-28,  

var 

1938-43, King George VI, 2s-£1, set of ten high values, all with 
perforation 14, including one of each for 2s, 2s6p, 5s and 10s, and 
three of each for 12s6p and £1, all are different and arranged on page 

from a Collection, full OG, NH or LH (SG #120), VF, SG #116/121c, 

C.v. is about £2,000 

400 

330 ** 128a 1938, King George VI, £1 black and purple on red paper, comb 
perforation 14, nicely centered and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $300 as hinged, SG #121, £300  

100 

331 ** 259a 1970-75, Poinsettia, 5c multicolored, horizontal imperforate pair with 

nice margins all around, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,500  
400 

   British Honduras  

332 ** 35b, 37  

var 

1891, black surcharge ''FI VE'' (spaced between ''I'' and ''V'') over 3c 
on 3p brown and red surcharge ''15'' over 6c on 3p blue in horizontal 
strip of three, middle stamp with wide nose of ''1'' variety, both items 
with full OG, NH, VF and scarce unhinged, SG #49a, 50, var, C.v. 

£122 as hinged singles 

75 

333 * MR2 var War Tax stamps 1917, two stamps with black overprint ''WAR'' on 1c 
green, first one with reversed watermark Multiple Crown CA, the 

other one has double (one inverted) overprint, both with large part of 
OG, VF, SG#116ax, £300, stamp with double overprint is not listed in 

Gibbons 

200 

334 ** J1-2,   

J1B, J5 

Postage Due Multiples 1923-65, 5 items, 3 blocks of 1c (25, 30 and 
6) and 2c in block of 6, all on ordinary watermarked Multiple Script 

CA paper, and 4c in pane of 60 with watermark Multiple Block CA, 

full OG, generally NH, VF, SG #D1-2, D5, C.v. £690++ 

100 
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335 ** J1-5 British Occupation of Tripolitania - Postage Due stamps 1948, 
black surcharges ''B.M.A. Tripolitania'' and new denominations 1L on 
½p - 24L on 1s, complete set of five in blocks of four, full OG, NH,VF, 

SG #TD1-5, £200++  

75 

   BRITISH NORTH AMERICA  

   Newfoundland  

336 * 3 1857, Heraldic Flowers, 3p green, triangle stamp with large margins 
all around, fresh, large part of OG, VF, C.v. $1,000, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$1,400  

250 

337 **/* 41 1880. Prince of Wales, 1c violet brown, top sheet margin horizontal 
strip of four, BABN selvage imprint, full OG, NH or hinged (2), mostly 

F/VF, Scott C.v. $440++  

100 

338 P 61-74 1897, Discovery of Newfoundland issue, 1c-60c, complete set of 14 
imperforate plate proofs on India paper, mounted on cards except 12c 

and 24c, no gum as produced, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$775  

150 

339 P 78-85 1897-1901, Royal Family issue, imperforate plate proofs of ½c-5c, 
complete set of six (all existing values) in horizontal pairs, printed on 
India and mounted on cards, no gum as produced, NH, VF, Unitrade 

C.v. CAD$900++  

200 

340 P 172-82 1931, 3rd Labrador Publicity issue, die proofs of 1c-30c in issued 
colors, complete set of 11 printed on watermarked paper, vertical 
proofs have size 33-44x39-46mm, horizontal - 41-57x32-42mm, 
perfect quality, no gum as produced, NH, VF and very rare in 

complete set, Walsh NSSC #162-72dp, C.v. US$5,500 

2,000 

341 **P 186, c 1932-37, First Resources, King George V, 2c green, die II, horizontal 
imperforate pair on watermarked Arms paper, in addition imperforate 
proof of 2c black, die I, horizontal pair printed on paper without 
watermark, full OG, NH or no gum as produced, VF, Scott #186c, 

C.v. $60 and Walsh NSSC #175k, C.v. $560 

100 

342 P 197 1932-37, First Resources, Sealing Fleet, imperforate trial color proof 
of 25c in black, printed on thick paper without watermark, no gum as 

issued, NH, VF, Walsh NSSC 191g, C.v. US$920++  

150 

343 P 213 1933, Compton Castle, die proof of 2c in green, printed on thin card, 
printer's marking at top, size 60x48mm, numbered ''1094'' at upper 
right corner on reverse, no gum as issued, VF and rare, NSSC 196 

dp3, C.v. US $1,000, Est. $500-$600  

250 

344 **P 245-46, 

245a 

1938, King George VI and Queen Elizabeth, imperforate proofs of 2c 
in green and 3c in black, two horizontal pairs printed on paper 
without watermark, in addition 2c imperforate pair on watermarked 
paper, all without gum as produced, NH, VF, NSSC #228i, 229m, C.v. 

US$720 as singles, Unitrade #245a, C.v. CAD$200 

150 

345 */U 24/85 Small Classic Group 1868-1901, 22 mostly mint (3 - used) stamps, 
starting with Codfish of 1865 (unused), including No.28, 31 (both 
mint), 32 (unused), 59 (full OG), 78-85 (mint and unused), no hidden 

faults, full/part OG or unused no gum (6), F/VF, C.v. is over $1,000 

100 

346 P 11, 13 Nova Scotia 1860-63, Queen Victoria, imperforate plate proofs of 
8½c in blue green and 12½c in black, printed on India and mounted 

on cards, top or bottom margins respectively, each one with ABN Co. 

New York imprint, fresh and VF, Unitrade #11, 13P, C.v. CAD330 

75 

   CANADA  

   Pence issue  

347 P 2 1857, Prince Albert, imperforate trial color proof of 6p in red purple, 
horizontal pair with nice margins, printed on India paper, no gum as 

produced, VF, Unitrade #2TCi, C.v. $650++  

150 

348 P 8 1857-64, Queen Victoria, imperforate plate proof of ½p in rose with 
green vertical Specimen overprint, printed on India paper, no gum as 

produced, NH, VF, Unitrade #8 Pi, C.v. CAD$300  

75 
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   First Cents issue  

349 P 20 1864, Queen Victoria, imperforate trial color proof of 2c in claret, 
horizontal pair printed on India paper and mounted on card, both 
with a dash in lower right ''2'' variety, no gum as produced, NH, VF, 

Unitrade #20TCi, C.v. CAD$700++ 

100 

350 P 20 1864, Queen Victoria, imperforate trial color proof of 2c in claret, left 
sheet margin vertical strip of four with ABN imprint, printed on India 

paper mounted on card, sheet positions are penciled on reverse 
(61/91), fresh, VF and scarce multiple, Unitrade #20TCi, 

C.v. $1,400++ 

250 

   Small Queen issue  

351 * 34a 1882, ½c black, left margin horizontal imperforate pair with nice 
margins at other sides, large part of OG, previously hinged, VF, 

C.v. $600, Unitrade C.v. CAD$800  

150 

352 ** 35a 1873-74, 1c lemon yellow, horizontal imperforate pair, large margins 
all around and strong color, no gum as produced, NH, VF, C.v. $425, 

Unitrade C.v. CAD$600  

120 

353 ** 45 var 1891, Ottawa Printings, 10c rose carmine, horizontal imperforate 
pair, beautiful color and balanced margins, no gum as issued, NH, 

VF, C.v. $550, Unitrade #45i, C.v. CAD750  

150 

   Queen Victoria ''Maple Leaf'' issue  

354 P 66-67 1897, plate proofs of ½c in black and 1c in blue green, two horizontal 
imperforate pairs on India paper mounted on cards, no gum as 

produced, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$580++  

100 

355 P 70-71 1897, plate proofs of 5c dark blue and 6c brown, horizontal 
imperforate pairs printed on India paper and mounted on cards, first 
one with bottom margin, no gum as issued, NH, VF, Unitrade #70P-

71P, C.v. CAD$1,050++  

200 

   Queen Victoria ''Numeral issue''  

356 ** 74a 1898, ½c black, right margin horizontal imperforate pair printed on 
vertical wove paper, no gum as produced, NH, VF, C.v. $500, 

Unitrade #74v, C.v. CAD$500  

100 

357 P 74, 77,   

79, 82 

1898, imperforate plate proofs of ½c in black, 2c in carmine (Die I), 5c 
in blue and 8c in orange, four horizontal pairs printed on India paper 
and mounted on cards, no gum as produced, VF, 2c and 8c with 

penciled positions number, Unitrade #74P, 77P-79P, C.v. CAD 

$1,600++ 

300 

358 ** 75a 1898, 1c paler green, horizontal imperforate pair printed on vertically 

wove paper, no gum as issued, NH, VF, Unitrade #75vi, C.v. CAD$900  

150 

359 ** 77d 1899, 2c carmine, Die II, right sheet margin horizontal imperforate 
pair printed on vertically wove paper, no gum as produced, NH, VF, 

C.v. $1,150, Unitrade C.v. CAD $1,500  

200 

360 P 78 1898, large die proof of 3c in carmine, size 41x59mm, printed on 
India paper with imprint ''F-113. American Banknote Co. Ottawa'', 
fresh quality, no gum as issued, VF and scarce, ex-Brigham, 
NSSC65dp14, C.v. US $2,000  

300 

   Imperial Penny Postage  

361 ** 85-86, b, 

var 

1898, Map of the British Empire, four stamps of 2c in black and 
carmine with various shades of lavender, gray, blue and dark blue, 
full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $425, Unitrade #85, i, 86, b, C.v. 

CAD$765  

100 

362 ** 85, var 1898, Map of the British Empire, 2c black, lavender and carmine and 
2c black, gray and carmine, two values in blocks of four, nicely 
centered, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $800++, Unitrade #85, i, C.v. 

CAD$1,440 as singles  

200 

363 ** 85a 1898, Map of the British Empire, 2c black, lavender and carmine, 
vertical imperforate pair, enlarged margins, no gum as issued, NH, 

VF, C.v. $450, Unitrade C.v. CAD$700  

150 
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364 ** 86, b 1898, Map of the British Empire, 2c black, blue and carmine and 2c 
black, deep blue and carmine, two values in blocks of four, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $900++, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,620 as singles  

200 

365 ** 86a 1898, Map of the British Empire, 2c black, blue and carmine, vertical 
imperforate pair, balanced margins, no gum as issued, NH, VF, 

C.v. $450, Unitrade C.v. CAD$700  

150 

366 ** 87, var Provisional Issues 1899, black surcharge 2c on Queen Victoria 
''Maple Leaf'' 3c carmine, block of 12 (6x2), representing narrow 
spacing between surcharges of the 3rd and 4th vertical rows, full OG, 
NH, VF, Unitrade #87, i, C.v. CAD$1,260 as two strips of three with 

narrow spacing and six singles 

200 

   King Edward VII issues  

367 ** 89a 1903, 1c green, bottom sheet margin horizontal imperforate pair, no 

gum as produced, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$900  

150 

368 ** 91a 1903, 5c blue on bluish paper, horizontal imperforate pair, nice 

margins all around, no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. CAD$1.500  

200 

   Quebec Tercentenary issue  

369 P 100 1908, die proof of 7c in black, printed on India paper and mounted on 
sunken die card, size 78x68mm, no gum as produced, VF and rare, 

Green Foundation certificate, Walsh NSSC 87 dp7, C.v. US$1,500  

400 

370 ** 103 1908, 20c brown, top right corner margin single, full OG slightly 

disturbed at top right, NH (hinged on margins), F/VF, Scott C.v. $625  
100 

   King George V ''Admiral'' issue  

371 ** 104-22 1911-25, 1c-$1, complete set of 18, strong colors and nice centering, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $2,965, Unitrade C.v. CAD$5,445  
600 

372 ** 104 1916, 1c green, wet printing, bottom sheet margin block of four with 

double B lathework, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD $1,800  

200 

373 **/* 107e 1923, 2c green, dry printing, top margin plate No.A-216 block of 12, 
full OG, NH (10) or VLH, two NH and 2 hinged stamps with pre-

printed paper folds, F/VF, C.v. $480++  

100 

374 ** 112 1922, 5c violet, wet printing, perfectly centered block of four, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $440++, Unitrade C.v. CAD$720 as singles  
100 

375 ** 128a 1924, part perforated coil of 2c green, dry printing, top and bottom 
margin block of 20 (2x10) imperforate horizontally, full OG, NH, VF, 

Unitrade C.v. CAD$600 as five blocks of four  

150 

376 ** 131 var 1918, 1c green, vertical strip of three Toronto experimental coil 
stamps with two large holes on common horizontal perforation 12, 

full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade #131iv, C.v. CAD$450  

100 

377 ** 135 50th Anniversary of the Confederation 1917, 3c brown, nicely 
centered block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $540++, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$840 as singles  

100 

   King George V ''Admiral'' Imperforate issue  

378 ** 136-38 1924, 1c yellow, 2c green and 3c carmine, complete set of three in 
blocks of 4, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $700++, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,000 

as singles  

150 

379 ** 138 var 1924, 3c carmine, dry printing, imperforate bottom sheet margin 
imprint block of eight, marginal imprint reads: ''T 7- OTTAWA - No.-
A127 944 B G'', lathework type D, post office fresh quality, full OG, 

NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD $2,250  

300 

380 ** 140 King George V ''Admiral'' Provisionals 1926, black two- line 
surcharge 2c on 3c carmine, block of four, perfectly centered, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $250++, Unitrade C.v. CAD$400 as singles  

75 

   60th Anniversary of the Confederation  

381 **/* 141a, c 1927, Sir John A. Macdonald, 1c orange, horizontal imperforate pair 
and vertical pair imperforate horizontally, full OG, NH (imperf) or LH, 
VF, approximately 250 pairs possible, C.v. $300, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$400 

75 
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382 ** 142a, b 1927, Fathers of Confederation, 2c green, horizontal imperforate pair 
and horizontal pair imperforate vertically, full OG, NH, VF, 
approximately 250 pairs of each error exist, C.v. $360, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$480  

100 

383 ** 143b-44b 1927, Parliament Building 3c carmine and Sir Wilfrid Laurier 5c 
violet, two horizontal pairs imperforate vertically, first one with right 
margin and a part of the arrow, full OG, NH, VF, 250 pairs of each 

exist, C.v. $360, Unitrade C.v. CAD$480  

100 

   King George V ''Scroll'' issue  

384 ** 149b-54a 1928-29, 1c-8c, imperforate set of six values in horizontal pairs, 
strong colors and nice margins, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $890, Unitrade 

C.v. CAD$1,275  

250 

385 ** 151c 1928, 3c carmine, vertical pair imperforate horizontally, full OG, NH, 

VF, C.v. $160, Unitrade C.v. CAD$225  

50 

386 ** 155a, c 1928, Mount Hurd, 10c green, horizontal imperforate pair and 
vertical pair imperforate horizontally, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $540, 

Unitrade C.v. CAD$750  

150 

387 * 156c 1929, Quebec Brdge,12c gray, vertical pair imperforate horizontally, 

full OG, LH, VF, C.v. $180, Unitrade C.v. CAD $250  
50 

388 * 159c 1929, Parliament Building, $1 olive green, vertical pair imperforate 

horizontally, full OG, VLH, VF, C.v. $675, Unitrade C.v. CAD$900  
150 

389 P 211-16 King George V Silver Jubilee issue 1935, plate proofs of 1c-13c, 
complete set of six in vertical gutter blocks of four (13c in a common 
block, doesn't exist with vertical gutter), penciled numbers on reverse, 
no gum as issued, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD $3,000 as single proofs 

w/o gutter 

600 

   King George V Pictorial issue  

390 P 217-27 1935, card mounted plate proofs on India paper of 1c-$1, complete 
set of 11, nice condition, no gum as produced, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$1,800  

350 

391 ** 217a, b 1935, 1c green, two booklet panes of four stamps with two blank 
labels or six stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v.$185, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$255  

50 

392 P 218 1935, large die proof of 2c in brown on India paper, mounted on 
sunken card, No. XG-601 at the top, proof size 98x96mm, card size 

230x153mm, flawless condition, VF and scarce, Walsh 

NSSC #182dp2, C.v. US $900  

300 

393 P 219 1935, large die proof of 3c in carmine on India paper, mounted on 
sunken card, No. XG-579 at the top, proof size 75x80mm, card size 
150x227mm, perfect quality, VF and scarce, NSSC #183dp5, C.v. 

US$900  

300 

394 P 221 1935, large die proof of 5c in blue on India paper, mounted on 
sunken card, No. XG-603 at the top, proof size 97x97mm, card size 
230x153mm, perfect quality, VF and scarce, NSSC #185dp2, C.v. 

US$900  

300 

   King George VI issues  

395 P 233 1937, Mufti issue, large die proof of 3c in bright carmine on India 
paper placed on sunken die large card, imprint at bottom reads: 

''H.M. King George VI. X-G-649. Canadian Banknote Company, 
Limited'', proof size 80x87mm, VF and rare, NSSC 194 dp8, C.v. 

US$1,200 

400 

396 P 237 1937, Coronation, large die proof of 3c in dark carmine, printed on 
India paper and apparently removed from large card, ''X-G-663. 
Canadian Bank Note Company, Limited'' imprint at bottom, size 

87x76mm, no gum as issued, VF, NSSC #198 dp5, C.v. $1,200 

300 

397 ** 252d 1943, War issue, 3c rose violet, horizontal imperforate pair, nice 
margins all around, full OG, NH, VF, only 150 pairs possible, 

C.v. $400, Unitrade C.v. CAD$600  

100 
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398 ** 254c 1943, War issue, 4c dark carmine, well margined horizontal 
imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF, only 150 pairs were printed, 

C.v. $400, Unitrade C.v. CAD$600  

100 

   MODERN ERRORS AND VARIETIES  

399 P  1950(c), Indian Head essay of proposed design for multicolored 4c 
definitive stamp, top right corner sheet margin block of four, printed 

on gummed stamp paper, NH, VF, Est. $300- $400  

150 

400 ** 427 var 1966, Pitcher Plant and Arms of Newfoundland, 5c multicolored, 
carmine color printed twice, bottom margin (gutter selvage) vertical 
pair from positions 41-46 with ''broken stamen'' on top stamp variety, 
full OG, NH, VF and rare, only a handful possible, Greene Foundation 

certificate, Unitrade #427ii, i, C.v. CAD$1,200 as two singles with 
double impression only, or prorated CAD $1,800 for double red and 

''broken stamen'' with double red 

300 

401 ** 537 var 1971, Maple Leaves, (7c) multicolored, top sheet margin single with 
missing gray inscription, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Green Foundation 
certificate, a common stamp is included, Unitrade #537i, C.v. 

CAD$4,000  

750 

402 ** 556 var 1971, Christmas, Snowflakes, (10c) carmine, silver color omitted, 
right sheet margin block of four, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, 

especially in multiple, this error is not listed in Unitrade or Scott  

150 

403 ** 592 var 1974, St. Laurent 7c dark brown, one line tagging at right, type T1, 
bottom sheet margin block of four, full OG, NH, VF, Tagging Errors 

Cat. CAD$240++  

50 

404 ** 601 var 1973, Quebec, ($2) multicolored, inscription and denomination 
missing, excellent centering and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF and 
rare, only 42 stamps have been discovered, Green Foundation 

certificate for block of 40, Unitrade #601i, C.v. CAD$4,500 

1,000 

405 ** 604a 1974, Queen Elizabeth II, Caricature definitive issue, 8c blue, 
horizontal imperforate strip of 13 coil stamps on hibrite paper, side 
perf 10, tiny internal wrinkle on stamp No.6, mentioned just for a 
record, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $900++, Unitrade #604ii, C.v. 

CAD$1,500 as for six pairs 

250 

406 ** 607 var 1972, Christmas issue, Candles, 8c multicolored, bottom margin 
block of four with repellex error (two top stamps with background in 
blue instead of deep violet), full OG, NH, VF and scarce multiple, R. 
Gratton certificate, Unitrade #607ii, C.v. CAD$1,000 as two vertical 

pairs 

200 

407 ** 614a 1973, R.C.M.P. Musical Ride, 15c multicolored, vertical imperforate 
pair in flawless condition, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $375, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$600  

100 

408 ** 614a var 1973, R.C.M.P. Musical Ride, 15c multicolored, right margin vertical 
imperforate pair, top stamp has double impression, full OG, NH, VF 

and scarce, Unitrade C.v. CAD$900  

200 

409 ** 641a 1974, Telephone Centenary, 8c multicolored, vertical imperforate 
pair, nice margins all around, full OG, NH, VF, only 100 imperf 

stamps were produced, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000  

300 

410 ** 707a 1977-82, Floral Definitives, Western Columbine, 2c pale brown and 
multicolored, bottom sheet margin single printed on gummed side, 

NH, VF and scarce, C.v. $850, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,250  

200 

411 ** 727a 1979, Kluane National Park, ($2) multicolored, silver denomination 
and inscription omitted, left sheet margin single, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $300, Unitrade C.v. CAD$400  

75 

412 ** 729a-30a, 

806a 

1978-79, Parliament, 12c blue, 14c red and 17c green, three 
horizontal imperforate pairs of coil stamps, 14c with miscut showing 
part of adjoining stamps at top, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $460, Unitrade 

C.v. CAD$625  

100 
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413 ** 789d 1979, Queen Elizabeth II, (17c) green, a single with black color 
omitted and horizontal perforation shifted to the bottom, pin-point 
marginal inclusion at top right, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, 100 
stamps known, a common stamp is added for comparison, C.v. $750, 

Unitrade C.v. CAD $1,250 

200 

414 ** 817-18   

var 

1979, Authors, 17c multicolored, left sheet margin vertical se-tenant 
pair, tagging omitted on both stamps, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade 817b 

T1, C.v. CAD$200  

50 

415 ** 878 var 1981, Antique Mandora, (17c) multicolored, left sheet margin imprint 
single produced on gum side with omitted inscription and untagged, 

nice example without usual defects, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, only 
a half of 200 existing examples are in sound condition, a common 

stamp is included, Unitrade #878i, C.v. CAD$2,000 

300 

416 ** 878 var 1981, Antique Mandora, 17c multicolored, vertical imperforate pair 
with brown and most of magenta colors omitted, nice and fresh, full 

OG, NH, VF, Unitrade #878 footnote, C.v. CAD$1,500  

250 

417 ** 918, b 1982, Fishing Spear, 2(c) multicolored, bottom right corner sheet 
margin transition block of ten (2x5), 4th horizontal pair is partly 
perforate, while bottom pair completely imperforate, a beautiful item, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,750, Unitrade C.v. CAD$3,000 

500 

418 ** 924c var 1983, ''Maple Leaf in Winter'', 32c red, cream and brown, background 
is mostly omitted (traces around Canada), no tagging, full OG, NH, 

VF, 8 examples reported with partially omitted background, R. 

Gratton certificate, Unitrade #924c footnote, Est. $300-$400 

100 

419 ** 936a 1985, Banff National Park, ($2) multicolored, a single with bluish 
green inscription omitted, nice centering, full OG, NH, VF, Green 

Foundation certificate, C.v. $1,000, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,500  

250 

420 ** 952a 1985, Parliament, 34c dull red brown, vertical imperforate pair, full 

OG, NH, VF, C.v. $135, Unitrade C.v. CAD$200  
50 

421 ** 1164d,   

var 

1988, Queen Elizabeth II, 38c multicolored with red background, 
perforation 13.1x13.6, top sheet margin block of four with two labels 
(top part of a miscut booklet), missing vertical row of perforation 
between stamp and label at top and between two stamps at bottom, 
trace of booklet cover removal on selvage, full OG, NH, VF and rare 

item, Unitrade #1164d, di, C.v. CAD$3,000++ 

500 

422 ** 1165c 1988, Parliament, 38c multicolored, design is printed on gum side, 
bottom sheet margin block of four, NH, VF, C.v. $360++, Unitrade 

C.v. CAD$500 as four singles  

100 

423 ** 1166d 1989, Flag over the Clouds, 39c multicolored, right sheet margin 
imperforate block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,050++, Unitrade 

C.v. CAD$1,400  

200 

424 ** 1167c 1990, Queen Elizabeth II, 39c multicolored with green background, 
imperforate block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,000, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$1,400  

200 

425 ** 1167d,   

var 

1990, Queen Elizabeth II, 39c multicolored with green background, 
left sheet margin horizontal strip of four, imperforate vertically at left 
between margin and stamp plus between stamps of the right pair, full 

OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$500 for pair imperf between only 

100 

426 ** 1167d    

var 

1990, Queen Elizabeth II, 39c multicolored with green background, a 
single with label at right, imperforate between stamp and label, full 

OG, NH, VF, Unitrade #1167di, C.v. CAD$600  

100 

427 ** 1172h 1990, Pronghorn, 45c multicolored, left sheet margin imperforate 
block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,500, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,400 

as two pairs  

300 

428 ** 1179d 1990, Beluga Whale, 78c multicolored, right sheet margin imperforate 
block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,700++, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD2,400 as two pairs  

300 
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429 ** 1182a 1989, McAdam Railway Station, $2 multicolored with orange 
background, bottom right corner sheet margin imperforate block of 

four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,700++, Unitrade C.v. $2,500  

500 

430 ** 1190b 1990, Flag, 1c x2, 5c and 40c, imperforate se-tenant booklet pane of 
four values, imprint and control signs at the top margin, full OG, NH, 

VF, C.v. $1,000, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000  

250 

431 ** 1194Ae 1989, Parliament, 38c dark green, vertical imperforate pair of coil 

stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $375, Unitrade C.v. CAD$500  

100 

432 ** 1194Bf,  

Cg 

1990, Flag, 39c dark violet and 40c blue gray, two coil stamps in 
vertical imperforate pairs, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $425, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$625  

100 

433 ** 1292b 1990, Legendary Creatures, 39c x4 multi, bottom right corner sheet 
margin imperforate se-tenant block of four, control lights on right 

selvage, full OG, NH, VF and rare, C.v. $1,250 for ''common'' block, 

Unitrade C.v. CAD$3,000  

350 

434 ** 1356e 1991, Flag over the Hills, 42c multicolored, vertical imperforate pair, 
enlarged margins, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $700, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$1,000  

150 

435 ** 1357b 1991, Queen Elizabeth II, 42c multicolored with background in 
purple, four-side margins vertical imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $575, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,000  

150 

436 ** 1358b 1991, Queen Elizabeth II, 43c multicolored with gray black 
background, horizontal imperforate pair on coated paper, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $900, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,200  

200 

437 ** 1359 var 1992, Flag over the Field, 43c multicolored, double impression of red 
and gray lilac colors, block of four, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade #1359ii, 

Est. $400-$500  

200 

438 ** 1362c 1998, Flag over the Building, 45c multicolored, stamp size 20x24mm, 
right sheet margin horizontal imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $450, Unitrade C.v. CAD$750  

100 

439 P 1364 1991, Delicious Apple, imperforate essay of unissued denomination of 
86c, design used for stamp of 49c, vertical pair with part of adjoined 

stamp at top, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000  

400 

440 P 1372 1994, Bartlett Pear, imperforate essay of unissued denomination of 
49c, this design used for stamp of 86c, vertical pair, full OG, NH, VF 

and rare, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000  

400 

441 ** 1396a    

var 

1995, Flag, 45c blue green, coil stamp in vertical imperforate pair, 
printed on dull fluorescent paper (DF), full OG, NH, VF, 

Unitrade #1396iii, C.v. CAD$300  

60 

442 ** 1442a    

var 

1992, Canada in Space, 42c multi and 42c multi with hologram, two 
complete panes of ten se-tenant pairs each, first one has hologram 

stamps of the second row with a ''Black Hole'' (black line beneath the 
Earth), the other one has fourth row hologram stamps with the same 

error, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade #1442v, C.v. CAD $800++ 

100 

443 ** 1442a    

var 

1992, Canada in Space, 42c multi and 42c multi with hologram, 
complete pane of ten se-tenant pairs, all Hologram stamps at left and 

at least two at right representing ''meteor shower'' (black streaks on 

the Map), full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade #1442vi, C.v. CAD$1,400 

150 

444 ** 1442b 1992, Canada in Space, 42c multicolored, top right corner sheet 
margin block of four with imprint on both edges, containing two 
horizontal se-tenant pairs, both left stamps have omitted hologram 

and tagging variety, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $2,600 as two pairs, Greene 

Foundation certificate, Unitrade C.v. CAD$4,200++ 

750 

445 P 1442 1992, Canada in Space, proof of Hologram image in right margin 
horizontal imperforate pair, no gum as produced, VF and very scarce, 

only two sheets of 60 each recorded, Unitrade C.v. $1,000++  

200 
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446 ** 1499b,   

var 

1993, Christmas, Swiety Mikolaj, 43c multicolored, top right corner 
sheet margin block of six (3x2), representing missing vertical 
perforation between left and middle stamps and between stamps and 

right selvage, full OG, NH, VF and very rare multiple, 

Unitrade #1499b, ii, C.v. CAD $4,500 

1,000 

447 ** 1676a 1999, Oyster Farming, 4c multicolored, right sheet margin 
imperforate block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,600++, Unitrade 

C.v. CAD$2,500 as two pairs  

300 

448 ** 1683a 2000, Queen Elizabeth II, 47c multicolored with blue background, 
right sheet margin horizontal imperforate pair, inscription on selvage, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $600, Unitrade C.v. CAD$900  

150 

449 ** 1695a 1998, Flag, 46c red, coil stamp in vertical imperforate pair, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $150, Unitrade C.v. CAD $225  

50 

450 ** 1878a 2000, Maple Leaves, (47c) multicolored, self-adhesive stamp with blue 
inscription omitted at the top and bottom, backing paper intact, VF, a 

common stamp is included, C.v. $600, Unitrade C.v. CAD$900  

150 

451 ** 1931c 2002, Flag over the Head Post Office, 48c multicolored, self-adhesive 
stamp with blue color omitted, backing paper intact, VF, a common 

stamp is included, C.v. $375, Unitrade C.v. CAD$500  

100 

452 ** 1932a 2003, Queen Elizabeth II, Golden Jubilee, 48c multicolored, top left 
corner sheet margin horizontal imperforate pair, control lights at 

selvage, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,100, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,800  

250 

453 P 1934 2002, Year of the Horse, $1.25 multicolored, imperforate essay of the 
souvenir sheet with full embossing, overall grid, no tagging on stamp, 

full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$850  

150 

454 ** 1969a 2003, Year of the Ram, 48c multicolored, top left corner sheet margin 
block of six (3x2), stamps of block of four on the left with omitted gold 

inscription in Chinese, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,500  

400 

455 ** 1969a, 

2201a 

2003-07, Year of the Ram and Year of the Pig, 48c and 52c, gold 
(Chinese inscription) or foil stamping omitted respectively, the last 

one with bottom imprint margin, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$700  

100 

456 ** 2001c 2003, Trees of Canada and Thailand, 48c x2 multicolored, bottom 
right corner sheet margin imperforate block of four, containing two 
se-tenant pairs, imprint and control lights on selvage, full OG, NH, 

VF, C.v. $1,800, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,500  

350 

457 ** 2001d 2003, Trees of Canada and Thailand, imperforate souvenir sheet 
contains se-tenant pair of 48c + 48c multi, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $1,250, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000  

300 

458 ** 2008a 2003, Maple Leaves, 49c multicolored, self-adhesive coil stamps in 
left sheet margin block of four (two uncut vertical pairs) with a part of 
control marking in blue, die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, 

VF, C.v. $300++, Unitrade C.v. CAD$400 as two pairs 

75 

459 ** 2103b 2005, Bridges, 50c x4 multicolored, top left corner sheet margin se-
tenant block of four self-adhesive stamps, die cutting omitted, 

backing paper intact, VF, C.v. $1,500, Unitrade C.v. CAD$2,000  

300 

460 ** 2110 var 2005, Homer Watson Paintings, 50c and 85c multicolored, souvenir 
sheet of two with missing vertical perforation extending above and 

below of stamps, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Unitrade #2110i, C.v. 

CAD$275  

75 

461 ** 2149 imp 2006, 50th Anniversary of the Labor Congress, 51c multicolored, 
bottom right corner sheet margin horizontal imperforate pair, full OG, 

NH, VF, Unitrade #2149i, C.v. CAD$900  

200 

462 ** 2155 var 2006, 400th  Anniversary of Exploration of East Coast by Samuel de 
Champlain, 51c multicolored, bottom right corner margin imperforate 

single with black engraving omitted, selvage imprint and barcode, full 
OG, NH, VF and rare, only two panes of 16 were discovered, Unitrade 

#2155 footnote, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 
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463 ** 2509 var 2012, Baby Wildlife definitives, Moose $1.80 multicolored, uncut 
(imperforate vertically) horizontal pair of self- adhesive coil stamps, 
trimmed by scissors horizontally, backing paper intact, VF and very 
rare, reportedly only 15pairs known, not mentioned in Unitrade, Est. 

$500-600 

250 

464 ** 2710b 2014, Burrowing Owl, ($1.00) multicolored, a self-adhesive single 
with yellow color (inscription and denomination) omitted, backing 

paper intact, VF, C.v. $500, Unitrade C.v. CAD$600  

100 

   Stamp Booklets  

465 PB  1967, Baby Sisters, experimental horizontal gutter tete-beche test 
booklet pane of 16 (4x2+4x2), one or two-color printing - gray, 
green/blue, green and blue, printed by British American Bank Note 

Company when developing their 1967 Centennial issue booklets, no 

gum as produced, NH, VF and rare layout, Est. $400-$500 

200 

466 **B 1698c 1999, Flag over the Iceberg, 46c multicolored, complete self-adhesive 
booklet of 30 values, contains ten vertical strips of 3 with die-cutting 
omitted between bottom pair, backing paper is intact, unfolded and 

VF, C.v.$1,200++, Unitrade BK215A var, C.v. CAD$1,500 as ten 

strips of #1698c 

300 

467 **B 2069 imp 2004, Christmas, booklet pane of six self-adhesive stamps of 49c 
multicolored, die cutting omitted, backing paper (booklet cover) is 
intact, VF and scarce, this error is not listed either in Scott or 

Unitrade, Est. $600-$800  

400 

468 **B 2139b 2005, Flag Booklet, complete self-adhesive booklet of ten stamps, 51c 
multicolored with die cutting omitted, booklet cover is intact, VF and 

scarce, C.v. $1,500, Unitrade #BK317ii, C.v. CAD$2,000  

300 

469 **B 2142b 2006, 80th Birthday of Queen Elizabeth II, self-adhesive booklet pane 
of four 51c multicolored and ten stickers at bottom, die cutting 
omitted, booklet cover is intact, VF, C.v. $500++, Unitrade C.v. $700 

as two pairs  

150 

470 **B 2188b 2006, Queen Elizabeth II, complete booklet of 10 ''Permanent'' self-
adhesive stamps with die cutting omitted, backing paper intact, VF, 

C.v. $900, Unitrade #BK340i, C.v. CAD$1,200  

200 

471 **B 2265b 2008, Ice Hockey Championships, complete booklet of 10 self-
adhesive 52c multicolored, Halifax view on cover, die cutting omitted, 

centrally folded, backing paper intact, VF and scarce, 
C.v. $1,500++,Unitrade #BK372i, C.v. CAD $2,000 as 5 pairs with die 

cutting omitted 

400 

   Special Delivery stamps  

472 ** E3 1927, Confederation, 20c orange, perfectly centered block of four, top 
right stamp with tiny inclusion, full OG, NH, VF, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$600  

75 

473 ** E3a 1927, Confederation, 20c orange, horizontal imperforate pair, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $380, Unitrade C.v. CAD$500  

100 

474 ** E3c 1927, Confederation, 20c orange, vertical pair imperforate 

horizontally, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $380, Unitrade C.v. CAD$500  

100 

   Postage Due stamps  

475 ** J16a 1935, Numerals, 4th issue, 2c dark violet, horizontal imperforate pair, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $325, Unitrade C.v. CAD$450  

75 

476 ** J17a 1935, Numerals, 4th issue, 4c dark violet, top sheet margin horizontal 

imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $325, Unitrade C.v. CAD$450  

75 

477 ** J20a 1935, Numerals, 4th issue, 10c dark violet, bottom margin horizontal 

imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $325, Unitrade C.v. CAD$450  
75 

   War Tax stamps  

478 ** MR1 1915, King George V, ''War Tax'' inscription, 1c green, block of four, 
perfect centering, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $330++, Unitrade C.v. 

CAD$480 as singles  

75 
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479 ** MR3b-4 1916, King George V, ''1Tc'' inscription, 2c+1c rose red and 2c+1c 
brown, two blocks of four, nicely centered with bright colors, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $960++, Unitrade C.v. CAD$1,380 as singles  

150 

480 ** OX4 Post Office Seals 1913, Officially Sealed, no value indicated in black 

brown, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $350, Unitrade C.v. CAD$600  
100 

481 **  Federal Wildlife Habitat Conservation 2003, Northern Shovelers, 
$8.50 multicolored, bottom right corner sheet margin imperforate 

block of four printed on glossy paper, slight fold at the bottom selvage 
in 20mm below stamps, no gum as produced, VF and very scarce, 
Unitrade #FWH19 imp, the imperf variety is not mentioned in 

Unitrade or van Dam, Est. $300-$400 

150 

482 **  British Columbia Duck stamps 1947, Mallards Rising, 50c yellow 
and blue, booklet pane of four and two singles, one with broken ''D'' 
variety, booklet and error stamps with full OG, NH, remained single is 

unused, no gum, van Dam #DCD2, C.v. CAD$485 

75 

483 P 85 Cook Islands 1932, Captain James Cook, plate proof of 1p in lake 
and black (issued colors), imperforate block of four on wove paper 

without watermark, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$250  

100 

484   Falkland Islands - Falklands War 1982, registered stationery 
envelope 20p blue from British Antarctic to United Kingdom, uprated 
by Penguins 13p blue black and green, tied with Rothera ''8.MR.82'' 
date stamp, Port Stanley (Falkland Islands) ''31.MR.82'' transit on 

reverse, shortly after Argentinean invasion cancelled on front by 
''9409 Islas Malvinas. 6 ABR.1982'' marking, tiny part of scotch tape 
on front, still VF and scarce commercial mail in this turbulent period, 

Est. $200-$250 

100 

485 * 2a Gambia 1869-71, Queen Victoria, 6p blue and colorless embossing, 
four-margin single on paper without watermark, large part of OG, 

previously hinged, VF, C.v. $625, SG #3, C.v. £550  

150 

   Ghana  

486 ** 14 var 1957, Viking Ship and Angel Fish, 2½p emerald green, bottom right 
corner sheet margin plate No.23181 block of four, imperforate 
horizontally, full OG, NH, VF and rare, SG #182a var, £1,000 for two 

pairs imperf between  

300 

487 ** 15 var 1957, Viking Ship and Angel Fish, 1s3p deep blue, left sheet margin 
vertical pair, imperforate horizontally, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 

SG #183a, £650  

200 

   Gibraltar  

488 * 90 1924, King George V, 8s violet and green, watermark Multiple Script 
CA, the high value of the set, full OG, very light trace of hinge, 

appears NH, VF, SG #101, £325  

100 

489 * 93 1925-32, King George V, £5 violet and black, nicely centered with 
proof-like colors, full OG, extremely lightly hinged, appears NH, VF, 

D. Brandon certificate, C.v. $1,750, SG #108, £1,600  

750 

490 **/* 107-18, 
var,  

132-45 

1938-53, King George VI and Queen Elizabeth II, Historical Places, 
Scenes, two complete sets of 14, plus 7 perforation varieties of the 
King set, full OG (a few stamps from early printing with patchy gum), 
NH, including both £1, or LH/hinged, SG #121/31. 145/58, C.v. is 

over £750 

150 

491 ** 109b 1940, King George VI and View of the Rock of Gibraltar, 1½p 
carmine, perforation 13½, bottom right corner margin single, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $190 as hinged, SG #123a, £300  

100 

492 * 166 Hong Kong 1938, King George VI, $10 green and violet, nicely 
centered, bright colors, the ''key'' value of the set, full OG, VLH, VF, 

SG #161, £750  

150 

493   Indian States - Duttia 1900's, small size native cover with watercolor 
stamp in blue, tied by Duttia postmark, fine and scarce, Est. $200-

$250  

100 
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   IRELAND   

494 **/* 1-14, var Collection of Dollard Overprints 1922, 59 mint stamps, including 4 
blocks of four, representing the first issue with black or gray black 
overprint (two complete and one incomplete with extra values), 11 
stamps with various overprint shifts, broken ''a'' on 5p value, 9 

stamps with red overprint, including one block and four Sea Horses, 
with two shades of 2s6p, full OG, NH or LH/hinged, F/VF, nice and 

valuable unit, Est. $500-$600 

250 

495 * 2a 1922, inverted Dollard black overprint on 1p scarlet, full OG, LH, 

F/VF, C.v. $300, Hibernian #T2a, €375  
100 

496 **/* 15/43 Collection of Thom and Harrison overprints 1922, 82 mostly mint 
stamps (three used), including set of five (plus extras) with black 

overprints, Harrison overprints on coil stamps, blue black and red 
overprints, set of 14, as well as blue black wider setting issue, the 
unit includes 8 blocks of four and 7 plate No. pieces (5 singles and 2 
strips of three), neatly described, full OG, NH or hinged, F/VF, 

C.v. $925++, Hibernian T15/46, C.v. is over €1,000 

200 

497 ** 36-37 1922, blue black Thom overprints on King George V Sea Horses 5s 
gray brown and 5s carmine rose, perfect centering and post office 
fresh, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by P. Holcombe, C.v. $1,025, 

Hibernian T39- 40, €1,050  

200 

   ''Irish Free State''  

498 ** 56-58 1922, shiny blue black Alex Thom overprint on King George V Sea 
Horses 2s6p brown (weak accent), 5s carmine and 10s gray blue, nice 

and fresh, full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. $850, Hibernian #T59 l - 61, €970  

200 

499 * 77b-79b 1927-28, black wide overprint on King George V and Sea Horses 
2s6p, 5s and 10s, complete set of three, full OG, LH, F/VF, C.v. $400, 

Hibernian #T72-74, €375  

100 

500 * 93-95 1935, black overprint on re-engraved King George V and Sea Horses 
of 2s6p, 5s and 10s, complete set of three, full OG, very light trace of 

hinges, F/VF, C.v. $652.50, Hibernian #T75-77, C.v. €700  

200 

501 **/* 44/78b Positional Pieces and Plate Varieties 1922-28, ten items, including 
3 plate No. pieces, added accent on ½p in pair, shifted second line of 
overprint on 1p (2 errors) in block of 12, ''Eurocann'' on 1p and 1s in 
blocks, red overprint with missing accent on 4p, elongated ''1'' in 

vertical strip of four and etc., fresh quality, full OG, NH or LH/hinged, 

F/VF, Hibernian C.v. is over €700 

150 

502 **/*  Neat Collection and Accumulation in a Stockbook 1922- 78, over 
700 mostly mint stamps (less then 10% - used) and 7 souvenir 
sheets, starting with two definitive sets of 1922-23, then St. Patrick 
and other commemoratives from two to four of each issue, some 

blocks of later sets, nice and fresh quality unit, full OG, NH (some 
early stuff and all after 1960) or LH/hinged, F/VF, C.v. is over 

$2,400, Hibernian C.v. €2,500, Est. $600-$800 

300 

   Jamaica  

503 * 27b var 1890, Queen Victoria, 3 stamps with black error surcharge ''TWO 
PENCE. HALF-PFNNY'' on 4p red brown, one in addition with broken 

''T'' in ''TWO'', the other one has broken ''K'' for ''Y'', all with large part 
of OG, VF, SG #30c, ca, var, C.v. £370 

100 

504 * MR1a, b,  
c, MR8a,   

c 

Errors of War Tax stamps 1916-17, 3 stamps with black line ''War 
Tax'' overprint on ½p green, no stop, inverted or doubled, 2 stamps 
with two-line large overprint on 1½p orange, no stop or inverted, full/ 

part of OG, F/VF, C.v. $380, SG #68a, b, c, 74a, d, C.v. £387 

100 

505 * 1/273, 
MR1-11, 

O1-4 

Well-Completed Collection on Pages 1860-1970, over 300 mint 
stamps, starting with Queen Victoria on paper with Pineapple and 

Crown CC watermark, practically complete for the period with 
missing just No.4 and unissued Abolition of Slavery, mentioned extra 
color shades and several ''SER.ET'' varieties in multiples, full/part of 
OG, F/VF, SG C.v. is £5,750, Est. $1,500-$1,800 

750 
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506 ** 66, var Kenya, Uganda and Tanganyika 1942, King George VI and Crowned 
Cranes, 1c chocolate brown and black, comb perforation 13¼x13¼, 
two similar bottom sheet margin blocks of four, top left stamp of each 
block with damaged or retouched left value tablet variety, in addition 

block of nine with Broken Breast of the left Crane on the middle 

stamp, full OG, NH, VF, SG #131ac, ad, ae, £210++ 

75 

507 *  Leeward Islands - Group of Mint Classic and Early stamps 1890-
1954, 120 mint stamps, arranged on #102 cards or on manila page, 
including Scott #7 (NH), 17a (NH), 20-27, 54 -57, 82, 111-13, 114-15, 

133-47 and etc., full/part of OG, F/VF, C.v. is about $1,200 

150 

508 P  Malaysia and Federated States 1971, Butterflies, imperforate 
multicolored proof of 15c in left sheet margin block of four with 
printer's markings, prepared for Federated States with no portrait and 

Coat of Arms, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$250  

100 

509 ** J7-12 Malayan Postal Union - Postage Due stamps 1936-38, Numerals, 
1c-50c, complete set of six, watermark Multiple Script CA, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $172.50++, SG #D1/6, £170 as hinged  

75 

510 ** 38 Trengganu 1938, Sultan Sulaiman Badrul Alam Shah, $5 red and 
green on yellow paper, top sheet margin single on paper with 
watermark Multiple Script CA, full OG, NH (lightly hinged on margin), 

VF, C.v. $500 as hinged, SG #44, £650  

200 

   Malta  

511 ** 19 var 1901, Valletta Harbor, ¼p red brown, top sheet margin block of four 
with sideways reversed watermark Crown CA, full OG, NH, VF and 

scarce never hinged multiple, SG #31x, C.v. £192 as hinged singles  

100 

512 ** 28 var 1905, Valletta Harbor, ¼p red brown, top right corner sheet margin 
block of four with sideways watermark Multiple Crown CA (Crown to 
left of CA) variety, full OG, NH, VF, SG #45w, C.v. £100 as hinged 

singles  

60 

513 ** 131-47 1926-27, King George V, St. Paul, Scenes, ¼p-10s, complete set of 
17, inscribed ''Postage'', watermark Multiple Script CA, sheet margin 
blocks of four, three high values with corner margins, full OG, NH, 
mostly VF and rare set of blocks, C.v. $811++, SG #157/72, C.v. 

£680 as hinged singles 

400 

514 ** 186, var 1935, Silver Jubilee, 6p olive green and light blue, bottom left corner 
sheet margin block of four, top left stamp with Extra Flagstaff variety 

(position R. 9/1), full OG, NH, VF, SG #212, a, C.v. £201 as hinged  

100 

515 ** 187, var 1935, Silver Jubilee, 1s lilac and slate, bottom sheet margin vertical 
pair, top stamp with Extra Flagstaff variety (position R9/1), full OG. 

NH, VF, SG #213, a, C.v. £442 as hinged singles  

200 

516 ** 203 var 1938-43, King George VI and Statue of Neptune, 2s6p red and black, 
damaged value tablet variety, translucent one tip of perforation at the 

top is mentioned for accuracy, full OG, NH, VF, SG #229a, C.v. £400, 

Est. $200-$300  

150 

517 * 1/211, 

MR1-3 

Montserrat - Highly Completed Collection 1876-1969, 210 mint 
stamps neatly arranged on album pages, missing just a few very rare 
stamps, starting with Queen Victoria stamps, including Kings and 

Queen Elizabeth II long definitives, common design and later issues, 
nice and fresh, mainly full/part of OG (2-3 stamps unused, no gum), 

F/VF, SG C.v. is about £2,500, Est. $700-$800 

350 

   New Zealand  

518 P 70, 78 1898, Mt. Cook ½p and Kiwi 6p, two engraved imperforate plate 
proofs in black, blocks of four printed on wove paper without 

watermark, no gum as produced, NH, VF, Est. $400-$500  

200 

519 * 122/81, 
O35,    

O49, O66 

1906-36, Christchurch Exhibition, three high values of King Edward 
VII, perforation 14, King George V, complete set of 15, Dunedin 
Exhibition, set of 3 and three official stamps, all with full/part of OG, 

F/VF, C.v. $1,033  

200 
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520 P 129-30 1901, Universal Penny Postage and King Edward VII, two imperforate 
plate proofs of typo printing for 1p and ½p in black, blocks of four 
printed on thin card or thickened glossy paper, no gum as produced, 

NH, VF  

150 

521 U 130E- 

137E 

1913, black three-line overprint ''Auckland Exhibition 1913.'' on ½p-
6p, complete set of four, each one bearing Exhibition ''22.AP.1914'' 

cancellation, F/VF, C.v. $985  

150 

522 P 144/64 1915-19, King George V, seven horizontal pairs of imperforate plate 
proofs, including engraved printing of 2p, 3p, 6p and 8p, all are in 
black; and ½p green, 2p and 3p in black, all typo printing, full OG (1) 

or no gum as issued, NH, VF  

200 

   Postal Fiscal stamps  

523 **/* AR89,    

var 

1946-52, Coat of Arms, two stamps of £2 violet, upright and inverted 
Multiple Star and NZ watermark, full OG, NH or previously hinged, 

VF, SG #F206, w, C.v. £450  

100 

524 * AR91, 

AR93 

1952, Coat of Arms, £3 light green and £4 light blue, two values with 
inverted watermark Multiple Star and NZ, full OG, VLH, VF, 

SG #F208w, F210, C.v. £600 as never hinged  

100 

525 ** AR94 var 1950, Coat of Arms, £5 indigo blue, inverted Multiple Star and NZ 

watermark, full OG, NH, VF, SG #F211, £425  
100 

526 * AR95, 

97-98 

1945, black surcharges 3/6 on 3s6p of types I and II of basic stamps, 
11/- on 11s and 22/- on 22s, Multiple Star and NZ watermark, full 
OG, very light trace of hinge, VF, SG #F212/16 C.v. £667 as never 

hinged  

150 

   North Borneo  

527 P 1-3, 6-7, 

8-13 

1883-86, Coat of Arms and Ship, ½c-$2, inscribed ''North Borneo'', 
imperforate compound proof sheetlet of 11 stamps in brown, 

including two unissued values of 25c and $2, printed on white wove 

paper, no gum as produced, VF and rare, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

750 

528 ** 28, 30 1886-87, Coat of Arms with text at top ''British North Borneo'', 4c 
pink and 10c blue, perforation 14, corner sheet margin blocks of ten 
(5x2), full OG, NH (one stamp of 10c block is hinged), VF, 

C.v. $215++, SG #26, 28, C.v. £255 as hinged singles 

100 

529 * B14-30, 

var 

Semi-Postal issues 1918, Animals, Birds, Scenes, black surcharge 
''Red Cross. Two Cents'', complete set of 20, including extra shades of 

3c, 5c and 6c, full/large part of OG, mostly VF, SG #214/34, £1,381  

400 

530 */U 1/171, 

J2/54 

Classic Collection on Stockpages with Emphasis in Postage Dues 
1883-1939, 218 mostly mint stamps (a dozen - used), starting with 
early Arms, including the high values, imperforate set in blocks, 

following by surcharges, then early pictorials, large and small 
surcharges of 4c and more, complete and incomplete sets, nice range 
of dues (all identified) with many never hinged, clean unit overall, 

full/part of OG, F/VF, SG C.v. £9,400++, Est. $2,000-$2,500 

1,000 

531 ** 87, J3/14 Selection of Multiples 1894-99, 5 blocks of six, including View of 
Mount Kinabalu 18c green and black and 4 postage due stamps, two 
of Pheasant 5c, Coat of Arms 24c and Palm Tree 3c, all with full OG, 

NH, mostly VF, SG C.v. £1,758 as hinged singles, Est. $600-$800 

300 

532 * 66e Labuan 1898, Dyak Chieftain, double Jubilee overprint over ''Labuan'' 
on 1c lilac and black, perforation 13½, well centered single, large part 

of OG, VF and scarce, PF certificate, C.v. $450, SG #83ea, C.v.£375  

150 

533 P 26-29 Pakistan - Bahawalpur 1949, 75th Anniversary of the UPU, four 
imperforate trial color proofs in various color combinations, all are 

corner sheet margin examples, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$250  

100 

534 ** 97-109  

imp 

Pitcairn Islands 1969, Queen Elizabeth II, Bible, Boats, Views, 1c-
40c, imperforate complete set of 13 in horizontal or vertical (2c and 
25c) pairs, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare in complete set, only 
one imperf sheet of 60 stamps for each value was printed, price as 

low as $250-$300 for each pair, Est. $3,000-$4,000 

1,500 
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   Saint Helena  

535 ** 79, var 1923, King George V and Seal of the Colony, ½p black and gray, 
horizontal and vertical sheet margin pairs, first one has Broken 
Mainmast (left stamp), second one has Torn Flag (top stamp) 

varieties, all with full OG, NH, VF, SG #97a, b, £369 as hinged singles 

150 

536 ** 441 var 1985, John Audubon Bicentenary issue, Noddy Tern, 60p 
multicolored, right sheet margin single with yellow color omitted and 

black litho color significantly shifted to the bottom, full OG, NH, VF 
and scarce, reportedly the only sheet of 60 values has been 

discovered, a common stamp is included, Est. $300-$400 

150 

   Saint Vincent  

537 ** 63 var 1899, Queen Victoria, 1p lilac and carmine rose, a single with 
interpanneau label at right, inverted watermark Crown CA variety, 

slight foxing on selvage, full OG, NH, VF, SG #68w, C.v. £300 for *  

200 

538 ** 90/213a Nice Selection 1907-65, 43 mint stamps, starting with Peace and 
Justice, complete set of five on watermarked Multiple Crown CA 
paper of 1907-08, King George VI £1 in block of four, Silver Wedding 
and Queen Elizabeth II complete sets of singles and blocks, all with 

full OG, NH, mostly VF, SG #94/211, C.v. about £250++ 

75 

539 P 596-603 Saint Vincent-Grenadines 1988, 200th Anniversary of the American 
Constitution, Great Explorers, 15c-$4.50, complete set of eight, 72 
imperforate stage proofs, nine for each value, including the complete 

designs, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$300  

100 

   Somaliland Protectorate  

540 ** 14, f 1903, Queen Victoria, ''British Somaliland'' overprint at the bottom of 
India stamp of 2½a ultra, top sheet margin block of four, lower left 

stamp has ''SUMALILAND'' variety, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $294.50++, 

SG#18, b, C.v. £276.50 as hinged singles 

150 

541 ** 16, e 1903, Queen Victoria, ''British Somaliland'' overprint at the bottom of 
India stamp 1r carmine rose and green, horizontal pair, right stamp 
''SOMAL.LAND'' variety, excellent item in every respect, full OG, NH, 

VF, SG #21, c, C.v. £512 as hinged singles 

250 

   South Africa  

542 ** 23-25, 

26-32 

1927-28, Springbok's Head, Sailing Ship, Orange Tree; Antelope Gnu, 
Oxen, Scenes, ½p-6p, 2p- 10s, two complete sets of three and seven 
horizontal pairs with English and Afrikaans inscription, nice and 
fresh, full OG, NH, mostly VF and rare group in never hinged 

condition, SG #30/32, 34/39, C.v. £695 as hinged 

500 

543 **/* 33-44,   

44c 

1930-45, Springbok's Head, Sailing Ship, Orange Tree, Antelope Gnu, 
Oxen, Scenes, phototype printing, ½p- 2s6p, complete set of 13 in 
horizontal pairs with English and Afrikaans inscription, very well 
quality, full OG, NH or LH (1p- No.35, 2p - No.37, 4p - No.40), mostly 

VF and rare assemblage, C.v. $2,160 

500 

544 ** 39 var,    

59 var 

1933-37, two bottom margin se-tenant pairs, Groot Shoor, 3p blue, 
inverted watermark, left stamp with ''Window'' flaw; Orange Tree, 6p 
orange and green, type I, left stamp with ''Molehill'' flaw, both with 

full OG,NH, VF and scarce, SG #45dw, 61b, £310 as hinged 

150 

545 ** 90-97 1942-43, War issue, ½p-1s, small format stamps in pairs or strips of 
three, all are in blocks of 4 with marginal imprint, one stamp in 1s 
block has Smoking ''L'' variety, full OG, NH, VF, SG #97/104, 104b, 

C.v. £295++  

100 

546 * J5a Southern Rhodesia - Postage Due stamps 1951, black overprint 
''Southern Rhodesia'' on postage due stamp of GB 4p dull gray green, 

full OG, fine and scarce, C.v. $275, SG #D6, £300  

75 

547 ** 68 Tonga 1923, red surcharge ''TWO PENCE. PENI-E-UA'' on Red Parrot 
stamp of 2s6p violet, block of four with upright Turtles watermark, 

fresh and unfolded, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $180++, SG #69, C.v. £160 

as hinged singles  

100 
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548 * 1/180, 

MR1-13 

Turks and Caicos Islands - Practically Complete Collection on 
Pages 1900-68, about 200 mint stamps, representing all seal of the 
Colony issues, Kings George V, VI and Queen Elizabeth II long sets, 
omnibus issues and in addition 15 stamps of Turks Islands of 1867-

95, nice quality overall, mainly full/part of OG, F/VF, SG C.v. £1,700, 

Est. $500-$600 

250 

549 ** 54a Virgin Islands 1928, King George V, 1p scarlet, color variety, top 
sheet margin block of four on paper with Multiple Script CA 
watermark, full OG, NH, VF a common block in rose red is included, 

C.v. $120++, SG #89 C.v. £112 as hinged singles  

60 

   Collections and Large Lots  

550 **  Large Accumulation in a Box 1960's-90's, several thousand sets 
and singles in glassines and on cards, representing new issue service 

items from Anguilla to Tristan ds Cunha with modest duplication, 
great topical subjects, such as Living Creatures, Paintings, British 
Royalty, Sports and etc., including many valuable items, perfect 
condition, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. is well over $10,000, Est. $1,200-

$1,500 

600 

551 **  British Royal Family Massive Accumulation 2000-15, thousands of 
stamps, souvenir and miniature sheets, stamp booklets related to 
Queen Mother, Queen Elizabeth II, Princess Diana, Princes William 
and Harry, Royal Wedding of Prince William and Kate Middleton, 

Royal Children, housed in over 370 glassine envelopes, from Aitutaki 
to Vanuatu, including powerful Australia, Canada, Gibraltar, New 
Zealand and others, apparently all from new issues service with 
quantity from 2 to 10 each, post office fresh quality, VF, face value 

apparently over $6,500, C.v. is over $16,000 

750 

552 **S  Modern Specimen and Errors Selection 1967-85, 154 mint never 
hinged stamps, representing nine issues, imperf Barbuda set, 
Niuafoou Birds with ''Specimen'' overprint, Montserrat - two complete 
sheets of 25 or 28 with inverted overprint or surcharge, other 

varieties, including St. Vincent Tennis with missing balls, Virgin 
Islands - two stamps with missing colors in sheets of 25 and etc., full 

OG, NH, VF and great unit for further retail, Est. $200-$250 

100 

   AFGHANISTAN   

553 ** 198, var 1907, Coat of Arms, 2ab blue, complete sheet of 18 containing three 
panes of six (3x2), bottom pane is placed upside down and forming 

three vertical gutter tete-beche pairs (not mentioned in Scott), no gum 

as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $540 for single stamps 

250 

554 ** 199 1907, Coat of Arms, 1rup green, block of eight printed on wove paper, 
containing two panes of four with vertical gutter in the middle, nice 

margins all around, no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $800++  

250 

555 ** Q1a Parcel Post stamps 1909, Coat of Arms, 3sh bister, imperforate pane 
of four values, with enlarged margins at three sides, a part of 

''Howard & Jones. London'' watermark, no gum as issued, NH, VF 
and rare, these imperfs are listed, but priced with ''-'' in Scott, Est. 

$300- $400 

150 

SECOND SECTION –  AT 11:00 AM, APRIL 25, 2024  

   ALBANIA   

556 U 2 1913, handstamped double-headed eagle on 10pa bluish green with 
additional red overprint, tied on a piece by Vlone ds, mostly VF, 

expertized by G. Freyse and others, C.v. $650  

150 

557 * 5 1913, violet handstamped double-headed eagle on 10pa bluish green, 

full OG, LH, VF, expertized by G. Oliva, C.v. $350  

100 

558 U 6 1913, handstamped double-headed eagle on 20pa carmine rose, tied 
on a piece by Vlone ds, mainly VF, expertized by G. Freyse and 

others, C.v. $250  

75 
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559 U 10 1913, handstamped double-headed eagle on 5pi dark violet, cancelled 
on a piece by Vlone ds, mostly VF and scarce, several experts' hs and 

signs on reverse, C.v. $1,500  

400 

560 U 15 1913, handstamped double-headed eagle on 1pi blue bearing 
additional red overprint, tied on a piece by Shkoder ds, mostly VF and 

rare, expertized by G. Freyse, C.v. $1,750  

400 

561 ** 384-90  

imp 

1946, Balkan Games at Tirana, 1q-1r, imperforate complete set of 
seven, bottom right corner sheet margin blocks of four, no gum as 
issued, NH, VF and rare, especially matched set of multiples, Est. 

$400-$500  

200 

562 ** 2183 var 1985, Basketball Championships in Spain, (80q) dull green with 
black (value and country name) omitted, top sheet margin block of 

four, full OG, NH, VF and scarce multiple, Mi #2271F, priced with ''-'', 

Est. $500-$600  

250 

563 **/*  Nice Collection in Scott Album 1913-93, about 270 mint stamps 
and 13 souvenir sheets,  starting with double-headed eagle overprints 

on Turkish stamps, upright and inverted with great rarities in 
premium quality, all are signed by G. Oliva, A. Diena, Raybaudi and 
Dr. Rommerskirchen, then unissued imperforate 25c of 1914 in 
complete sheet of 50, the unit continues by nice range of pre-World 

War II postage, semi-postal, air post and postage dues of 1936-39, 
several scarce sets in mint never hinged condition, nice starting unit 
(empty pages up to 1999), full/large part of OG, F/VF, huge C.v. if 

early stamps are real, Est. $2,000-$2,500 

1,000 

564 ** 289, 
680/944, 

C73-74 

Blocks of Four Accumulation 1963-66, 24 complete issues, mainly 
in blocks of four, plus 4 souvenir sheets of 1938 (No.289), nice topical 
subjects, such as Living Creatures, Space Exploration, Sports and 

etc., full OG, NH, VF, C.v. is well over $900, Est. $400-$500 

200 

   ARGENTINA   

565   Classic Stationery Collection in Red Brown Cover Album 1890-
1912, 164 used and unused items, including 73 wrappers (38 

unused), 25 letter cards (18 unused), 38 envelopes (30 unused), 26 
postcards (13 unused) and 2 unsevered reply cards, used ones are of 
various destinations, some better items, generally fresh quality unit, 

F/VF or better, Est. $500-$600 

250 

566 P 177 1911, ''El Labrador'' issue, perforated and imperforate proofs of 5c in 
pale red, representing trials on paper with watermark vertical 
Honeycombs or Sun (perf), without watermark or with Sun watermark 
(imperf), all are in blocks of four and mounted on a Collection page, 

full OG or no gum as produced, VF, Est. $200-$300 

100 

567 P 177 1911, ''El Labrador'' issue, enlarged artist's proof of 5c in black on 
thickened paper, size 90x115mm, in addition plate proof in red of the 
same value, both mounted on page from a Collection, slight paper 

wrinkles from mounts, otherwise VF, Est. $300-$400 

150 

568 P 220 1916, Centenary of the Declaration of Independence, enlarged artist's 
proof of 5c in black on thickened paper, size 135x115mm, mounted 

on black and red colored paper, VF and rare, Est. $300-$400  

150 

569  519/1365 First Day Covers - Collection in Blue Cover Album 1944- 82, over 
100 addressed and unaddressed covers, neatly arranged by Scott 
Cat., over a half of those are from 1944 -60, various theme items in 

perfect quality, VF and scarce assembly  

75 

   ARMENIA   

570  157a,    

159 

1920 (November 3), two high value 2nd Monogram surcharges 50r/1r 
and 100r/3.50r used on registered cover from Yerevan to Tiflis, 

postmarked ''5.11.20'' on arrival, repaired tear (not affecting stamps), 

collectible and scarce item, Est. $300-$350 

150 
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571 P  1920, Paris issue, Ararat Mountain, imperforate plate proof of 100r in 
red and black brown (issued colors), block of 25 with invalidated 
perforation, no gum as issued, VF and scarce multiple, Artar #609P, 

Est. $500- $600  

250 

572 P 278/94 1921, First Constantinople issue, complete set of 15 imperforate plate 
proofs in issued colors, printed on glossy paper (proofs of 15,000r and 
25,000r brown are not existing), no gum as produced, NH, VF and 

scarce, Est. $500-$600  

250 

573 ** 287 var 1921, First Constantinople issue, Fisherman 1000r blue green, left 
margin imperforate tete-beche block of 20 (10x2) with 22.5mm gutter 

in the middle, no bend or folds, perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF and 

scarce positional item, especially in premium quality, Est. $400-$600 

200 

574 **/* 278/94a, 

354/90 

Collection of the First Constantinople issue with Later 
Surcharges 1921-23, 126 mint perforated and imperforate stamps, 
including 52 reprints, singles and blocks of 4, 6 or 16, nice quality, 
full OG, mainly NH, F/VF, C.v. $2,300 (reprints not counted), Est. 

$600-$800 

300 

575 * 325 var 1922, red surcharge on Soviet issue 100,000 on 2000r black and 
gray, basic stamp has gray background strongly shifted to the top, 
full OG, previously hinged, VF and very unusual error, especially on 

surcharged stamp, C.v. $250 for a stamp without variety 

150 

576 ** 362/87a 1922, black surcharges on the First Constantinople issue, 2(k)/2r 
perf and imperf, 35(k)/20,000r, 50(k)/25,000r and 3 (k) on 3r, all are 
imperf, full OG, NH, VF, Rossica certificates are enclosed, 

C.v. $237.50  

75 

577 ** 381 var 1922, black surcharge 50k on imperforate 25,000r gray blue, vertical 
tete-beche pair with gutter in the middle, lightly folded along the 

gutter, nevertheless full OG, NH, VF and very rare, this positional 

piece is not mentioned in the in Cat., Est. $1,000-$1,500 

500 

578 **  Collection of Modern Issues 1992-2003, 384 mint stamps, 62 
miniature and 35 souvenir sheets, arranged on Scott album and 
stockpages, practically complete, including imperforate Chess and 
Tigran Petrosian sets in pairs and blocks of four, numerous miniature 

sheets, official and unofficial stamps in commemoration of Spitak 
Earthquake, as well as Nagorno-Karabakh stamps, including some 

bogus issues, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $2,250 for listed items 

300 

   AUSTRIA   

579   Days of Philatelists and Collectors 1928-36, 13 artist's stationery 
postcards of 1928 (1), 1931 (5), 1934 (2), 1936 (5), all are different 

(cards with the same picture side have different pre-printed stamps), 
10 cards by artist L. Hesshaimer and 3 - by artist J. Kriwer, all with 

special cancellations, mostly VF, Est. $300-$400 

150 

580 ** 556 imp 1950, Costume of Vienna, 10s gray, left sheet margin imperforate 
block of four of the high value, printed on grayish paper, full original 

vertically placed gum, NH, VF, ANK #923U, €880 as singles  

150 

581 ** 697 var 1962, The Beethoven House, 2.20s green, block of four, imperforate 
vertically and horizontally between stamps, perforated 13¾ at top and 
bottom only, full OG, NH, VF and scarce multiple, ANK #1103 var, 

Est. $400-$500  

200 

   AZERBAIJAN   

582 ** 2, 26 var 1919-22, two imperforate sheet margin blocks of four, National issue, 
20k multicolored with black color printed on the back; Soviet issue, 
1000r dark blue and rose with rose color strongly shifted to the 

bottom, no gum as issued, NH, VF, Est. $200-$300 

100 

583 * 29 var 1922, Soviet issue, 5000r black and olive green on green colored 
paper, right sheet margin block of four, no gum as produced, VF and 
scarce, a common stamp on white paper is added for comparison, 

Est. $200-$250  

100 
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584 * 35, var 1922, black metal surcharge 50,000r on Soviet stamp of 3000r brown 
and blue, vertical tete-beche pair, upside down stamp has upright 
surcharge; in addition a single with double surcharge, no gum as 
produced, VF and rare, several experts' hs on reverse, including Dr. 

P. Jemtschoujin 

100 

585 ** 68 var 1922, violet rubber handstamp 200,000(r) on Soviet stamp of 25r 
orange brown, horizontal pair bearing three surcharges, natural 
inclusion at the top left, no gum as issued, NH, VF, State Collection 

guarantee hs, C.v. $160 as for two common singles, Est. $150-$200 

75 

586 ** 78, var 1922, black rubber handstamp 200,000(r) on National issue of 1r 
blue, yellow and black, printed on creamy paper, bottom sheet margin 
block of six (2x3), top left stamp with ''200,00'' while right one with 
''200'' instead of 200,000 in surcharge variety, no gum as issued, NH, 

VF, Est. $150-$200 

75 

587 U 305-06   

var 

1922, Volga Famine Relief issue, violet overprint (25mm) ''Bakinskago 
G.P.T.O. No.1'' on 500r and 1000r, set of two in horizontal pairs, neat 

Baku cancellation, minor foxing, still F/VF, these stamps in postally 

used condition are rarities, guaranteed genuine, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

588 * 333 var 1922, provisional overprint ''Bakinskoi P. K.'' over reading down metal 
surcharge 66,000(r) on 2000r black and blue, light vertical fold, still 
no gum as issued, VF and very rare, this stamp was not officially 

issued, V. Zagorsky certificate, Est. $300-$400 

150 

589 U  1922, provisional violet overprint ''Baku'' over inverted black 
surcharge 50,000(r) on 3000r brown and blue, Baku postal 
cancellation, mostly VF, used stamp is a rarity, several experts' hs on 

reverse, guaranteed genuine, Est. $1,000-$1,500  

500 

590 */U 1-10, 
32/51    

var 

Neat Collection on Stockpages 1919-23, over 100 mint and used 
stamps, starting with National issue on white and yellow gray paper, 
including some printing and plate errors, and 55 handstamps, among 
them 30 with double or inverted surcharges, fresh condition overall, 

mainly no gum as issued or used, F/VF, C.v. $2,660 

300 

591   BALTIC STATES Postal Stationery Items of Soviet Period 

1955-61, 16 illustrated envelopes, 4 representing views of Parnu 
(Estonia), 7 - Daugavpils (Latvia) and 5 - Lithuania, including Trakai, 
Palanga and Birstonas, last ones with both sides illustrations, all are 

unused, VF, Est. $150 -$200 

75 

592 **P B170-77 BELGIUM Semi - Postal issues 1935, Queen Astrid Memorial 

issue, 10c+5c - 2.45fr+45c, complete set of eight Ministerial large die 
proofs in black, each with appropriate embossed seal at bottom (only 
a handful complete sets produced), complete set of singles and blocks 
of four (NH), as well as eight addressed FDC with all stamps 

presented, fresh VF and scarce assemblage, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

500 

   BULGARIA   

593 ** 1810 var 1969, European Hake, 1st olive green and black, top and bottom 
margin vertical strip of five imperforate horizontally, full OG, NH, VF 

and a spectacular item, Est. $300-$400  

150 

594 ** 1842 var 1970, World Soccer Championships in Mexico, 1st blue, black, red 
and yellow, bottom right corner sheet margin single imperforate at 

right, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $100-$120  

50 

595 * J1-3 Postage Due stamps 1884, Numerals, 5st orange, 25st lake and 50st 
blue, complete set of three with lozenges perforation, large part of OG, 

VF and scarce, each stamp with experts' signs, C.v. $970  

200 

596 ** 1/317a, 
B5-10, 

C24-27 

CAMBODIA Valuable Assortment in Blue Stockbook 1951-73, 

1450 mostly mint stamps (85 different complete issues) and 69 

souvenir sheets (9 different), nice range of various topical issues, 
such as Animals, Flowers, Plants, Historical Places and etc., modest 
duplication, nice and fresh unit, full OF, NH (1st set is LH), mostly VF, 

C.v. is close to $2,000, Est. $600-$800 

300 
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   CARPATHO - UKRAINE   

   Catalogued by Specializovany Katalog ''Zakarpatska Ukrajina'' by J. 
Majer unless otherwise noted 

 

597 U  Hungarian and Czechoslovak Mostly Postal History items used in 
Carpatho-Ukraine 1916-39, 3 Hungarian, including one Field Post 
and one stationery card sent from Uzhgorod; 8 Czechoslovak 

postcards from various towns and one large piece franked by Czech 
stamps and tied by Hungarian Ungvar (Uzhgorod) markings, also 4 

used Czechoslovak stamps, VF, Est. $150-$200 

100 

598 ** 1 footnote The 1st Seym of Carpatho-Ukraine 1939, View of Yasinya, 
Czechoslovak stamp with text at top ''Карпатська Украiна'', 3k ultra, 

group of eight positional pieces, including three singles with blank 
labels at top, bottom or corner margins, one vertical right sheet 
margin pair, two blocks of three with labels and two corner blocks of 

four, plate No. 1, 1A, post office fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF 

100 

599  1 footnote 1939 (March 15), Opening of the First Seym, three official covers and 
one large size postcard, each one with pre- printed view of Yasinya 

and text ''Sessions of the First Seym of ''Carpatho-Ukraine''. Chust 
1939'', all with Czech stamps franking and special red ds, VF, Est. 

$200-$300 

100 

   POSTAL STATIONERY ITEMS  

   Mukachevo  

600  Md1 1944, two stationery cards of 18f dark green with black ''CSR'' 
handstamp, one unused and the other one sent to Kendereshiv (now - 

Konoplivtsi), tied by black ''9.XII.1944'' ds with large MUKACEVO 
marking (#Mr2), censorship ''Проверено'' is alongside, VF and scarce, 

C.v. CZK24,000 

200 

601  Md1 1944, three stationery cards of 18f dark green with black ''CSR'' 
handstamp, two unused and one sent to Medvedivtsi, tied by black 
''5.XII.1944'' date stamp, large MUKACEVO cancellation (#Mr2) and 

censorship ''Проверено'' is alongside, VF, C.v. CZK28,000 

250 

602  Md5 

(M84N) 

1944 (December 9), illustrated postcard (view of Lillafured) 16f gray 
violet together with Crown 8f dark green, both with black handstamps 
''CSR'' sent to Kendereshiv (now - Konoplivtsi), circular date stamp, 
large MUKACEVO line marking and ''Проверено'' censorship 

alongside, VF and scarce, C.v. CZK30,000 

250 

   Postal Forms with Mukachevo ''CSR'' Handstamps  

603  Mc1,    

Mc3 

1944, two Telegram forms of 2f black, printed on watermarked paper, 
on green - express delivery (lightly folded once) or on creamy 
(unfolded) - normal delivery, black handstamp ''CSR'' on stamps only, 
both are unused and mounted on pages from the Collection, VF and 

rare, C.v. CZK36,000=US$1,565 

300 

604  Mc4,   

Mc4a 

1944, two forms of Telegraphic Money Transfer, 2f black on slightly 
grayish thick watermarked paper, first one with ''CSR'' handstamp on 
stamp and over Hungarian Postal Emblems (lightly folded once), the 
last one has handstamp over pre-printed stamp only, both are 

unused and VF, C.v. CZK36,000 

400 

605  Mc5-6 1944, two forms for Cash on Delivery Parcel Cards of 10f black, first 
one is large size on gray green paper (folded once), the other one - on 
buff paper (unfolded), black handstamp ''CSR'' on stamps only, both 
are unused, VF and rare, illustrated on pages 98-99 of the Cat., C.v. 

CZK30,000 

300 

606  Mc7, a 1944, two International Cash on Delivery Forms with a dot after ''Lap'' 
and inscription at top, 2f black on greenish gray paper, two or one 
black handstamped overprint ''CSR'', both are unused, mounted on 
page from the Collection, VF and rare, Dr. Mihaly certificate for 

MC7a, C.v. CZK36,000 

300 
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607  Mc8a, b,   

c, var 

1944, four International Cash on Delivery Forms 2f black on light 
green (2) or gray green paper, no dot after ''Lap'' and no top 
inscription, one form of 1943 and three of 1944, black ''CSR'' 
overprint on stamp and emblem or on stamp only, one with very light 

impression of the handstamp, all are unused, VF and rare unit, C.v. 

CZK72,000++ 

600 

608  Mc9, a 1944, two Money Order forms, 2f black, printed on rose watermarked 
paper, black handstamped overprint ''CSR'', first one has three (on 
stamp and on both emblems), another one - on stamp only, both 

placed on page from the Collection, fresh, unused and VF, C.v. 

CZK30,000 

250 

609  Mc10 1944, International Money Order form of 1930, 2f black on yellow 
paper without watermark, three black handstamps ''CSR'' on stamp 
and emblems, housed on page from the Collection, unused and VF, 

C.v. CZK15,000  

150 

610  Mc11 1944, Parcel Card form, 1f blue, printed on buff paper, black 

handstamped overprint ''CSR'', unused and VF, C.v. CZK15,000  

150 

611 D Mc12 1944, Customs Declaration form, 2f black, printed on green 
watermarked paper, black handstamp ''CSR'', minor paper folds, still 

VF and very rare, only 2 such items known, C.v. CZK18,000  

250 

612 D Mc13-15 1944, three Domestic Animals Trade Certificates, 50f green (sheep, 
goats, pigs), 1p red (horses) and 2p lilac (horses or oxen), each one 

with black ''CSR'' handstamp, VF and rare trio, two with Dr. Blaha's 

expert handstamps, C.v. CZK36,000  

300 

613 D Mc17,   
Mf5 x2, 

Mf7 

1944, Postal Check form, 1.20p black on orange network with three 
bond stamps applied on reverse - 3f in horizontal pair and a single of 
24f, each item with black handstamp ''CSR'', check form folded once, 

otherwise VF and rare, only two known, both folded, C.v.CZK25,000 

(stamps not counted) 

300 

614 D Mc18, a, 

Mc19 

1944, two Postal Money Order forms in dark green on dark buff paper 
and in green on buff paper; in addition form for Value Declare Letter, 
black text on grayish paper, each item with one or two black ''CSR'' 

handstamps, all are unused and VF, C.v. CZK9,000 

150 

615  Mc20, 
Mc21a- 

22a 

1944, stationery items for Field Post correspondences, form of parcel 
card and two postcard forms on rose or gray green paper, each item 

with one ''CSR'' handstamp in black, fresh and VF, C.v. CZK16,000  

150 

   Stationery items of NRZU (Narodna Rada Zakarpatskoi Ukrainy - 

National Council of Carpatho-Ukraine) 

 

   Uzhgorod  

616  Ud2, a 1945, two stationery postcards 18f in green or dark green, each one 
with black surcharge ''40'' under 38degree angle, text ''OTKRYTKA'' 
(Postcard) and bars obliterating Hungarian text, both are unused, 

mounted on page from the Collection, VF, C.v. CZK8,500 

100 

617  Ud2 var 1945 (April 18), stationery postcard 18f green with black surcharge 
''40'' and obliterating bars strongly shifted to the right, sent from 
Syvlyush to Tekov, tied by violet circular postal markings with date 
endorsed, boxed receivers, archival pinholes, still VF and rare, C.v. 

CZK30,000++ 

300 

618  Ud3, a 1945, two unused and one used stationery postcards 18f in green or 
dark green with black surcharge ''40'' over handstamped Chust 
overprint ''CSP. 1944'', the last one sent from Syvlyush to Velyka 
Kopanya with endorsed date and all appropriate markings, mostly VF, 

C.v. CZK41,000 

400 

619  Ud3 1945 (March 5), stationery postcard 18f green with black surcharge 
''40'' over handstamp ''CSP. 1944'', sent from Velykyi Bereznyi to 
Barkasovo, violet circular postal marking with endorsed date and 
boxed censorship are alongside, mostly VF and rare, expertized by Dr. 

Blaha, priced with ''-'' in the Cat., Est. $700-$800 

350 
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620  Ud3a 1945 (September 2), black surcharge ''40'' over handstamp ''CSP. 
1944'' on stationery postcard 18f dark green, sent from Kerets'ky to 
Svalyava, cancelled by violet circular postal marking, the similar 
Svalyava receiver at left, manuscript date on reverse, VF and very 

scarce, especially with entry and arrival markings, C.v. CZK30,000++ 

300 

621  Ud3a 1945, stationery postcard 18f dark green with black surcharge ''40'' 
over Chust handstamp, uprated by Hungarian surcharged value and 
sent from Kisvarda (Hungarian town in 50 miles from Uzhgorod) to 
Szolnok, straight line censorship is alongside, mostly VF and 

interesting mixed franking item, Est. $300-$400 

150 

   Berehove  

622  Ud4 I, II, 

4a I, II 

1945, four unused and two used stationery postcards 18f green or 
dark green with black surcharge ''-.40'' under 88 degree angle, 
horizontal obliterating bars above stamp either 17.5mm (type I) or 
22.5mm (type II), used ones sent in Uzhgorod or from Chop to Monok 
(Hungary), appropriate markings, all placed on pages from the 

Collection, VF, C.v. CZK24,400 

300 

623  Ud5 I,    

var 

1945, four unused and two used stationery postcards 18f green or 
dark green, printed on creamy or light buff paper, black overprint     
''-.40'' (88 degree angle) over Chust handstamp ''CSP. 1944'', all with 
bar type I (17.5mm), one unused has bars turned clockwise, used 

sent in Uzhgorod or from Uzhgorod to Serednje, mostly VF, C.v. 

CZK80,000++ 

500 

   Mukachevo  

624  Ud9, a,  

var 

1945, four stationery postcards 18f dark green or green (1) with black 
surcharge ''-.40'' under 57 degree angle over Chust ''CSP. 1944'' 
handstamp, one card has full offset of surcharge, text and 

invalidating bars on reverse, all are unused, VF, C.v. CZK20,500++ 

250 

625  Ud9 var 1945, double (!) black surcharge ''-.40'' under 57 degree angle over 
''CSP. 1944'' handstamp on stationery postcard 18f dark green, sent 
from Lypcha (not cancelled, but with sender's endorsement) to Soviet 
Field PO No. 68.507-N, arrival marking is on front together with 
boxed censorship in rose red, some folds and repaired tear at top, still 

fine and probably unique card, C.v. CZK30,000 for card without 

variety, Est. $1,000-$1,200 

500 

626  Ud9 1945, four stationery postcards with black surcharge ''-40'' under 57 
degree angle over Chust handstamp ''CSP. 1944'' on 18f dark green, 
postally used from March 7 to September 29, two of which uprated by 

Star stamps, two sent from Rakoshyno or Svalyava to Mukachevo and 
two from Chust to Hungary, three with boxed censorship markings 
and appropriate cancellations, mostly VF and rare group, C.v. 

CZK120,000=US$5,220 

750 

627  Ud14,    

var 

1945, three stationery postcards 18f dark green with red surcharge 
''1.-'' under 54 degree angle, horizontal bar over ''OTKRYTKA'' is 
36x9mm, two cards with significant shifts of red color to the top or to 

the right, all are unused, VF and a spectacular trio, C.v. CZK9,000++ 

150 

628  Ud14 1945 (August 18), stationery postcard 18f dark green with red 
surcharge ''1.-'' (54 degree angle), bar is 36x9mm, sent from Kerets'ky 

to Svalyava, VF and scarce, C.v. CZK30,000  

250 

629  Ud15,    

var 

1945, two stationery postcards 18f dark green with red surcharge ''1.-
'' (54 degree angle) over Chust handstamp ''CSP. 1944'', one card has 
no accent over ''C'' variety, bars size 36x9mm, both are unused and 

VF, C.v. CZK10,000++  

150 

630  Ud17 I,  

var 

1945, two unused and one used (Chust, December 13) stationery 
postcards 18f dark green with red surcharge ''1.-'' (54 degree angle), 

unused cards have horizontal bar under ''OTKRYTKA'' 36x11mm, 
while used one has bar size 36x16mm (not mentioned in the Cat.), VF 

and scarce trio, C.v. CZK54,000++ 

400 
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631  Ud17 II, 

var 

1945, four unused stationery postcards 18f dark green on yellowish 
gray or buff paper, bearing light or deep red surcharge ''1.-'' (54 
degree angle), horizontal bar under ''OTKRYTKA'' 90x9mm, one with 
text ''Отправитель'' is partly missing, VF and rare group, C.v. 

CZK48,000++ 

400 

632  Ud17a II 1945, stationery postcard 18f green with red surcharge ''1.-'' (54 
degree angle), horizontal bar under ''OTKRYTKA'' 90x9mm, unused, 

VF and scarce, C.v. CZK12,000  

100 

   Surcharges on Field Post cards  

633  Ud19 I, II, 

Ud20 I, II 

1945, black surcharges ''-.40'' directly on military card or on card 
over black Chust surcharge 18f, two of each printed on rose paper 
with black bar at left either 45x9mm or 63x9mm, all are unused, 

arranged on two Collection pages, VF, C.v. CZK13,500 

150 

634  Ud20 I, II 1945, two unused fieldpost cards with black surcharge ''-.40'' over 
Chust surcharge 18f, printed on rose paper, horizontal bars 45x9mm 
or 63x9mm, all bars shifted to the right or to the left, first one in 
addition has interesting foldover with a part of top obliterating 

ornament on reverse, VF, CZK8,000 

100 

635  Ud20 I 1945, two fieldpost cards with black surcharge ''-.40'' over Chust 
surcharge 18f, printed on rose paper, horizontal bar 45x9mm, sent 
from Chinadiiovo to Czechoslovakia (uprated by two Star stamps) or 
from Dubove to Ust'-Chorna, appropriate markings, mostly VF, C.v. 

CZK18,000 

200 

636  Ud21, a, 

var 

1945, five unused fieldpost cards with black surcharge ''-.40'' printed 
on green or gray green paper, complete (2) or broken obliterating 
ornament above Hungarian emblem, including one card on gray 

paper (not listed in the Cat.), VF, C.v. CZK8,100++ 

150 

637  Ud21a   

var 

1945, unused and used (Berehove) fieldpost cards with black 
surcharge ''-.40'' on gray green paper, incomplete obliterating 

ornaments and bars, on used card in addition they are shifted to the 

left for 18mm, F/VF, spectacular and rare duo, Est. $300-$400 

150 

638  Ud21a,  

var 

1945, five used postcards with surcharge ''-40'' on gray green paper, 
one with broken ornament, three uprated by stamps from Soviet 
issues (Soldier ''60'' with very light impression), sent from Uzhgorod, 

Berehove, Chop (2) and Rakhiv, two addressed to Czechoslovakia or 

Hungary, minor flaws, F/VF overall, C.v. CZK40,000 

300 

   CHUST POSTAGE STAMPS AND POSTAL HISTORY  

639 ** C1/38, 

C39N 

Collection of Postage stamps on Stockpages 1944, black 
handstamped overprint ''CSP. 1944.'', 29 single stamps, 1 horizontal 
pair cancelled on a piece and 15 blocks of four, representing 
overprints on Definitive, Great Women, Kossuth and Postage Due 

stamps, nice and fresh quality material, full OG, NH, VF, apparently 
all with Dr. Blaha or J. Bulat experts' markings, C.v. 

CZK61,150=US$2,660 

500 

640  C7-8 1944 (December 16), pre-printed Hungarian field post card franked 
by black handstamped overprints ''CSP. 1944.'' on 8f dark green and 

10f brown, cancelled by ''CSR. Chust'' circular datestamp (No. Cr2), 

sent in Chust, fresh and VF, C.v. CZK4,500 

100 

641  C5 1945, black handstamp ''CSP. 1944'' on P. Kinizci 5f vermilion, used 
on cover from Chust to Medvedivtsi, tied by double circle violet black 

''Chust. Posta.CS'' marking (No. Cr3), VF and scarce, C.v. CZK10,000  

150 

642  C23 1944 (December 1), black handstamped surcharge ''CSP. 1944.'' on 
St. Elizabeth 30f deep red orange, tied by large oval bilingual 
Syvlyush date stamp (No. Cr.5), addressed to Velykyi Bychkiv, VF and 

scarce, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK8,500  

150 

643   1944 (November 12), official letter from Teresva to Chust, bearing red 
oval date stamp (No.Cr7) and two-line ''CS.- Posta. Teresva'' (No.Cr.8), 

address partly obliterated, mostly VF, C.v. CZK11,000  

200 
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644  C8 1945 (January 17), cover from Lipcha to Volovets, franked by 
horizontal pair and a single Count Hadik 10f brown with black ''CSP. 
1944.'' overprint, ''Lipca'' straight line cancellation (No. Cr9), vertical 

fold did not affect the stamps, mostly VF and rare, Est. $400-$500 

200 

   MUKACHEVO POSTAGE STAMPS AND POSTAL HISTORY  

645 ** M1-19, 

M26 

1944, black handstamped overprints ''CSR'' on Definitive stamps of 
1f-5p with extra overprinted stamp of D. Kanuizsai 50f dark blue and 

cover from Mukachevo to Kendereshiv franked by St. Margaret 30f 
deep carmine, nice and fresh quality unit, full OG, NH, mostly VF, 

most stamps expertized, ex-J. Carrigan, C.v. CZK80,000=US$3,500 

750 

646 **/* M20-22 1944, Admiral Horthy issue, black handstamped overprints ''CSR'' on 
1p, 2p and 5p, complete set of three, full OG, NH or VLH (5p), VF, two 

stamps with Dr. Blaha's expert hs, ex-J. Carrigan, C.v. CZK18,900  

200 

647 ** M29-33 1944, Count S. Czechenyi issue, black handstamped overprints 
''CSR'' on 10f-40f, complete set of five, full OG, NH, VF, ex-J. 
Carrigan, C.v. CZK47,600=US$2,075  

500 

648 ** M34-38 1944, Churches and Cathedrals issue, black handstamped overprints 
''CSR'' on 30f-80f, complete set of five, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp 

with Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, ex-J. Carrigan, C.v. CZK39,800  

400 

649 ** M45-48 1944, Kossuth issue, black handstamped overprints ''CSR'' on 4f-50f, 
complete set of four, full OG, NH, VF, two stamps with Dr. Blaha's 

guarantee hs, ex-J. Carrigan, C.v. CZK15,700  

150 

650 ** M52-55 1944, Red Cross issue, black handstamped overprints ''CSR'' on 
20+20f - 70+70f, complete set of four, the high value with gum 

wrinkle, still full OG, NH, VF, ex-J. Carrigan, C.v. CZK36,000  

300 

651 ** Mf3,   
Mf31, 
Mf34,  

Mf39 

1944, black handstamped overprints ''CSR'' on non-postal stamps, 
Judicial stamp of 20f, Fiscal stamp of 2p (16 printed), Agriculture 
Workers Insurance stamp of 30f and Check stamp of 50f, all with full 

OG, NH, VF, ex-J. Carrigan, C.v. CZK50,000  

400 

652  M44 1944 (December 5), black handstamped overprint ''CSR'' on Stephen 
Horthy stamp of 30+20f violet, used on cover from Mukachevo to 
Medvedivtsi, large ''MUKACEVO'' line marking in black (No.Mr2), 
boxed censorship ''Проверено'', VF and scarce, C.v. CZK12,000 

200 

653  M47 1944 (December 10), black handstamped overprint ''CSR'' on Kossuth 
stamp of 30f brown orange, used on ''address window'' cover from 
Mukachevo, tied by circular date stamp (No. Mr1) and bearing small 
''Mukacevo'' straight line cancellation (No. Mr3), violet censorship, fold 

away from the stamps, mostly VF, C.v. CZK17,500 

250 

654 **  Yasinya 1939, blue black handstamped overprints of Trident (type I), 
6 Czech definitive stamps, and Trident with text ''Slava Ukraini!'' (type 
II), 13 Czech definitive and commemorative stamps, all with full OG, 

NH, VF, some with expert's signs, G. von Steiden C.v. €1,575 

200 

   THE FIRST UZHGOROD ISSUE  

655 ** U1/14 1945, black or red surcharges ''40'', ''60'', ''1.00'', ''1.40'' and ''2.00'' 
on Definitive, Great Women issues and Church stamp, set of 13 
values (less red surcharge 60/24f), all are type 1 (von Steiden type 
IIIa, no last ''a'' in ''Закарпатська''), all with full OG, NH, VF and rare 
unit, only 12 such sets possible, each stamp properly expertized, C.v. 

CZK59,080=US$2,660 (w/o premium for type rarity), G. von Steiden 
C.v. €8,400 

1,000 

656 ** U7 1945, red surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 24f rose violet, type 7 (von 
Steiden type I), full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 24 stamps were 
printed (12 of type I), expertized by Dr. Blaha, Dr. Sevke and others, 

C.v. CZK75,000  

600 

657 ** U8, U9 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 30f deep carmine and on 
E. Szilagyi 30f brownish red, three vertical pairs, two of the first - 
types 4/5 and 8/9, one of the second - types 6/7, all with full OG, 
NH, VF, properly expertized, C.v. CZK3,960, G. von Steiden #6.I, 72.I, 
C.v. €735 considered the types rarity 

100 
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658 ** U11Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.40'' on S. Lorantffy 70f red orange, 
surcharge type 3 (broken ''sh'', von Steiden type Ia), full OG, NH, VF 
and very rare, only 5 stamps were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 

C.v. CZK150,000=US$6,525  

1,500 

659 ** U12Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''2.00'' on I. Zinyi 80f carmine brown, 
surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 
only 8 stamps of all types were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 

C.v. CZK110,000, G. von Steiden #77.I, C.v. €5,000 

1,200 

660 ** U13, Pp 1945, Coronation Church, two stamps with upright and inverted 
black surcharge ''2.00'' on 80f brown olive, both are type 1 (no last ''a'' 
in ''Закарпатська'', von Steiden type IIIa), full OG, NH, VF and rare 
couple, only 24 and 4 stamps exist respectively, each one with Dr. 

Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK181,000=US$7,870 

2,000 

661 ** U13 var 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Coronation Church 80f brown olive, 
type 1 (no last ''a'' in ''Закарпатська'', von Steiden type IIIa) with 
word ''Украiна'' significantly shifted to the right, full OG, NH, VF and 
probably unique variety of just 12 stamps produced of type 1, 

expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, G. von Steiden #10.I, C.v. 

€1,250 for a stamp without variety 

300 

662 ** U15, Pp 1945, Admiral Horthy, two stamps with upright and inverted black 
surcharge ''4.00'' on 2p brown and buff, both are type 1 (no last ''a'' in 
''Закарпатська'', von Steiden type IIIa), full OG, NH, VF and rare, 110 

and 6 stamps possible respectively, Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, 

C.v.CZK149,000=US$6,500, Georg von Steiden Cat. #12.I, €6,250 

1,800 

663 ** U16 1945, black surcharge (36 degree angle) ''10.00'' on Admiral Horthy 
5p rose violet and buff, type 1 under 36 degree angle, (no last ''a'' in 

''Закарпатська'', von Steiden type IIIa), full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 
12 stamps of all types were produced (3 of type 1), expertized by Dr. 

Blaha, C.v. CZK135,000=US $5,870, von Steiden Cat. #13.I, €5,000 

1,500 

664 ** U17, Pp 1945, Kossuth issue, two stamps with upright and inverted black 
surcharge ''40'' on 4f yellow brown, both are type 2 (von Steiden type 

II), full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 90 and 9 stamps were produced 
respectively, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK117,000, G. von 

Steiden #63.I, C.v. €5,900 

1,200 

665 ** U18, Pp 1945, Kossuth issue, two stamps with upright and inverted black 
surcharge ''1.00'' on 50f slate gray, both are type 2 (von Steiden type 
II), full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 90 and 9 stamps were produced 
respectively, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK117,000, G. von 

Steiden #66.I, C.v. €5,900 

1,200 

666 ** U19-24 1945, Postage Due stamps, black surcharges ''10''/2f - ''1.00''/40f, 
complete set of six, all are type 3 (broken ''ш'' in ''Пошта'', von 
Steiden type Ia), full OG, NH, VF, each stamp with Dr. Blaha's expert 
marking, C.v. CZK13,600 (w/o a premium for rare type), G. von 

Steiden C.v. €1,620 

250 

667 ** U24 var 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Postage Due 40f brown red, 
surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), new value strongly shifted to 
the right and significantly turned anti- clockwise, full OG, NH, VF, 

expertized by Dr. Blaha, G. von Steiden #P10, €375++ 

100 

668 **/* U2/23 Balance of the First Uzhgorod Surcharges 1945, 21 surcharges on 
Definitives, Great Women, Admiral Horthy, Kossuth and Postage 

Dues, neatly arranged on a stockpage, types provided by Majer and 
von Steiden catalogs, nice and fresh, full OG, NH or LH (3), mostly 

VF, C.v. is close to CZK40,000 (no premium for types) 

300 

   First Uzhgorod Surcharges on Official stamps  

669 ** Uf3/15 1945, Duty stamps, black surcharges ''40'' on two of 4f vermilion and 
red, 5f, 10f and 20f, ''60'' on 30f, ''1.00'' on 50f, ''2.00'' on 1p, ''4.00'' 
on 2p and ''6.00'' on 3p, set of 10 values, mainly type 1 (no last ''a'', 
von Steiden type IIIa) or type 3 (''40''/20f), all with full OG, NH, VF, 

expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK79,300=US$3,450 

600 
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670 ** Uf19/24 1945, Bond stamps, black surcharges ''10''/3f, ''40''/15f and 
''1.00''/45f, all are type 2 (von Steiden type II); ''1.40''/60f and 
''6.00''/3p, type 7 (von Steiden type I), set of five values, full OG, NH, 

VF, each one with Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK55,600 

500 

671 ** Uf25/31 1945, Judicial stamps, black surcharges ''20''/10p (type 2), ''60''/30p 
(type 2), ''1.00''/50f (type 7), ''2.00''/1p (type 4) and ''4.00'' on 2p (type 
2), all with full OG, NH, VF, each one expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 

CZK118,000=US$5,140  

1,000 

672 **/* Uf33-37 1945, Fiscal stamps, black surcharges ''10''/5f, ''20''/10f, ''40''/20f, 
''1.00''/50f and ''2.00''/1p, all are type 1 with no last ''a'' in 
''Закарпатська'', except #U36 - type 9, full OG, NH or VLH (Uf33 with 
tiny perf reinforcement, which is apparently not necessary), VF, each 

expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK30,100 

250 

673 ** Uf39 1945, black surcharge ''6.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 3p brown on orange 
network (both parts), surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG, 
NH, VF and scarce, 20 stamps were printed, Dr. Blaha's guarantee 

hs, C.v. CZK70,000  

500 

674 ** Uf40 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 4p bright blue on 
bluish green network (both parts), surcharge type 6 (von Steiden type 
III), full OG, NH, VF, only 12 stamps were printed, Dr. Blaha's expert 

hs, C.v. CZK40,000, which seems too low for this rare stamp 

500 

675 ** Uf41 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 5p blue on orange 
network (both parts), surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG, 
NH, VF and scarce, only 18 stamps were produced, expertized by Dr. 

Blaha. C.v. CZK50,000  

500 

676 * Uf42 1945, black surcharge ''15.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 6p red on pale 
violet network (both parts), surcharge types 8 (von Steiden types I), 
full original gum with minor soiling, LH, VF and rare, expertized by 

Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK32,000  

250 

677 **/* Uf4/37 Balance of the First Uzhgorod Surcharges on Official stamps 
1945, 16 values, including 7 Duty, 4 Bond, 2 Judicial and 3 Fiscal 

stamps, types identified, nice and fresh quality, full OG, NH or LH (1), 

VF, expert's handstamps on reverse, C.v. CZK106,700=US$4,650 

750 

   THE SECOND UZHGOROD ISSUE  

678 ** U25/69 1945, black or red surcharges on Definitive and Great Women issues, 
''10''/1f - ''2.00''/1p, set of 23 stamps, all bearing surcharge of type 5 
(a dot inside ''ш'' of ''Пошта'') under 27 or 36 degree angle, full OG, 

apparently all are NH and VF, properly expertized, C.v. 

CZK147,020=US$6,600 

1,000 

679 ** U25Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''10'' on Arpad 1f gray, surcharge type 
5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, only 18 
stamps of all types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 

CZK80,000  

500 

680 ** U26Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''10'' on King Ladislaus 2f orange, 
surcharge type 1 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, 
15 stamps of all surcharge types exist, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 

CZK85,000  

500 

681 ** U28Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''10'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra, surcharge type 
4 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 15 
stamps of all types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. 

Sevke, C.v. CZK85,000  

500 

682 ** U29Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on King Ladislaus 2f orange, 
surcharge type 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare, only 10 stamps of all types were printed, expertized by Dr. 

Blaha, C.v. CZK110,000=US $4,800  

800 

683 ** U30Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on P. Kinizsi 5f vermilion, 
surcharge type 2 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 17 

stamps were produced, expertized by J. Bulat, C.v. CZK75,000  

400 
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684 ** U31 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Francis II Rakoczy 8f dark green, 
surcharge type 5 at 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 

17 stamps were printed, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK80,000  

600 

685 ** U31Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on Francis II Rakoczy 8f dark 
green, surcharge type 2 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 

very rare, only 8 stamps were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 

CZK125,000=US $5,450  

1,000 

686 ** U32 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Count Hadik 10f brown, surcharge 
type 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Dr. Blaha's 

guarantee hs, 26 stamps of all types were printed, C.v. CZK68,000  

500 

687 ** U32Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on Count Hadik 10f brown, 
surcharge type 1 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare, only 10 stamps of all types were printed, expertized by G. von 

Steiden, C.v. CZK110,000  

800 

688 ** U33Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on A. Gorgei 12f emerald, 
surcharge types 4 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 

13 stamps exist, expertized by J. Bulat, C.v. CZK90,000  

600 

689 ** U34 var 1945, red surcharge ''40'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, surcharge 
type 5 (dot in ''sh'' in ''Poshta'') of 27 degree angle, full OG with nice 
offset of the surcharge, NH, VF and rare, only 14 stamps were 

surcharged, Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK92,000++ 

800 

690 ** U34Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''40'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, 
surcharge type 3 at 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 
only 14 stamps of all types were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 

Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. CZK85,000  

500 

691 ** U35Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on St. Stephen's Crown 20f red 
brown, surcharge type 3 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 

very rare, only 10 stamps were surcharged, expertized by J. Bulat, 

C.v. CZK105,000  

750 

692 ** U36Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on St. Elizabeth 20f brown olive, 
surcharge type 2 of 36 degree angle, full OG NH, VF and very rare, 7 
stamps of all types were produced, expertized by J. Bulat and Dr. 

Sevke, C.v. CZK135,000  

1,000 

693 ** U38Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on Arpad 1f gray, surcharge type 
2 at 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 10 stamps of 
all types possible, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK110,000  

800 

694 ** U39Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on King Ladislaus 2f orange, 
surcharge type 4 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
only 10 stamps exist, expertized by G. von Steiden, C.v. CZK110,000  

800 

695 ** U40Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra, surcharge 
type 3 at 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rarest, 15 stamps of 
all types were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK85,000  

500 

696 ** U41 var 1945, red surcharge ''60'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra, surcharge type 1 under 
27 degree angle, broken leg of last ''a'' of ''Zakarpats'ka'', full OG, NH, 
VF and rare, 20 stamps of all types were printed, Dr. Blaha's 
guarantee hs, C.v. CZK86,000++  

800 

697 ** U42Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 3f dark 
brown, surcharge type 4 under 27 degree angle, full OG with tiny spot 

of disturbance, which is mentioned for record only, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, only 5 stamps were surcharged, expertized by Dr. 
Blaha, C.v. CZK175,000 

1,200 

698 ** U43Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on J. Hunyadi 4f brown, 
surcharge type 1 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 15 
stamps of all surcharge types were produced, expertized by G. von 

Steiden, C.v. CZK85,000  

500 

699 ** U44Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on P. Kinizsi 5f vermilion, 
surcharge type 1 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 15 
stamps of all types were produced, expertized by G. von Steiden, C.v. 
CZK85,000  

500 
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700 ** U45Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on M. Zrinyi 6f slate gray, 
surcharge type 3 (broken ''ш'' of ''Пошта'') under 27 degree angle, full 
OG, NH, VF and rare, 15 stamps of all surcharge types exist, 

expertized by G. von Steiden, C.v. CZK85,000 

500 

701 ** U46Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on Francis II Rakoszy 8f dark 
green, surcharge type 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
very rare, only 10 stamps exist, expertized by G. von Steiden, C.v. 

CZK110,000  

800 

702 ** U47Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on Count Hadik 10f brown, 
surcharge type 2 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 

only 15 stamps exist, expertized by J. Bulat and Dr. Sevke, C.v. 

CZK80,000  

500 

703 ** U48Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on A. Gorgei 12f emerald, 
surcharge type 3 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
only 15 stamps of all types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, and 

Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK80,000  

500 

704 ** U50 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, surcharge 
type 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 20 stamps 

were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK80,000  

600 

705 ** U51Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''60'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, 
surcharge type 4 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 

only 12 stamps exist, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK95,000  

650 

706 ** U53Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 20f red 
brown, surcharge type 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 

very rare, only 10 stamps were surcharged, expertized by G. von 

Steiden, C.v. CZK110,000  

800 

707 ** U54Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen 24f brown violet, 
surcharge type 2 at 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely 

rare, only 5 stamps were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 

CZK175,000=US $7,625  

1,200 

708 ** U55, Pp 1945, Virgin Mary, two stamps with upright and inverted black 
surcharge ''60'' on 24f violet, both have surcharge type 4 under 27 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, only 10 stamps with inverted 

surcharge were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK112,600 

800 

709 ** U56Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 24f deep violet, 
surcharge type 2 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, only 4 stamps exist, expertized by G. von Steiden, C.v. 

CZK200,000=US$8,700  

1,500 

710 ** U57 1945, red surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 24f deep violet, surcharge 
type 4 at 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha 

and others, C.v. CZK11,600  

100 

711 ** U58Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on E. Szilagyi 30f brown red, 
type 1 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 15 stamps 

were issued, expertized by J. Bulat and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK85,000  

500 

712 * U59Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 30f deep 
carmine, surcharge type 1 under 27 degree angle, full original slightly 
disturbed gum, offered as LH, VF and rare, 19 stamps of all 
surcharge types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 

CZK48,000 

250 

713 ** U60Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 30f 
bright carmine, surcharge type 2 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, 
VF and rare, 13 stamps were produced of all surcharge types, 

expertized by Dr. Blaha and others, C.v. CZK88,000  

600 

714 ** U62 var 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.40'' on S. Lorantffy 70f deep 
orange, surcharge type 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, according to Mr. Majer's notes only 3 stamps were 
printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, the stamp is not listed in both 

catalogs, Est. $4,000-$5,000 

2,000 
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715 ** U65Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''2.00'' on St. Stephen's Crown 50f blue, 
surcharge type 1 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 

only 10 stamps exist, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK110,000  

800 

716 ** U68 var 1945, inverted black surcharge ''2.00'' on I. Zrinyi 80f carmine brown, 
surcharge type 1 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 

extremely rare, according to Mr. Majer's notes only 3 stamps were 
printed, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, the stamp is not listed in both 

catalogs, Est. $4,000-$5,000 

2,000 

717 ** U71-73 1945, Admiral Horthy, black surcharges ''2.00''/1p, ''4.00''/2p and 
''10.00''/5p, complete set of three with watermark Cross, Wreath and 
Crown (X), all are type 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, 
VF, #U72-73 with Dr. Blaha's expert handstamp, C.v. 

CZK35,200=US$1,535 

300 

718 ** U71a var 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Admiral Horthy 1p dark green and 
buff, watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 
under 32 (!) degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only a few 

stamps possible, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK95,000++ 

1,000 

719 ** U72Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''4.00'' on Admiral Horthy 2p brown 
and buff, surcharge type 1 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF 
and extremely rare, one of two printed examples, expertized by Dr. 
Sevke, ex-J. Carrigan, priced in the Cat with ''-'', Georg von Steiden 

Cat. #12.II, €5,000 

2,000 

720 ** U74-78 1945, Szechenyi issue, black surcharges ''40''/10f - ''2.00''/40f, 
complete set of five, all with surcharge type 5 at 27 degree angle, full 
OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. 

CZK67,600  

600 

721 ** U79-82 1945, Churches and Cathedrals, black surcharges ''60''/30f - 
''2.00''/70f, complete set of four, all with surcharges of type 5 at 27 

degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, all stamps expertized, C.v. CZK54,600  

500 

722 ** U83/91 1945, War Relief Fund issue, black surcharges ''20''/1+1f - 
''1.40''/70+8f, complete set of eight without error stamp of 
''60''/20+2f, all are type 5 at 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, 

expertized by Dr. Blaha and others, C.v. CZK60,900  

600 

723 ** U92-96 1945, Kossuth issue, black or red surcharges ''40''/4f - ''2.00''/50f, 
complete set of five, all are type 1 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, 

VF, Dr. Blaha's expert handstamps, C.v. CZK40,900  

400 

724 **/* U97-99 1945, Christmas issue, black surcharge ''60'' on 4f, 20f and 30f, 
complete set in vertical se-tenant strips of three, surcharge types 1-2-
3 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or tiny hinge (''60''/30f between 
1st  and 2nd stamps for perf reinforcement, which apparently is not 

needed), VF and reportedly unique trio, each strip signed by Dr. 

Blaha and Dr. Sevke 

500 

725 ** U100-03 1945, Red Cross issue, black surcharges ''1.00''/20+20f - 
''4.00''/70+70f, complete set of four, three stamps of type 2 at 27 
degree angle, on - type 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, 

expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK54,000  

500 

726 ** U104/15 1945, Postage Due stamps, black surcharges ''10''/2f - ''1.00''/40f, set 
of eight without #U108, U113-14, all are type 1 under 27 or 36 
(#U107) degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha and 

Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK41,900  

400 

727 ** U104a 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on Postage Due stamp of 2f brown red, 
surcharge type 1 at 27 degree angle, watermark Double Cross on 

Pyramid (IX), full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 20 stamps of all types 

possible, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK80,000 

500 

728 ** U106a 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on Postage Due stamp of 8f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 4 under 36 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 12 stamps of all types 

possible, expertized by Hrabar, Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. CZK98,000 

600 
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729 ** U107a 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on Postage Due stamp of 10f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 36 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 12 stamps were 

surcharged, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK98,000  

600 

730 ** U108 1945, black surcharge ''30'' on Postage Due stamp of 12f brown red, 
watermark Cross, Wreath and Crown (X), surcharge type 1 under 27 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 13 stamps of all 

types were produced, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK98,000 

600 

731 ** U108a 1945, black surcharge ''30'' on Postage Due stamp of 12f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 36 

degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 12 stamps were 

surcharged, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK98,000  

600 

732 ** U109a 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Postage Due stamp of 20f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 27 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 20 stamps of all types were 

issued, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK80,000 

500 

733 ** U111a 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 4f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 27 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 8 stamps were 
produced of all types, stamp of type 5 is probably unique, expertized 

by Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK120,000 

750 

734 ** U112a 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 6f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 36 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 6 stamps were 
surcharged, stamp of type 5 (dot in ''ш'' of ''Пошта'') is probably 

unique, Dr. Blaha's expert sign, C.v. CZK148,000=US$6,450 

900 

735 ** U113a 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 16f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 27 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 5 stamps were 

printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK175,000=US$7,625 

1,200 

736 ** U115a 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Postage Due stamp of 40f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 36 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 12 stamps were 

issued, expertized by Hrabar, Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. CZK148,000 

750 

737 **/* U28/112 Balance of the 2nd Uzhgorod Surcharges 1945, 40 different mint 
stamps, representing black or red surcharges on Definitive and Great 

Women (20 stamps), Admiral Horthy (2), Szechenyi (2), War Relief 
Fund (complete set of 8), Kossuth (2), Red Cross (1) and Postage Due 
(5) stamps, including #U30Pp, surcharge types are identified, mainly 

full OG, NH or LH, F/VF, C.v. is over CZK275,000=US$11,975 

1,500 

   Second Uzhgorod Surcharges over Chust overprints  

738 **/* CU1-11 1945, Definitive and Great Women stamps, black or red surcharges 
''60'' on 1f-30f and ''2.00'' on 70f over black handstamped overprints 
''CSP. 1944'', set of 11 values, most have surcharge type 4 under 28 
degree angle (#CU8 - type 5), full OG, NH or VLH/LH (3), VF, C.v. 

CZK71,800=US$3,090 

600 

739 ** CU1Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''CSP. 1944'' on Arpad 
1f gray, surcharge type 3 under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, only 3 stamps of all types were surcharged, expertized 

by G. von Steiden and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK250,000=US$10,900 

2,000 

740 ** CU2Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''CSP. 1944'' on King 
Ladislaus 2f orange, surcharge type 4 under 28 degree angle, full OG, 
NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps were produced, expertized 

by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000  

2,000 

741 * CU3Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''CSP. 1944'' on J. 
Hunyadi 4f brown, surcharge type 5 under 28 degree angle, full OG, 

LH, VF, this lot represents one of three issued stamps, expertized by 

G. von Steiden and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK250,000 as never hinged 

1,000 
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742 ** CU4Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''CSP. 1944'' on 
Francis II Rakoczy 8f dark green, surcharge type 5 under 28 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps exist, 

expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000  

2,000 

743 ** CU5Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''CSP. 1944'' on Count 
Hadik 10f brown, surcharge type 4 under 28 degree angle, full OG, 
NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps were produced, expertized 

by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000  

2,000 

744 ** CU6Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''CSP. 1944'' on A. 
Gorgey 12f emerald, surcharge type 4 under 28 degree angle, full OG, 
NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps exist, expertized by Dr. 

Sevke and Hrabar, C.v. CZK250,000  

2,000 

745 ** CU7Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''60'' over black ''CSP. 1944'' on Virgin 
Mary 18f gray, surcharge type 4 under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, 
VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps printed, expertized by J. Bulat, 

C.v. CZK250,000=US$10,900  

2,000 

746 ** CU8Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''CSP. 1944'' on St. 
Stephen's Crown 20f red brown, surcharge type 2 under 28 degree 

angle, slightly rounded top right corner, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, only 3 stamps exist, expertized by G. von Steiden, 

Hrabar and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK250,000 

1,000 

747 ** CU9Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''CSP. 1944'' overprint 
on St. Stephen's Crown 30f bright carmine, surcharge type 3 under 
28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps 

were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000 

2,000 

748 ** CU10Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''CSP. 1944'' overprint 
on E. Szilagyi 30f brown red, surcharge type 5 under 28 degree angle, 

full OG, NH, VF, one of three produced stamps, expertized by Dr. 

Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000  

2,000 

   Soviet Issues  

749 P 1 1945, Soldier, imperforate plate proof of ''60'' in black printed on 
parchment paper, no gum as produced, NH, VF and scarce, 

expertized by J. Bulat, ex-J. Carrigan  

100 

750 P 2 1945, Broken Chain, large die proof of ''100'' in black, by artist T. 
Moskovic, printed on gray cardboard, size 115x70mm, design is 
slightly different from issued stamps, perfect quality, no gum as 

produced, VF and rare, ex-J. Carrigan, Est. $500-$600 

250 

751 P 3 1945, Fist, essay for design of ''200'', printed without denomination in 
black on parchment paper, no gum as produced, VF and rare, ex-J. 

Carrigan, Est. $300-$400  

150 

752 P 4 1945, Soviet Star, imperforate proof of ''10'' in lemon yellow, printed 
on an old thick paper poster picturing portrait of Josef Stalin on 
reverse, printer's trial block of 104, containing 14 normal stamps, 50 
stamps with double and 40 stamps with triple (one inverted) 

impression, small tear on the left and some slight paper wrinkling, no 

gum as produced, VF and a unique item, K. Ceremuga certificate 

2,000 

753 P Mv9 1945, (Soviet Star), imperforate proof of denomination ''200'' only, 
block of eight printed on an old poster, including four with single 

value (two normal, two upside down), two with double value (one 

inverted) and two without denomination, no gum as produced, VF 

200 

754 P Mv9 1945, (Soviet Star), imperforate proof of denomination ''200'' only, 
bottom right corner margin block of six printed on an old poster, 

denomination is printed twice, no gum as produced, VF and rare  

150 

755 ** 10-11, a, 
Mv10N-

11N 

Third Soviet issue Collection on Exhibition Pages 1945, Soviet 
Star ''10'' and ''20'', 77 perforated and imperforate stamps in singles, 

pairs and blocks, nice positional pieces with control markings, plate 
varieties, two perforation errors and one proof in black on yellow,  
nice quality, full OG, NH, VF, ex-J. Carrigan, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

500 
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756 ** 1-11, 
Mv1-11, 

var 

Soviet Issues Collection on Exhibition Pages 1945, 215 mint 
stamps in singles, pairs, strips, positional blocks with and without 
control numbers, color errors of ''100'' and ''200'', imperforate 

varieties in singles and pairs, several proofs and perforation errors, 
nicely presented collection, full OG, NH, mostly VF, very high catalog 

value, Est. $2,500-$3,000 

1,200 

757  1, 6-7 Soviet Issues Postal History Remainder of a Consignment 1945, 
two covers franked by Soldier ''60'' carmine red or Soviet Star ''60'' 

red, addressed to Uzhgorod and three court notices, franked by Soviet 
Star ''40'' green or ''60'' red, from Vel. Bereznyi or Sevlush, minor 

usual flaws, still F/VF, Est. $300-$400 

150 

758 **  CHILE Presentation and Souvenir Sheets Collection 1956-76, 

26 souvenir sheets, including postage and air post issues, 

representing various topical material, such as Paintings, Soccer, 
Olympics, Red Cross and etc., most printed on thin cards, some are 
sunken die, several unlisted in Cat., minor duplication, very fresh 
condition, full OG (two soccer sheets of 1962) or no gum as produced, 

NH, VF, C.v. over $830 for 20 listed sheets only 

200 

   CHINA   

759 ** 22 var 1897, Empress Dowager, the Mollendorf issue, 9c bright green, right 
sheet margin block of four, printed on thick paper without 
watermark, imperforate horizontally between stamps, perfect quality 

item, full original streaky gum as always exists on that issue, NH, VF 
and extremely rare, only another block is known, Chan #28Ma, C.v. 

$50,000 as two pairs (2010), Est. $20,000-$25,000 

10,000 

760 * 84 1898, black surcharge (large format) $1 on Red Revenue stamp, 
perfectly centered, full OG, previously hinged, VF and scarce in such 

condition, C.v. $5,000  

2,000 

761 * 237a 1915, First Peking Printing, Hall of Classics, $2 blue and black, 
center is inverted, bold colors, intact perforation with center line at 
left, full OG, very light trace of hinge, VF and extremely rare, no more 

then 30 examples survived, C.v. $175,000, Chan #245a, Est. 

$80,000-$100,000 

40,000 

762 (*) 248-69 1923, Junks, Reaping Rice and Hall of Classics, the 2nd Peking issue, 
½c-$20, complete set of 22, affixed over a page from souvenir album, 

unused, considered no gum, mostly VF, C.v. $2,216  

400 

763 **/* 248a var 1923, Junk ½c black brown, the 2nd Peking printing, block of six 
(3x2) imperforated vertically, full OG with slight foxing, minor gum 
loss at left, otherwise NH, VF and very scarce, Chan #249d, Scott is 

not mentioned pair or strip imperf vertically, Est. $400-$500 

200 

764 (*) 280-83, 
284-87, 

C1-5 

1921-29, President Chiang Kai-Shek 1c-$1, Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum 
1c-$1 and Curtiss ''Jenny'', the first issue, 15c-90c, three complete 

sets affixed over three pages from a souvenir album, all are unused, 

considered to have no gum, mostly VF, C.v. $449 

100 

765 U 471 var 1943, In Commemoration of Stamp Exhibition in Shanghai, three-
language overprint on Industry and Agriculture imperforate souvenir 
sheet of six values, size 155x167mm, special cancellation, 

insignificant bend at right, still VF, C.v. $800  

100 

766 **/* 511 var 1942, Dr. Sun Yat-sen, $50 blue, block of four imperforate 
horizontally and rouletted (6½) vertically, no gum as issued, VF, 

Chan #617b, SG #661a, £480 as singles  

150 

767 ** 518 var 1945, Dr. Sun Yat-sen, $10 red brown, vertical pair with rough 
perforation 12½, imperforate between stamps, no gum as issued, NH, 

VF, Chan #621c, Est. $150-$200  

75 

768 ** 519 var 1943, Dr. Sun Yat-sen, $20 blue green, vertical pair with rough 
perforation 12½, imperforate between stamps, no gum as issued, NH, 

VF, Chan #622b, Est. $150-$200  

75 
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769 ** 696 var 1946, black surcharge $2000 on Sun Yat-sen $5 carmine, perforation 
12½, left sheet margin block of four, printed on horizontally laid 
paper, imperforate horizontally between stamps, no gum as issued, 

NH, VF, Chan #945 var, Est. $300-$400  

150 

770 ** 936 1949, Dah Tung prints, Gold Yuan unissued red surcharge $5000 on 
Revenue stamp of $100 olive green, nicely centered, no gum as 

issued, NH, VF, Chan #GN1, SG #1151A, C.v. £1,000  

300 

771 ** 939 var 1949, Hankow prints, Gold Yuan double black surcharge $500 on 
Revenue stamp of $10 gray green, minor soiling at left, no gum as 

issued, NH, VF, Chan #G119c, SG #1185a, £250  

100 

772 (*) 1-20, 
21-24, 

25-28 

Yunnan 1926-29, black overprints on the 2nd Peking issue ½c-$5, red 
overprints on Chiang Kai-shek 1c-$1 and black overprints on Sun 

Yat-sen Mausoleum 1c-$1, three complete sets affixed over three 
pages from a souvenir album, all are unused, considered to have no 

gum, mostly VF, C.v. $596 

150 

773 (*) 1-20, 
25-28, 

29-32 

Manchuria 1927-29, black overprints on the 2nd Peking issue ½c-$5, 
red overprints on Chiang Kai-shek 1c-$1 and black overprints on Sun 

Yat-sen Mausoleum 1c-$1, three complete sets affixed over three 
pages from a souvenir album, all are unused, considered to have no 

gum, mostly VF, C.v. $713 

150 

   Sinkiang  

774 ** 39-42 1921, 25th Anniversary of the National Post Office, black overprints on 
1c-10c, complete set in blocks of four, three of which with marginal 

imprint, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $395 as hinged single sets  

200 

775 (*) 47-68, 
74-77, 

78-81 

1924-29, black or red overprints on the 2nd Peking issue ½c-$10, red 
overprints on Chiang Kai-shek 1c-$1 and black overprints on Sun 
Yat-sen Mausoleum 1c-$1, three complete sets affixed over three 
pages from a souvenir album, all are unused, considered to have no 

gum, mostly VF, C.v. $1,259 

250 

   REPUBLIC OF CHINA   

776 ** 1114a 1955, President Chiang Kai-shek, 20c-$7, imperforate souvenir sheet 
of four values, right selvage intact, no gum as issued, NH, VF, 

C.v. $300  

100 

777 **W 1135-36 1956, Chinese Postal Exhibition, two souvenir sheets of $2 magenta 
(silver background) and $2 red (gold background), five complete sets, 

no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $725  

150 

778 **W 1322a, 

1360a 

1961-62, 50th Anniversary of the Republic, 80c and $5, Lions 
International, 80c and $3.60, two souvenir sheets, ten of each, no 

gum as produced, NH, VF, C.v. $550  

100 

   PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA   

779 ** 95-100 1951, Gate of Heavenly Peace, 5th issue, $10,000- $200,000, complete 
set of six, stamp of $100,000 has bottom margin, fresh and nicely 

centered, no gum as produced, NH, VF, C.v. $6,957, China Post #R5  

2,500 

780 **/U 108-10 1951, Picasso Dove, $400 orange brown, $800 blue green and $1000 
dull violet, reprints with perforation 14, set of three in complete 
sheets of 60, $400 and $800 with CTO Peking cancellation 
''1955.12.27'', the high value is unused, sheets are folded once or 

twice, still fresh and VF, Est. $400-$500 

200 

781 U 141-50 1952, Gymnastics by Radio, $400 in various colors, se- tenant blocks 
of four, complete set of ten blocks, original printing, cancelled at 
Beijing ''1955.12.31'', no gum as issued, VF, B. Walter Haveman 

certificate, C.v. $1,000, China Post #S4  

200 

782 U 245a-48a 1955, Scientists, 8f in various colors, two complete sets of four 

souvenir sheets, CTO cancellations, mostly VF, C.v. $160  
50 

783  275, 455, 

507/35 

1959-60, two covers from Shanghai to Israel, franked by two or seven 
values, the last with complete set of S43, all appropriate markings 

and Haifa arrival ds, mostly VF, Est. $200-$250  

100 
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784 U 620-28 1962, Stage Arts of Mei Lan-fang, 4f-50f, complete set of eight, neatly 

cancelled (no gum, light hinges), VF, C.v. $340, China Post No.C94  

75 

785 ** 938-48 1967, Chairman Mao's Thoughts, 8f red and gold, 8f gold and red, 8f 
multicolored, complete set of 11 (singles), full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $1,460, China Post #W1  

300 

786 ** 1067-75 1971, 50th Anniversary of Communist Party, 4f-22f, complete set of 
nine, including unfolded strip of three, no gum as issued, NH, VF, 

C.v. $705, China Post #N4  

150 

   CRETE - RUSSIAN ADMINISTRATION   

787 * 36/46    

var 

1899, Poseidon's Trident with Stars, set of five different values 
without control handstamp, large part of OG (3) or unused, no gum, 

mostly VF, Karamitsos #46/53 var  

75 

788 ** 37, var 1899, Poseidon's Trident with Stars, 1gr blue, two blocks of four, one 
of which have no control markings (centered to the top), the other one 

has right stamps with a dot after ''S'' in ''GROSION'' variety, full OG, 

NH, F/VF, Karamitsos #50, a  

100 

789 * 46a 1899, Poseidon's Trident with Stars, 1gr violet, no control markings 
horizontal pair imperforate between stamps, in addition left stamp 
with a dot after ''S'' in ''GROSION'' variety, full OG, LH,VF, C.v.$250 

for horizontal pair imperf between  

100 

   CROATIA   

   Semi - Postal issues  

790 ** B7-10,   

var 

1942, Croatian Wings, 2+2k - 4+4k, two complete sets of four in 
sheets of 25 and 24 plus label, each sheet with control marking 
(numeral) at the bottom right corner of stamp on position 12, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. is over $400  

100 

791 ** B25-27 1943, State Labor Service, 2k+1k - 7k+4k, complete set of three in 
miniature sheets of nine, post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF and scarce 

set of sheets, Est. $300-$400  

150 

792 ** P B39 1943, Philatelic Exhibition in Zagreb, 18+9k black violet, perforated 
and imperforate blocks of four (the last one with tiny hinges at 
corners, mainly on margins) and six imperforate trial color proofs, all 

with full OG, NH, VF and rare group, Est. $500-$600 

250 

793 ** B52-55 1944, Aid for Postal and Railway Employees, 7+3.50k - 32+16k, 
complete set of four in sheets of nine, in addition imperforate proof 

sheets for each value, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Est. $300-$400  

150 

794 P B60-62 1944, 3rd Anniversary of Independence, imperforate trial color proofs 
of 3.50+1.50k, 12.50+6.50k and 18+9k, three for each denomination, 
all with top right corner sheet margin, full OG, NH (hinged on margin 
far away from the stamps, VF and scarce unit from the Ministerial 

Album, ex-Euro-Yu Stamp Collecting, Est. $200-$250 

100 

795 **  Banja Luka Local issue 1941, black three-line overprint ''Slobodna. 
Bosanska. Hrvatska'' on King Peter II 1d green and 2d lilac carmine, 
complete set of two, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 1,000 sets were 
overprinted, several experts' signs on reverse, each stamp with the 

RPS certificate, Mi #1-2, €2,400 

400 

   CZECHOSLOVAKIA   

   THE ONE MAN COLLECTION -  PART ONE  

   Hradcany issue  

796 S 25/45a 1918, 5h-1000h, 10h-500h, 12 imperforate and 5 perforate stamps 
with black overprint ''VZOREC'' (Specimen), nice and fresh, full OG, 
NH or LH (5, including imperf 20h), VF, each one with different 

experts' hs, Pofis C.v. CZK7,800 

150 

797 S 25/45a 1918, 5h-300h, 10h and 20h, 7 imperforate stamps with inverted 
black overprint ''VZOREC'', full OG, NH (3, including 20h) or LH, VF, 

experts' guarantees on reverse, Pofis C.v. CZK9,000  

200 
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798 ** 47e 1918, 30h dark violet, imperforate single of type I, full OG, NH, VF, 
several experts' hs on reverse, C.v. $150 as hinged, Pofis #13Na, 

CZK5,500  

100 

799 */U 2-53, var Large Exhibition Style Collection 1918, about 800 mint and used 
(40%) imperforate and perforated stamps in singles, pairs, strips, 

blocks and large multiples of 20 or 25, numerous paper, perforation 
or printing varieties, 57 trial color, plate proofs and specimen 
overprints, 130 stamps from printer's waste in large blocks; nice 
range of different cancellations for most values, generally nice and 

clean quality unit, full/large part of OG, F/VF, Est. $2,000-$2,500 

1,000 

   70th Birthday of President Masaryk issue  

800 P 61 1920, 125h, 16 imperforate plate or trial color proofs in gray, blue or 
violet on white ordinary, white chalk-surfaced, rose or yellow paper, 
one proof without value and one with mirrored design, full OG, NH, 

LH or no gum as produced, VF, seven proofs with experts' signs, Pofis 

#140 

150 

801 P 62 1920, 500h, six imperforate plate proofs in gray on white, blue gray, 
creamy or orange paper, typo or litho printing, full OG (1), NH or LH 

(1), VF, experts' guarantees on reverse, Pofis #141  

75 

802 P 63 1920, 1000h, 11 imperforate plate or trial color proofs in gray, black 
or violet, including one block of four (folded between stamps), printed 

on white chalk-surfaced, gray, creamy and pinkish ordinary paper, 
full OG or no gum as produced, VF, most with experts' hs on reverse, 

Pofis #142 

100 

803 P  1920, unissued denomination of 2000h, five imperforate essays in 
blue, olive green, violet, red and brown, printed on ordinary or chalk-

surfaced paper, all with full OG, NH or LH (1), VF, all with experts' hs 

on reverse  

100 

804 */U 61-63,    

var 

Exhibition Style Collection 1920, about 100 mint and used (20 - 
mostly different cancellations) stamps; shades, paper and perforation 
errors, 19 imperforate and perforated proofs, 29 essays of 

denomination 50h and one for denomination 2000h (perforated), nice 
unit in every respect, full OG or no gum as produced, mostly VF, Est. 

$800-$1,000 

400 

   Carrier Pigeon issue  

805 ** 66a 1920, 10h dark green, perforation 13¾, full OG, NH, F/VF, expertized 

by R. Gilbert, J. Karasek and others, Pofis #145B, C.v. CZK8,000  
100 

806 P 66, 67 1920, imperforate 10h and 15h, both in brown olive, perforated 15h 
in red brown, three proofs with six stars on the background, 

full/large part of OG, VF, Pofis #145, 147  

75 

807 ** 82, a, b 1920, 5h violet, perforation 13½, side margin horizontal strip of nine 
with gutter between 6th and 7th stamps, containing two tete-beche 

pairs, full OG, NH, VF  

75 

808 */U 65-67, 

82-86 

Exhibition Style Collection 1920, over 370 mint and used (82 with 
various cancellations) stamps, including 11 imperforate varieties, 22 
tete-beche pairs, numerous positional pieces in singles with control 

numbers and blocks with various labels, 52 plate and trial color 
proofs, numerous errors, such as double prints, printings on gum 
side and more, generally fresh unit, full/part of OG or no gum as 

issued, F/VF, Est. $750- $1,000 

350 

   Chain-Breaker (Freedom) issue  

809 P 69 1920, two enlarged format essays of 25h in gray or red, size 
22.5x27mm and 22x26mm instead of 18x21mm, date 19-25/XI-18 

instead of denomination, full OG, NH or hinged, VF, Pofis #152P  

100 

810 * 87a 1920, 50h yellow green, perforation 13½, two horizontal tete-beche 
pairs, one with gutter in the middle, large part of OG, VF, various 

experts' hs, Pofis #156TBa, TBb  

75 
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811 */U 68-73, 

87-91 var 

Exhibition Style Collection 1920, about 500 mint and used (160 
with various cancellations and perfins) stamps, including 86 mostly 
imperforate plate and trial color proofs, in addition 68 imperforate 
stamps unissued color, 33 tete-beche pairs, some in blocks, 

numerous paper, color and perf varieties, different stamp types and 
more, great unit in every respect, full/part of OG, F/VF, Est. $1,000-

$1,200 

500 

812 */U 74-75,    

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the ''Hussite Priest'' issue 1920, 
140 mostly mint stamps (4 - used), including 58 mostly imperforate 

plate or trial color proofs, 25 imperforate singles and blocks in issued 
colors, 9 singles or multiples with control numbers, numerous 
perforation, paper and color varieties, perfect collection, full/large 

part of OG or no gum as issued, F/VF, Est. $500-$600 

250 

813 */U 92-94,    

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the Agriculture and Science issue 
1920, over 330 mint and used (160 - various cancellations and 
perfins), 69 plate or trial color proofs, 5 printer's waste items, paper, 
printing and perforation varieties, including specialized part of ''White 
Leaves'' stamps, minor flaws possible on used stamps, generally fresh 

quality material, full/part of OG or no gum as produced, F/VF, Est. 

$750-$1,000 

350 

814 */U 95-108,  

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the President Masaryk issue 1925-
26, over 300 mint and used (160) stamps, singles, pairs and blocks, 
several positional pieces, representing typo and engraved issues, 
including three imperforate proofs of the typo issue, nice range of 

shade, perforation and watermark varieties (all are properly inscribed) 

for both issues, full/part of OG or used, F/VF, Est. $1,000- $1,500 

500 

815 */U 116/30, 

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the President Masaryk New Design 
issue 1926, 50h green, 60h red violet and 1k carmine rose, the total 
is 131 mint and used stamps on watermarked paper (50h and 60h), 

including coils of 50hstamps and paper without watermark of all 
three values, representing 20 positional singles, pair and blocks with 
control numbers, nice range of cancellations, fresh and nice unit in 

every respect, full/part of OG or used, F/VF, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

   Castles and City Views issue  

816 * 124a var 1926, Pernstein Castle, 30h gray green, coil stamp in vertical strip of 
three imperforate horizontally, full original slightly dry gum, VF, 

several experts' hs on reverse, VF, Pofis #210 var  

75 

817 */U 114/22, 
123-24,  

var 

Exhibition Style Collection 1926, 267 mint and used (60%) stamps, 
variety of perforation and watermarks, including coil stamps of 20h 
with block of six imperforate horizontally, and 30h, 12 marginal 
singles or blocks, 7 of which with control numbers, 4 large die 

numbered proofs, nice range of various cancellations, occasional 
flaws possible on used material, fresh unit overall, full/part of OG or 

used, F/VF, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

818 */U 141-51,  

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the 10th Anniversary of 
Independence issue 1928, 170 mostly mint stamps (47 - used), 

including 40 positional singles or blocks, 22 of which with control 
numbers, two blocks of 50h on yellowish paper, two Jubilee cancelled 
sets in Prague and Košice on individual pieces, nice quality unit, 

full/part of OG or used, F/VF, Est. $600-$800 

300 

819 */U 152-57, 

158 var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the Coat of Arms issue 1929 -37, 
about 160 mint and used (50%) stamps, including coils of 20h red, 
plus 30 large pieces (cut offs from postal history items bearing 
various postal and merchant markings), 27 positional singles and 
blocks with control markings, set of 5 propaganda overprints ''Dr. 

Beneš for President'' (3 blocks apparently forgeries), clean collection 

in every respect, full/part of OG or used, F/VF, Est. $600-$700 

300 
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820 */U 159-63,  

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the St. Wenceslaus issue 1929, 59 
mint and used (32) stamps, including complete set in control number 
blocks of four, set with Praha Exhibition red cancellations on 
individual pieces and many more, nice quality material, full/Large 

part of OG or used, F/VF, Est. $200-$250 

100 

821 */U 165-67,  

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the Views and Places issue 1929, 
three Collection pages filled with 42 mint and used (25 - various 
cancellations) stamps, representing 12 proofs, including two blocks of 
four on pink paper, occasional flaws possible on used stamps, 

full/part of OG or used, F/VF, Est. $300-$400 

150 

822 */U 168-70, 

171, var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the New Portrait of President 
Masaryk 1930, 58 mint or used (38) stamps, including type I and II of 
50h stamps, coils of 1k brown red, three positional pieces (one is 
used pair), group of eight ''trial color proofs'', which are apparently 

from modern private issue, nice and clean unit, full/part of OG or 

used, F/VF, Est. $100-$150 

50 

   20th Anniversary of Independence  

823 P 254 1938, Allegory of the Republic, three reduced format perforated 
essays of 3k in gray, printed on silver foil or on thick paper, strong 

embossing, full/large part of OG, VF, Est. $200-$250  

100 

824 **/* 253-54, 
B153,    

var 

Exhibition Style Collection 1938, 47 mostly mint stamps and 6 
souvenir sheets, 16 positional singles, pairs or blocks, 1 large die 

proof and 2 imperforate essays of unissued denomination (1 koruna), 
12 reproductions in various colors and 4 postal history items, nice 

and fresh quality material, full/part of OG, F/VF, Est. $400-$500 

200 

   Semi - Postal issues  

825 */U B124-29, 

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the Legionnaires issue 1919, over 
650 mint and used stamps and 24 Charity souvenir cards bearing 

block of four from the issue and tied by special Prague cancellations, 
103 plate and trial color imperforate and perforated proofs, 52 singles 
or blocks with various control numbers on margins, range of blocks 
(5-7 for each value) representing various city cancellations, card 

proofs in blocks tied by red Praha cancel, perforation, color and 
printing varieties, a beautiful unit, full/large part of OG or used, 

F/VF, Est. $2,000-$2,500 

1,000 

   Red Cross issue  

826 * B130-31, 

var 

1920, Hradcany, 40h bister and 60 green, imperforate and perforated 
unissued values and imperforate set with Red Cross surcharge, 

40h+20h and 60h+20h, large part of OG, previously hinged, VF, 

experts' hs on reverse, Pofis #170Na-71Nc 

75 

827 P B132 1920, President Masaryk stamp of 125h gray blue, three values with 
trial design surcharges 25h in red (two on stamps of types I and II) or 
black, all with full/large part of OG, LH/hinged, VF, each one with 

experts' guarantees, Pofis #172 I, II, P 

100 

828 **/* B130-32, 

var 

Exhibition Style Collection 1920, 58 mainly mint stamps (2 - used), 
singles and blocks, 24 imperforate and perforated proofs, including 
four on Chain-Breaker 40h red brown, Hradcany 5h imperf strip of 
four with surcharges only on two left stamps, paper varieties, double-

triple surcharges and more, great unit, full/part of OG, VF, Est. 

$500-$600 

250 

829 */U B133-36, 

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the 5th Anniversary of the Republic 
issue 1923, 42 mint or used (11) stamps, 5 positional pieces with 
marginal control numbers, watermark varieties, nice and clean unit, 

full/part of OG or used, F/VF, Est. $200-$250 

100 

830 * B137-39, 

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the International Olympic 
Congress issue 1925, 18 mint stamps with variety of watermarks of 
100h and 200h stamps, plus large piece bearing a complete set, 

full/large part of OG, mostly VF, Est. $200-$250  

100 
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831 */U B140-43, 

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the Sokol issue 1926, 35 mint and 
used (12) stamps, 8-9 for each denomination, representing watermark 
varieties and offsets of overprints on gum side, two complete sets 
cancelled on individual or one large piece, full/part of OG or used, 

F/VF, Est. $200-$250 

100 

832 */U B144-52, 

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the Child Welfare issues 1936-38, 
over 80 mostly mint stamps (just a few used), 2 souvenir sheets and 9 
postal history items, in addition 3 souvenir folders, the collection 
includes 37 singles with labels or blocks of three with labels, nice 

quality unit, full/large part of OG, VF, Est. $500-$600 

250 

833 */U B154-69, 

O1-15 

Post World War II Postal Charity issues - Exhibition Style 
Collection 1945-49, Students' Congress, Liberation, Child Welfare, 
Red Cross and etc., the total is seven issues and Official stamps from 
the same period, about 200 mostly mint stamps (used - 20%), 10 

souvenir sheets, 6 postal history items, 1 booklet (cover faults) and 1 
advertising sheet, numerous positional singles and blocks, fresh 

condition overall, full/large part of OG, F/VF, Est. $600-$800 

300 

834 */UB B156-59, 

C19-27 

Presentation Booklets 1947, 12th UPU Congress in Paris, two 
Booklets of Czechoslovak Post, first one containing Liberation 
complete set in mint and used blocks of four and two souvenir sheets 

- Liberation and Brno Exhibition, second one - Air Post set of 1946-47 

in blocks of four, minor cover imperfections, still fresh and VF 

150 

   Special Delivery  

835 ** E2, var 1919, 5h yellow green on yellowish paper, vertical strip of four with 
gutter in the middle, control marking ''3.50'' at the top and horizontal 

fold on the gutter, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by R. Gilbert  

75 

836 * E3a 1921, two stamps of 10h red brown, significantly different shades, 
both printed on white paper, full/large part of OG, VF, each one with 

several experts' hs on reverse, C.v. $280  

100 

837 */U E1-3, 
EX1-2,   

var 

Special Delivery and Personal Delivery - Exhibition Style 
Collection 1919-37, close to 230 mint and used (7) stamps, 8 postal 
history items (uprated Austrian stationery cards and covers franked 
with Hradcany and other issues plus Special Delivery or Personal 

Delivery stamps, including two large blocks of 18 and 40, 7 plate 
proofs and 13 items from a printer's waste, 1 enlarged format A. 
Mucha artist's proof, nice collection in every respect, full/part of OG 

or used, F/VF, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

   Newspaper stamps  

838 ** P1, var The First issue 1918, 2h gray green, left sheet margin vertical gutter 
pair (gutter 28mm), horizontal fold along the gutter, full OG, NH, VF, 

expertized by R. Gilbert, Pofis #NV1Ms  

75 

839 */U P1-16,    

var 

Exhibition Style Collection of the First issue with later 
Surcharges and Overprints 1918-34, over 400 mint and used 
(approximately 90) stamps, 17 postal history items (covers and 

periodicals), 53 plate or trial color proofs, 131 printer's waste items, 
some in blocks from 4 to 24, 33 privately perforated stamps, in 
addition two block of 50 of No.P12 and P13, minor flaws possible on 

used items, fresh unit, full/part of OG, F/VF, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

840 **/*  Provisional Newspaper Labels - Exhibition Style Collection 1919-
21, 27 stamps, including two sheets of eight (one - tete-beche sheet), 

12 reproductions in form or plate or die proofs, nice quality unit, 

full/large part of OG, F/VF, Est. $400-$500 

200 

841 */U P17-25, 
P26, 
P27-36,  

var 

Carrier Pigeon and Messenger - Exhibition Style Collection 1937-
45, over 100 mint and used (40) stamps, 16 blocks (P27-36) of 46 or 
50, 6 miniature sheets commemorating Bratislava Philatelic 

Exhibition, 4 newspapers and 3 covers (one with Bratislava sheet), 
positional pieces, private perforations and many more, occasional 
flaws on used items, full/large part of OG with many NH stamps, 

F/VF, Est. $600-$700 

300 
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842 **/*  Large Collection in Scott Specialty Album 1918-74, over 2,400 
mint stamps and souvenir sheets (a dozen used), starting with 
Hradcany issue, including postage, semi-postal, air post and other 
back of the book material, very well completed collection, here are 5 

pages of Posta Ceskoslovenska 1919 overprints with just a few 
stamps properly expertized, several Scott listed varieties mentioned, 
clean and nice unit overall, full/part of OG, NH (sporadically from all 
periods and completely after 1960), LH/hinged, F/VF, C.v. $2,700 

plus over $12,000 in overprints, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

843 * 4-14 Czechoslovak Legion Post 1920, Coat of Arms, (25k) blue and red, 
overprint ''1920'' and set of surcharges 2k-1r, the total is 11 stamps, 

large part of OG, F/VF, C.v. $328  

100 

844 U  Food Tax 1925-29, blue reading up surcharges ''Pausovana Potravni 
Dan'' on Postage Due stamps, 1k/25h, 2k/250h and 2k/500h, all 

with Praha favor cancellations on individual pieces, Pofis #PD1, PD4, 

PD6, Est. $100-$150  

75 

845 ** 1-90, 

B1-28 

Bohemia and Moravia Collection on Hingeless Pages 1939-44, 192 
mint stamps, including postage, semi-postal and back of the book 
issues, Theresienstadt Ghetto stamp signed by Dr. Dub is 
questionable, in addition 62 positional pieces of No.20-26 and 27/48, 

all with full OG, NH, mostly VF, Est. $600-$800 

300 

   DENMARK   

846   1946, two Austrian Prisoner's of War covers from TARP Camp at 
Esbjerg, sent to Norresundby or Odense, franked by official Camp 
stamps, first one by imperf one, the other one - by stamp with 
rouletted perf, Danish Red Cross two-line marking, mostly VF and 

scarce, Est. $250- $300 

150 

847 **B 223d, 
229b, 

238Al 

1937, Numerals, Caravel and Mill, two intact 2kr booklets, each one 
contains four panes of four values, 5o green (2), 10o brown (1) and 
15o carmine (1), red text on yellowish paper, one has repaired tear at 
the bottom of front cover page, panes have full OG and NH, C.v. $580 

for panes only, Facit #H11, C.v. SEK3,800 

100 

848 U 1 Faroe Islands 1919, black surcharge 2o on King Christian X 5o 
green, Thorshavn cancellation, fine and scarce, L. Nielsen certificate, 

C.v. $475  

75 

849 P 38-40 DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 1880, Coat of Arms, imperforate 

printing samples of 5c blue (close to issued color), 10c rose (close to 

issued color), 15c yellow (unissued denomination), 20c yellow brown 
(close to issued color), 30c lilac rose (unissued denomination), 40c 
brown (unissued denomination) and 45c violet (unissued 
denomination), all are in miniature sheets of 5 or 6 stamps, printed 

on diagonally laid paper, no gum as issued, VF, Est. $400-$500 

200 

   ESTONIA   

850 U 9, 11, 21 1919, violet overprint ''Eesti Post'' on perforated 2k and 5k, 
imperforate 1k, each value in block of four with central Tallinn 

cancellation, fresh and VF, guaranteed genuine, C.v. $610++  

150 

851 ** 134-37 1936, St. Brigitta Convent, 5s-25s, complete set of four, sheets of 
100, intact margins, folded once along horizontal perforation, minor 

marginal separations, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,200++  

200 

852 ** B15-19 Semi - Postal issues 1927, Castles and Fortress, 5+5m- 40+40m, 
100 complete sets of five, printed on horizontally or vertically (10m) 
laid paper, unfolded sheets of 100 (5m, 10m and 12m) or two sheets 
of 50 (20m and 40m), occasional selvage separations possible, full 

OG, NH, VF and scarce in complete sheets, C.v. $300 as hinged  

100 

   FINLAND   

853 * 111-18  
imp 

1918, Vasa issue, Coat of Arms, 5p-5m, imperforate complete set of 
eight in horizontal pairs, no gum, LH, VF, this imperf set was not 
officially issued, Est. $200-$300  

100 
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854 U 44-45,   
58, 70-74, 

153-54 

1889-1928, five units, two of 5m and 10m of ''three figured'' issue, 7r 
black and yellow on vertically laid paper, Arms of 2k-1m and 
Philatelic Exhibition overprints in blocks of four, full OG or used, 

mostly VF, C.v. $708  

100 

855 */U  City Posts 1866-93, Helsingfors, 10p in various colors, 37 stamps of 
five different issues, 14 postally used, perforation and color varieties; 
in addition Tammerfors, 12p in green and blue or red and green, 8 
unused stamps of two different types, all arranged on pages from a 
Collection, occasional flaws possible, generally full/part of OG or 

used, F/VF, Lape 1A-8, 1-3, Est. $500- $600 

250 

   Ship Mail  

856 */U  1874-86, Skargards Trafik Aktiebolag (STAB), 10p in two major 
shades orange brown and blue or red brown and dark blue, 20 
stamps, including one proof, three imperforates (one - pen cross 
cancelled), two blocks of four and six, plus one cover (defected) 
bearing imperf stamp, all arranged on two pages from a Collection, 

minor perf tip flaws, still nice and clean unit, full/part of OG or used, 

F/VF, Lape #76, Est. $600-$700 

400 

857 */U  1873-86, Skargards Trafik Aktiebolag (STAB), 25p yellow brown and 
blue, one - used imperf, three unused rouletted; 25p orange and blue, 
11 mint and used singles, one with line roulette (the only known), 

others with perforation 11½, neatly arranged on pages from a 
Collection, minor flaws possible, still F/VF, Lape #77, 80 -81, Est. 

$700-$800 

300 

858 */U  1873-86, Skargards Trafik Aktiebolag (STAB), 50p green and blue, 17 
stamps, representing shades of light and dark blue, including 12 

rouletted (3 - used with one bisect - reportedly the only known) and 5 
with perforation 11½, including horizontal strip of four, neatly 
arranged on pages from a Collection, full/part of OG or used, F/VF, 

Lape #78, 82, Est. $700-$800 

400 

859 U  1886-1906, Skargards Trafik Aktiebolag (STAB), 10p blue and yellow, 
four singles of different shades with various ship markings and a 
cover to Helsingfors with missing one ship stamp, all mounted on 

page from a Collection, F/VF, Lape #79, Est. $250-$300 

150 

860 *  1914, Drumso, Ferry Post, 10p blue, yellow, red and black, 
perforation 11½, complete pane of ten (2x5), some perf reinforcement, 

full OG, VF and rare multiple, Lape #28, Est. $500-$600  

300 

861 U  1914, Drumso, Ferry Post, 25p blue, yellow, red and black, 
perforation 11½, vertical pair with black crayon cancel, perf 

reinforcement, fresh, VF and rare pair, Lape #29, Est. $250-$300  

150 

862 **  1915, Drumso, Ferry Post, 25p red, complete sheet of four, containing 
two vertical tete-beche pairs, perforation 11½ cross centrally and 

imperforate at sides, full OG, NH, VF, Lape #30 var, Est. $300-$400  

150 

863 */U  1920(c), Summer Islands Transport Company (Sommaroarnas Trafik 
Aktibolaget), 10p orange - used single and horizontal pair with star 
punch (probably from the remainders), 25p green - used single and 
horizontal strip of three with star punch, 50p red - unused and used 
singles, 1m black - unused single (reportedly unique), imperforate at 

one or two sides (came from booklet panes of eight (4x2), all mounted 
on page from a Collection, no gum as produced, VF, Lape #83-86, 

Est. $300-$400 

200 

   FRANCE   

864 * 10 1854, small size entire wrapper to Paris, franked by ''Repub. Franc.'' 
Napoleon 10c bister, cut through at bottom left with nice margins 

other sides, six-pointed star dots cancellation, fine and scarce, 

Yvert #9, €1,100  

100 

865 * 10b 1862, ''Repub. Franc.'' Napoleion 10c bister, re-issued stamp, full OG, 

LH, VF, expertized by A. Diena, Yvert #9c. C.v. €750  

150 
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866   Compact Group of Classic Postal History 1846-95, 15 items, 
including two stampless mailings Lyon-Paris of 1846 and Paris-Caen 
of 1854, then 12 entire letters or covers bearing various franking and 
different dotted or circular date stamps, one postcard of 1878 with 

solo Peace and Commerce 15c lilac from Falaise to Vaux- sur-Seine, 
nothing very expensive, but nice and well- preserved material, Est. 

$300-$400 

150 

867  253 1932, Port du Gard 20fr red brown, vertical pair of type I, used on air 
mail cover from Paris to Hanoi via Amsterdam, transit and arrival 

markings, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

868  254A 1937, Port du Gard, 20fr orange brown, type III (Yvert type IIB) in 
block of ten (5x2) used together with four other values (3 with perfins) 
on air mail cover from Paris to Tonkin (Hanoi), postmarked on arrival, 

some creases, still F/VF and scarce franking, Est. $250-$300 

150 

869 P 349 1938, World Cup Soccer Championships, epreuve de luxe 1.75fr dark 
ultra, size 157x127mm, pre-print at bottom and appropriate 

punctures, protective paper is attached, no gum as produced, NH, VF, 

Yvert #396, C.v. €400  

100 

870 ** 495 var 1944, definitive stamp, Cockerel 20fr greenish black, top left corner 
sheet margin vertical imperforate strip of five, ''recto-verso'' printing 
(mirrored impression on gum side), full OG, NH, VF, Dallay #643b, 

C.v. €350  

75 

871 SB B274a Stamp Booklets 1952, Red Cross, 15+5fr indigo, booklet pane of ten, 
two complete booklets, one with FD cancel in red, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $750 as two unused booklets  

150 

872 SB 185a/ 
968b, 

B274a, 

B301a 

Collection 1923-60, 16 mostly complete booklets (one with missing 4 
stamps), including the following panes of 20 - Pasteur 10c green, 

Sower 20c red violet, 30c dark red, 30c blue, 40c brown olive, Petain 
1.50f red brown, Marianne 15fr red and etc., ''La Belle Epoque'' 
booklet with pane of 10, two Red Cross Booklets of 1952 and 1955, a 
few occasional flaws, generally nice and fresh unit, full OG, NH, 

mostly VF, Yvert C.v. €3,700++ 

350 

873 L  International Exhibition in France 1900, 150 poster stamps 
commemorating historical buildings of country- participants, colors - 
rose, violet on pinkish paper, blue, brown on white or bluish paper, 
green on white or creamy paper, neatly arranged on pages, fresh and 

F/VF, Est. $200-$250 

100 

874   Stamp Exhibitions Post and Maximum Cards 1913-49, 6 items, 
including Paris Exhibitions of 1913 and 1942, Salon de la Philatelie of 
1946 (card and souvenir sheet), 2 maxicards commemorating 

Centenary of French stamps, fresh and VF, Est. $200-$300  

100 

   FRENCH COLONIES   

875 P  1939, 100th Anniversary of the death of Rene Caillie, French explorer, 
common design for 8 West African colonies, 90c orange, 2fr lilac and 

2.25fr ultra, complete set of three stamps from trial printing without 
country name, right sheet margin blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, Est. 

$150-$200 

100 

   Equatorial Africa  

876  94, 112, 

127, 130 

1943, black-and-white PPC (General de Gaulle visited Military Base in 
Brazzaville), sent by registered mail from Brazzaville to NYC, franked 
by four ''LIBRE'' overprinted/surcharged values, US censored, 

postmarked on arrival, mostly VF 

100 

877 P 79A/202, 
B38 

Collection of Epreuves de Luxe 1941-58, 33 items, representing 27 
Ministerial proof sheets (with or without official embossed seal) and 6 
Artists' sunken die proofs, including Libreville View of 1941, Eboue 
and Red Cross common design issues of 1944, 13 proofs of the 

definitive issue of 1946, Elephant artist's proof and many others, 
mainly fresh quality, no gum as issued, VF, suggested retail is $1,000 

300 
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878 P J12 Guadeloupe 1884, imperforate proof of 50c in black, bottom margin 
single printed on both sides (upside down on reverse) of gray granite 
paper, no gum as produced, minor soiling, still VF and very rare, 

pencil signed by P. Scheller, Est. $200-$300 

100 

879 * 6 Guiana 1887, black surcharge with top line ''Avril 1887'' 20c on 
imperforate 35c black on orange paper, nice and fresh, no gum, VF, 
Champion guarantee hs, C.v. $375  

100 

   Morocco  

880 U 11, 15-16 1909 (July 16), black-and-white postcard (Campagne du Maroc) 
franked on picture side by French, British, German and Spanish 
Offices in Morocco stamps, the total is 8 values, bearing 
Commandant of the 1st French Regiment military marking on letter 

side, sent from Casablanka to Paris, mostly VF, Est. $200-$250 

100 

881 ** 53b 1916, red surcharge 2(p) on 2fr gray violet and yellow with omitted 
black overprint ''Protectorat Francais'', left sheet margin block of four, 
nice centering and post office fresh, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $900 as 

singles  

200 

882 P J1-5 Postage Due stamps 1896, red or black surcharges 5c/5c-1p/1fr, 
complete set of five Bristol printing proofs on thin cards with 
simulated perforation, top left corner sheet margin singles, no gum as 
produced, VF and scarce matched set, Dallay #TT1-5, C.v. €1,650 

250 

   New Hebrides  

883 S 44-54, 
55-66 

1925-38, Native Idols, 5c-5fr, Beach View, 5c-10fr, two complete sets 
of 11 and 12, overprint or perfin ''Specimen'', full OG, NH (over a half 
stamps of the 1st set) or LH, VF, SG #F42/52, F53/64, C.v. £600  

200 

884 ** 236a-47a, 
b 

1977-78, Port Vila surcharges on Artifacts, Birds, Shells, Bull, 5fr/5c 
- 500fr/10fr, complete set of 12, stamps of 35fr/35c and 200fr/5fr 
have wide space surcharges (type 2), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $700  

150 

885 * 44A,  
46/62 

Obock 1893-94, Camel, Warriors, 2fr dark green, 1c-10fr, a single 
and set of 13, full/part of OG or unused (four low values), one stamp 
used, F/VF, C.v. $543  

100 

886 */U 1, 30-33F Somali Coast 1894-1902, a single with ''DJ'' overprint on 5c green 
and red, cancelled (expert's guarantee), and set of seven, including 
two of 10c on 2fr (shades), most with full OG (all triangles) or unused, 

no gum, VF, C.v. $496  

100 

887   French Southern and Antarctic Territories - First Day Covers Lot 
1973-83, 52 beautifully cacheted covers of #69-103 and #C28-72, 

nice Antarctic topical material, perfect quality, VF, conservative retail 
is about $500  

150 

888 P 3/19 Sudan 1894, Navigation and Commerce, Bristol printing proofs of 1c-
1fr, complete set of 13 on thin cards with simulated perforation, 
bottom sheet margin singles, no gum as produced, VF and scarce, 
Dallay #3-15, C.v. €1,650  

250 

889 * 6 Tahiti 1893, black reading down diagonal handstamped overprint 
''TAHITI'' on Commerce 2c brown on buff paper, full OG with minor 
foxing, VF and rare, expertized by E. Diena, A. Roig and others, 

C.v. $3,200  

400 

890 */U  French Colonies - Starting Collection in Scott Specialty Album 
1880's-1950's, several hundred mint and used stamps, representing 
country collections of Madagascar, Martinique, Mauritania, Memel, 
Middle Congo, Monaco, New Caledonia, Niger, Obock, Reunion, Saar, 
St. Pierre and Miquelon, Senegal, Somali Coast, Syria, Togo, Tunisia, 

Wallis and Futuna, nothing very expensive, but some nice early 
stamps in good condition, full/part of OG or used, F/VF, C.v. is 
around $4,400 

400 
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   GEORGIA   

891   Georgia as a Part of Russian Empire 1844 (May 1-4), pre-philatelic 
cover from Moscow to Stavropol delivered by Tiflis Extra Pochta 
(established in 1826 to improve communications between Central 
Russia and Caucasus), addressed to the Chief of Staff of Caucasian 

Corps, two- line Moscow entry ds on front and Stavropol receiver is on 

reverse, mostly VF and very scarce, $300-$400 

150 

   St. George issue  

892 **/U 7/12 var 1919, 10k, 40k, 50k, 60k and 1r in imperforate blocks of 9 or 10 
(40k), one stamp of each block either sideways, or has omitted St. 
George, shifted center, partly missing design or has center inverted, 

all with one or two favor cancellations, no gum as issued, VF, ex-

Kaukhchishvili 

100 

893 **/U 7-12, 16, 

18 

Group of Multiples 1919, St. George 10k-1r in imperforate blocks of 
42, 48, 56 and 72; Queen Thamar 3r and 5r in imperforate blocks of 
36, four to six stamps in each block with CTO cancel, fresh quality 

overall, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $400++ 

100 

   Soviet issue  

894 P 28 1922, Industry and Agriculture, six imperforate proofs of 2000r in 
various colors, printed on thin yellowish cardboard, no gum as 

produced, VF, Est. $300-$400  

150 

895 P 29 1922, Industry and Agriculture, six imperforate proofs of 3000r in 
various colors, printed on thin smooth paper, no gum as produced, 

VF, Est. $300-$400  

150 

896 P 29 1922, Industry and Agriculture, six imperforate proofs of 3000r in 
various colors, printed on thin yellowish cardboard, no gum as 

produced, VF, Est. $300-$400  

150 

   GERMANY   

897   Selection of Early Better Postcards 1898-1920, 65 used and 
unused items, including Nazi Party forerunner of 1919, set of 4 cards 
''Quartet of Vegetables'' by O. Zierer, set of 12 Esperanto stationery 
cards, group of embossed Arms and many more, occasional flaws, 

especially on used cards, F/VF overall, suggested retail is over $1,200 

350 

898 L  Germany in the World War I 1914-15, 41 sheetlets of six poster 
stamps, the total is 246 labels related to different military units of 
various army services, all produced by Wentz and Co, Berlin, 
perforated on gummed paper, some with perf separations, still full 

OG, VF and colorful group, Est. $400-$500 

200 

   Semi-Postal issues  

899 ** B49-57, a 1933, Richard Wagner Works, 3+2pf - 40+35pf, complete set of nine, 
6+4pf, 12+3pf and 20+10pf with perforation 13½x14, all others with 

perforation 13½x13, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,880  

300 

900 ** B68 1935, Koenigsberg Stamp Exhibition ''OSTROPA'', 3pf- 25pf, souvenir 
sheet of four stamps, size 148x105mm, unused, no gum as usual, 

VF, C.v. $975, Mi Block #3, C.v. €1,300  

200 

901   Large Postal History Group 1920's-1964, 175+ covers, FDC, 
postcards, field post mailings, maximum cards, stationery items, vast 
majority pre-1945 material, including anti-Chamberlain propaganda 
card, No.B134-36 on a special booklet, in addition including extra lot 
of 77 Nazi era slogan cancels on small postcards, just a few 

conveyance defects, mainly F/VF, high retail value, Est. $700-$800 

350 

902   Unit of Mainly Inflation Covers 1921-27, over 60 covers, 
approximately 75% from inflation period of 1922-23, a few earlies 
from 1921 and about a dozen from 1924-27, vast majority of internal 
sending, a lot of various banking correspondences with many items 

sent in Augsburg, occasional flaws mentioned, mostly F/VF, 

suggested retail of about $1,200 

250 
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903   Mainly Propaganda Postcards 1914-39, group of 27 different unused 
and used postcards, some advertising items, in general military and 
political leaders, parades, proclamations, Nazi symbols and etc., nice 

condition overall, F/VF, conservative retail about $800 

250 

904 ** 1-14 

footnote 

Allenstein 1920, black overprint ''Plebiscite. Olstyn. Allenstein'' on 
5pf-40pf, unissued compete set of five, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp 

with Z. Mikulski hs, C.v. $725, Michel #II-VI, €900  

150 

905 ** 9N104/ 
348, 

9NB13/20 

West Berlin Complete Sheets Lot 1954-74, 24 issues in sheets of 50 
in a green folder, complete issues only, most of early and middle 
1950's, a few folded along perforation, generally post office fresh 

condition, NH, VF, Mi #115/472, C.v. €4,800++ 

400 

   GERMAN  OCCUPATION  ISSUES  OF  THE  WORLD  WAR  I I   

   Estonia  

906 ** N3-5 var 1941, Numerals with Arms and Swastika, 15(k), 20(k) and 30(k), 
complete set of three, printed on chalk- surfaced paper, sheet margin 

blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, Mi #1x-3x, C.v. €240++  

50 

907 *  Parnu 1941, black overprint (type I) ''Pernau. 8.VII.1941'' on factory 
worker 50k brown on orange network, full OG, LH, VF, expertized by 

Eichenthal, G. Krischke certificate, Mi #10 I, C.v. €2,000  

300 

   France  

   Dunkirk  

908   1940, Head of Mercury 10c ultra and Peace 90c green, two values 
with boxed type I marking, sent from Ghyvelde to Dunkirk, minor perf 

soiling, still VF, expertized by Roumet and others, Mi #52, 82, C.v. 

€800  

150 

909   1940, Head of Mercury 30c dark red and 70c lilac, two stamps with 
boxed type I marking, sent from Ghyvelde to Dunkirk, faint perf 
soiling, still F/VF and scarce, expertized by Roumet and others, 

Mi #62, 76, C.v. €800  

150 

910   1940, boxed type I marking on Mercury's Head 30c dark red and 70c 
lilac, sent from Dunkirk to Ghyvelde, VF, expertized by Roumet, R. 

Calves and others, Mi #62, 76, C.v. €800  

150 

911   Saint Nazaire 1945 (May 8 - Victory Day), Galley 2fr lilac brown, 
right sheet margin imperforate single used together with 5 French 

definitives on registered cover in La Baule, appropriate markings, 

arrival ds on reverse, VF, Mi #2U, C.v. €2,000 

250 

   Kurland  

912 **  1945, black surcharges on Hitler's Head and Field Post stamps, 
6(pf)/5(pf)-12(pf)/-, set of four, including high value in block of four, 

full OG, NH, VF, Mi #1vx, 2wz, 3wz, 4By, €254++  

50 

913   1945, black surcharges on Hitler's Head, 6/5pf-12/(-), set of four in 
vertical pairs, representing different surcharge types, used on cover in 

Libau, violet boxed ''Durch Deutsche Dienstpost Ostland'', mostly VF 
and scarce, expertized by W. Pickenpack, Mi #1-4A, var, Est. $300-

$400 

150 

   Lithuania  

914 U  Raseiniai 1941, inverted black overprint ''RASEINIAI. 1941.VI.23'' on 
Mayakovsky stamp of 80k ultramarine, cancelled on a piece, fresh 

and VF, expertized by G. Krischke, Mi #10K, C.v. €1,300  

150 

   Telsiai  

915 U  1941, inverted black overprint (type I) ''Laisvi. Telsiai. 1941.VI.26'' on 
Mayakovsky stamp of 80k ultramarine, neatly cancelled, VF and rare, 

G. Krischke certificate, Mi #9 I K, C.v. €5,500  

750 

916 **  1941, inverted (downward) black overprint ''Laisvi. Telsiai. 
1941.VI.26'' on Red Army stamp of 1r black and red, horizontal pair 
with overprint types I and III, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, G. 

Krischke certificate, Mi #10 III bK, C.v. €6,000  

750 
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917 **/*  Ukmerge 1941, black downward overprint ''Islaisvinta 1941 VI 24 d. 
Ukmerge.'', complete set of five, 10k, 15k and 20k with comma 
instead of period after Ukmerge, all with full OG, NH, except 20k with 
tiny yellowish spot at top, VF and scarce, G. Krischke certificate, 

Mi #1, 2I-4I, 5, C.v.€2,050 

300 

918 **  Zarasai 1941, inverted brown lilac overprint ''Lietuva. 1941-VI-26. 
Zarasai'' on miner 5k red, full OG, NH, fine and rare, G. Krischke 

certificate, Mi #1 b K I, C.v. €1,500  

200 

   Russia (Pskov)  

919 P  1941, black trial boxed surcharge ''Pleskau. 20kop'' on aviator 30k 
blue, cancelled on a piece by Pskov ''14.8.41'' date stamp, F/VF and 

rare, expertized by D. Schlegel, Mi #2P1, C.v. €4,000  

400 

920 P  1941, black trial boxed surcharge ''Pleskau. 60kop'' on Coat of Arms 
60k deep carmine, full OG, LH, VF, expertized by Dr. Dub and Dr. 

Schultz, Mi #2P2, €1,100  

150 

921 P  1941, black trial boxed overprint ''Pleskau'' without new 
denomination on aviator 30k blue, top left corner sheet margin 
horizontal pair, cancelled on a piece by Pskov ''28.8.41'' date stamp, 

VF and rare in pair, expertized by Dr. Schultz, Mi #2P3, C.v. €8,000 

1,000 

922 P  1941, black trial boxed overprint ''Pleskau'' without new 
denomination on Coat of Arms 60k deep carmine, full OG, VLH, VF, 

expertized by Dr. Dub, Mi #2P4, C.v. €1,100  

150 

923 **  1941, black boxed surcharge ''Pleskau. 20kop'' on peasant 3k blue, 
imperforate left sheet margin single, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by 

Dr. Rommerskirchen, G. Krischke certificate, Mi #3, C.v. €1,400  

200 

924 **  Ukraine - Bolshaya Alexandrovka 1941, black handstamped 
surcharge (swastika 6mm) 1.50(r) on farm worker 20k green, full OG, 
NH, VF, signed by W. Pickenpack, E. Keiler, Mi #6 II, C.v. €2,000  

300 

   GREECE   

925  12-14 1862, Hermes Head 10 l, 20l and 40 l, three values with numbers on 
reverse used on entire wrapper to Corfu, tied by Trieste oval marking 
and Kepkypa ''23.DEK.62'' double-circle ds, another Trieste marking 

is alongside, usual folds and tears on reverse did not affect the 
stamps, still F/VF and scarce mailing, C.v. $1,400 

250 

926 ** N1/84, 
NJ1-8 

Thrace - Collection on Album Pages 1919-20, over 180 mint 
stamps, representing overprints on Bulgarian postage stamps and 
dues in 34 different blocks of four, including #N19d with C.v. $180, 
then overprints on Greek stamps, including invert on 1L green in 
block of four (#N26a, C.v. $160), as well as overprints on Turkish 

stamps, full OG, apparently all are NH, F/VF, C.v. is over $800 

150 

927 * Q2, var GREENLAND Parcel Post stamps 1915-24, Arms of Greenland, 

2o yellow, three stamps with perforation 11½, one printed on white 
and two on grayish yellow paper, one of which of lemon shade, full 
OG, previously hinged, VF, C.v. $600++  

150 

   HUNGARY   

   Semi - Postal issues  

928 ** B198A-D, 
CB1-C 

1948, Franklin D. Roosevelt, 8+8f- 30+30f and 10+10f - 70+70f, two 
complete sets of 8 in miniature sheets of four, one set containing tete-
beche sheets, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,500  

300 

929 ** B198A-D, 

CB1-C fn 

1948, Franklin D. Roosevelt, two imperforate souvenir sheets of 8+8f - 

30+30f and 10+10f - 70+70f, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $475  

100 

930 **  Balance of a Consignment 1938-82, 186 mint stamps and 122 
mostly mint miniature and souvenir sheets, slightly duplicated unit 
with perforated and imperforate topical items, such as Animals, 

Insects, Olympics, Paintings, Space Exploration, and etc., including 
Stamp Exhibition of 1951 souvenir sheets, in addition 20 common 
Sopron stamps, all with full OG, mainly NH (just a few stamps are 

LH) or CTO (no more then a dozen), F/VF, C.v. is well over $1,500 

200 
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   ICELAND   

931 ** 86-91 1911, Jon Sigurdson, 1e-25a, complete set of six, blocks of four, post 
office fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $768 as singles  

200 

932 */U 1/1120, 
B1-24, C1-

31 

Valuable Collection on Stockpages 1873-2007, over 1400 mint and 
used stamps and 34 souvenir sheets, representing postage, semi-

postal, air post and official issues, starting with Numerals No.1-2 
(unused), 3 (used with certificate), 5, 7 (unused), 9-12 and 13a (used), 
further surcharges on Numerals No.32 and 33 (used), on Great People 
No. 141 and 143 (mint, the last one NH), Parliament postage and 

official sets, complete semi-postal and air post with Zeppelin set and 
General Balbo set, last one with certificate (C12 - NH, C13-14 - LH), 
valuable early officials and much more, fresh quality unit, full/part of 
OG, some NH, but mainly LH/hinged, F/VF, C.v. about $20,000 

1,500 

933 **/*
 

 INDONESIA Large Collection in DAVO Album 1949-89, over 

1400 mainly mint stamps (a few used in the beginning) and 82 
souvenir sheets, among better - Regional Costumes (#863-88), Soccer 

overprint (#1177c), several WWF souvenir sheets and many more, in 
addition 89 postal history items and two souvenir booklets from 
1934-75, including 57 FD covers and 16 First Flights, nice condition, 
full OG, NH from 1974 or LH, F/VF or better, C.v. is over $3,000, 

covers not counted, Est. $1,000-$1,200 

500 

   ITALY   

934   Group of Military Postcards 1918-44, 37 mostly used postcards, 
including rare WWII Mickey Mouse card sent from a military unit to 
Milan, cards showing War Heroes, lot of 24 East Africa mailings with 
all different military markings, some with pre-printed map on reverse 
and many more, clean and nice lot with many scarce items, suggested 

retail is $900 

300 

935 S 440 1944, She-Wolf, 50c rose violet on pale violet background, trial issue 
on paper without watermark, perforation L11½, three-line violet 

handstamped overprint ''Campione per Affrancare'' (a sample of 
postage stamp), no gum as issued, NH, VF, mounted on page from a 
Collection with translation of the letter from the official of the printing 
firm regarding these samples 

100 

936 ** 477 1946, Family and Scales, 100L dark carmine, perforation 14, full OG, 
NH and fine single, C.v. $400  

75 

937 ** 1412 var 1980-92, Rocca di Calascio, ''rose castle'' variety, 50L in blue, rose 
and black instead of multicolored, bottom right corner sheet margin 
single, typical centering for this error, full OG, NH, VF, H. Avi 

certificate, Catalogo Enciclopedico Italiano #1527g, €12,000, Est. 
$600-$800 

300 

938 ** 1420 var 1980, Castello di Cerro al Volturno - Castello Bruno (castle in brown), 
200L brown, color error, a single with strongly misplaced horizontal 
perforation, full OG, NH, VF, Raybaudi certificate, Sassone #1516 var, 
Bolaffi #1621B, C.v. €11,000, Est. $600-$800 

300 

939 U 3 Offices in China - Peking 1917, black handstamped ''PECHINO. 4 
CENTS'' on 10c claret, cancelled on a piece by ''20.9.17'' ds, minor 
soiling, still F/VF, C.v. $475, Sassone #2, C.v. €900  

75 

940 **/* 1-8 Offices in Jerusalem 1909-11, black two-line surcharge 
Gerusalemme and new values, 10pa/5c - 40pi/10L, complete set of 
eight, the ''key'' stamp with perf irregularities at right, usual 

centering, full original patchy gum, NH (3) or VLH, C.v. $1,392, 
Sassone #1-8, C.v. €2,000 as all hinged 

150 
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941 **  Occupation of Greece (Ithaca) 1941, black capital ''O'' overprint 
''Occupazione. Militare Italiana. Isole. Cefalonia  e Itaca'' on Greece 
Mythological issue of 1937, 5L-25D,  complete set of 13, including 

stamp of 80L indigo and yellow brown, extremely fresh and practically 
flawless, full OG, NH, mostly VF and only a few complete  sets 
survived, Dr. Dante Bolaffi certificate for the set, Sassone #28-40, 
C.v. €133,460 as hinged, premium for ** is 100% for #28-32, 34-38, 

and 50% for #33, 39-40, which makes total C.v. is almost €218,000 

10,000 

942 **  Commune Campione d'Italia 1944, Coat of Arms and Scenes, three 
complete sets, including Arms with perforation 11 and 11½, the total 
is 17 stamps on Scott pages, full OG, NH, VF, Sassone #1-5, a, 6-12, 

C.v. €2,415  

200 

943 ** 1LN6 var Allied Military Government (A.M.G.) - Venezia Giulia 1946, 
inverted and shifted to the top black overprint ''A.M.G. V.G.'' on 5L 
dark red, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by R. Mondolfo and others, 

Sassone #10d, €1,300  

100 

944 * Q1-12 Trieste (Zone A) - Parcel Post stamps 1947-48, two line black 
overprint A.M.G./F.T.T. on Italian Parcel Post of 1946, 1L-500L, 

complete set of 12, the ''key'' value has top margin, full OG and NH, 

others have large part of OG, VF, total C.v. $1,202 as never hinged 

150 

945 */U
 

 ITALIAN COLONIES Somalia - Collection on Scott Album 

Pages 1950-61, over 240 stamps, including used blocks of four in 
parallel with mint singles, and one souvenir sheet, 38 postal history 

items, including 25 FDC, many franked by compete sets, 8 
commercial covers (high valued in the Sassone Cat.) and 5 stationery 
items with 4 aerogramme and 1 unsevered reply card, nice topical 
items, apparently complete for the period, nice and fresh condition, 

full OG, some NH, but mainly LH, F/VF, Est. $600-$800 

300 

   JAPAN   

946 * 3 1871, Dragons, 200m vermilion and black, plate I, horizontal 
imperforate pair printed on wove paper, close at left with full margins 

at other sides, no gum as produced, F/VF, C.v. $1,000 as two singles  

300 

947   1919, Prisoner's of War postcard from Bando Camp at Tokushima to 
Berlin, oval Camp marking in red, mostly VF and scarce, Est. $150-

$200  

100 

948   Occupation of Russian Far East 1921, free-frank native cover from 
Field PO No.1, located in Vladivostok to 7th Infantry Regiment 
(Nibangawa), red boxed Gunji Yubin, slight fold, mainly VF, Est. 

$150-$200  

100 

   JUDAICA   

949   1898-1907, group of 7 different picture postcards of Jewish subjects, 
six used, one - unused, 5 cards were sent from Austrian PO in 

Jerusalem, one sent in Germany, showing Sir Moses Heim 
Montefiore, British financier and banker, Jewish Philanthropist, 
sheriff of London in 1837, baronet in 1846, overall fresh and VF, Est. 

$500-$600 

250 

950 D  1943, Theresienstadt Ghetto paper money, 1k-100k, set of five (less 
2k and 5k for completion), excellent uncirculated condition, Est. 

$300-$400  

150 

951 SB  1948-54, Jewish National Fund, Town Views and Israeli Map, two 
intact booklets, containing 10 panes of 28 stamps and 15 panes of 20 
stamps respectively, buff or henna over vermilion covers, minor cover 

waves, mostly VF, Jay Kaplove Cat. #997-1024, 1683, C.v. $1,000 

250 

952 ** 229-30   

var 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 1956, Melbourne Olympic Games, 20h 

red orange, 55h green, complete set of two presentation sheets, nice 
condition, no gum as produced, NH, VF and scarce, only 1000 sets 

were printed, Mi Blocks 100-01, €8,000  

1,200 
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   LATVIA   

953  10/73, 

B24/42 

Group of 7 Postal History Items 1919-30, including Sun design 
franking cover to Germany (one stamp missing), National Assembly 
and 300th Anniversary of Liepaja - 3 items with complete sets 
franking, including one postcard, all addressed to foreign 

destinations, minor flaws, mostly F/VF, Est. $150-$200 

75 

954 * 2N27a,   

var 

West Army 1919, inverted Orthodox Cross black surcharge 70k on 
15k, two stamps in violet and blue and in lilac brown and blue, the 
last one has in addition strongly misplaced surcharge, full/large part 

of OG, VF, C.v. $400++  

100 

   LEBANON   

955 ** 220-24, 
C141-45 

imp 

1948, UNESCO issue, 10p-40p and 7.50p-75p, postage and air post, 
imperforate complete set of ten, printed on white paper, two values 
with slight gum disturbance, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, Est. 

$200-$250  

100 

956 **/*P 108/261, 

C1/669 

Valuable Selection 1930-73, almost 100 mint perforated and 
imperforate stamps and proofs, including singles, pairs and blocks of 

four, one is Cedar imperf proof of 2.50p in violet, the other one is 
double red and black surcharge (No.245 var), parts and complete sets 
of postage, air post and specimen of dues, nice quality overall, full OG 
or no gum as issued, mainly NH, just a few early stamps are hinged, 

mostly VF, Est. $500-$600 

250 

   LIBERIA   

957 P 47 1892, Hippopotamus, perforated sample (essay) of $1 in yellow brown 
and black, miniature sheet of ten stamps, each one overprinted 
''Waterlow & Sons Ltd. Specimen'', security punch at the bottom left 
corner, no gum as produced, VF and scarce item, especially in 

complete pane, Est. $500-$600 

250 

958 P 48 1892, Liberian Star, perforated sample (essay) of $2 in green, 
miniature sheet of ten stamps, each one overprinted ''Waterlow & 
Sons Ltd. Specimen'' with security punch at the bottom left corner, 
minor perf separation at bottom margin only, no gum as produced, 

VF, Est. $500-$600 

250 

959  176b, 
179c, 

O112b 

1921, cover to USA, franked by five pictorial surcharged stamps, four 
of which are bearing double surcharges, vertical pair in addition with 

triple bars not listed in Scott, all tied by Monrovia ds, mostly VF  

100 

960 S 230-36, 

O158-64 

1928, President King, Palms, Map, 1c-$1, complete sets of postage 
(11) and officials (8) red Specimen overprints, first one has different 
types of 1c, 2c, 5c and 15c, second one has two types of 1c, full OG, 

NH, VF and scarce, C.v. is over $200 for stamps without Specimen 

overprints, Est. $100-$150 

75 

961 ** 341-46 var 1953, Birds issue 1c-12c, 16 error perforated or imperforate sheets of 
20 or 24 (triangle sheets), separate print of central design or 
background on front or gum side, erroneously placed perforation, 

some probably proofs, full OG, NH, VF and interesting group, high re-

sale potential, Est. $500-$600 

250 

962 ** 358-61, 
C104-05 

1956, Melbourne Olympic Games, imperforate stage proofs of postage 
stamps 4c-10c, and air post 12c and 20c, the total is 13 sheets (two 
for each value and three for 20c) of 25 stamps each, printed on stamp 
gummed paper, NH, VF and rare assembly, Est. $400-$500 

200 

   President Tubman's Visits to Europe issue  

963 ** 368-70, 
C114-17 

var 

1958, 5c x3 and 10c, 15c x3, postage and air post, inverted Flag 
varieties, complete set of seven in bottom right corner sheet margin 

blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $300- $400  

150 

964 ** 368-70, 
C114-17 
var 

1958, 5c x3 and 10c, 15c x3, postage and air post, 6 wrong Flag 
varieties for each value of the set of 7 in top right corner sheet margin 
blocks of four, the total is 42 blocks of error stamps, full OG, NH, VF, 
a common set is included w/o Italy, Est. $300-$400 

150 
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965 ** 368-70, 
C114-17 

imp var 

1958, imperforate 5c x3 and 10c, 15c x3, postage and air post, 6 
wrong Flag varieties for each value of the set of 7 in top right corner 
sheet margin blocks of four, the total is 42 blocks of error stamps, full 

OG, NH, VF, a common imperforate set is included, Est. $600-$700 

300 

966 P 368-70, 

C114-17 

1958, imperforate proofs of 5c x3, and 10c, 15c x3 in issued colors 
without flags, top left corner sheet margin blocks of four, full OG, NH, 

VF, Est. $300-$400  

150 

967 P 368-70, 

C114-17 

1958, perforated and imperforate proofs of postage 5c x3 and air post 
10c, 15c x3, two complete sets of seven with design printed on gum 
side and flags on front, matched corner sheet margin blocks of four, 

full OG, NH, VF, Est. $500-$600  

250 

   LIBYA   

968 */UP  Independent Libya and Fezzan Collection in Scott Album 1946-
64, starting with complete Collection of Fezzan Ghadames of 70 
mostly mint perforated and imperforate stamps, 15 epreuves de luxe 
and 2 covers; continues with Warrior overprinted/surcharged sets for 
Tripolitania, Fezzan and Cyrenaica, King Idris and Arms definitives, 

nice range of commemoratives, the total is about 300 mostly mint (35 
- used) stamps and souvenir sheets, some in blocks of four, 
representing postage, dues and officials, plus 30 FD and commercial 

covers, generally nice and fresh unit, full/large part of OG, some NH, 
but mainly LH, F/VF, C.v. is over $2,400 for Scott listed material, 
plus imperfs and covers of Fezzan have Sassone C.v. €3,600, Fezzan 

proof sheets and Libyan covers are extra, Est. $1,500-$2,500 

750 

   Fezzan  

969   1943 (June 25), registered postcard from Sebha to Brazzaville (French 
Congo), franked by four values, double circle ''R.F. Postes/Fezzan'' 

cancellation with date inserted by hand, arrival marking ''10.JUL.43'' 
is alongside, VF and scarce, signed by G. Bolaffi, A. Bolaffi, Enzo 

Diena, Sassone #1, 5, 7, PA1, €4,050 

300 

970 P 1N1/2NJ6 Proof Sheets Collection 1946-51, 22 items, including 19 epreuves 
de luxe and 3 Artist's die proofs, representing postage - 13 items, 

semi-postal - 2, air post - 1 and postage due - 6, most with protective 

paper, generally fresh and VF, suggested retail is about $600 

200 

   LIECHTENSTEIN   

971 ** 157-59 1939, Cantonal Coat of Arms and Prince Franz Joseph II, 2fr-5fr, 
complete set of three, first two in sheets of 12, the last one in sheet of 
four, all with full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $511++, SBK #147-49, C.v. 

CHF750  

100 

972 ** 218 1946, Saint Lucius, 10(fr) gray black on creamy paper, miniature 

sheet of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $190, SBK #206, CHF500  

60 

973 ** 240-42, 

265 

1949, Prince Johann and Castles, 20rp, 40rp and 150rp, complete set 
of three in sheets of 20, in addition Church in Bendern surcharged in 
red 1.20fr on 40rp blue, also in sheet of 25, all with full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $880++, SBK #228-30, 254, C.v. CHF1,500 as singles 

150 

974 ** 247-58 1951, Agriculture, 5(rp)-1fr, complete set of 12, top left corner sheet 
margin blocks of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $440++, SBK #236-47, 

C.v. CHF800 as singles, Est. $150- $200  

100 

975 ** 277/323 1954-58, Sports issues, 5 complete sets of four values, in addition 
Slalom 10c (No.289) with ''Ciechtenstein'' variety, all with full OG, NH, 

VF, SBK #266/312, 278 I, C.v. CHF440  

60 

976 ** 317-19 1957, Christmas issue, 10(rp)-1.50(fr), complete set of three in sheets 
of 20, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300++, SBK #306-08, C.v. CHF600 as 

singles  

75 

977 ** 356Ab 1964, Prince Hans-Adam II, 1.70fr violet, horizontal imperforate pair, 
large margins all around, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 32 imperf 
stamps were produced, C.v. $1,750, SBK #339U, CHF4,000 as two 

singles 

750 
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978 ** 1024 imp 1994, Mobile by Jean Tinguely, 4fr multicolored, bottom left corner 
sheet margin imperforate single, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, P. 
Maxer certificate for bottom right corner margin block of four, 

SBK #1026U, C.v. CHF2,500  

500 

   Semi - Postal issues  

979 ** B4-6 1927, Coat of Arms, 10(+5rp)-30 (+5rp), complete set of three, blocks 
of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $248++, SBK #W4-6, C.v. CHF400 as 

singles  

60 

980 ** B11-13 1932, Child Welfare, 10(+5)rp, 20(+5)rp and 30(+10)rp, complete set 
of three in corner sheet margin blocks of 9, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $1,440++, SBK #W11-13, CHF2,250  

250 

981 ** B1/21,  

238 

Neat Group of Semi-Postal issues 1925-51, 16 mint stamps and 3 
souvenir sheets, including Prince Johann II, Aid to Rhine Flood 

Victims, 5th Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet (considered semi-
postal issue by Liechtenstein Cat.), all with full OG, NH, VF, 

SBK #W1/26, C.v. CHF1,390 

150 

982 **  Messenger Postal Service Vaduz-Sevelen 1918, (10h) red and black, 
imperforate at the top (position 2 from the upper left part of a sheet), 

full OG, NH, VF and guaranteed genuine, LBK #IIB, CHF1,800  

250 

983 ** 57a/424, 
B4/21, 

C14-37 

Neat Collection on Stockpages 1921-67, 178 mint stamps, all are in 
complete issues, and 6 souvenir sheets, representing postage, semi-
postal and air post stamps, Royal Family, Coat of Arms, Paintings, 
Sports, Nature and other topical issues, one set in blocks of four, full 
OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $3,450, SBK C.v. is about CHF6,000, Est. 

$800-$1,000 

400 

984 ** 157/872, 

O37/75 

Miniature Sheets Collection in Three Binders 1939-87, over 200 
complete issues, including 570 sheets of 4, 8, 9, 12, 20 or 25, starting 
with Royal Family and Arms of 1939-45, UPU and Paintings of 1949-

50, beautiful topical items, such as Fauna and Flora, Europa, Sports 
and Olympics, Paintings and Sculptures, Great Personalities, Red 
Cross, and etc., a few folds or other small flaws possible, generally 
post office fresh condition, full OG, NH, VF, SBK #147/867, Dienst 

#36/72, C.v. is over CHF27,000, Est. $3,000-$4,000 

1,500 

985 ** 386/900 Blocks of Four Accumulation on Stockpages 1964-88, 670 blocks 
of four generally in complete issues, beautiful topical subjects, such 
as Animals, Birds, Flowers, Historical Places, Paintings and etc., nice 

and fresh quality unit, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. is over $1,800 

200 

   LITHUANIA   

986 *P 81-91,   
92-92D 

1920, National Assembly, 10sk-5auk and 20sk-80sk, two complete 
sets of 11 and 5, the last one is trial printing in changed colors, 
full/part of OG, F/VF, C.v. $638  

150 

   Postal Stationery Items of Soviet Period  

987   1955-61, 23 stationery envelopes, representing color views of Vilnius 
(12), monochromatic vies of Vilnius (4) and monochromatic views of 

Kaunas (7), monochromatic envelopes illustrated on front and 

reverse, all unused, fresh and VF, Est. $200-$250 

100 

988   1955-61, 26 monochromatic stationery envelopes, representing both 
side views of Druskininkai (9), Klaipeda (5), Siauliai (4) and Scenes of 
National Song Festival (8), some representing the similar design, but 

produced in different colors, all are unused, VF, Est. $200-$250 

100 

989 ** B45-49 LUXEMBOURG Semi - Postal issues 1931, Princess Alix, 

10c+(5c) - 1.75fr+(1.50fr), complete set of five, top sheet margin 
blocks of ten (the high value in block of 8 and vertical pair), full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $850 as single sets  

150 

990   MANCHUKUO 1937, 15 stationery black-and-white Picture 

Postcards, representing various views and subjects, including 2f 
green - set of ten, 10f red - set of five, all are unused, fresh and VF, 

H&G Cat. #46A-47A, C.v. $850  

300 
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   MEXICO   

991 ** 754-58, 

C103-07 

1940, Centenary of the Penny Black, 5c-5p, postage and air post, 
complete set of ten, slight gum disturbance on No.C104, full OG, NH, 

VF, C.v. $340  

75 

992 P  1991, Endangered Species, 1000r multicolored, reconstructed (top 
and bottom parts joined together) composite proof sheetlet of six, 

printed on thick glazed paper, control angles at corners, each stamp 
with black overprint ''Prueba'' (Proof) on reverse, no gum as produced, 
NH, VF and very rare, reportedly only 45 sets were sold, no complete 
sheet exists on the market, the only uncut sheet retained in the 

Mexican Postal Museum, Est. $600-$800 

300 

993 P  1991, Endangered Species, 1000r multicolored, complete set of six 
imperforate proofs with control angles at corners, printed on thick 
glazed paper, cut from composite proof sheetlet of six, each one with 
black overprint ''Prueba'' (Proof) on reverse, no gum as produced, NH, 

VF and very rare, reportedly only 45 sets were sold, Est. $400-$500 

200 

   MONACO   

994 ** 137/40, 

var 

1937-38, surcharges on Postage Due stamps, block of four 40(c)/60c 
and two horizontal pairs 65(c)/1f and 85 (c)/1f, small ''0'', wide ''6'' 
and spaced denomination varieties with normal stamps, full OG, NH, 

VF, Dallay #155/58, a, C.v.€631++  

75 

995 ** 590-91   

var 

1964, Europa issue, 25c and 50c, special souvenir sheet of two, 

perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF, Yvert #BF7, C.v. €1,900  
150 

996 **P 596 var 1964, President John Kennedy, 50c bright blue and indigo, perforated 
special souvenir sheet and imperforate epreuve de luxe, full OG or no 

gum as produced, NH, VF, Yvert #BS8, BS8 P, C.v. €1,000  

100 

   MONGOLIA   

997 ** 175a 1959, Mongolian Language Congress, 40m multicolored, bottom right 
corner sheet margin block of four, imperforate vertically between 
stamps and on the right, full OG partly missing on margin as always, 

NH, VF  

200 

998 ** 181 var 1959, Congress of Rural Economy, 30m green, bottom left corner 
sheet margin block of four, imperforate on the left, full OG, NH, VF 

and scarce  

200 

999 **  Collection on Gray Stockpages 1924-97, 1650 mostly mint stamps 
(almost 270 sets), 121 souvenir and 8 miniature sheets, starting with 
Scepter of Indra and Soyombo issue, including definitive set of 1932 

and 1956, Animals of 1958, apparently all are NH, includes first 
souvenir sheets, nice range of various topical issues, fresh quality, 

full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. close to $1,900 

300 

   NORTH INGERMANLAND   

1000 U 1-7, 8-14 1920, Arms, 5p-10m, and Pictorial issue, 10p-10m, two complete sets 
of seven, ''KIRJASALO'' black or violet date stamps, arranged on page 

from a collection, in addition cover to Helsinki franked by four values 
of the 2nd set, slight cover bends, mostly VF, C.v. $525 for stamps 

only 

100 

1001 ** 12-14 1920, Scenes, 1m red and slate, 5m dark violet and rose, 10m brown 
and violet, 10 sets of high values, blocks of 4 and 6, full OG, NH, VF 

and guaranteed genuine, C.v. $912.50 as singles  

150 

1002 L  NORWAY Christmas Seals Beautiful Collection 1964-2000, 775 

seals in singles or panes of 10 or 20 and about 1100 color proofs 
including numerous stage proofs in strips and blocks as well as 
perforated and imperforate complete design items, neatly arranged on 

pages with type-written inscriptions, nice quality, full OG (for regular 
labels) or no gum as produced, VF and rarely offered material, Est. 

$1,000-$1,500 

500 
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1003 ** 403 fn PANAMA 1955, Pope Pius issue, complete unissued set of 12, all 

with sheet margin at left, designed and produced by Jeffries Banknote 

Co., CA, full OG, NH, VF  

75 

   PERU   

1004 F 1-2 1857, Pacific Steam Navigation Company, 8 Spiro forgeries on cream-
colored paper with guide lines, no gum as produced, F/VF, Est. $200-

$250  

100 

1005 S 177, 
209/18, 

242/49 

1909-29, Great Personalities and Historical Events, group of 25 
stamps from three issues, each one with red Specimen overprint and 
puncture at right, apparently all are different, even the similar 
stamps have different type of overprints, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-

$250 

100 

1006 **/* N12-25 PHILIPPINES Japanese Occupation 1943-44, Nipa Hut, Rice 

Planting, Mountains and Moro Vinta, 1c-5p, complete set of 14, 
blocks of four, full OG or unused no gum (1c and 20c), NH, VF, 

C.v. $167++  

50 

   POLAND   

1007 U 1 Russian stamps used in the Kingdom of Poland 1857, 10k brown 
and blue, imperforate single printed on paper with watermark ''1'', 
even to large margins around, apparently No.2 (no guarantee) inside 

concentric circles cancel (Jablonna, Bojanowicz rating 10), VF 

250 

1008 F 67 Lodz Postal Forgery 1902, 70k brown and orange, printed on 
horizontally laid paper, perforation L13-14 instead of comb 14½x15, 

cancelled on a piece by genuine Lodz ''3-.3.05'' date stamp, VF and 
rare item to deceive the Imperial Post  

400 

1009 SB  Polish Army in the Soviet Union (General Anders' Army) 1942, 
Dojdziemy, 50k red brown, Polish Field Post in Russia booklet bearing 
one stamp, red and white cover numbered on reverse ''232'' (only 

1000 booklets were produced), Fischer #1, Est. $200- $250 

100 

1010 **/*  Large Collection in Two Scott Albums 1918-75, over 2,500 mostly 
mint stamps and 87 souvenir and miniature sheets, starting with 

surcharges on Warsaw City Post and German stamps, representing 
postage, semi-postal, air post and other back of the book items, 
including nice range of postage dues, complete Generalgouvernement 
and Post of Exile Government, Red Cross local souvenir sheets, in 

addition 14 coins of 1959 to 1991, generally fresh condition, 
full/large part of OG, NH (mixed and completely from the end of 
1950's) or LH/hinged, F/VF, C.v. is over $4,600 

500 

   PORTUGUESE COLONIES   

1011 **/* 13, a, b, c Cape Verde 1881-85, Portuguese Crown, 40r yellow buff, horizontal 
pair and imperforate strip of three, right stamp of the pair and middle 
stamp of the strip with ''Mozambique'' error (position 18 in pane of 

28), full OG, NH or LH, VF, C.v. $150 for perf pair and ''-'' for imperf, 
Est. $200-$250 

100 

   Macao  

1012 **/* 67-74 1898, Vasco da Gama issue, ½a-24a, complete set of eight, some 
oxidation of 1a red, full original gum with color permeating on reverse 
of four values, mostly NH and VF, C.v. $250 as hinged  

100 

1013 P 268/81 1934, ''Portugal'', ½a-20a, set of ten imperforate plate proofs in 
horizontal pairs, printed on paper with watermark ''Maltese Cross'', 

no gum as produced, NH, VF and rare, Est. $1,000-$1,200  

500 

1014 */U 3/926 Neat Collection in Red Stockbook 1884-1992, over 600 mostly mint 
stamps, including 20 various strips and 2 sheetlets, as well as 29 
souvenir sheets, some valuable classic items, well completed after 

1940's, representing almost all common design types, then nice 
topical material, Chinese New Year issues, some mixed condition on 
early stamps, nice and eye-catching overall, full/part of OG or used, 
NH after No.447, C.v. over $4,000 

500 
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   Portuguese Guinea  

1015 **/* 13/344, 

C1-9 

Clean Selection 1881-1973, 150 mint stamps, starting with ''GUINE'' 
overprints on Cape Verde Crown with No.15 (perf 13½), including 
No.44-66 with shades of 75r, 130r and 400r, high value of Ceres and 
complete set of 1933, plus most of common design types, occasional 

flaws possible, still clean and nice unit, full/part of OG, modern 

stamps are NH, F/VF, C.v. $1,045 

150 

1016 * P8a Newspaper stamps 1892, green surcharge 2½r on King Luiz 5r black, 

perforation 12½, nice centering, large part of OG, VF, C.v. $500  

100 

   Timor  

1017 * 2b 1885, black overprint ''Timor'' on Portuguese India Crown 10r green, 

full OG, LH, VF, C.v. $300  
75 

1018 ** RA24 Postal Tax stamps 1970, carmine surcharge 1e on 70c blue, nice 

and fresh, no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $400  
80 

1019 */U 1/334, 
MR1, 

RA14A/25 

Selection on Pages with Some Extras 1885-1970, 88 mint and used 
stamps and 1 souvenir sheet, including No.183 -96, 202-22, 245A-K, 

253a and several early singles, all used and modern stamps just 
added free of charge (minor faults possible among them), nice quality 

overall, full/part of OG, C.v. $915 

150 

THIRD SECTION –  AT 11:00 AM, APRIL 26, 2024 

   IMPERIAL RUSSIA  

   POSTAL STATIONERY ITEMS  

1020 P  1889-90, proof of pre-printed stamp for stationery envelope of 7k in 
blue, double impression on watermarked paper (similar to used for 

the issue), size 34x40mm, no gum as produced, VF and scarce, 

Standard Cat. #MK41, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1021 P  1896, reply letter card essay of 10k+10k blue, contains two unsevered 
letter cards, size of each 174x106mm, appropriately folded, VF and 
scarce in sound condition, such essays were presented to participants 

of the UPU Conference of 1906 in Rome, SC #ES6, C.v. $2,000, Est. 

$1,200-$1,500 

600 

1022 P  1896, reply letter card essay of 10k+10k blue, contains two unsevered 
letter cards (reply portion closed), each part with red overprint 
''PROEKT'', insignificant perf separation at right, still fresh, VF and 

very rare, Standard Cat. #ES6 A, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

600 

1023 P  1906-10, proof of pre-printed stamp for stationery card of 3k in red, 
double impression on thin yellowish cardboard (similar to used for 
the issue), size 35x40mm, no gum as produced, VF and scarce, 

Standard Cat. #PK16, Est. $400 -$500  

200 

1024 P  1913, Romanov Dynasty issue, Peter the Great, proof for postal 
stationery card of 4k in red, names of artist (Lancere) and engraver 

(Lundin) printed at the bottom of stamp, produced on a thin card, 
size 140x90mm, VF and very rare, especially in complete card, 

SC #PK25, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

750 

1025   Military Stationery Items 1914-15, ''My Dear and Invaluable Wife'', 
printed in blue on thin yellowish paper in Warsaw; Soldiers and 

Military Banners in lilac, printed in Kiev, two blanks for letters from 
the Front-Line Forces, both are unused, first one with some wear, still 

F/VF and rare, Est. $200-$250 

100 

1026   Early Stationery Envelopes - Collection in Cover Album 1848-
1909, 37 items, starting with City Post envelope of 5+1k red lilac, 

representing State Post envelopes of 20k blue of the 2nd issue (SK #5), 
10k black of the 4th issue (#8 tiny flap tear), 10k, 20k and 30k of the 
5th issue (#10-12), small sizes unissued envelopes of 20k (#21 var) 
and many more, occasional flaws possible, but generally nice and 

fresh unit, one cover is used, all others - unused, mostly VF, Russian 

Standard Cat. value is about $2,000 

500 
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1027   Specialized Collection of State Stamped Envelopes - 5th and 6th  
issues 1861-62, 15 envelopes neatly arranged and profusely 
described on Exhibition style pages, seven of 20+1k blue or ultra, five 
of 30+1k brick red and three of10+1k black, representing shifted 

indicia and various printing defects, overall nice condition, all are 
unused and mostly VF, Standard Cat. #SC11-12 and 14, var, C.v. 

$2,225 for common envelopes, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

500 

   Stationery Advertising Letter-Sheets  

1028   1898, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 1, printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing 32 various advertisements inside and on 

reverse, folded several times, some flaps wearing, otherwise VF, ex-

Vadim Ustinovsky, Est. $300- $400 

250 

1029   1898, 7k blue, letter-sheet of series 2, printed in St. Petersburg, 
containing 26 various advertisements inside, locally sent in St. 
Petersburg on November 4, which is the earliest recorded date of 

usage, mostly VF and rare, ex- Vadim Ustinovsky, Est. $500-$600 

300 

1030   1898, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 3, printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing 25 various advertisements inside and on 

reverse, usual folds, mostly VF, ex-Vadim Ustinovsky, Est. $300-$400  

250 

1031   1898, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 4, printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing 24 various advertisements inside and on 
reverse, minor soiling, folded once, mostly VF, ex-Vadim Ustinovsky, 

Est. $300-$400  

250 

1032   1898, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 5, printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing 21 various advertisements inside and on 

reverse, fresh and VF, Est. $400-$500  

300 

1033   1898, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 6, printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing 31 various advertisements inside and on 
reverse, folded once, VF and rare in premium condition, ex-Vadim 

Ustinovsky, Est. $400-$500  

300 

1034   1898, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 7, printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing 27 various advertisements inside and on 

reverse, lightly folded, fresh and VF, Est. $400-$500  

300 

1035   1898, 7k blue, letter-sheet of series 8, printed in St. Petersburg, 
containing 34 various advertisements inside and on reverse, sent 

from St. Petersburg to Kronstadt on December 14, mostly VF, ex-

Vadim Ustinovsky, Est. $300- $400  

250 

1036   1898, 7k blue, letter-sheet of series 9, printed in St. Petersburg, 
containing 26 various advertisements inside and on reverse, sent 
from Oryol to Moscow, minor wear and repaired folds, F/VF, ex-

Vadim Ustinovsky, Est. $300-$400  

200 

1037   1898, 7k blue, letter-sheet of series 13, printed in St. Petersburg, 
containing 32 various advertisements inside and on reverse, sent 
from St. Petersburg to Tver Gub., minor usual conveyance flaws, 

F/VF, ex-Vadim Ustinovsky, Est. $300-$400  

250 

1038   1898, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 19, printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing 29 various advertisements inside and on 

reverse, minor repaired tears along folds, still F/VF, Est. $300-$400  

250 

1039   1898, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 25, printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing 34 various advertisements inside and on 

reverse, some flaps wear, mostly VF, Est. $400-$500  

300 

1040   1898, 7k blue, letter-sheet of series 26, printed in Moscow, containing 
32 various advertisements inside and on reverse, sent in Moscow, 

mostly VF, ex-Vadim Ustinovsky, Est. $400-$500  

300 

1041   1898, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 27, printed in Odessa, 
containing 38 various advertisements inside and on reverse, usual 

folds, fresh and VF overall, Est. $500- $600  

350 
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1042   1898, 7k blue, letter-sheet of series 28, printed in Saratov, containing 
39 various advertisements inside and on reverse, sent from Moscow 

to Kronstadt, VF and scarce, ex-Vadim Ustinovsky, Est. $500-$600  

350 

1043   1899, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 45, printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing 21 various advertisements inside and on 

reverse, folded once, minor soiling, still nice condition, VF, ex-Vadim 

Ustinovsky, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1044   1899, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 51, printed in Moscow, 
containing 21 various advertisements inside and on reverse, usual 

folds, still nice and fresh, VF, Est. $400 -$500  

300 

1045   1900, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 83, printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing about 60 various advertisements inside and 

on reverse, usual folds, nice condition overall, VF, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1046   1900, 7k blue, unused letter-sheet of series 84, printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing 23 various advertisements inside and on 

reverse, usual folds, fresh quality overall, VF, Est. $400-$500  

250 

1047   1899, 5k brown, unused letter-sheet of series 1 (local), printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing 23 various advertisements inside and on 

reverse, usual folds, still fresh quality, VF, Est. $400-$500  

300 

1048   1899, 5k brown, unused letter-sheet of series 3 (local), printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing 25 various advertisements inside and on 

reverse, usual folds, still VF, ex-Vadim Ustinovsky, Est. $300-$400  

250 

1049   1899, 5k brown, unused letter-sheet of series 4 (local), printed in St. 
Petersburg, containing over 60 various advertisements inside and on 
reverse, usual folds, small tear at bottom, overall nice item, VF, Est. 

$400-$500  

250 

   IMPERIAL POSTAGE STAMPS AND POSTAL HISTORY  

1050 U 1 1857, 10k brown and blue, imperforate single printed on paper with 
''1'' watermark, traces of pen cross cancellation, a part of OG, VF and 

an eye-catching stamp, C.v. $475  

150 

1051 U 1 1857, 10k brown and blue, imperforate stamp printed on 
watermarked ''1'' paper, clear margins with minor scratch at top left, 

a part of pre-philatelic Saratov oval ds, fine, C.v. $900  

150 

1052  13-15 1867, 3k, 5k and 10k, three stamps with perforation 14½x15, printed 
on paper without watermark used on entire wrapper from Odessa to 
Amsterdam, partially delivered by TPO ''Breslau-Berlin'', postmarked 

on arrival, mostly VF and rare franking, Est. $300-$350 

200 

1053   1870, entire wrapper from Odessa to Genoa, sent without paying 
postage, Italian postage due 1L blue and magenta (Scott #J3) applied 

upon arrival, Vienna, Milan, Verona transits and arrival ds on the 

back, VF and scarce mailing, Est.$200-$250  

100 

1054 * 25 var 1866, 30k rose and green, printed on horizontally laid paper, broken 
frame line at the top and a stroke between inner and outer frames at 

upper right corner, full OG, VLH, VF  

75 

1055 P  1892, rectangular imperforate essay of 7k in dark rose, unissued 
design with Imperial Crown at top and Coat of Arms in the middle, 
printed on thick paper, perfect quality, no gum as issued, VF and 
rare, guaranteed genuine, the similar essay is listed in Standard 

Cat. #UD43, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

750 

1056  46/49, 56 1902, registered cover from St. Petersburg to Boston, franked on 
reverse by six values - five on horizontally and one (2k) on vertically 

laid paper, met 20k postal rate and registration fee, all appropriate 
markings and arrival ds, mostly VF and scarce multi-color franking, 

Est. $200- $250 

100 

1057 * 71 var 1906, 5r dark blue, green and pale blue, perforation 13½, bottom 
right corner sheet margin single printed on vertically laid paper, 

imperforate at bottom, full OG, very light trace of hinge, VF and 

scarce, suggested retail is $2,000  

500 
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1058 P  1906, Nicholas II, Louis E. Mouchon engraved perforated (L13) proof 
(essay) in green with face to the right, value tablet blank, printed on 
wove paper, stamp size 20x25.5mm, no gum as issued, VF and 

extremely rare, Est. $3,000-$4,000  

1,000 

1059 P  1906, Nicholas II, Louis E. Mouchon typo printing die proof (essay) in 
black of frame only, value tablet blank, printed on chalk-surfaced 
thick paper, size 38x44mm, no gum as produced, VF and extremely 

rare, Est. $3,000-$4,000 .  

1,000 

1060 P 78 1908, perforated proof of 7k in light blue, side margin horizontal pair 
with 3 pearls at left on each stamp, printed on wove paper with 
vertical varnish lines, no gum as produced, VF and very rare, Est. 

$4,000-$5,000  

2,000 

1061 P 79 1908, two perforated proofs of 10k in blue or light blue, printed on 
wove paper without varnish lines, each stamp with 3 instead of 2 
lines of inner oval and with top ribbon curls different from issued 
stamp, both with no gum as produced, VF and rare, Est. $2,000-

$2,500 

1,000 

1062 P 79 1908, perforated proof of 10k in blue, printed on wove paper with 
varnish lines, each stamp has 3 instead of 2 lines of inner oval and 
with top ribbon curls different from issued stamp, side margin 
horizontal strip of four with gutter in the middle, right stamps are 
placed upside down and forming tete-beche pair, no gum as 

produced, VF and extremely rare, only a few survived, Est. $10,000-

$12,000 

5,000 

1063 ** 87 1917, 1r dark brown, pale brown and orange, bottom left corner sheet 
margin block of five with ''V'' label on lower left position, watermark 

Wavy Lines on the left margin, vertical perforation missing on the left 
and between stamps, double perforation at the bottom, full OG, NH, 

VF and rare multiple, guaranteed genuine, Est. $400-$500 

200 

   Romanov Dynasty issue  

1064 ** 88-104 1913, 1k-5r, complete set of 17, minor perf irregularities on 3r stamp, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $660  
200 

1065 ** 88/100 1913, 1k-70k, set of ten, unfolded blocks of four, including scarce 

20k, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $707++  
150 

1066 P 88 1913, Peter the Great, die proof of 1k in deep rose, printed on chalk-
surfaced thick paper, size 42x47mm, no defects, fresh, VF and rare 

item from the Tsar Collection, Est. $800-$900  

400 

1067 **/* 88-90, 92 

var 

1913, 1k, 2k, 3k and 7k, four vertical pairs with double perforation 
between stamps, full OG, NH or LH (top stamps), VF and rare group, 

all guaranteed genuine, Est. $400-$500  

200 

1068 P 89 1913, Alexander II, die proof of 2k in black, printed on chalk-surfaced 
thick paper, size 39x46mm, previously hinged, no thins or other 

hidden defects, VF and rare, proofs produced in black were issued in 

very limited quantity, Est. $900-$1,000 

500 

1069 P 90 1913, Alexander III, stage proof (unclear border of the oval) of central 
vignette for stamp of 3k in rose red (issued color), size 32x57mm, 
printed on thick chalk- surfaced paper without gum, hinged, no thins 

or other hidden defects, VF and scarce, Est. $300-$400 

150 

1070 P 98 1913, Paul I, die proof of 35k in deep orange, printed on chalk-
surfaced thick paper, size 48x63mm, no gum as produced, very light 

trace of hinge, VF and scarce, Est. $800-$900  

400 

1071 **/* 99, var 1913, Elizabeth Petrovna, 50k brown and slate, top sheet margin 
vertical pair, top stamp with double perforation at sides and at the 

top, full OG, NH (error) or LH, VF and rare pair, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1072 P 99 1913, Elizabeth Petrovna, die proof of 50k in dark ultra, printed on 
chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 39x47mm, previously hinged, no 

thins or any hidden defects, VF and rare, Est. $800-$900  

400 
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1073 P 99 1913, Elizabeth Petrovna, die proof of 50k in slate gray, printed on 
chalk-surfaced thick paper, size 38x45mm, no gum as produced, 

previously hinged, flawless and VF, Est. $800-$900  

400 

1074 ** 100 var 1913, Michael Feodorovich, 70k yellow green and brown, top right 
corner sheet margin single with missing part of the design at top right 

(printed aside) and perforation error due to foldover, full OG, NH 
(hinged on margin), VF and attractive, all errors of this set are rare 

because of strong official supervision, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1075 P 103 1913, Romanov Castle, stage proof of 3r in black, engraved printing 
on thin creamy paper, mounted on sunken white card, proof size 

45x33mm (top right corner clipped), card size 71x50mm, slight traces 
of mounts, VF and extremely rare, according to Robson Lowe the only 
card produced, which is similar to proofs on India paper made by 

American Bank Note Co., Est. $1,500-$2,000 

750 

1076 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, stage proof of 5r in dark blue, engraved printing on 
thin card, size 55x66mm, incomplete design of the frame (no 

engraving on the leaves of the ornament) and just slight primary 
impression of the central portrait, no any defects, bright and fresh, 

VF and probably unique, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

500 

1077 P 104 1913, Nicholas II, apparently final design proof of 5r in reddish 
brown, complete engraved hatching, including thickened corners of ''5 

roubles'' and engraving at the bottom of the oval, printed on wove 
paper, size 63x71mm, marked in pencil with ''15.'' at top right, no 

gum as produced, VF and very rare, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

500 

1078  95, 96 1913, parcel card for insured (5rub) sending, sent from Stavropol 
(Caucasus Reg.) to Kazan, franked by three stamps of 15k and two of 

20k, each with three pinholes to avoid repeated usage, upon arrival 
Red Cross stamp of 10k and stamp of the Office of the Institutions of 
Empress Maria 2k were applied, cancelled with numeral ''6070'' in 

black, mostly VF and a scarce item 

150 

1079 ** 106 var 1915, Money stamps, Nicholas I 15k brown, block of six (3x2) with 
reversal text strongly misplaced, no gum as issued, NH, VF, Est. 

$150-$200  

100 

1080 ** 107a var 1915, Money stamps, Alexander I, 20k olive green with double 
impression, left sheet margin imperforate block of four with doubled 

control line, no gum as produced, NH, VF  

200 

1081  105-07 1915, Money stamps of 10k, 15k and 20k, complete set of three used 
on philatelic cover in Pushkino (Moscow Gub.), backstamped, VF, 

philatelic item definitely went through the mail with prohibited 

franking, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1082 ** 108 var 1917, 5r dark blue, green and pale blue, bottom sheet margin block 
of three with ''V'' label at lower left, horizontal perforation 13½ 
missing between stamps and at the bottom, full OG, NH, VF and 

guaranteed genuine, Est. $300-$400  

150 

1083 ** 135 1917, 10r carmine, yellow and gray, three-side margin imperforate 
block of 18 with three ''V'' labels at the top row, watermark Wavy 
Lines on the right margin, numerous plate flaws presented, full OG, 

NH, VF and scarce multiple, C.v. $1,800 as singles 

1,000 

1084 S 120-35 1917, 2k-10r, imperforate set of 16 (less 1k and 20k), including 
unissued imperf 14k, each one with partial perfin ''Obrazets'', 
balanced to large margins, full OG, apparently all are NH, F/VF and 
very rare stamps from the Postal Archives, ex-Vadim Ustinovsky, Est. 

$1,500- $1,800 

750 

1085 ** 74/87 Group of Complete Sheets 1909-16, 31 sheets, including - 2k (2), 3k 
(2), 4k (5, including ''Cred. Typ. 1909'' and ''Cred. Typ. 1911''), 5k (3), 
7k (2, including No.2 and 8), 10k (4), 20k (4), 35k (1), 50k (4), 70k (1), 
all of 100 stamps and 1r (3) sheets of 50, minor duplication, 

insignificant marginal flaws and edge separations, much better 
quality then usual, full OG, NH, F/VF, suggested retail $4,585 

750 
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1086 **  Telegraph stamps 1881, Coat of Arms, 20k black and brown, official 
reprint in complete sheet of 35 (7x5), vertical and horizontal folds 
between stamps, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare multiple, 

Raybaudi certificate, suggested retail is $850 per stamp or $63,750 

for a sheet 

5,000 

1087 **/*  For Mailman (В Пользу Почталiона) 1909, red overprint on 
revenue stamp of 15k blue and rose, block of four, top stamps 
without overprint, while bottom ones bearing double overprint (one 

inverted) due to amazing overprint shift, full OG, NH (bottom stamps) 
or LH, VF and extremely rare, according to our records the only block 
of four and the vertical pair of this error are known, Raritan Stamps 

guarantee, Est. $8,000-$10,000 

4,000 

   Postal Forgeries - Stamps produced to defraud Postal Authorities  

   These postal counterfeits are real philatelic rarities  

1088 F 50 1900(c), 7k blue, perforation L13¼x14¼, printed on paper without 
watermark, block of four, genuine cancellation ''Отделение 
Почтового Вагона 10.VII.1900'', perforation reinforced by hinges, 
slight top left corner bend, VF and with high probability the only 

correctly used block of four of this postal counterfeit, Est. $3,000-

$4,000 

1,500 

1089 F 78 1909-12(c), 7k deep blue, perforation L14¾ instead of harrow 
14¼x14¾, printed on thin translucent gummed paper with imitation 
of vertical varnish lines, NH, VF and rare, Raritan Stamps guarantee, 

Est. $300-$400  

200 

1090 F 124 1918-21(c), imperforate 10k dark blue, litho printing on paper 
without varnish lines, size 15.2x21 instead of 15.5x21.7mm for 
issued stamp, horizontal pair with full ''original gum'', VF and rare, a 

common imperf stamp is included for comparison, Est. $500-$600 

250 

1091 F 124 1918-21(c), imperforate 10k dark blue, litho printing on paper 
without varnish lines, block of 15 (3x5) used in Yalta with ''14.11.22'' 
postal cancellation, VF and probably the largest known multiple of 

this counterfeit, Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

750 

   Incoming Disinfected mailings  

1092   1845, stampless entire letter to Sardinian Consul in Odessa, black 
boxed marking ''Очищено в Одесском Карантине. 17 Марта 1845'' 
(Decontaminated in Odessa Quarantine), slits and punching for 

disinfection, VF, Dobin Cat. #9.04, Est. $300- $400 

150 

1093   1847, stampless entire letter from Marseilles to Odessa via 
Constantinople, forwarding Agent's cachet in blue, a part of black 
boxed marking ''Очищено в Одесском Карантине'' (Decontaminated 
in Odessa Quarantine), usual punches and slits for disinfection, 

mostly VF, Dobin #9.05, Est. $300-$400 

150 

1094   1851, stampless entire letter to Odessa, red Russian PO in 
Constantinople date stamp and black oval blurry marking ''Очищ. в 
Одес. Карантине. 25.ФЕВ.1851'' (Decontaminated in Odessa 
Quarantine), usual slits and punches for disinfection, VF and scarce 

incoming entire from Russian Levant, Dobin #9.07a, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1095   1853, stampless entire letter to Sardinian Consul in Odessa, black 
oval marking with inverted date ''Очищ. в Одес. Карантине. 24 МАР. 
18__'', usual slits and punctures, VF and rare, Dobin #9.07a var, Est. 

$400-$500  

200 

1096   1854, stampless entire letter to Sardinian Consul at Odessa, black 
oval marking ''Очищ. в Одес. Карантине 8 ГЕН. 1854'', usual slits 

and punctures for disinfection, VF, Dobin #9.07a, Est. $300-$400  

150 
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   RSFSR ISSUES 1918-23   

1097 F 150 Sword Breaking Chain - Postal Forgery 1918(c), 70k brown, litho 
instead of typo printing, perforation L11½ instead of comb 13½, full 
''original'' slightly disturbed gum, considered as LH, VF, Est. $150-

$200  

100 

1098 ** 183 var 1921, 250r pale violet, color variety, printed on ordinary paper, 
complete sheet of 50, contains two panes of 25 with vertical gutter in 

the middle, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$300  

100 

1099 ** 188-90, fn 1921, 4th Anniversary of the October Revolution, 100r, 200r 
(unissued), 250r and 1000r, complete set of four, all with corner or 

sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF  

50 

1100  201b 1922, registered cover (Dr. Brender's correspondence) from 
Zvenigorodka (Kyiv Gub.) via Moscow, to Berlin, eight surcharges of 

7500r/250r violet printed on chalk-surfaced paper applied upon 
arrival to Moscow, black roller cancel ''По Доверенности'' (By Proxy) 
and two Moscow ds, minor wearing, still F/VF and rare cancellation, 

Est. $250-$300 

150 

1101   1922, registered cover from Nizhny Novgorod to Riga, postal charges 
paid in cash, reversal endorsement reads: ''Postage in the amount of 

30,000rub collected'', backstamped, VF and scarce, Est. $200-$250  

100 

1102 **  Early Soviet Issues - Balance of a Consignment 1917-23, about 
1150 mostly mint stamps, singles, pairs and gutter pairs, strips, 
blocks and complete sheets, starting with Double-Headed Eagle 

stamps issued in 1917-19, perforation and plate varieties on RSFSR 
issues, bogus sets in singles and blocks, 49 fiscal and other non-
postal stamps, neatly arranged on pages, generally full OG, NH, 
F/VF, C.v. $3,300++, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1103 ** 177/241 Large Accumulation in a Box 1921-23, over 3700 mostly mint 
stamps (less then 100 used), generally singles, 130 blocks of 4 or 
larger and 3 panes of 25, arranged on black stockpages, including 1st  

and 2nd definitives, surcharges 7500r and 100,000r, 5th Anniversary 
of the Revolution, Star surcharges and the last definitive issue, not 
checking for the varieties, mainly full OG and NH, F/VF, very high 
potential unit, Est. $500-$600 

250 

   SOVIET UNION   

   SELECTION  OF  LARGE  D IE  PROOF S   

   The following 35 lots represent a selection from the Holding of Soviet 
High Level Postal Official. All these proofs are bearing authority 

signatures and handstamps of Goznak and Soviet Postal Archives 

 

1104 P 4494 1976, Vladimir Dahl, Writer and Author of the Russian Dictionary, 
stage sunken die proof of engraved part of the design of (4k) in green, 
artist P. Bendel, engraver T. Nikitina, size 120x99mm, printer's 

markings at sides, printed on gummed paper, traces of hinges and 
minor marginal thin at top, VF and very rare, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1105 P 4532-36 1976, Icebreakers, 4k-20k, complete set of five die proofs of engraved 
part of the design, artist A. Axamit with group of engravers, printer's 
markings at sides, printed on paper without gum, VF and very rare in 
complete set, Est. $2,000-$3,000  

1,200 

1106 P 4549 1977, 150th Anniversary of the Naval Academy, sunken die proof of 
engraved part of the design of (6k) in brown, artist Y. Bronfenbrener, 

engraver L. Mayorova, size 121x100 mm, printed on gummed paper, 

traces of hinges, VF and very rare, Est. $300-$400 

200 

1107 P 4584 1977, Icebreaker ''Lena'', die proof of 16k in black of the engraved 
part of the design, artist A. Axamit, engraver T. Nikitina, official note 
on reverse, size 120x88mm, printer's markings at sides, no gum as 

produced, VF and rare, Est. $500-$600 

250 
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1108 P 4619 1977, Postal Clerk and Postal Code, die proof of (4k) in brown 
representing a part of engraved design (stage proof), artist G. Komlev, 
engraver L. Mayorova, size 120x87mm, produced on wove paper 

without gum, VF and rare, Est. $400-$500  

200 

1109 P 4621 1977, Postal Clerk and (Sorting Machine), die proof of (4k) in brown 
representing a part of engraved design (stage proof), artist G. Komlev, 
engraver I. Mokrousov, size 118x88mm, produced on wove paper 
without gum,VF and very rare, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1110 P 4626-33 1977, Venomous Snakes and Endangered Animals, 1k- 30k, set of 
eight sunken die proofs in black brown or black, artist V. Kolganov, 
each one with printer's angles, produced on gummed paper with light 

traces of hinges attop, VF and very rare in complete set, Est. $4,000- 

$5,000 

2,000 

1111 P 4678 1977, Nikolai Chernyshevsky, Writer and publicist, die proof of 4k in 
black, artist N. Cherkasov, engraver L. Mayorova, size 89x118mm, 
printer's markings at sides, no gum as produced, VF and very rare, 

Est. $500-$600  

250 

1112 P 4693 1978, Praha' 78 International Philatelic Exhibition, sunken die proof 
of engraved part of the design of 6k in black brown, artist A. 
Kalashnikov, engraver V. Gubin, size 119x98mm, printer's markings 
at sides, printed on gummed paper, traces of hinges, VF and very 

rare, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1113 P 4715-19 1978, History of Postal Services, (4k-16k), complete set of five die 
proofs of engraved part of the design, artist G. Komlev with group of 
engravers, approximate size120x90mm, printer's markings at sides, 

produced on paper without gum, mostly VF and very rare in complete 

set, Est. $2,000-$2,500 

1,200 

1114 P 4721 1978, Icebreaker ''Vasili Pronchishchev'', sunken die proof of 4k in 
indigo of the engraved part of the design, artist A. Axamit, engraver L. 
Mayorova, size 93x115mm, printer's markings at sides, produced on 

gummed paper with traces of hinges, VF and rare, Est. $500-$600 

250 

1115 P 4723 1978, Icebreaker ''Moskva'', sunken die proof of 10k in violet of the 
engraved part of the design, artist A. Axamit, engraver T. Nikitina, 
size 100x119mm, printer's markings at sides, produced on gummed 

paper with traces of hinges, VF and rare, Est. $500-$600 

250 

1116 P 4731 1979, 400th Anniversary of Vilnius State University, sunken die proof 
of 4k in black, engraved part of the design, artist A. Zhvilis, engraver 

L. Mayorova, size 120x100mm, printer's markings at sides, printed on 
gummed paper, traces of hinges, still VF and very rare, Est. $400-

$500 

200 

1117 P 4760 1979, International Film Festival, sunken die proof of (15k) in black, 
stage proof of engraved part of the design, artist R. Strelnikov, size 

93x119, printer's markings at sides, printed on gummed paper with 

traces of hinges, VF and rare, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1118 P 4818 1980, Georg Ots, Soviet and Estonian Singer, die proof of 4k in slate 
blue (issued color), artists P. Lukhtein and V. Trager, engraver V. 
Smirnov, size 90x120mm, printer's markings at four sides, no gum as 

issued, VF, Est. $400- $500  

200 

1119 P 4881-86 1980, Research Fleet, 2k-15k, complete set of six sunken die proofs 
in black, artist A. Axamit with group of engravers, size 118-120x98-
100mm, each one with printer's markings at sides, printed on stamp 
gummed paper, 15k with tiny marginal thin, all with traces of hinges, 

mostly VF and very rare in complete set, Est. $2,000-$3,000 

1,500 

1120 P 4931 1981, Sergey Prokofiev, Composer, die proof of 4k in grey violet 
(issued color), artist V. Nikitin, engraver M. Silyanova, size 
91x120mm, printer's markings at sides, produced on wove paper 

without gum, VF and rare, Est. $500-$600  

250 
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1121 P 4968 1981, Ilya N. Ulyanov, Teacher, Father of Vladimir Lenin sunken die 
proof of 4k in black, engraved part of the design, artist P. Bendel, size 
100x120mm, printer's markings at sides, produced on gummed 

paper, previously hinged, VF and rare, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1122 P 4978 1981, International Communications Exhibition ''SVYAZ 81'', sunken 
die stage proof of engraved part of the design of 4k in red brown, size 
120x100mm, printer's markings at sides, printed on stamp gummed 

paper with traces of hinges, VF and very rare, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1123 P 5019 1982, Josip Broz Tito, Marshal, Leader of Yugoslavia, die proof of (6k) 
in black of the partial engraved design, artist V. Nikitin, size 

100x120mm, printed on paper without gum, VF and rare, Est. $400-

$500  

200 

1124 P 5033 1982, Korney Chukovsky, Writer, die proof of 4k in blue black (issued 
color), artist V. Nikitin, printer's markings at sides, size 98x118mm, 
printed on gummed paper with trace of hinges, VF and very rare, 

Est.$500-$600  

250 

1125 P 5056 1982, 50th Anniversary of Komsomolsk-on-Amur, sunken die proof of 
(4k) in dark violet, engraved part of the design, artist Y. Levinovsky, 
size 120x100mm, printer's markings at sides, produced on gummed 

paper with trace of hinges, VF and very rare, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1126 P 5069 1982, Pavel L. Schilling, Inventor of Electric Telegraph, two sunken 
die stage proofs (engraved part of the design) of 6k in black, differ by 

light and bold inscription (Pochta USSR and 6k), artist A. 
Kalashnikov, size120x100mm, printer's markings at sides, produced 
on stamp gummed paper, traces of hinges, VF and extremely rare 

couple, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

1127 P 5082 1982, Sergey P. Botkin, famous therapist and clinician, die proof of 
4k in green, artist P. Bendel, size 100x120mm, printer's markings at 
sides, produced on gummed paper, traces of hinges, VF and very rare, 

Est. $500-$600  

250 

1128 P 5091-96 1982, 60th Anniversary of the Soviet Union, 12 sunken die proofs of 
(10k) in various colors, complete or part of the engraved design for 

each of six values, approximate size 100x111-120mm, artist Y. 
Ryakhovsky, printer's markings at sides, produced on gummed paper, 
previously hinged, VF and with high probability unique assemblage, 

Est. $4,000-$5,000 

2,500 

1129 P 5098/340 1982, Paintings in the Hermitage Museum, proof of the central 
embossing on ordinary gummed paper, which was applied on label of 
stamps and central vignette of souvenir sheets of these issues, size 
100x92mm, NH, VF and extremely rare, Raritan Stamps guarantee, 

Est. $400 -$500 

200 

1130 P 5136 1983, 113th Anniversary of the birth of Lenin, two sunken die proofs 
of 50k stamp in brown for the souvenir sheet, complete or part of the 
design without inscription and denomination, artist I. Martynov, first 
one with printer's angles and markings at four sides, size 
100x120mm, printed on gummed paper, traces of previous hinges, VF 

and very rare couple, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

1131 P 5142 1983, 200th Anniversary of the Opera and Ballet Theater in Leningrad, 
two sunken die proofs of 4k stamp in black, complete or part of the 
engraved design, artist E. Egorov, size 100x120mm, first one with 
printer's markings at four sides, produced on gummed paper, traces 

of previous hinges, VF and very rare, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

1132 P 5154 1983, Pyotr Pospelov, Academician and Communist Party 
functionary, die proof of (4k) in black, engraved part of the design, 
artist V. Nikitin, size 100x120mm, printer's markings at sides, 
produced on gummed paper with traces of hinges, VF and very rare, 

Est. $400-$500 

200 
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1133 P 5158 1983, Refrigerated Trawler, two sunken die proofs of 6k in black, first 
one with complete the other one with a part of engraved design, artist 
Y. Artsimenev, approximate size 100x120mm, first one with printer's 
markings, produced on gummed paper with trace of hinges, VF and 

very rare couple, Est. $1,000-$1,200 

500 

1134 P 5159 1983, Large Freezer Trawler, sunken die proof of 10k in gray black 
(issued in dark blue), artist Y. Artsimenev, approximate size 
120x100mm, printer's angles and markings at sides, produced on 

gummed paper with trace of hinges, VF and very rare, Est. $500-$600 

250 

1135 P 5160 1983, Large Refrigerated Transport Ship, two sunken die proofs of 
15k in black brown, first one with complete the other one with a part 
of engraved design, artist Y. Artsimenev, approximate size 
100x120mm, first one with printer's markings, produced on gummed 

paper, some trace of hinges, VF and very rare, Est. $1,000-$1,200 

500 

1136 P 5161 1983, Base Ship, two sunken die proofs of 20k in dark blue with and 
without hatching of ''20'', both are in gray black, first one with 

printer's angles, artist Y. Artsimenev, approximate size 95 -
100x120mm, printed on gummed paper with hinge traces, VF and 

very rare, Est. $1,000- $1,200 

500 

1137 P B107-12 1977, Olympic Games in Moscow, Tourism around the ''Golden Ring'', 
sunken die proofs of engraved part of the designs of (1r+50k) in black, 
the first issue, complete set of six, artist L. Sharov, approximate size 
97-99x117- 118mm, printer's markings at sides, printed on gummed 
paper with trace of hinges, VF and extremely rare, especially in 

complete set, Est. $2,000-$3,000 

1,500 

1138 P C117 1978, History of Aviation, Airplane TB-3 (ANT-6), sunken die proof of 
10k in black, representing engraved part of the design, artist E. 
Aniskin, engraver I. Mokrousov, size 120x100mm, printed on 

gummed paper, traces of hinges, VF and rare, Est. $400-$500 

200 

   Postal Stationery Items  

1139   Central Asia Bureau of the Ministry of Communications 1931, 
brown red overprint ''Strengthening the combat readiness of the Red 

Army'' on stationery postcard 5k brown, unused and VF  

75 

1140   1961, Haapsalu Sanatorium in Estonia, stationery envelope 4k lilac 
printed on gray blue paper with watermark Octagon, Coat of Arms in 
red, stamp of 40k and address guide in blue printed inside, opened 

for display, VF and rare, Est. $200-$250  

100 

1141 B  Two Postcard Booklets 1933, Treasures of Moscow Kremlin 
Museums, first one is containing 6 cards of the treasures from the 
Grand Kremlin Palace (series II), the other one – 12 cards of the 
treasures from the Kremlin Armory (series III), all are intact, first one 
with insignificant cover wearing, still VF and rare, only a handful 

intact booklets remained, Est. $300-$400 

150 

   POSTAGE STAMPS  AND  POS TAL  H IS TORY   

1142 ** 246 var 1923, First Agriculture Exhibition, 1r brown and orange, perforation 

L13½, complete sheet of 25, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  
75 

1143 ** 250, 257 

var 

1923, definitive issue, worker 1k orange and 20k green, two stamps 
of litho printing with perforation 14½x15, full OG, NH, VF and 
guaranteed genuine, in addition two litho printing stamps, 3k red 
with perforation 12 (expertly regummed) and 1r with forged 

perforation 14½x15, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1144 ** 263-64  
imp 

1924, definitive issue, peasant 30k violet in horizontal imperforate 
pair; soldier 40k slate gray, two sheet margin imperforate singles with 
and without offset on gum side, all are litho printing with invalidating 
perforation across the design, full OG, NH (one 40k hinged on margin 
only), VF, Est. $300-$400 

150 
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1145 ** 265-68, 

269-72 

1924, Lenin Mourning issue, 3k-20k, two imperforate complete sets 
of four with medium and wide frames, plus perforated set with 

medium frame, all with full OG, NH, mostly VF  

75 

1146  266,    

336-38 

1926, Lenin Mourning issue, 6k red and black, wide frame, used 
together with Revolution of 1905, 3k-14k, imperforate set of three on 

registered cover from Tashkent to Germany, Charlottenburg arrival ds 

on reverse, VF, Est. $150-$200  

75 

1147  267 var 1924 (May 3), Lenin Mourning issue, 12k red and black, narrow 
frame, double (!) impression of red color, used on registered banking 
receipt from Moscow to Kamenka (Podolia Gub.), appropriate 

markings and arrival ds, minor card ageing, stamp is not affected, 
F/VF and very rare, Est. $300-$400 

150 

1148  268 var 1924 (March 13), Lenin Mourning issue, 6k red and black, horizontal 
pair with medium frame, red color strongly shifted to the top, used 
together with litho peasant 2k green, imperforate block of four on 
cover to Germany, no arrival ds as often, mostly VF and desirable 

variety on cover, Est. $200-$250 

100 

1149  270 1924 (April 16), Lenin Mourning issue, 6k red and black, perforated 
stamp with medium frame in bottom right corner margin block of 
four, used on insufficiently franked cover from Moscow to Paris, letter 
''T'' on front and French due stamp of 20c olive green is on reverse, 

transit and Paris arrival ds, mostly VF, Est. $200-$300 

100 

1150  271 var 1926, Lenin Mourning issue, 12k red and black, perforated stamp 
with wide frame, used together with peasant 2k green on cover from 

Moscow to Switzerland, indistinct receiver on the back, mostly VF and 

rare franking, Est. $200-$250  

100 

1151 ** 275A fn 1926, definitive issue, 7k-5r, imperforate complete set of eight printed 

on white wove paper, full OG, NH, VF  
75 

1152 ** 277 imp 1924-25, definitive issue, peasant 2k green, typo printing, bottom left 
corner sheet margin imperforate block of 10 (5x2), misplaced double 

impression with second control line and text above stamps, two 
invalidating perf lines, full OG, NH, VF and a spectacular piece, Est. 

$400-$500 

200 

1153 ** 290 imp 1924-25, definitive issue, soldier 1r red and brown, enlarged margins 
imperforate single of typo printing, in addition worker 8k with ''small 

head'' variety, both with horizontal invalidating perforation, full OG, 

NH, VF, Est. $200-$250  

100 

1154 ** 294-97 1925, Lenin Mausoleum, 7k-40k, imperforate complete set of four, all 

with side margins, post office fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF  

75 

1155 **/* 302-03, b 1925, Lenin, 5r brick red and 10r indigo, two complete sets of two, 
perforation 13½ and 10½, watermark Borders and Rosettes, all with 
full OG, NH or VLH (10r perf 13½), VF and guaranteed genuine, 

C.v. $690  

200 

1156 ** 302-03  

imp 

1925, Lenin, 5r brick red and 10r indigo, imperforate complete set in 
horizontal pairs, watermark Borders and Rosettes, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $150 as hinged singles  

100 

1157 ** 302-03 
imp,    

406-08 

1925-28, Lenin, 5r and 10r, imperforate complete set of two, both 
with top margins on watermarked Borders and Rosettes paper; 3r, 5r 

and 10r, complete set of three, two with sheet margins, perforation 

10½, watermark Lozenges, all with full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $250 

100 

1158 ** 311a 1925, definitive issue, worker 8k olive brown, perforation 14¼x14¾, 
bottom left corner sheet margin single, control line is on the left edge, 
full OG, NH, VF and very rare in such condition, A. Pevzner, well-
known specialist of Soviet definitive stamps, considered this perf 

variety as issue for collectors, which has never been in regular postal 

circulation, C.v. $575 

150 

1159 ** 304-25  

imp 

1926, definitive issue, 1k-5r, imperforate complete set of 20, printed 

on watermarked Borders and Rosettes paper, full OG, NH, mostly VF  
100 
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1160 ** 328/405, 

B54/56 

1925-29, A. Popov, Decembrist Revolt, Revolution of 1905, Esperanto 
Congress, Dr. Zamenhof, Red Army and Child Welfare of 1929, nine 
perf and imperf complete issues, the total is 24 stamps, nice 

condition, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $522  

150 

1161  333-35 1925, Centenary of the Decembrist Revolt, 3k, 7k and 14k, perforated 
complete set used on registered cover in Moscow, all appropriate 

markings and arrival ds, VF, Est. $100-$150  

75 

1162 **/* 342-44, 
343a, 344 

var 

1926, Lenin, 1r dark brown, 2r black violet, 3r dark green, horizontal 
watermark Borders and Rosettes, complete set of three, perforation 
10½, plus two varieties - 2r perf 12½, 3r vertical positions of 

watermark, full OG, NH or LH (2r perf 12½), VF, ''key'' stamps with 

experts' signs on reverse 

250 

1163 ** 375-81 1927, 10th Anniversary of the October Revolution, 3k-28k, complete 

set of seven, full OG, NH, VF  

60 

1164 ** 382-400 1927-28, the second definitive issue, 1k-80k, complete set of 15, 
three stamps with sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF and a beautiful 

unit in every respect, C.v. $253  

100 

1165 ** 406-08, 

406a 

1928-29, Lenin, 3r, 5r and 10r, watermark Lozenges, complete set of 
three, perforation 10½, in addition stamp of 3r with perforation 10, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $295  

100 

1166 ** 427/54. 

B55/57 

1930, Industrialization, Cavalry Army, Education Exhibition, Child 
Welfare, six complete issues of 17 perf or imperf stamps, nice quality 

unit, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $258  

75 

1167 ** 456-67 1931-32, the third definitive issue, 1k-1r, imperforate complete set of 

nine, all with sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $700  
200 

1168 ** 472-78 1932-33, 15th Anniversary of the October Revolution, 3k- 35k, 

complete set of eight, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $331  

100 

1169 ** 472-78, 

479 

1932-33, 15th Anniversary of the Revolution, 3k-35k, complete set of 
seven and Revolutionaries' Aid Association (MOPR), 50k dark red, all 

with full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $398  

120 

1170 ** 480-82, 

514/30 

1933-34, K. Marx, Revolutionaries, Order of the Red Banner and Ivan 
Fedorov, four complete issues, the total is nine stamps in perfect 

quality, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $380  

120 

1171 ** 487-88 1933, Leningrad Philatelic Exhibition, red surcharges 30k/15k black 
brown and 70k/35k ultra, complete set of two, nice and fresh, full 

OG, NH, VF, C.v. $508  

150 

1172 ** 489-509 1933, Ethnographic issue, complete set of 21, nice unit practically 
without usual gum creases, full OG, NH, mostly VF and rare set in 

such quality, C.v. $498  

300 

1173 ** 519-23 1933, Baku Commissars, 4k-40k, complete set of five, practically 
perfect original gum without usual patches, NH, VF and scarce in this 

condition, C.v. $440  

150 

1174 ** 519-23 1933, Baku Commissars, 4k-40k, complete set of five, fresh full 

original uneven gum as always, NH, VF, C.v. $440  

150 

1175 ** 524-28 1934, Lenin Mausoleum, 5k-35k, complete set of five, full OG slightly 

disturbed on 5k stamp, NH, VF, C.v. $363  
100 

1176 ** 546-50 1935, Anti-War Propaganda issue, 5k-35k, complete set of five, 

excellent condition, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,125  
300 

1177 **/* 546-50 1935, Anti-War Propaganda, 5k-35k, complete set of five, full/large 

part of OG, NH (5k and 10k) or hinged, mostly VF, C.v. $639  
150 

1178 ** 551-54 1935, Moscow Subway, 5k-20k, complete set of four, perfect quality, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $825  

250 

1179 ** 555-58 1935, Friedrich Engels, 5k-20k, complete set of four, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $236  

75 

1180 ** 559-68 1935, Moscow Spartacist Games, 1k-40k, complete set of ten, several 

stamps with sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $940  

250 
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1181 ** 569-72 1935, Iranian Arts, 5k-35k, complete set of four, post office fresh, full 

OG, NH, VF, C.v. $310  

100 

1182 ** 573/609 1936-37, Kalinin, Tolstoy (perf 14 and 11), Revolutionaries (perf 11), 
Dobrolyubov (perf 11 and 14), Pushkin (ordinary paper) and 
Dzerzhinsky, eight complete issues, the total is 24 stamps, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $477  

120 

1183 ** 583-88, a, 

var 

1936, Pioneers Helping Post, 1k-15k, two complete set of six with 
perforation 14 and 11, additional two stamps of 2k (both perf) on 
porous (''cotton'') paper and 1k (perf 14) with partial print on margin, 

all with full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $263++  

100 

1184 **W 596, var 1937, Alexander Pushkin, 10k and 50k in souvenir sheet on chalk-
surfaced paper, five examples, three of which with a dot inside ''o'' in 

''Pochta'' of 10k stamp, all with full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $250++  

75 

1185 ** 597-604, 

602a 

1937, Architectural Projects, 3k-50k, complete set of eight, in 

addition stamp of 30k with perforation 11, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $396  

120 

1186 **W 603a 1937, Architectural Projects, 40k violet, souvenir sheet of four values, 
10 examples, three of which with text shifted to the left relative to the 

stamps, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $290++  

100 

1187 P  1937, Architectural Projects, Palace of the Soviets, engraved Goznak 
(Soviet State Printing Plant) not accepted essay in slate blue with no 
value indicated, printed on thickened paper, size 75x45mm (stamp 
design size 33x21mm), no gum as issued, NH, VF and extremely rare, 
only a few such die proofs were produced, Raritan Stamps guarantee, 

suggested retail is $20,000 

7,500 

1188 ** 614 1937, definitive issue, factory worker 2k yellow green, complete sheet 
of 100 printed on paper without watermark, post office fresh quality, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,300  

100 

1189 ** 615, var 1937, definitive issue, farm worker 4k claret, right sheet margin 
horizontal strip of four, third stamp with two spots over right worker's 

shoulder variety, full OG, NH, VF  

100 

1190 ** 666-77 1938, Views of Crimea and Caucasus, 5k-1r, complete set of 12, full 

OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $402  

100 

1191 ** 698-705 1938, Sports issue, 5k-80k, complete set of eight, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. $290  

75 

1192 ** 687-92 1938, Moscow Subway, 10k-50k, complete set of six, full OG, NH, VF, 
C.v. $155  

60 

1193 ** 734 var 1939, definitive issue, miner 5k red, perforation L12½ instead of 

comb 12x12½, block of four, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1194 ** 776-79 1940, Vladimir Mayakovsky, 15k-80k, complete set of four, 
perforation L12½, unfolded corner sheet margin blocks of eight, full 

OG, NH, VF, C.v. $584++  

150 

1195 ** 778a 1940, Vladimir Mayakovsky, 60k dark gray blue, comb perforation 
12¼x11¾, raster horizontal diamonds, minor ink permeating (letters 

''CC'' of ''CCCP''), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $825  

200 

1196 ** 859 1941, People's Militia, 30k blue, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $300  100 

1197  1083-84 1948, 29th Anniversary of the October Revolution, 30k brown orange 
and 30k green, two perforated blocks of four used on two registered 

covers from Bereznitsy to Leningrad, postmarked on arrival, VF  

100 

1198 ** 1189-317 1948 Year, complete set of 131 stamps, including 5-Year Plan, Young 
Pioneers, Komsomol, Artillery Day, imperforate stamps and etc., full 
OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $1,885  

400 

1199 ** 1284-88, 
1307-09 

imp 

1948, Young Pioneers (Scouts), 30k-1r, complete set of five, in 
addition City of Sverdlovsk, 30k-1r, imperforate set of three, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $267  

75 
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1200 ** 1306 imp 1948, definitive issue, Coat of Arms and Flag of the Soviet Union, 40k 
brownish red, size 14.8x21.8mm, original printing, horizontal 
imperforate pair, clear margin at top and enlarged at all other sides, 

full OG, NH, F/VF and extremely rare only a few such pairs known, 
Est. $5,000- $6,000 

2,500 

1201 ** 1325 1949, Joseph Stalin's 70th Birthday, souvenir sheet of four 40k 
multicolored, printed on slightly yellowing paper, size 173x222mm, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $500  

200 

1202 ** 1343-46 1949, definitive issue, 15k miner, 20k farm worker, 25k aviator and 
30k scientist, size 14.2x21mm, reprints of 1954-58 in unfolded 

complete sheets of 100, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $150-$200  

75 

1203 ** 1518-25 1950, Moscow Skyscrapers, 1r in various colors, complete set of 

eight, perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $460  
120 

1204  1573/83 1951-56, Scientists - N. Kurnakov, N. Miklouho-Maclay (2) and P. 
Yablochkov, solo franking on covers to Germany, Canada (2) and 
Crimea, first one with slight fold away from the stamp, all are F/VF, 
Est. $200-$250  

100 

1205 ** 1605-09, 

1624-27 

1951-52, Czechoslovakia, 20k-1r, and Stalin Constitution, 40k x4, 

two complete sets of five and four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $376  

75 

1206 ** 1678 var 1953, 50th Anniversary of Communist Party, 40k multicolored, ghost 
double impression of magenta (inscriptions at top and bottom), full 
OG, NH, VF and scarce, only one sheet of 72 stamps with this error 

has been discovered, Est. $150-$200  

100 

1207 ** 1693 var 1954, Valery Chkalov, 1r gray, violet blue and dark brown, comb 
perforation 12½x12 instead of L12½, top sheet margin unfolded block 

of four, full OG, NH, VF  

75 

1208 ** 1714 var 1954, Sports issue, Track, 40k multicolored, a single with double 

impression of black color, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $100-$150  
75 

1209 ** 1714 var 1954, Sports issue, Track, 40k multicolored, double impression of 
black color, left sheet margin unfolded block of four, full OG, NH, VF, 

Est. $400-$500  

250 

1210 ** 1743-44 

var 

1954, 75th Anniversary of the Birth of Joseph Stalin, 40k lilac rose 
and 1r gray blue, complete set of two miniature sheets of 25, nice and 
unfolded, slightly uneven full original gum as always exists, NH, VF 
and rare, all stamps of 1r with Soviet Philatelic guarantee hs, 

suggested retail $5,000 

2,000 

1211 P 1889 1956, Generalissimo Count Alexander Suvorov, imperforate proof of 
frame and background for stamp of 1r in olive green, two horizontal 
pairs printed on wove paper without watermark and on watermarked 

paper, no gum as produced, VF and rare, Raritan Stamps guarantee, 

Est. $2,000-$3,000 

1,000 

1212 P 1889 1956, Generalissimo Count Alexander Suvorov, imperforate proof of 
central design for stamp of 1r in red brown, horizontal pair printed on 
wove paper without watermark, no gum as produced, VF and rare, 

Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. $1,000-$1,500  

500 

1213 ** 1902 var 1957, Vissarion Belinsky, 40k multicolored, perforation L12½ instead 
of comb 12½x12, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, guaranteed genuine, 

Est. $800-$1,000  

400 

1214 ** 1902 var 1957, Vissarion Belinsky, 40k multicolored, perforation L12½ instead 
of comb 12½x12, top left corner sheet margin block of four, post office 

fresh quality item, full OG, NH, VF and rare multiple, only a few such 

blocks recorded, Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. $4,000-$5,000 

2,500 

1215 ** 1913/40, 
2086/151 

imp 

1957-58, Youth Festival, 10k-1r, imperforate complete set of five, in 
addition Civil Aviation, 20k-2r, imperforate complete set of seven, all 

with full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $335  

75 

1216 ** 1925 var 1957, Vologda Lace Maker, 40k rose, yellow and brown, a single with 

perforation L12½ instead of comb 12x12½, full OG, NH, VF  

75 
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1217 ** 1925 var 1957, Vologda Lace Maker, 40k rose, yellow and brown, a single with 
perforation L12½ instead of comb 12x12½, top sheet margin block of 

four, full OG, NH, VF  

250 

1218 ** 1992-93 1957, Launching of the First Sputnik, 40k indigo on bluish paper and 
40k bright blue, two complete sheets of 98 (14x7), folded once along 

vertical perforation, fresh, full OG, NH, VF  

100 

1219 ** 2030 imp 1958, All-Union Industrial Exhibition, 60k gray violet, red and black, 
right sheet margin horizontal imperforate pair, enlarged margins at 
other sides, no gum as produced, NH, VF and rare, Raritan Stamps 

guarantee, suggested retail $2,750  

1,000 

1220 P 2030 1958, All-Union Industrial Exhibition, reduced format perforated 
(L12½) proof of 60k in deep blue, gummed, VF and very rare, some 
Russian catalogs listed the same design proofs affixed over Goznak 
presentation cards, a common stamp is included for comparison, this 

lot was sold in our Auction #83 (September 2019) for $3,450 
including Auction commission, Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. 

$3,000-$4,000 

2,500 

1221 P 2030 1958, All-Union Industrial Exhibition, reduced format perforated 
(L12½) proof of 60k in brown, gummed, VF and very rare, some 

Russian catalogs listed the same design proofs affixed over Goznak 
presentation cards, a common stamp is shown for comparison, but 
not included, this lot was sold in our Auction #83 (September 2019) 
for $3,450 including Auction commission, Raritan Stamps guarantee, 

Est. $3,000-$4,000 

2,500 

1222 ** 2050 var 1958, 13th Congress of the Young Communist League, 60k carmine, a 
single with comb perforation 12½x12 instead of L12½, full OG, NH, 

fine and scarce stamp, arranged on illustrated page from a Collection  

150 

1223 ** 2065 var 1958, Congress of International Democratic Women's Federation 
(F.D.I.F.), 60k ultra and black, double (ghost) impression of black 

color, unfolded block of four, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$250  

150 

1224 ** 2116-18 

var 

1958, Voroshilovgrad Locomotive Plant, 40k brown and buff, 
unissued stamp due to city name changed from Voroshilovgrad to 

Lugansk at that time, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-$250  

150 

1225 ** 2116-18 

var 

1958, Voroshilovgrad Locomotive Plant, 40k brown and buff, unfolded 
block of four, unissued due to city name changed from 

Voroshilovgrad to Lugansk at that time, full OG, NH, VF  

600 

1226 ** 2145 var 1958, Georgi (Sergo) Ordzhonikidze, 40k multicolored, omitted 
background (yellow, brown and green colors), bottom sheet margin 
unfolded block of four, full OG, NH, VF and scarce multiple, a copy of 
V. Zagorsky certificate for block of 24, offered block from positions 85 

-86/95-96 of a sheet of 100, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

1227 ** 2391 var 1960, Leo Tolstoy, 20k violet and brown, complete sheet of 25 (5x5), 
''tree without branches'' variety on stamps from positions 1, 9, 15 and 
21, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce in complete sheet, these error 

presents only in a small part of printing run, Es. $300-$400 

200 

1228 P 2413 1960, Iris, perforated proof of 60k multicolored, reduced format 
stamp, perfect quality, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Raritan Stamps 

guarantee, Est. $2,000-$3,000  

1,000 

1229 P 2485 1961, Lenin, partly perforated and imperforate stage proofs (essays) of 
20k in black brown by artist P. Vasilyev, microprint ''1961'' at top 
right, produced on gummed surfaced paper, NH, VF and very rare, a 

stamp issued in 1959 of the similar design is included, Est. $1,000-

$1,200 

500 

1230 ** 2534 1961, red overprint ''22nd Congress of CPSU'' on Rocket and Stars 1r 
black and red, complete sheet of 16 (4x4), double vertical perforation 
between stamps, stamp on position 14 with type III overprint, full OG, 

NH, VF, C.v. $440 as single stamps  

100 
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1231 ** 2926fn 1964, Tokyo Olympic Game, souvenir sheet of 1r in green, red and 
gold, numbered at the bottom with ''011643'', tiny inclusion spot at 
top and insignificant full original gum disturbance, NH, F/VF, 

C.v. $200  

75 

1232 ** 2930 var 1964, Conquest of Space, souvenir sheet of six stamps of 10k 
multicolored on ordinary paper, light blue color (text at right - ''1964. 
Pochta USSR'') with double impression, full OG, NH, VF and rare 
unrecorded error, a common sheet is included for comparison, 

Raritan Stamps guarantee, Est. $1,000-$1,200 

600 

1233 ** 3193 var 1966, Cosmonauts' Day, 10k multicolored, double impression of gold 
color variety, unfolded complete sheet of 30 (6x5), full OG, NH, VF 

and rare, especially in a complete sheet, Est. $1,000-$1,500  

750 

1234 ** 4268 var 1974, Foreign Paintings in Russian Museums, self-portrait by 
Jacques-Louis David, 50k multicolored, souvenir sheet without 
varnish coating, full OG, NH, VF, a common sheet is added for 
comparison, very scarce and unrecorded modern error, which is in 

high probability is a trial issue, Est. $200-$250 

100 

1235 U 4386 var 1975, Paintings by Fyodor A. Vasilyev, 4k multicolored, complete 
miniature sheet of seven with label at the top left, all colors omitted 
except frame in gray, lacquered coating is intact, pre-printed First 

Day cancellation, full OG, NH, VF, extremely rare, unrecorded and 

definitely genuine item, Est. $5,000-$6,000 

2,500 

1236 ** 4404 var 1975, Palekh Arts, 4k-20k, side margin se-tenant strip of five, 

imperforate on the left, full OG, NH, VF  
150 

1237 ** 4484 var 1976, Palekh Paintings, 14k multicolored, gold color (ornament and 
denomination) is inverted, bottom sheet margin block of four, two 
lower stamps without denomination, full OG, NH, VF and extremely 
rare major error, one of two existing blocks of four with and without 
denomination, as long as the only sheet of 25 with inverted gold color 

had been discovered, copy of the N. Mandrovski certificate for the 

complete sheet, Est. $8,000 -$10,000 

5,000 

1238 ** 4506 imp 1976, Caucasus Flowers, 2k multicolored, left sheet margin 

horizontal imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF, suggested retail is $900  
200 

1239 ** 4508 imp 1976, Caucasus Flowers, 4k multicolored, left sheet margin 
horizontal imperforated pair, full original gum with tiny water stain 

on the left stamp, NH, VF, suggested retail is $2,400  

300 

1240 ** 4710 var 1978, Old Russian Arts, Pokrova-on-Nerl' Church, 10k multicolored, 
two varieties - whole design printed on ordinary paper without 
lacquered coating, the other one - double impression of black color, 
full OG, NH, VF and scarce, especially stamp without glazing, a 

common stamp is added for comparison, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1241 ** 4710 var 1978, Old Russian Arts, Pokrova-on-Nerl' Church, 10k multicolored, 
printed on ordinary paper without lacquered coating, top right corner 
margin block of four, full OG, NH, VF and rare positional multiple, an 

issued stamp is added for comparison, Est. $500-$600 

300 

1242 ** 4795 imp 1979, Flag and Soviet Emblem, 4k multicolored, top right corner 
sheet margin horizontal imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF, the rarest 
and most expensive imperf error of the period, suggested retail 

$16,800  

2,500 

1243 ** 4808 imp 1980, Lake Placid Winter Olympic Games, Figure Skating, 6k orange, 
violet and light blue, top right corner sheet margin imperforate 

vertical pair, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Raritan Stamps guarantee, 

suggested retail is $11,500  

1,500 

1244 ** 4809 imp 1980, Lake Placid Winter Olympic Games, Ice Hockey, 10k 
multicolored, top right corner sheet margin imperforate vertical pair, 
full OG, NH, VF and very rare, Raritan Stamps guarantee, suggested 

retail is $11,500  

1,500 
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1245 ** 4821 imp 1980, 60th Anniversary of Azerbaijan Soviet Republic, 4k multicolored, 
left sheet margin horizontal imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VFand very 

scarce, suggested retail is $3,200  

400 

1246 ** 4823,  

4825 imp 

1980, 35th Anniversary of the Victory in Great Patriotic War, two 
imperforate stamps of 4k multicolored, sheet margin singles, full OG 

(the last one with minor gum disturbance at top), NH, VF and rare, 

suggested retail $4,700  

600 

1247 ** 5030 imp 1982, Portrait of M. I. Lopukhina by Vladimir Borovikovsky, 6k 
multicolored, horizontal imperforate pair, enlarged margins at left and 
at bottom, nice quality item, full OG, NH, VF and rare, suggested 

retail is $7,800  

1,000 

1248 ** 5104 imp 1982, New Year 1983, 4k multicolored, bottom sheet margin 
horizontal imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF, suggested retail is 

$3,200  

400 

1249 ** 5118 imp 1983, Soviet Gliders, A-9, 2k multicolored, bottom sheet margin 
vertical imperforate pair, completely flawless item, full OG, NH, VF 

and scarce, suggested retail $5,600  

750 

1250 ** 5128 imp 1983, 100th Anniversary of the Birth of Soviet Composer A. V. 
Aleksandrov, 4k multicolored, top left corner sheet margin vertical 

imperforated pair, full OG, NH, VF, suggested retail is $4,400  

600 

1251 ** 5140 imp 1983, View of Rostov-on-Don, 4k multicolored, left sheet margin 
horizontal imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF, suggested retail is 

$3,400  

400 

1252 ** 5141 imp 1983, Buryat Autonomous Republic, 4k multicolored, vertical 
imperforate pair with enlarged margins around, full OG, NH, VF, 

suggested retail $2,400  

350 

1253 ** 5179 imp 1983, Kypu Lighthouse in Estonia, 1k multicolored, bottom sheet 
margin horizontal imperforated pair, printers' angles on the edge, full 

OG, NH, VF, suggested retail is $2,400  

350 

1254 U 5184 var 1983, Paintings by J. Khrutski, 4k multicolored, dark blue frame and 
yellow brown inscription are shifted to the left, top right corner sheet 

margin block of four, CTO with full OG, VF, Est. $300-$400  

150 

1255 ** 5187 imp 1983, Partisan Madonna by M.A. Savitsky, 20k multicolored, left 
sheet margin horizontal imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 

suggested retail is $8,000  

1,000 

1256 ** 5190 imp 1983, National Food Program, Wheat Production, 5k multicolored, top 
left corner sheet margin horizontal imperforate pair, nice and fresh, 

full OG, NH, VF and rare, suggested retail is $6,200  

800 

1257 ** 5196 imp 1983, Academician Aleksandr Sidorenko, 4k multicolored, left sheet 
margin horizontal imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF, suggested retail 

is $3,800  

400 

1258 ** 5207 imp 1983, New Year issue, 5k multicolored, vertical imperforate pair, 

enlarged margins around, full OG, NH, VF, suggested retail is $3,200  

400 

1259 ** 5215 imp 1984, Women's European Speed Skating Championships, 5k 
multicolored, horizontal imperforate pair, nice margins all around, 

full OG, NH, VF and rare, suggested retail is $6,200  

800 

1260 ** 5216 imp 1984, 25th Anniversary of Cuban Revolution, 5k multicolored, top 
sheet margin vertical imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF, suggested 

retail is $1,900  

300 

1261 ** 5220 imp 1984, Soviet Tank ''ISU-152'', 10k multicolored, bottom sheet margin 
vertical imperforate pair, control line on the selvage, full OG, NH, VF, 

suggested retail is $3,800  

600 

1262 ** 5224 imp 1984, Sarajevo Winter Olympic Games, Ice-Hockey, 20k multicolored, 
vertical imperforate pair, nice margins all around, full OG, NH, VF, 

rare and guaranteed genuine, suggested retail is $5,000  

600 
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1263 ** 5228 imp 1984, Moscow Zoo, Snow Leopard, 4k multicolored, left sheet margin 
imperforate pair, nice and fresh, full OG, NH, VF and rare, suggested 

retail is $5,600  

800 

1264 ** 5713 imp 1988, Antarctic Expedition, 20k multicolored, right sheet margin 
horizontal imperforate pair, nice item in every respect, full OG, NH, 

VF, suggested retail is $1,900  

250 

1265 ** 5756 imp 1989, Taras Shevchenko, 5k pale green, black and brown, top left 
corner sheet margin imperforate horizontal pair, printed on thick 

glossy paper, no gum as produced, NH, VF, suggested retail is 1,250  

200 

1266 ** 5771 imp 1989, Honey Bees, 5k multicolored, right sheet margin horizontal 
imperforate pair, excellent quality item, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 

suggested retail is $8,400  

1,000 

1267  5771 imp 1989 (May 18), Honeybee, 5k multicolored, right sheet margin 
horizontal imperforate pair used on unaddressed FDC, flawless 

condition, VF and very rare, Est. $800- $1,000  

400 

1268 ** 5795 imp 1989, Letter Writing Week, 5k multicolored, bottom left corner sheet 
margin imperforate block of four, printed on thick glossy paper, 

control lights on selvages, no gum as issued, NH, VF and guaranteed 

genuine, suggested retail is $650  

100 

1269 ** 5854/68 

imp 

1990, Capitals of the Soviet Republics, 5k multicolored, imperforate 
complete set of 13 (Riga and Yerevan do not exist imperf) in left sheet 
margin horizontal pairs, control signs on selvages, full OG, NH, VF, 

suggested retail is $1,850  

250 

1270 ** 5854/68 

imp 

1990, Capitals of the Soviet Republics, 5k multicolored, imperforate 
set of 12 (no Frunze, Riga and Yerevan do not exist imperf) mostly in 
sheet margin horizontal pairs Kishinev is a single), full OG, NH, VF, 

suggested retail is $550  

100 

1271 ** 5953, var 1990, New Year 1991, 5k multicolored, top right corner sheet margin 
block of six triangles, stamp design is completely transformed on the 

right due to breakdown of printing device, full OG, NH, VF and a 

spectacular piece, Est. $200-$250  

100 

1272 ** 5958 imp 1991, Marine Life, Dolphin, 20k multicolored, top right corner sheet 
margin imperforate horizontal pair, control lights on selvage, full OG, 

NH, VF, suggested retail is $2,800  

200 

   SOVIET UNION COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS  

1273 ** 2439-  

6055 

31-Year Complete Collection in 4 Illustrated Hingeless 
Leuchtturm Albums 1961-91, over 3500 mint never hinged stamps 
and about 250 souvenir and miniature sheets, apparently all stamps 
are presented with many extras, imperforate Space sheet of 1962, 
North Pole sheet with red surcharge of 1962, Green Tokyo Olympics 

sheet of 1964, imperforates from 1961-64 and etc., perfect quality 

unit, full OG, NH, mainly VF, Est. $1,000-$1,200 

500 

1274 **  Remainder of a Collection in Red Stockbook 1923-91, over 240 
mint stamps and 40 souvenir sheets, including some better items, 
starting with Agriculture Exhibition of 1923, mainly full OG, NH and 

F/VF, total C.v. is over $1,150, including in pre-1961 about $900 

150 

1275 **/*  Balance of a Consignment of Pre-World War II Material 1923-41, 
385 apparently mint stamps, including two complete sheets, 13 
blocks of 4, 6 or 9 stamps, some better singles of definitive and 
commemorative stamps, small varieties and more, nice quality 
overall, a few stamps regummed, others with full OG, mainly NH, 

F/VF, C.v. is over $2,000, Est. $500-$600 

250 
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1276 **/*
 

 Balance of a Consignment of Postal History and Scarce Stamps 
1848-1992, 22 covers or cards, including 2 early stationery envelopes 
of 1848 and 1855 (first one with mirrored watermark), 4 Middle Asia 
items, 5 Ship Mail postcards, 5 American Relief Administration cards 

(one with mixed franking, some faults), Crimea Civil War issue in pair 
on cover, several stockcards with stamps, including 3 inverted St. 
Petersburg surcharged sets of 1992 in se-tenant pairs, in addition 
some fakes and bogus items, neatly arranged on stockpages, postal 

history pieces with occasional conveyance defects, still F/VF, Est. 

$500-$600 

250 

1277  265-68, 

279-72 

Lenin Mourning issue - Fabulous Collection 1924-47, 118 items, 
starting with imperforate complete sets on covers dated by January 

30  and February 1, 1924, the total is 12 cards or covers  franked by 
imperf or perf complete sets, one cover franked with stamp bearing 
''pin on tie variety'' along 14  other values, three - are philatelic 
exchange covers, five  items were mailed with various Pioneer Flights, 

interesting destinations, franking combinations with other 
commemorative and definitive stamps, each item is perfectly inscribed 
on attendant pages, occasional flaws possible, still great unit, which 

is absolutely impossible to duplicate, F/VF, Est. $2,000-$2,500 

1,000 

1278  907/1540 Three Covers franked by Complete Sets 1944-51, Tehran 
Conference, UPU Anniversary (perf and imperf), Spasski Tower and 
Kyrgyz Republic placed over three registered covers, two addressed to 

USA and sent in Leningrad, appropriate markings and arrival ds, VF 

150 

1279   FDC and Special Cancellations Assemblage 1932-56, 37 items, 
including 26 different FD covers or cards (most properly went through 

the mail), and 11 various special markings, including two envelopes 
of 800th Anniversary of Moscow, two chess items and much more, a 
beautiful holding, fresh condition, mostly VF, generally items the V. 

Ustinovsky Collection, great lot for retail, Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

   MODERN ISSUES OF RUSSIAN FEDERATION   

1280 ** 6553 var 1999, (Ostankino TV Tower), 30k in black only, printed on granite 
paper with microprint, block of four with central design is omitted 
(dark green color), full OG, NH, VF and scarce multiple, reportedly 

only two sheets of 100 were discovered, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1281 ** 6056-929 Collection in Two Large Stockbooks 1992-2005, about 900 mint 
stamps, 265 miniature and souvenir sheets and 15 stamp booklets, 

nice level of completion, including valuable definitive and limited 
quantity commemorative items, booklets include State Emblems and 
Symbols, Hermitage, Russian History and etc., excellent quality unit, 
full OG, NH, VF, Russian C.v. is over 276,000P=US $3,050, Est. 

$1,200-$1,500 

600 

1282 **  Post-Soviet Republics Large Collection 1992-2000, over 1300 
stamps and about 250 souvenir and miniature sheets, representing 
issues of Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 
Ukraine and Uzbekistan, in addition Soviet and Russian Federation 
material from 1964-2000, representing 40 stamps and over 100 

souvenir and miniature sheets, nice quality unit housed in two Scott 

Albums and a Stockbook, full OG, NH, mostly VF, Est. $600-$800 

300 

1283 **  Fancy Collection of Post-Soviet Mainly Bogus Issues 1992-95, 19 
complete sheets, 560 various strips and blocks and over 1100 single 
stamps, all arranged on pages and representing Russian Republics, 

such as Chuvashia, Jewish, Karelia, Kalmykia, Tatarstan and others; 
Georgia, including Abkhazia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, 
Pridnestrovian Republic, 37 regions of Ukraine and more, fresh 
quality material, F/VF, Est. $400-$500 

250 
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1284   Post-Soviet Period Postal History Unit 1992-94, over 100 items, 
including 57 franked by various local stamps, representing 10 of St. 
Petersburg and region with 6 covers bearing genuine inverted 
provisional surcharges of 1992, 4 of separatist Chechnya, over 35 

franked by various Ukrainian locals, as well as some bogus items 
from Kamchatka, Tannu Tuva, Abkhazia and several others, nice 

quality unit housed in special cover album, VF, Est. $500-$600 

250 

   RUSSIAN SEMI-POSTAL ISSUES   

1285  B1-4 1904 (December 31), Russo-Japanese War Charity issue, 3(+3)k - 
10(+3)k, complete set of four, perforation 12x12½, used on reverse of 

cover sent in Moscow, mostly VF, Est. $150-$200  

75 

1286 **/* B24-29 1922, Philately for the Children, black overprints on perforated 1k-
10k and imperforated 1k, complete set of six in blocks of four, both 
1k from the second printing, the same positions 1-2/6-7, they are 
post office fresh and NH; all others from the first printing, positions 
identified, some separations, full OG, NH or LH, VF and rare unit, 

each block with individual N. Mandrovski certificate (positions 
identified for sideways sheets), Est. $3,000- $4,000 

2,000 

1287 ** B25, B27 

var 

1922, Philately for the Children, black overprint on perforated 1k 
orange, position 14 (vertically placed pane) of the second issue, full 
OG, NH, in addition strongly shifted overprint on 3k red, position 2 

(1st issue), wide ''д'' in ''детям'', LH, both are VF, C.v. $372 as hinged 

200 

1288 * B29 1922, Philately for the Children, black overprint on imperforate 1k 
orange, right sheet margin single, position 5 (vertically placed pane) of 

the 2nd printing, full OG, LH, VF, signed by A. Rosselevitch, C.v. $350  

100 

1289 ** B30-33 1922, Rostov-on-Don issue, 2t-6t, complete set of four, no gum as 

produced, NH, VF, tiny expert's hs on reverse, C.v. $109  

50 

1290 ** B36, var 1922, Postal Train (20r+5r) gray blue, inscribed ''For the Hungry'', 
complete sheet of 50 containing two panes of 25, stamp on position 
38 (right pane position 18) with ''R.G.F.S.R.'' variety, light fold along 

the gutter between panes, full OG,NH, VF, Est. $150-$200 

75 

1291 * B38-42, 

B40a 

1923, Philately for the Labor, bronze, gold or silver surcharges 
1r+1r/10r - 4r+4r/5000r, complete set of six, including both 2r+2r on 
ordinary and thin paper, full/large part of OG, mainly LH, including 
silver surcharge, mentioned as NH in the L. Hovest certificate, VF, 

C.v. $1,630 

500 

1292 ** B43-47, 

var 

1924, Leningrad Flood issue, group of 14 values, including two pairs, 
color shades of 3k+10k and 7k+20k on thin or ordinary paper; 
stamps of 20k+50k on ordinary (shades) or chalk-surfaced paper, 
plus ''Гролетариату'' and ''Bean'' varieties on ordinary paper, all with 

full OG, NH, VF 

100 

1293 ** B44 var 1924, Leningrad Flood issue, black surcharge 7k+20k on 200r gray 
brown, color variety of basic stamp, complete gutter sheet of 50 
(25+25), minor gum disturbance at the bottom, mainly on margin, 

fresh quality, full OG, NH, VF, suggested retail is $500 

100 

1294 **P B48-51, 

B52-53 

1926-27, Child Welfare issues, 10k brown and 20k blue, essay of 
Pioneer 20k dark blue, two sets of three on paper without watermark 

and on watermarked paper; in addition 8+2k yellow green and 18+2k 
deep rose, complete set of two, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $205, essays not 

counted 

75 

1295 ** B145a 1988, Zoo Relief Fund, 10+5k x2, 20+10k x3 multicolored, bottom 
right corner sheet margin imperforate block of five with label, signal 
lights at the bottom edge, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, Est. $3,000-
$4,000  

2,000 

1296 ** B168a 1990, Zoo Relief Funds, 10+5k, 20+10k x2 multicolored, right sheet 
margin imperforate block of three plus label, full OG, NH, VF, a forged 
corner margin block is added for record and comparison, Est. $200-

$250  

100 
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1297 ** B175a var 1990, Philatelic Exhibition ''Armenia'90'', Earthquake Charity 
overprints on 20+10k, 30+15k and 50+25k multicolored, five se-
tenant blocks of three plus label with overprint varieties - offset, 
shifted to the left or to the right, doubled or inverted, all with corner 

sheet margins, full OG, NH, VF, a common block is included, Est. 
$400-$500 

200 

   RUSSIAN AIR POST STAMPS AND COVERS   

1298 ** C2-9,  

C12-13, a 

1923-30, Airplane Fokker F.III, 1r-10r and surcharges 5k/3r-
20k/10r, two complete sets of four; Zeppelin issue 40k and 80k, two 
complete sets with perforation 12½ and 10½, all with full OG, NH, 

VF, C.v. $670  

200 

1299 ** C12-13  
var 

1930, Zeppelin issue, 40k dark blue with a spot on ''Ч'' in ''ПОЧТА'', 
80k carmine, right sheet margin single with a red spot between ''p'' of 

''kop'' and ''8'' of ''80'', both with perforation 12½, full OG, NH, mostly 
VF, suggested retail $600 

100 

1300 ** C15-19, 

C20-25 

1931-32, Airships, 10k-1r, imperforate and perforated (L12½) 
complete sets of five, in addition 15k engraved stamp with perforation 

12½, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. $700  

200 

1301 ** C20/24, 
var 

1931, Airships, 10k violet in block of six, 20k carmine in block of 
four, 20k pale red in block of six, all with comb perforation, 50k 

brown, two blocks of four with line and comb perf, 1r dark green in 
block of six, comb perforation, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $520 as singles 

150 

1302 ** C34-35, 

C35a 

1932, International Polar Year, 50k carmine, perforation 12½ and two 
of 1r green, perforation 10½ and 12½, full OG with minimal waves on 

1r (12½), NH, VF, C.v. $390  

120 

1303 * C37-39 1933, Stratostat ''USSR 1'', 5k, 10k and 20k, complete set of three, 
large part of OG, 5k and 20k apparently NH, 10k with hinge remnant, 
VF, C.v. $310  

75 

1304 ** C68 1935, Moscow - San Francisco Flight, red surcharge 1r on S. 
Levanevsky 10k dark brown, surcharge position 1 of 25-stamp 

setting, full OG, NH, VF, Soviet Philatelic guarantee hs, C.v. $1,275  

400 

1305 ** C75a 1937, Aviation Exhibition, souvenir sheet of four stamps 1r black, 

buff and red brown, fresh condition, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $450  

100 

1306 ** C94 var 1955, definitive issue, Airplane over the Globe, 2r deep blue, right 
sheet margin single imperforate vertically with strong perforation 

shift, full OG, NH, VF and a spectacular piece  

100 

1307 ** C95-96, 

var 

1955, North Pole - Moscow Flight, red overprints on definitive stamps 
of 1r and 2r, two horizontal pairs with top line of overprint is 14.2mm 
(type II) and 15mm (type III, wide space between ''Сев.'' and ''полюс''), 

full OG, NH, VF, only one stamp of type III exists in sheet of 72 of the 

second issue overprints 

100 

1308 ** E1-3 Special Delivery stamps 1932, Postal Transports, 5k, 10k and 80k, 
complete set of three, full OG without usual creases, NH, VF, 

C.v. $338  

100 

1309 * J11-12, 
J16-17  

imp 

RUSSIAN POSTAGE DUE STAMPS 1925, Numerals, 1k 

red, 2k lilac, 8k green and 10k dark blue, imperforate complete set of 
four (3k, 7k and 14k are not known imperforate), litho printing on 
wove paper, full OG, LH, VF and extremely rare, each stamp with N. 

Mandrovski certificate, some specialists are considering these stamps 

as plate proofs, Est. $8,000- $10,000 

5,000 

1310  C6-9 PHILATELIC EXCHANGE TAX STAMPS 1924 (June 2), 

air mail cover to France, franked by complete surcharged ''Fokker 

F.III'' set of four, violet boxed ''SAMOLETOM'' marking, tax stamp 
with black surcharge 3k on Insurance stamp of 3r brown red on 
green network (Standard Cat. #PE2) is on reverse and tied by 8-line 

official cachet, Paris ''6.6.24'' arrival ds, VF, Est. $150-$200 

75 
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   WENDEN   

1311 * L3 1863, (4k) green and black, large margins all around, uneven cloudy 
paper appearing as shallow thin, fresh stamp, no gum as produced, 

VF and rare, C.v. $175, Kramarenko #3, C.v. $350  

75 

1312 * L3c 1863, (4k) green and black, background is inverted, nice margins all 
around, fresh, no gum as produced, VF and rare, B. Furnon 

certificate, Scott C.v. $950, Kramarenko #3Tc, C.v. $1,500  

250 

1313 **/* L11d 1893, 2k black, green and red, imperforate sheet of 112 (14x8), folded 
once between stamps (7th and 8th vertical rows), small ''w'' in ''ZWEI'' 
variety (position 1), most with significant shift of green color, full OG, 
mainly NH, VF and with high probability unique sheet, C.v. $8,400 as 

hinged pairs, Kramarenko #13 IIU, C.v. $22,400 as hinged singles, 

Est. $4,000-$5,000 

2,000 

1314 P L11 1893, plate proof of 2k in black for frame only, imperforate complete 
sheet of 144 (18x8), printed on white wove ungummed paper, folded 

once between 9th and 10th vertical rows, scotch tape mounts at right 
margin, stamps are not affected, VF, unique multiple, Kramarenko 

#13 P2, C.v. $64,800 as singles, Est. $8,000-$10,000 

5,000 

1315 ** L12b 1901-03, Wenden Castle, 2k dark green and brown, top left corner 
sheet margin imperforate pane of 25 (1st group of a printer's sheet of 

150 (25x2x3), no gum as produced, NH, VF, expertized by Prof. 
Winterstern, Kramarenko ''Russika'' Cat. #14U, C.v. $2,125 as 

singles, Est. $600- $700 

300 

1316 ** L12b 1901-03, Wenden Castle, 2k dark green and brown, left sheet margin 
imperforate pane of 25 (3rd group of a printer's sheet of 150 (25 x 

2x3), in addition bottom sheet margin block of four, representing two 
major types of stamps, pane folded horizontally between 3rd and 4th 
rows, all mounted on page from a Collection, full OG, mainly NH, VF 
and a spectacular unit, Kramarenko #14 U, C.v. $2,465 as singles, 

Est. $600-$800 

400 

1317 **/* L12b var 1901-03, Wenden Castle, 2k dark green and brown, bottom left 
corner sheet margin imperforate block of six (2x3), left stamp in the 
middle row is placed upside down and forming either vertical or 

horizontal tete-beche pair, no gum as produced, VF and rare 

750 

1318 P L12 1901-03, Wenden Castle, imperforate proof of 2k in black, bottom 
sheet margin pane of 25 printed on wove paper, stamp on position 16 
is placed upside down and forming tete-beche pair, no gum as 
produced, hinge reminders at corners, VF and extremely rare, M. 

Kramarenko Cat. #14 P2 II, C.v. $12,500, Est. $4,000-$5,000 

2,500 

1319 U 1-8 OLONETS (AUNUS) 1919, black overprint ''Aunus'' on Finnish 

Coat of Arms stamps, 5p-10m, complete set of eight, each one with a 
part of violet ''SAAMAJARVEN - POSTITOIMISTU. 30.VIII.1919'' date 
stamp, arranged on page from a Collection, VF, opinion of H. Rudolph 

and letter of V. Karvonen, C.v. $1,500 

250 

1320 ** 1-5 var ARMY OF THE NORTH 1919, ''OKSA'', 5k-50k, complete set 

of five in gutter tete-beche sheets of 200 (100+100), sheet of 50k 
printed on thin paper, all others - on ordinary paper, occasional 
marginal flaws, folded along the gutter, full OG, NH, VF, guaranteed 

genuine, C.v. $600 plus 50 gutter tete-beche pairs 

200 
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1321  2 RUSSIAN OFFICES IN CHINA 1903, mixed franking 

postcard from Newchwang (October 19) via Russian PO at Hinkou 
(Yingkou) to Hungary, franked by Chinese 4c brown (tied by violet 

oval Peking marking) and a pair of red overprint ''Kitai'' on 2k green, 
''Yinkou. Field Telegraph Office of Priamursky Region. 7.X.1903. 
Serial 1'' date stamp, all transits and Budapest ''8.Nov.1903'' arrival 
are alongside, mostly VF and rare. The Port of Newchwang (Yingkou, 

Hinkou) is the only Treaty Port in Manchuria situated at Lyao River. 
Russian Troops were entered Newchwang on August 5, 1900. Mail to 
Europe was routed through the Russian PO at Hinkou for transit to 
the Trans-Siberian Railway. All mail must have both Chinese and 

Russian franking of the same value, Est. $1,200-$1,500 

600 

   RUSSIAN OFFICES IN THE TURKISH EMPIRE   

1322 U 17 var 1876, blue handstamped surcharge 8(k) on 10k carmine and green, 
printed on horizontally laid paper, perforation 11½ (Scott #11, a 
common stamp was surcharged on Scott #15, perforated 14½x15), a 
part of PO in Constantinople cancellation, insignificant abrasion at 

right, still F/VF, nice looking and extremely rare stamp. According to 
specialists' opinion these stamps were occasionally overprinted in the 

Post Office, only a few survived, Est. $750-$1,000 

400 

1323  48, 50 1894, pre-printed cover from Batum, franked by 3k and 7k on 
horizontally laid paper, addressed to Port Chios, stamps cancelled 
upon arrival to Russian PO in Constantinople on November 2, violet 

oval R.O.P.iT. in Chios ''24.NOV.94'' marking (light impression), VF 

and scarce mailing, Est. $300-$400 

150 

1324  33 1904 February 26), pre-printed cover from Russian PO at Trebizond 
(now Trabzon) to Constantinople, franked with surcharge 1pi on 10k 
blue on the back, tied by Trebizond ds with crosses instead of stars 

(Tchilinghirian fig 100), Russian PO at Constantinople marking ''2-

MAR.04'' on arrival, VF, expertized Mikulski 

100 

1325 **/* 213-27 1913, Romanov Dynasty surcharged issue, 5pa/1k - 50pi/5r, 
complete set of 15, full OG, NH or LH (50pi/5r and a few low values), 

VF, C.v. $178 as hinged  

75 

   WRANGEL'S ARMY ISSUES  

1326 ** 232 1921, red surcharge 10,000r on 3.50r black and gray, printed on 
vertically laid paper, top right corner sheet margin block of four, the 
same overprint on left part of top margin, full OG, NH (hinged on 
selvage far away from the stamps), VF and scarce multiple, Romeko 

guarantee hs, C.v. $1,000 as hinged singles 

500 

1327 P 235 1921, trial blue surcharge 20,000r on 7r black and yellow, printed on 
vertically laid paper, top left corner sheet margin block of four with 
control text ''A 04 B'' in black, additional surcharges on selvage, full 
OG, NH (hinged on margin far away from the stamps), VF and unique 
positional multiple, only one sheet of 25 stamps has been produced, 

each stamp with Romeko guarantee hs, Est. $5,000-$6,000 

2,500 

   RUSSIAN LOCALS OF THE CIVIL WAR PERIOD   

   Kharkov  

1328 U 68a var 1920, double black downwards (inverted) overprint ''RUB'' on 5k 
claret, vertical strip of four (perforation reinforcement in the middle), 
third stamp from the top without overprint, Kharkov postal 

cancellation, mostly VF and a scarce item, Est. $200-$250 

100 

1329  66, 70 1920, money order for 5000rub from Kharkov to Kazan Gub, franked 
by seven stamps with reading up ''RUB'' overprint and 7r green and 
pink without overprint, all appropriate markings, archival tears at 

left, otherwise VF, Est. $250-$300  

150 
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1330  68 1920, money order for 2,500rub from Kharkov to Ufa Gub., franked 
by three stamps of 5k claret with upwards ''RUB'' overprints and five 
stamps of 3.50r without overprint on reverse, arrival ds, the money 

order partially incomplete at left, still fine and scarce, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1331 ** 72a 1920, downward (inverted) overprint ''RUB'' on 1k orange, vertical 
imperforate gutter pair, slight folds along the gutter, full OG, NH, VF 

and scarce, C.v. $200 as hinged singles  

100 

1332 U 85a fn    

var 

Kiev 1922, black downwards (inverted) surcharge 7500(r) on Saving 
stamp of 5k green on buff network, printed on paper with watermark 
Horizontal Diamonds, block of four (upper right stamp has rounded 

corner) and horizontal pair, both are placed on a piece along with 
RSFSR stamp of 5000r/2r, clear Kiev cancellation, VF and rare, 

guaranteed genuine, C.v. $2,880 as singles 

400 

1333   Kustanay 1920, parcel card from Kustanay to Bol'shie Soli (Kostroma 
Gub.), franked by five stamps with black handstamped surcharge 
''rub'' on 20k blue and red, including block of four, upper right stamp 

with double handstamp variety, postmarked on arrival, fresh 
condition, counterfoil is attached, VF and rare franking, 

Geyfman #21, Est. $400-$500 

200 

   Siberia - Provisional Zemstvo Government of Baikal Region  

1334 **/*  1920, black or black blue pentagonal overprint ''Vremennaya 
Zemskaya Vlast' Pribaikal'ya'' on Imperial high values 1r-10r and 

''Sword Breaking Chain'' 70k, set of seven, including perf and imperf 

1r values, full OG, NH or LH (imperf 1r), VF and scarce  

100 

1335 */U  1920, black or black blue pentagonal overprint ''Vremennaya 
Zemskaya Vlast Pribaikal'ya'' on Imperial high values 1r-10r and 
''Sword Breaking Chain'' 70k, the total is nine values (imperf 1r 

probably trimmed from a perforated stamp), six unused and three 

cancelled on pieces, full OG, LH or used, mostly VF 

100 

   SOUTH RUSSIA  

   Yekaterinodar issue  

1336 ** 20, var 1918-20, black surcharge ''-25'' on perforated 1k orange yellow, 
three- side margin pane of 25, stamps at the top row without the 
surcharge due to strong shift (extra line of surcharge at the bottom 
margin), full OG, NH (insignificant paper adhesion at the lower right 

corner), VF, this variety is not listed in Scott, Est. $250-$300 

150 

1337 ** 24a 1918-20, inverted black surcharge 1r on perforated 3k red, complete 

pane of 25, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,250 as hinged singles  

250 

1338 ** 24b 1918-20, black surcharge 1r on perforated 3k red, complete pane of 
25, stamps of the top row has single surcharge, while stamps from 
other four rows have double surcharge, minor marginal creases, still 
full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $1,000 as singles  

200 

1339 ** 24, c 1918-20, black surcharge 1r on perforated 3k red, top left corner 
sheet margin block of six (2x3), two top stamps without the 
surcharge, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp expertized by E. Eichenthal, 

C.v. $200 as two hinged pairs with and without surcharge 

75 

1340 ** 36b 1918-20, double black surcharge ''-50'' on imperforate 2k green, 
three-side margin block of 20 (5x4) with additional ''single'' 
surcharges at the bottom selvage, tiny natural paper inclusion, crease 
at bottom left and pinholes on margins, affecting altogether edges of 3 

stamps, full OG, NH, mainly VF, C.v. $680 for 17 hinged singles 

100 

1341 ** 20a/36d Selection of Yekaterinodar issue Varieties 1918-20, 11 mint 
stamps in singles, pairs and block of four, including ten inverted 
surcharges, one double and three surcharge shifts, No.36b has gum 
creases, sound condition overall, full OG, NH, VF and guaranteed 

genuine, C.v. $545++ 

100 
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1342 ** 54b Crimea issue 1920, black double surcharge 5r on 20k blue and 
carmine, bottom left corner sheet margin block of four, full OG, NH, 

VF, C.v. $300 as hinged singles  

100 

   SAAR   

1343 ** 70, 88, a, 

116 

1921-23, 20pf and 5fr in blocks of four and black shifted to the right 
surcharge 15c on 40pf in block of six with left stamp in the middle 

placed upside down and forming either vertical or horizontal tete-

beche pair, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $427++, 

100 

1344 P 255 1955, International Fair, Minister sunken die proof sheet of 15fr 

multicolored, no gum as issued, NH, VF, Mi #359M, C.v. €150  

40 

   SAUDI ARABIA   

   Kingdom of the Hejaz  

1345 (*) L1-3 1916, ¼pi-1pi, complete set of three in vertical pairs, 1pi blue with 

perforation 10, fresh, unused, no gum, VF, C.v. $280  
75 

1346 ** L16e 1921, double (one inverted) black overprint on ½pi green, position 23, 
roulette 13, full original dry gum as always exists, NH, VF, expertized 

by D. Graham, C.v. $825, SG #23db, C.v.£900 as hinged  

200 

   Jedda issue  

1347 (*) L55a 1925, inverted red overprint on 1pa lilac brown, serrate roulette 13, 
bottom right corner sheet margin plate No. N-9-G, block of ten (2x5), 
positions 29- 30/49-50, unused, no gum, VF and scarce multiple, P. 

Holcombe certificate, C.v.$825, SG #66a, C.v. £1,000++ 

200 

1348 (*) L86a 1925, double (one inverted) blue overprint on 2pi orange, perforation 
11½, block of six (3x2), unused, no gum, VF and scarce multiple, P. 

Holcombe certificate, C.v. $870, SG #109c, C.v. £1,080++  

200 

1349 * LJ18a Hejaz Postage Due stamps - Jeddah issue 1925, reading up 
(inverted) blue overprint on 20pa red, full OG, VLH, VF, P. Holcombe 

certificate, C.v. $825, SG #D89a, C.v.£1,000  

250 

1350 ** 180-84 1950, 50th Anniversary of the Capture of Riyadh by King Ibn Saud, 

½g-10g, complete set of five, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $196  
75 

   TANNU TUVA   

1351 ** 31a 1932, Horseman, inverted blue surcharge 3k on 70k dark red and 

bister, block of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $2,400 as singles  
400 

1352 (*)L  1932, Postal Charity stamp for the National Defense Assistance 
Society, black handstamped surcharge ''O K T E 1kop'' on Tuvinian 
revenue stamp of 15k brown, surcharge type 2 according to V. 
Ustinovsky Monograph, partially trimmed perforation at bottom, 

unused, no gum, mainly VF and very rare, suggested retail is $400 

200 

1353 P 69 1935, Bactrian Camels, ten perforated (12?-13?) trial color proofs of 
3t in various colors, affixed over large greenish gray card with text at 
the bottom reads: ''Project. 28 September 1933'', size 312x278mm, 
card is fresh and proofs are in exceptional condition, VF and 

extremely rare, Est. $8,000-$10,000 

4,000 

1354 ** 120/23, 

120a-23a 

1943, Arms and Government Building, 25k-50k, two complete sets on 
buff (3 stamps) or on white paper (4 stamps), full OG (1) or no gum as 

issued, NH, VF, C.v. $685  

200 

1355 ** 120 1943, Coat of Arms, 25k slate blue, vertical strip of five (complete 
setting), printed on buff paper, second stamp at top with design offset 

on reverse), no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $900  

250 

1356 ** 120b 1943, Coat of Arms, 25k slate blue, vertical strip of five (complete 

setting) on white paper, no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $500  
150 

1357 ** 121a 1943, Coat of Arms, 25k black, vertical strip of five (complete setting), 
printed on white paper, full original patchy gum as produced with 

marginal crease at bottom, still NH, VF, C.v. $625 as singles  

200 
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1358 ** 122-23, 

122a-23a 

1943, Coat of Arms and Government Building, 25k green and 50k 
green, vertical pairs on buff and white paper, printed in se-tenant 

blocks of four (not survived), no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. $740++  

150 

   THAILAND   

1359 ** 632a/ 

1750b 

Neat Souvenir Sheets Group 1972-97, 29 items, including National 
Costumes of 1972, two of SEAP Games, two Philatelic Exhibition in 

Bangkok of 1983, two sheet commemoration 60th Birthdays of King 
and Queen of Thailand and several New Year sheets, full OG, NH, VF, 

C.v. is close to $1,400, Est. $400-$500 

250 

1360 ** 225/   

1750 

Nice Selection in Blue Stockbook 1932-97, 116 mostly mint (one 
set of 8 is used) stamps and 45 miniature and souvenir sheets, 

commemorative and definitive issues, SEAP Games and Philatelic 
Exhibition souvenir sheets, a few duplicates, post office fresh quality, 

full OG, NH, VF, C.v. is close to $700, Est. $300-$400 

150 

   TURKEY   

1361   1894, stationery postcard 20pa lilac sent from Jerusalem to 
Germany, in addition stampless entire wrapper from British PO in 

Turkish Empire to Malta of 1859, mostly VF, Est. $200-$250  

100 

1362 * 605/23, 

var 

1923, Crescent and Star, 10pa-500pi, set of 18 (less 3¾pi and 10pi, 
C.v. $15), most with perforation 13¼x12¾, full OG, LH, F/VF, 

C.v. $1,420  

200 

1363 * 634-47 1926, Mustafa Kemal Pasha, Scenes, Views, 10pa-200g, complete set 

of 14, full/large part of OG, F/VF, C.v. $224  
75 

1364 ** 640/727 1926-30, Mustafa Kemal Pasha, Scenes, Views, 48 mint never hinged 
stamps in singles or pairs, representing four different issues, 

including all ''key'' values, such as No.646, 647, 688, 689-91, 697 

and 704, full OG, NH, F/VF, C.v. is about $2,600, Est. $500-$600 

250 

1365 ** B54-68 Semi - Postal issues 1935, International Suffragist Congress, 
20pa+20pa - 100k+100k, complete set of 15, full OG (minor gum 

foxing on 2½k+2½k and 4k+4k, C.v. $2.50), NH, VF, C.v. $750  

150 

1366 * J3 Postage Due stamps 1863, ''Tughra'', 2pi black on red brown paper, 

blue band at bottom, full OG, VLH, VF, C.v. $500  
100 

1367 */U 254/419, 
B19/45, 

P134/52 

Nice Collection on Pages 1914-17, about 150 mostly mint stamps 
(20-used), representing definitive set of 1914 (no high value) with later 
used overprints and excellent range of crescent overprints/surcharges 
for postage, semi- postal and newspaper stamps, including No.366-
67, 390- 95, 398-404, 405, B30, P151 and etc., neatly mounted on 

pages, full/large part of OG, F/VF, C.v. is about $2,250 

250 

   UKRAINE   

   Catalogued by Comprehensive Catalog of Ukrainian Philately by 
J. Bulat 

 

   TRIDENT OVERPRINTS  

   KYIV – Type 1  

1368 ** 50 var 1918, broken violet overprint on Romanov Dynasty stamp of 1k 
orange, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, this stamp is not listed in the 
Cat., expertized by J. Bulat  

75 

1369 **/* 13/108 Neat Accumulation 1918, about 400 mostly mint perforated and 
imperforate stamps (130 - used), singles, pairs, strips and blocks, 
including 10 inverted, 3 double and 1 sideways overprint, among 
better: blue overprint on 10k/7k in strip of five, perf 35k with double 
overprint, perf 10r with black overprint (No.33c priced with ''-'') and 

many more, fresh quality material, full/part of OG or used, some NH, 

mainly LH/hinged, F/VF, C.v. is about $1,800++ 

400 
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1370 **/* 229/53  

var 

Mainly Double Overprints of Type 2 Multiple Handstamp - Eye-
Catching Collection 1918, over 170 mint perforated and imperforate 
stamps in pairs, strips and blocks, representing 84 double overprints 
with 11 strips of five, 6 pairs with and without overprints, overinked 

basic stamps of 3k in strip of three, block of six and two pairs with 
shifted centers, strip of 50k with omitted background, several strips 
of mixed overprint types and etc., gorgeous unit, full/large part of 

OG, NH or LH/hinged, F/VF, Est. $1,500-$1,800 

750 

1371 **/* 229/53  

var 

Mostly Inverted Overprints of Type 2 Multiple Handstamp - 
Beautiful Collection 1918, over 150 mint perforated and imperforate 
stamps in pairs, strips and blocks, representing 112 inverted 
overprints with 20 strips of five, 17 tete-beche pairs, 1 strip with 
double one inverted overprint, minor separations possible, one stamp 

of 10k damaged in 10-block, generally fresh and nice quality material, 

full/large part of OG, NH or LH/hinged, F/VF, Est. $1,600-$2,000 

800 

   Type 2a  

1372 ** 271, var 1918, violet overprint on 25k green and violet, block of four, bottom 
right stamp with inverted overprint, full OG, NH, VF and rare 
multiple, each stamp expertized by J. Bulat, C.v. $500 as four stamps 

with upright overprint  

150 

1373 * 257/91 Small Collection 1918, violet overprints on 62 mainly mint (2 - used) 
perforated or imperforate stamps, including singles, pairs, strips of 
three or four and block of three with label, most valuable items are 

No.257-58, 275b, 280 and some more, nice and fresh quality unit, 
full OG, NH or LH/hinged, F/VF, many stamps are expertized, C.v. is 

over $1,000 

200 

1374 */U 350/76a Excellent Selection of type 2d 1918, 95 mint and used (23) stamps 
in singles, pairs, strips and blocks, including imperforate 2k in used 

block of 10, mint single of 5k (No.369, priced with ''-'' in the Cat.), 
mint singles of 3.50r and inverted overprint on 7r, plus many more, 
full OG or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. Seichter, Dr. Zelonka and others, C.v. 

is almost $2,000 

400 

1375 **/* 460/90  

var 

Useful Group of Type 2g 1918, 110 mostly mint perforated and 
imperforate stamps (16 - used), singles, pairs, strips and blocks, 
including perf 3.50r priced with ''-'', unlisted tete-beche pair of 1r 
imperf, neatly cancelled high values and many more, fresh condition 
overall, full/part of OG, F/VF, ex-A. Epstein and Dr. Zelonka, C.v. is 

over $750++ 

150 

1376 */U 53/592 Overprints of Types 1 and 2 on Romanov Dynasty stamps 1918, 
1k-3r, 42 mint or used (20) stamps in singles and blocks, highlights 
included unlisted Svenson type on 3k (expertized by Dr. Ceresa), 
block of 3r with overprints of type 2gg in violet at top and black - at 

bottom, nice quality unit, full/part of OG or used, F/VF, C.v. is well 

over $1,200 for listed stamps 

250 

1377 ** 516, var 1918, violet overprint (type 2gg) on perforated 10k dark blue, bottom 
left corner margin block of eight (horizontal pair plus block of six), 
control No.5 on the edge, offset on reverse, 7 overprints placed 

sideways in both directions and one stamp has inverted overprint, full 

OG, NH, VF 

100 

1378 **/* 526 1918, violet overprint (type 2gg) on perforated 1r brown, pale brown 
and orange in block of four, full OG, NH or LH (top stamps), VF and 
rare multiple, expertized by Dr. Seichter, C.v. $1,400 as hinged  

300 

1379  599a Ministerial Type 1919 (June 24), red overprint over violet overprint 
(type 2f, Bulat #452) on Romanov Dynasty 3r dark violet, used on 
cover from Kyiv to Moscow (Shchapov's correspondences), 

postmarked on arrival (29.6.19), mostly VF and scarce  

100 
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1380 */U 601/47, 

var 

Desirable Selection of Type 3 1918, over 350 mint and used (125) 
perforated and imperforate stamps, singles, pairs, strips and blocks, 
several stamp offsets and overprints on gum, some inverted, double 
and incomplete overprints (perf 50k), green overprint on 20k/14k, 

perf 3k with overprint type 3C Local, expertized by Dr. Seichter, fresh 

quality material, full/part of OG or used, F/VF, C.v. is about $1,250 

250 

   KHARKIV  

1381 */U 743/52 Perforated High Values of Type 3 1918, 3.50r and 7r, 1r-10r, 38 
mint and used (24) stamps, singles, strips and blocks, two inverts, 
some nice cancellations, generally fresh, full/part of OG or used, 

F/VF, ex-Dr. Zelonka, C.v. $1,900  

300 

1382 */U 754-58 Imperforate High Values of Type 3 1918, 1r-10r, 71 mint and used 
(40), singles, pairs, strips and blocks, including 3 inverted, 2 double 
overprints, pair with and without overprint, four stamps punched at 
post offices (not counted), generally clean and nice unit, full/part of 

OG or used, F/VF, ex- A. Popov, Dr. Zelonka, C.v. about $750 

150 

1383 */U 683/722, 

759/84 

Reprints of Types 1 and 3 - Clean Collection 1918, 210 mint and 
used perforated and imperforate stamps, representing 170 of type 1 
and 40 of type 3, including 12 double, 34 inverted overprints with two 
tete-beche pairs, 27 stamps with violet instead of gray or gray black 
overprints, neat and well organized unit, full/part of OG or used, 

F/VF, C.v. $880++ 

200 

1384 */U 801/17 Local Types of 4-8 - Valuable Group 1918, 31 mint or used 
perforated and imperforate values, 5 stamps with postal punches (not 
counted), mostly singles, but includes pair and blocks of four of six, 
3.50r black and gray (No.808) priced with ''-'', full/part of OG or used, 

F/VF, ex-A. Epstein, Dr. Zelonka and others, most stamps with 

experts' hs, C.v. $4,450++ 

750 

1385 */U 818/47 Katerynoslav - Affordable Collection on Stockpages 1918, over 350 
mint and used (125) perforated and imperforate stamps in singles, 
pairs, strips and blocks, representing 11 inverted overprints with 2 

tete-beche pairs, No.824c type 2 overprint on 10k in vertical pair, two 
stamps with overprints of special types, nice quality material, 
full/part of OG or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. Seichter and Dr. Zelonka, C.v. 

is over $1,100 plus two stamps priced with ''-'' 

250 

   POLTAVA  

1386 * 942-57 1918, violet overprint (type 1) on perforated 1k- 70k, complete ''kop'' 
denominations set of 15 stamps, nice condition, full OG, LH or 

hinged, F/VF, most properly expertized, C.v. close to $700  

150 

1387  966 1918, violet overprint (type 1) on 5k claret, two imperforate singles 
used on POW card from Irkliiv to Austria, incorrectly trimmed at the 

bottom, otherwise fresh and VF, C.v. $450 as used stamps off card  

150 

   ODESSA  

1388 **/* 1096-119, 

var 

Mostly Errors Collection of Type 2 1918, 150 mint stamps in 
singles, pairs, strips and blocks, representing 19 values with inverted, 
4 with doubled, more then 20 with broken overprints, pair with and 

without overprint, numerous shifts of overprints or details of basic 
stamps, full OG, NH or LH/hinged, F/VF and great unit, less then a 

half of errors are priced in the Cat., Est. $800-$1,000 

400 

1389 */U 1147/83 Outstanding Collection of Type 4 on Stockpages 1918, 209 mainly 
mint perforated and imperforate stamps (59 - used), including several 

strips and blocks, among better - 29 inverted, 6 sideways and 1 
double overprints, 3 tete-beche pairs, 3 stamps on vertically laid 
paper (3.50r and 7r) and numerous high values, valuable and neat 

unit, full/part of OG or used, F/VF, ex- Dr. Zelonka, C.v. $3,880++ 

750 
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1390 */U 1184/219 Adorable Collection of Type 5 on Stockpages 1918, 86 mostly mint 
perforated and imperforate stamps (16 - used), including 3 stamps of 
3.50r and 7r on vertically laid paper, perforated 2k-10r and 
imperforated 1k-10r with several strips and blocks, 12 stamps with 

inverted (2 tete-beche pairs), 1 sideways and 3 double overprints, nice 
and clean assembly, full/large part of OG or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. 

Seichter and Dr. Zelonka, C.v. $4,520 plus 2 stamps priced with ''-'' 

800 

1391 */U 1222/43 Striking Assembly of Type 6 1918, 79 mint and used (31) perforated 
stamps, including 5 stamps of 3.50r and 7r on vertically laid paper, 

then 2k-10r, including several blocks of 1r value, as well as 3 inverted 
overprints, one of two 35k with overprint type 1 on gum side, nice 
and valuable unit, full/large part of OG or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. 

Zelonka, C.v. is well over $2,600 

500 

1392 */U 1244/57 Remarkable Selection of Type 6 Imperforates 1918, 70 mint and 
used (30) stamps, including 17 inverted overprints, rare mint 50k, 
inverted overprint on 70k (not priced unused), scarce 5r and 10r, 
each one presented in two mint and one or two used stamps, clean 
unit, full/large part of OG or used, F/VF, ex-Dr. Zelonka, C.v. is over 

$1,350 

250 

1393 */U 1348/68 Fabulous Group of Type 10 1918, 45 mint and used (33) perforated 
10r/7k-5r and imperforate 1k-7r, including cancelled stamps on 
pieces, large strips and two blocks of four, 4 stamps with inverted 
overprints and 1 tete-beche pair, nice and clean unit, full OG or used, 

F/VF, ex-Dr. Seichter or Dr. Zelonka, C.v. $2,550 

500 

   PODILIA  

1394  1425 1918, black overprint (type 1) on Sword Breaking Chain 70k brown in 
block of four, used on reverse of registered cover from Zhmerinka to 
Kyiv, appropriate markings and arrival ds, VF and rare franking, 
expertized by J. Bulat, ex-Dr. Seichter, used stamp priced with ''-'' in 

the Cat. 

150 

1395 U  1918, black overprint (Dr. Seichter type 1cc) on imperforate 1r, 
cancelled by Mogilev on a piece together with black Kharkiv overprint 
on imperforate 5r, mostly VF and rare, ex-Dr. Seichter and Dr. 
Zelonka, the stamp is listed in Kramarenko Cat. #39.5.60, priced with 

''-'' 

150 

1396 * 1492 1918, black overprint (type 7) over 20k on 14k blue and carmine, full 
OG, VLH, VF and scarce, expertized by Prof. Seefeldner, the stamp is 

priced with ''-'' in the Cat.  

75 

1397 U 1640 1918, black overprint (type 17) on perforated 2k green, neatly 
cancelled, fresh and VF, expertized by U.P.V. and others, ex-Dr. 

Zelonka, the stamp is priced with ''-''  

75 

1398 U 1645 1918, black overprint (type 17) on perforated 15k brown lilac and 
blue, top right corner cancellation, VF and rare, several experts' 

markings on reverse, ex-Dr. Zelonka, the stamp priced with ''-'' in the 

Cat.  

75 

1399 ** 1666 1918, black overprint (type 18) over 10k on 7k light blue, full OG, 
apparently NH, VF, expertized by J. Bulat and others, the stamp is 

priced with ''-'' in the Cat.  

75 

1400 U 1706 1918, black overprint (type 20) on perforated 15k violet brown and 
blue, a part of postal cancellation, VF and rare, ex-Faberge, 

expertized by J. Bulat, the stamp priced in the Cat. with ''-''  

75 

1401 U  1918, two stamps with black overprints (Dr. Seichter types 9b and 9c) 
on 70k brown and orange, postal cancellations, F/VF and very rare, 
these overprint types are not listed in the Bulat Cat., ex-Dr. Seichter 

and Dr. Zelonka  

200 

1402 U 1719/38 1918, black overprint (type 21) on perforated 2k-70k and imperforate 
5k, 50k and 1r, including three pairs, each one postally used, 
generally F/VF, all valuable stamps properly expertized, C.v. $878 

plus 25k priced with ''-'' in used condition, C.v. $145 for mint stamp 

200 
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1403 U 1721 1918, black overprint (type 21) on perforated 5k claret, postal 
cancellation, mostly VF, expertized by J. Bulat, the stamp is priced 

with ''-'' in the Cat.  

75 

1404 * 1773 1918, black overprint (type 23) on imperforate 3k red, nice margins, 
part of OG, VF, expertized by J. Bulat, the stamp is priced with ''-'' in 

the Cat.  

75 

1405 U 1779 1918, black overprint (type 24) on perforated 7k light blue, postally 
used, mostly VF, expertized by J. Bulat, the stamp is priced with ''-'' 

in the Cat.  

75 

1406 * 1860-61, 

1864 

1918, black overprint (type 32) on perforated stamps of 2k, 3k and 
15k, all with full OG, LH, expertized by J. Bulat, U.P.V. and Prof. 
Seefeldner, the stamp of 15k is priced with ''-'' in the Cat, others have 

C.v. $6.25  

75 

1407 * 1869 1918, black overprint (type 32) on imperforate 2k green, full OG, LH, 

VF, expertized by J. Bulat, the stamp is priced with ''-'' in the Cat.  

75 

1408 U 1882/94 1918, black overprint (type 33) on perforated 20k-3.50r and 
imperforate 1r, all are properly cancelled, F/VF, valuable stamps 
properly expertized, 20k is not priced used and 25k is priced with ''-'' 

in the Cat., others have C.v. $77  

150 

1409 U 1906 1918, black overprint (type 34) on imperforate 50k violet brown and 
green, Kodyma ''12.9.18'' complete date stamp on a piece, VF and 

rare, expertized by J. Bulat, the stamp is priced with ''-'' in the Cat.  

100 

1410 * 1926, 1928 1918, black overprint (type 36) over 10k/7k light blue and over 
20k/14k blue and carmine, part of OG, VF, expertized by J. Bulat, 

both stamps are priced with ''-'' in the Cat.  

150 

1411 * 1945 1918, black overprint (type 37) on perforated 15k violet brown and 
blue, full OG, VLH, VF, expertized by J. Bulat, the stamp is priced 

with ''-'' in the Cat.  

75 

1412 U 1985, 1992 1918, black overprint (type 42) on perforated 25k and imperforate 1r, 
cancelled on pieced by Tomashpil' and Kamenets respectively, mostly 
VF and rare, ex-Dr. Zelonka, stamp of 25k has no price for used 

stamp (mint one has C.v. $150), 1r priced with ''-'' in the Cat. 

120 

1413 ** 1995 1918, black overprint (type 43) on perforated 20k blue and carmine, 
full OG, NH (!), VF, expertized by J. Bulat, the stamp is priced with ''-'' 

in the Cat.  

75 

1414 * 2004 1918, black overprint (type 44) on perforated 4k carmine, full OG, LH, 
VF, expertized by U.P.V. and Dr. Seichter, the stamp is priced with ''-'' 

in the Cat.  

75 

1415 U 2010, a 1918, black overprint (type 44) on two perforated stamps of 25k green 
and violet, one has double overprint, postally used, mostly VF, 

expertized by J. Bulat, both values are priced with ''-'' in the Cat.  

150 

1416 **/* 2018, 
2020, 

2027a-28 

1918, black overprint (type 45) on perforated 1k and 4k, imperforate 
3k (inverted) and 5k, full OG, NH (1) or LH, VF, expertized by J. Bulat 
and others, the stamp of 3k with inverted overprint is priced with ''-'' 

in the Cat., all others have C.v. $140 

120 

1417 U 2059/73 1918, black overprint (type 48) on perforated 2k-10r, including stamp 
of 10k/7k, all are postally used, F/VF, properly expertized, C.v. $944 

plus No.2064, priced with ''-'' in used condition  

250 

1418 U 2094 1918, black overprint (type 50) on perforated 20k blue and carmine, 
postally used, mostly VF, expertized by J. Bulat, the stamp is priced 

with ''-'' in the Cat.  

75 

1419 * 2118/37 1918, black overprint (type 52) on perforated 1k-70k and imperforate 
3k, 50k and 1r, full OG, mainly LH, VF, all valuable stamps with 
experts' hs, the stamp of 20k/14k is priced with ''-'' in mint condition, 

others have C.v. $224  

100 

1420 U 2135 1918, black overprint (type 52) on imperforate 5k claret, postally 
used, mostly VF, expertized by A. Popov, the stamp is priced with ''-'' 

in the Cat.  

75 
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1421 * 2171/87 1918, black overprint (type 56) on perforated 2k-50k, imperforate 3k 
(pair) and 1r, full OG, LH or hinged, F/VF, properly expertized, 

C.v. $426  

100 

1422 **/* 2197/283, 

var 

Outstanding Group of Multiples with Mixed Overprint Types 
1918, perforated 1k-70k, imperforate 3k and 50k, 30 items of the 

total 128 stamps, representing 41 se-tenant pairs bearing different 
types of overprints, including 7 unlisted ones - pair of perf 3k with 
types 19 (unlisted)+52, block of six perf 10k with two mixed pairs of 
types 29+30 (both unlisted), pair of perf 10k types 29+48 (unlisted), 

block of six 20k/14k with three mixed pairs of types 56+18 (both 
unlisted), nice and clean unit, full/large part of OG with many NH 
stamps, ex-Dr. Seichter and Dr. Zelonka, C.v. is over $4,400 plus 7 

pairs not mentioned in the Catalog 

1,000 

1423 */U 1370/ 

2193, var 

Highly Desirable and Valuable Collection in a Green Stockbook 
1918, 1330 mint and used perforated and imperforate stamps neatly 
arranged by Bulat Cat. order and representing 50 different types of 
overprint (identified by Bulat types), singles, pairs, strips and blocks, 

including 16 stamps with inverted and 16 stamps with double 
overprints, 3 pairs with and without overprint, we mention 57 values, 
which are priced with ''-'' in the Cat with 11 stamps have ''-'' either for 
used or mint condition; nice and neat holding with just occasional 

flaws, full/large part of OG or used, F/VF, many valuable stamps 
properly expertized, ex-Dr. Seichter, Dr. Zelonka and A. Epstein, 
Bulat #1370/2193, var, C.v. is close to $30,000 w/o not listed (2) and 

priced with ''-'' stamps 

8,000 

   LOCAL TRIDENT OVERPRINTS  

1424 */U 212/28 Chernihiv-Kyiv - Outstanding Collection of Type 1 1918, 317 mint 
and used (89) perforated and imperforate stamps in singles, pairs, 
strips and blocks, inverted and double overprints, pairs and strips 
with and without overprints, two tete-beche pairs, many valuable 

stamps with retail value up to $200 (3 perf stamps of 1r), some nice 
cancellations, full/part of OG or used, NH, LH or hinged, F/VF, ex-
Dr. Zelonka, C.v. is over $4,000 plus perf 10r and imperf 1r, both 

mint and imperf 7r used, which are priced with ''-'' in the Cat. 

1,000 

1425 ** 2299 Berezno 1918, violet overprint on Romanov Dynasty 1k orange, top 
sheet margin single, full OG, NH (hinged on margin), VF, boxed 

guarantee hs on reverse, ex- Dr. Zelonka, C.v. $125  

50 

1426 U 2339, a Chernihiv Type 2 1918, two stamps with black or violet overprint on 
10r carmine, yellow and gray, properly cancelled, first one has 
repaired punch hole, fresh and VF looking unit, ex-Dr. Zelonka, 

C.v. $600  

100 

1427 U 2431 Nemyia 1918, black overprint on perforated 1r dark brown, pale 
brown and orange, practically complete Nemyia cancellation, VF and 

very rare, C.v. $450  

150 

1428 U 2433 Nova Pryluka 1918, black overprint on perforated 10k dark blue, 
postally used, mainly VF and rare, expertized by A. Epstein, priced 

with ''-'' in the Cat.  

150 

1429  2457-58 Novobilytsia 1918, violet pen drawn overprints on imperforate 2k 
and 3k used together with three other values on postcard from 
Novobilytsia to Gomel, postmarked on arrival, mostly VF, C.v. for 

stamps off card $100 for 3k, stamp of 2k priced with ''-'' 

150 

1430 **/* 2462, var Novosybkiv 1918, violet overprint on imperforate 3k red, vertical 
strip of three, only top stamp has overprint, two others have overprint 

omitted, full OG, NH or LH (top stamp), VF and rare multiple, 

expertized by J. Bulat, ex- Dr. Zelonka, C.v. $100 for a single stamp  

100 

1431 U 2474 Sarny - Type 2 1918, black overprint on 15k brown lilac and blue, 
postal cancellation, VF and rare, expertized by J. Bulat, Soviet 
Philatelic guarantee hs, illustrated in the Dr. Ceresa handbook, 

priced with ''-'' in the catalog  

150 
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1432 U 2541 Shpykiv 1918, black overprint on imperforate 50k brown violet and 
green, bottom margin single with neat postal cancellation, VF, ex-Dr. 

Zelonka, the stamp priced with ''-'' in the Catalog  

100 

1433 */U  Neat Selection of Local Overprints 1918, 115 mint or used (42) 
perforated and imperforate stamps represents items of 13 different 

districts, several reprints and 7 stamps with postal punches (not 
counted), 3 stamps of unknown types, nicely presented, clean and 

affordable unit, full/part of OG or used, F/VF, C.v. is close to $2,500 

500 

   COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS  

1434 */U  Remarkable General Collection of Trident Overprints 1918, almost 
1600 mint and used (475) perforated and imperforated stamps, 
generally singles, but including some strips and blocks, representing 
Kyiv of types 1-3, about 650 stamps with C.v. close to $2,500; 

Kharkiv types 1-3, over 250 stamps with C.v. over $1,800; 
Katerynoslav types 1-2, over 150 stamps, C.v. close to $600; Poltava 
types 1-2, 34 stamps, C.v. $300; Odessa types 1-10, over 400 
stamps, C.v. $4,750 and Podilia various types, 60 stamps and C.v. 

about $150; this is intact collection with just our notes of overprint 

types, full/large part of OG or used, F/VF, C.v. is over $10,000++ 

1,500 

1435 **  Mainly Ukraine as a Part of Austria-Hungary Empire Postal 
History Items 1841-1919, 5 covers or entire wrappers, including 

stampless Kyiv-Lemberg (L'viv) of 1841, Skole-Michalowice of 1856, 
Drogobycz-Alt Sandec (1862), Sambor-Przemysl (1893) and air mail 
cover on line Vienna-Krakow-Lemberg-Kyiv of 1919; in addition two 
stampless entires Libau-Riga (1807) and Mitava-Bordeaux (1862); as 

well as Carpatho-Ukraine 2nd Soviet issue of 1945, 21 complete sets 
(five blocks and one single set), minor flaws possible on postal history 

items and perf varieties on stamps, F/VF, Est. $600-$700 

300 

1436 U  Balance of Mostly Postal History Collection 1918-20, 15 items, 
including Vienna issue 1hr proof in block of eight, 10 covers or cards 

and 4 large pieces with cancelled stamps, representing Shahiv issue 
(2), Kyiv (3), Katerynoslav (1), Poltava (1), Odessa (2), Podilia (5), 
occasional flaws, missing stamp on a parcel card, generally collectible 
quality material, F/VF, Est. $300-$400 

150 

   DISPLACED PERSON CAMPS ISSUES  

1437 SB  Post-World War I Camps - Postcard Booklets 1919-20, 3 items with 
covers in orange, red or blue, each one containing 10 sepia PPC, 
showing everyday life of Ukrainians in Nemetski Yablonny (Camp at 

Czechoslovakia), VF and rare, especially booklet with orange cover 

100 

   Post-World War II Camps  

1438 ** 1-4, var Rimini (Italy) 1946-47, large size se-tenant souvenir sheet and 14 
stamps, each one inscribed ''Ukrainian Camp Post'', minor marginal 
bends, fresh quality overall, no gum as produced, VF, Ukrainian 
Society of Soldiers-Collectors seal on reverse, Est. $300 -$400 

200 

   Regensburg  

1439 ** 1-8 1947, First Definitive issue, Views, Taras Shevchenko, Archbishop 
Sheptytsky, Trident, 5pf- 3m, perforated complete set of seven, full 
OG, NH, mostly VF  

75 

1440 **P 1-8, a 1947, First Definitive issue, 5pf-3m, perforated complete set of seven, 
imperforate set in pairs (no 50pf and 2m - single), as well as 10 
perforated and vertical imperforate tete-beche pair proofs of 1m-3m 

denominations, all with full OG, NH or no gum as produced, VF 

150 

1441 **P 9-18, a 1947, National Costumes issue, 111 stamps in singles and pairs, plus 
one booklet contains complete perforated set of ten, the unit 
represents 38 issued perforated and imperforate stamps, 33 proofs 
printed on different gummed paper and 40 proofs on glossy, rough 
and very thick paper without gum, all are inscribed on stockpages, 

including pair proofs imperf between in strip of 5, other perf errors, 
fresh condition, full OG or no gum as produced, VF, Est. $600-$700 

300 
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1442 ** 9-18, a 1947, National Costumes, 5pf+5pf-1m+50pf, perforated and 
imperforate sets of 13 and 8 respectively, sheet margin blocks of four, 

full OG, NH, VF, Est. $300-$400  

150 

1443 ** 9/18, var 1947, National Costumes issue, 5pf+5pf-1m+50pf, perforated set of 
11 sheets, 25 stamps each, missing only 10pf+10pf maroon on rose 

paper with two extra sheets of 15pf+15pf on rose and yellow paper, 
occasional marginal separations possible, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $200-

$300 

100 

1444 ** 19-23, a, 

var 

1947-48, Historical Dates issue, 3m in various color combinations, 40 
perforated and imperforate values, representing 16 issued stamps 

with several perforation or center shifts and 24 proofs on gummed 
paper or glossy and hard paper without gum, here is presented perf 
error date ''1939-22.III.-1948'', offset on gum side and more, perfect 

quality, full OG or no gum as produced, NH, VF, Est. $400-$500 

200 

1445 ** 19-23 1947-48, Historical Dates, 3m in various color combinations, 12 
blocks of four, perforated and imperforate issued stamps and proofs 

(marked as such), errors ''191-1.XI.-1947'' and ''1918-1.X .-1947'' 
(positions 3/8) in blocks of issued stamps and proof on hard paper, 

perfect condition, full OG, NH, VF, Est. $300-$400 

150 

   MODERN IMPERFORATE  ERRORS  AND  VARIETIES   

   Catalogued by Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalog of 2024  

1446 P 237 1996, 100th Anniversary of Modern Olympic Games, bottom sheet 
margin imperforate proof of 40,000kb in blue, light blue and buff, text 
''UKRAINA'' at left (issued stamp has it at right), full OG, NH, VF and 

scarce, Kramarenko (2013) #154P, C.v. 2,500UAH=US$312.50 

75 

1447 ** 239 imp 1996, 5th Anniversary of Independence, 20,000kb multicolored, 
bottom top margin imperforate block of four, full OG, NH, VF and 

rare, Kramarenko (2013) #158Pa, 10,000UAH=US$1,250 as singles  

200 

1448 P 247 1996, 125th Anniversary of the birth of Ivan Poddubny, famous 
Ukrainian Wrestler, multicolored imperforate proof of 40,000kb 
(issued stamp has value 40k), top margin block of four, full OG, NH, 
VF and rare, Kramarenko (2013) #166P, 11,200UAH=US$1,400 as 

singles 

200 

1449 P 268 1997, Ivan Kupalo Festival, imperforate proof of 20k multicolored 
with background in dark blue instead of black, bottom margin 
vertical pair, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Kramarenko (2013) #188P, 

C.v. 7,000UAH=US$875 as singles  

150 

1450 ** 345 imp 1999, History of Shipbuilding, 30k x2 multicolored, horizontal se-
tenant pair, imperforate block of eight, containing 4 pairs, full OG, 
NH, VF and rare multiple, Kramarenko (2013) #288-89Pa, C.v. 

32,000UAH=US$4,000 as pairs  

500 

1451 ** 346 imp 1999, Yaroslav Wise, imperforate souvenir sheet of 1.20h 
multicolored, enlarged margins, especially at right with control 

markings, full OG, NH, VF, M. Kramarenko Bl.13Pa, C.v. 40,000UAH  

200 

1452 ** 379 imp 2000, Europa issue, 40k multicolored, right sheet margin imperforate 
block of four, full OG, NH, VF, Kramarenko (2013) #353Pa, C.v. 

14,000UAH as singles  

200 

1453 ** 386-89  

imp 

2000, Sydney Olympic Games, 30k-1h, imperforate complete set of 
four, all with top margins, full OG, NH, VF, Kramarenko 

(2013) #366Pa-69Pa, C.v. 16,000UAH=US $2,000  

200 

1454 ** 386-89  

imp 

2000, Sydney Olympic Games, 30k, 30k, 70k and 1h, imperforate 
complete set of four, top left corner sheet margin blocks of four, full 
OG, NH, VF, Kramarenko (2013) #366Pa-69Pa, C.v. 64,000UAH=US 

$8,000  

750 

1455 ** 390 imp 2000, Petro Prokopovych, Famous Apiarist, 30k multicolored, top 
sheet margin imperforate block of four, full OG, NH, VF, Kramarenko 

(2013) #330Pa, C.v. 12,800UAH=US$1,600++  

200 
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1456 ** 392 imp 2000, Tatiana Pata, Ukrainian Artist, 40k x2 multicolored, top left 
corner sheet margin horizontal imperforate se- tenant pair with label 
in the middle and control signs on the edge,, full OG, NH, VF, 

Kramarenko (2013) #373-74Pa, C.v. 12,000UAH=US$1,500 

150 

1457 ** 399 imp 2000, Endangered Amphibians, multicolored 30k and 70k, horizontal 
se-tenant pair, right sheet margin imperforate block of four 
containing two pairs, full OG, NH, VF, Kramarenko (2013) #383-84Pa, 

C.v. 20,000UAH=US $2,500++  

200 

1458 ** 403 imp 2000, Folk Tales, 30k x3 multicolored, horizontal se-tenant strip of 
three, imperforate block of six containing two strips, full OG, NH, VF, 

Kramarenko #399-401, imperforate strip is not listed, Est. $600-$700  

300 

1459 ** 405-07  

imp 

2000, Churches, 30k, 30k and 70k, imperforate complete set of three 
in three-side margin blocks of six (2x3) printed on watermarked 
Braiding paper, folded along margins, stamps are not affected, full 
OG, NH, VF and very rare, M. Kramarenko #403Pa-05Pa, C.v. 

90,000UAH 

900 

1460 ** 409 imp 2001, Dmytro Rostovsky, Religious Leader, 75k multicolored, vertical 
imperforate pair, full OG, NH, VF, Kramarenko (2013) #407Pa, C.v. 

8,000UAH  

100 

1461 ** 426 imp 2001, Holy Trinity, 30k multicolored, top left corner sheet margin 
imperforate block of eight (2x4), full OG, NH, VF, Kramarenko 

(2013) #431Pa, C.v. 25,600UAH  

400 

1462 ** 440 imp 2001, International Year of Dialogue among Civilizations, 70k 
multicolored, imperforate miniature sheet of 9, control signs at top, 

full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only a few such sheetlets exist, M. 

Kramarenko #453 Ga, C.v. 40,000UAH=US$5,000  

500 

1463 ** 441 imp 2001, Black Sea Marine Life, imperforate souvenir sheet of 30k and 
70k multicolored, full OG, NH, VF and rare, M. Kramarenko Bl.33 

var, not listed in the Cat.  

150 

1464 ** 444 imp 2001, New Year, 30k multicolored, three-side margins imperforate 
block of eight (4x2, bottom part of a sheet), full OG, NH, VF and rare 

multiple, M. Kramarenko #458Pa, C.v. 32,000UAH=US$4,000  

400 

1465 ** 446-48 2001, Regional Costumes, multicolored 20k and 50k, complete set of 
three horizontal se-tenant pairs, each one is in cross-gutter block 
containing 8 pairs, full OG, NH, VF and scarce set of multiples, 

Kramarenko (2013) #461-66, C.v. 11,400UAH=US$1,425++ 

200 

1466 ** 446-48  

imp 

2001, Regional Costumes, 20k and 50k multicolored, imperforate 
complete set of three horizontal se-tenant pairs, each one in block 
containing two pairs, full OG, NH, VF and rare, M. Kramarenko #461-

66, not mentioned in the Cat.  

500 

1467 ** 494 imp 2003, Speed Skating, 65k multicolored, bottom right corner sheet 
margin imperforate block of four, plate position 3 and order number 

at right edge, full OG, NH, VF, Kramarenko #536, imperf variety is not 

listed, Est. $400-$500  

200 

1468 ** 498 2003, Javorivsky National Nature Park, souvenir sheet of 
1h+1h+1.50h, uncut pane of two souvenir sheets, control markings at 
top and on the right, full OG, NH, VF and rare, M. Kramarenko Bl.39 

Ga, C.v. 10,000UAH  

200 

1469 **B 499c, imp 2003, Europa, Poster Art, imperforate se-tenant pair of 1.75h+1.75h 
multicolored, booklet pane containing two pairs, full OG, NH, VF and 
rare, a common booklet with perforated pane is included, M. 

Kramarenko #547-48  

250 

1470 ** 500-03  

imp 

2003, Space Pioneers, the second issue, 45k-80k, imperforate 
complete set of four in blocks of four with vertical gutter in the 

middle, all with parts of joined stamps at left and bottom margins, 
which are reduced on 65k and 70k, full OG, NH, VF and rare 

positional multiples, M. Kramarenko #549-52 var 

750 
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1471 ** 507-08, 

523 

2003, Mykolaiv and Zaporizhia Oblast, View of Yevpatoria, three 
values of 45k multicolored in horizontal gutter blocks of 12 
(3x2+3x2), full OG, NH, VF, Kramarenko (2013) #582, 586-87, C.v. 

4,500UAH++  

150 

1472 ** 512 2003, Volodymyr Monomakh, Grand Prince of Kyiv, souvenir sheet of 
3.50h multicolored, uncut pane of four souvenir sheets, control 
markings at bottom, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, M. Kramarenko 

Bl.40 Ga, C.v. 20,000UAH as two uncut pairs  

400 

1473 ** 527 2003, Christmas, 45k multicolored, bottom sheet margin block of 
eight with vertical gutter in the middle, full OG, NH, VF, M. 

Kramarenko #590 Ga, C.v. 1,600UAH as two gutter pairs  

100 

1474 ** 573 2005, Inauguration of President Yushchenko, 45k multicolored, 
special miniature sheet of 7 plus label, order No.5-3125, horizontal 

pair of uncut sheets, plate positions 7-8, control signs at top, full OG, 

NH, VF, Kramarenko #676 II, Est. $300-$400 

150 

1475 ** 445/525, 
F1 

Group of 7 Gutter Multiples 2001-03, Shevchenko- Tsereteli, L. 
Hlibov, Marine Life, Philatelic Exhibition, B. Hmyria, H. Kvitka-
Osnovianenko and definitive ''F'' rate, all are in vertical or horizontal 

blocks of 8, except ''F'' stamp in block of 24, all with full OG, NH, VF, 
Kramarenko (2013) C.v. 8,800UAH=US$1,100++ 

250 

1476 ** 483/630 Booklets and Booklet Panes 2000-06, three complete booklets - 
Marine Life, joint issue with Kazakhstan (booklet and separate pane), 
Europe 2004 (booklet), Europe 2005 (booklet) and Europe 2006 
(booklet pane), full OG, NH, VF, M. Kramarenko Booklets 2/6, C.v. 

1,305UAH 

75 

   WESTERN UKRAINE   

1477  4. RPC Stationery items 1919, unsevered stationery reply card 20s+20s 
green, printed on buff paper, very fresh, unused, VF and scarce, 

according to Bulat Cat. only 16 items recorded  

150 

   Second Stanislaviv issue - The 2nd set  

1478 * 34b 1919, double black surcharge ''shahi'' on Bosnian due stamp of 4h 
black and red on yellow network, second surcharge shifted to the top 
and turned clockwise, full OG, VLH, VF and scarce, expertized by K. 
Korner, Z. Mikulski opinion, C.v. $350++, Scott #32b, C.v. $300 

100 

1479 P 36 1919, trial black surcharge ''shahiv'' on Bosnian due stamp of 6h 
black and red on yellow network, full OG, trace of hinge mark, fine 

and very rare, expertized by J. Bulat and others, the trial surcharge 
looks much stronger and firm with complete embossing on reverse, 
Scott #34, C.v. $650 for a common stamp 

200 

1480 * 37, b 1919, black surcharge ''shahiv'' on Bosnian due stamp of 7h black 
and red on yellow network, horizontal pair from positions 4-5, right 
stamp has no ''H'' variety of surcharge, full OG, previously hinged, 
VF, expertized by K. Korner, Z. Mikulski and others, C.v. $220++ 

75 

1481 U 67 var Second Stanislaviv issue - The 5th set 1919, black surcharge ''sha 
hiv'' with two bars at top over black ''Porto'' and ''50'' on 42h brown, 

omitted ''Pen'' variety of surcharge (position 17), postally used, VF, 
only a handful such stamps was produced, this omitted  ''Pen'' 
surcharge variety is definitely unique, several experts' hs on reverse, 
Z. Mikulski certificate is conforming that the stamp is unique, C.v. 

$9,000 for a stamp w/o variety, Mi #28, €22,500++ 

5,000 

1482 * 104 var Fourth Stanislaviv issue - The 8th set 1919, black surcharge 
''hryvna'' on Austrian due stamp of 1kr blue, missing ''У'' in ''Укр'' 
variety (position 21), full OG, previously hinged, VF and rare, 

expertized by J. Baumgarten, K. Oroszi and others, C.v. $150 for a 

stamp without variety 

100 

1483 **/*  Balance of a Consignment 1918-19, 58 mint stamps, including 
block of 25, plus 10 forgeries representing Kolomyia and various 
Stanislaviv issues, neatly arranged on a stockpage, nice and fresh 

quality, full/part of OG, F/VF, C.v. is over $500  

150 
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   URUGUAY   

1484 P  1895(c), View of Montevideo Bay, group of 13 imperforate two-color 
essays of 1p in various color combinations, engraved and printed on 
thin cardboard by South America Bank Note Co., nice margins 

around, fresh and VF, Est. $400-$500  

200 

1485 P  1895(c), View of Montevideo Fortress, group of five imperforated two-
color card printed essays of 2p in various color combinations, 
engraved and printed by South America Banknote Co., wide margins, 
two items with slight reversal foxing, nice and fresh, no gum as 

issued, VF and scarce, Est. $150-$200 

100 

1486 P 586-97 1952, Centenary of the death of General Jose Artigas, complete set of 
12 imperforate proofs in issued colors and 5 central designs, all with 
sheet margins and various punches, full OG, NH, mostly VF and rare 

group, Est. $200-$250  

100 

   VATICAN CITY   

1487 ** 117 var 1946, Cardinal Pole, 2.50L dark blue and brown, top sheet margin 
vertical pair, imperforate between stamps, full OG, NH, VF, 

Sassone #117i, €1,000  

100 

1488 ** 718 var 1983, The Papacy and Art - Exhibition in the USA, 100L- 400L, 
souvenir sheet of six, bottom part of Coat of Arms (''Papal Keys'') is 

missing, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Sassone #F5c, C.v. €1,500  

200 

1489 ** 718 var 1983, The Papacy and Art - Exhibition in the USA, 100L- 
400L,souvenir sheet of six, Coat of Arms is completely missing, full 
OG, NH, VF, Raybaudi certificate, Sassone Cat. listed souvenir sheets 

either with missing bottom ''Papal Keys'' (F5c, €1,500) or top ''Papal 
Tiara'' (F5d, €5,000) part of Arms, this exact variety with missing  

both parts of Arms is not listed and extremely rare 

750 

1490 P 760 1985, Sarcophagus of St. Gregory VII, perforated stage proof of 2500L 
in magenta, upper right sheet margin single, imperf at top with 

misplaced horizontal perforation at bottom, full OG, NH and scarce, 
Raybaudi certificate for vertical pair, the offered stamp from the top, 

Est. $200- $250 

100 

   Semi - Postal issues  

1491 ** B1-4 1933, Holy Year issue, 25c+10c - 1.25L+25c, complete set of four, 
sheet margin blocks of four, the high value block with strengthened 

horizontal perforation, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $760++  

100 

1492 ** B1-4 imp 1933, Holy Year issue, 25c+10c - 1.25L+25c, imperforate complete  
set of four, appropriate margin singles, full OG, NH, VF and rare, E. 

Diena certificate for the complete set, Sassone #15a-18a, €16,000  

1,000 

1493 P B1-4 1933, Holy Year issue, 25c+10c - 1.25L+25c, composite die proof in 
carmine, printed on thick white card, size 170x222mm, ''Institut de 

Gravure et D'Impression de Papiers-Valuer...'' imprint at bottom, 
fresh, VF and extremely rare, only a few are known, Sassone #15-18, 

Est. $3,000-$4,000 

1,500 

1494 ** J15-20, 

J21-24 
SOUTH VIETNAM Postage Due stamps 1968-74, Butterflies, 

0.50d-10d, 5d/3d-60d/2d, two complete sets of six and four, blocks 

of four, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. $219++  

75 

   VIETNAM   

1495 ** 1L14, a Early Vietnam Overprints 1945-46, red overprint on Indochina 
Planting Rice 25c blue, block of four, left stamps with top line of 
overprint length of 20mm, right ones - 18mm, full original white gum, 

NH, VF, C.v. $295++  

100 

1496 ** 219 fn 1962, Weightlifting Championship of Socialist Countries, 12xu  
brown, buff, red and black, printed on horizontally laid paper, 
unissued stamp in bottom left corner sheet margin block of four, 
control signs on the edge, no gum as produced, NH, VF and scarce 

multiple, C.v. $480 as singles 

150 
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1497 **  Outstanding and Valuable Collection in Two Stockbooks 1955-
2000, over 3,600 mint stamps, including more then1,000 
imperforates and 117 souvenir sheets, starting with  Vietcong 

(National Front for Liberation) complete unit of 70 stamps, then 
overprints on Indochina of two types,  early Ho Chi Minh issues, 
apparently complete year sets  from 1958 with missing altogether  
just a dozen of stamps, fabulous topical material usually perf and 

imperf, Military, Official issues and many more, perfect quality unit, 

full OG or no gum as issued, NH, VF, C.v. is about $9,000 

2,500 

1498 ** 129/2442 Souvenir Sheets Collection on Stockpages 1960-93, 126 perforated 
and imperforate souvenir sheets of various topical issues, starting 
with Dragon, Music and Dancing sheets, including unissued Fish of 

1963 and Ho Chi Minh of 1982, approximately 20 imperforate sheets 
not listed in Scott, some rare items, full OG or no gum as issued, NH, 

VF, high C.v. even without unlisted sheets, Est. $600-$700 

300 

1499 **  Mainly Topical Collection in a Stockbook 1974-93, about 2,000 
mint stamps, representing 425+ different issues with approximately 

300 perforated and imperforate various topical items (no souvenir 
sheets), some hard to find items, such as imperforates of 1987-88, a 
dozen of Military stamps, nice and fresh unit, mostly no gum as 

issued, NH, F/VF or better, C.v. is close to $2,750 

500 

1500 P 1248/ Epreuves de Luxe Collection 1983-2024, Sampans (6), Balloons (7) 
both of 1983, National Treasures (4) of 2018, Architecture (4) of 2022, 
Bats (5) of 2023 and Orchids (4) of 2024, last four in specially 
produced souvenir booklets, post office fresh quality, no gum as 
produced, VF and rare assemblage, most of these proofs were 

produced in very limited quantity, Est. $200-$300 

100 

1501 ** 1-70 National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (Viet Cong) 
1963-76, Propaganda, Military Scenes, Lenin, Ho Chi Minh and etc., 
complete collection of 70 stamps, no gum as produced, NH, VF, 

C.v. $268  

75 

   WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS  

1502 */U  Highly Valuable Group of Worldwide stamps 1841-1951, 33 items, 
including mint and used Classic singles from Albania to Sweden, all 

identified, complete sets of Greece, Ireland and Israel, three sets in 
blocks from Luxembourg, 4 forgeries of Scott #615 from Spain, some 
faults (mentioned) and short margins (shown), generally collectible 

quality unit with astonish C.v. of about $60,000, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

750 

1503 **/*  Large Retail Ready Selection in a Box 1930's-90's, over 500 sets 
and singles housed on No.102 cards and in glassines, loading with 
high catalog value items, including Denmark #B3-5, French  
Polynesia #C48, C54, Mali #C5-8, Liechtenstein #130, Marianna 
Islands #31 (2), Spain #C138, So. Vietnam booklet, nice selection of 

Trieste and many more, full OG, generally NH with just occasional 

LH, mostly VF, C.v. is over $7,500, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

750 

1504 */U  Mainly Mint Accumulation in a Box 1870's-1960's, over 600 
glassines and #102/104 cards filled with thousands of stamps 
representing countries from A to Z, among better unused 

Alaouites #C1-4, PRC #1283-85, Germany #634-36, Spain #358-70, 
Turks and Caicos #121-24 and many more needed to be mentioned, 
occasional faults, overall clean and high potential stock, total C.v. is 

about $8,000, Est. $1,500-$2,000 

750 

1505   Nice Postal History Group 1830's-1970's, over 200 items from entire 
world, including 10 early stampless correspondences, most powerful 
presentation from Europe, Middle East, Asia, including China and 
Japan, Latin America, individually priced from $3 to $75, condition 
varies from minor faults (just a few) to VF, total conservative retail is 

$1,800 

400 
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1506 */U  Balance of Eastern European Collections 1918-50, two album 
pages representing Memel issues of 1923 with total C.v. about $80, 
stockbook filled with mint and used Poland with mint and used 
material from 1918 to 1950s, complete and part sets, C.v. $700; and 

Collection of Slovakia of 1939-44 in and album with first overprints, 
semi-postal, air post and back of the book, C.v. is over $1,000. Total 

C.v. for the lot is $1,800 

200 

1507 D  Old Engraved Prints of European Historical Places 1840- 50's, 6 
different prints, representing view of Kammer Przykos (Cave in 

Austria), Wharf of Marienburg (Germany), views of Suli (Northern 
Greece, Krakow and Wieliczka Salt Mine (Poland), Engpass Kosan 
(Serbia), some edge soiling did not affect the engraving, printed in 

Germany, VF, Est. $200-$300 

100 

1508   Worldwide Venues and Exhibitions - Selection of Color Postcards 
1890-1900, 21 pieces, including Great Britain Penny Postage Jubilee 
of 1890, Chicago Official postcard of 1893, Bordeaux Exhibition of 
1895, Leipzig of 1897, Munich of 1898, Venice of 1898 (very scarce), 
several cards of Paris Exhibition of 1900, Art Nouveau of 1900 

stunning set of six cards and etc., generally unused and VF, 

conservative retail is $600 

250 

1509   Stamps on Postcards Topical Unit 1895-1910(c), 30 unused color 
postcards, including Brazil, Hong Kong, Monaco, Persia, Russia, 
Siam, Switzerland, USA and more, minor duplication, VF and 

beautiful embossed cards, Est. $200-$250  

100 

END OF SALE, 

THANK YOU! 


